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INTRODUCTION

A truism in the field has it that no language changes faster than Proto-Indo-European, or, as Calvert Watkins liked to put it (following the Irish scholar Osborn Bergin), “no language has changed so much in the last 50 years as Proto-Indo-European.” Why, then, publish at all a monograph dating back fifty years, and in a version of the author’s original language but not the official language of publication? And why publish it now? I will lay out my reasons below, but I want to clarify at the outset that making available the English language typescript should in no way imply that this project was on Watkins’s to-do list. It was not. Watkins completed the manuscript during the academic year 1966-67 while he was a visiting scholar at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences in Stanford, California. In keeping with the lead language of the series “Indogermanische Grammatik,” his work was translated the following year, with small additions and improvements, into German by Dr. Almuth Groos, and published in 1969. So far as I am aware, he had no plans to publish this English language version. Rather, at the time of his death in 2013, Calvert Watkins was reading in Native American linguistics and Greek poetics—I had picked up for him a laundry list of books from the UCLA library—and his scholarly interests in his final years ranged primarily over in topics in Ancient Greek and Indo-European poetics. So again, why publish it now?

1 There are, to my knowledge, three extant copies of his typescript: one in the UCLA PIES Library; one in the Watkins-Jamison private library in Los Angeles; and one in Cambridge, Mass. at Harvard in Jay Jasanoff’s care. I have scanned these pages from the copy in the UCLA PIES Library, which contains minor marginalia (mostly corrections) in what is in all likelihood Watkins’s hand. In some pages the printer’s ink seems unfortunately weak, especially on pp.157-9, which yet remains legible; elsewhere, as Watkins notes, a page (222) is missing. Otherwise, this copy is serviceable. I have bookmarked the PDF and rendered its text searchable.

2 Representative here are Watkins (2009, 2012), as well as the last conference paper he would write, delivered on the occasion by Brent Vine, ultimately published as Watkins (2013), and his posthumously published Watkins (2014). Note as well the classes he taught at UCLA, such as his wonderful “Greek 250: Greek Verse Inscriptions,” in the UCLA Spring Quarter 2005.
I can give a few reasons. First, his work still stands. This book—known affectionately by his early students as the “blue book”3—was read, its ideas received or rejected, by a generation of scholars because it is a brilliant work, full of many striking observations and fruitful insights. For specialists in particular his work bears rereading, in whole or in part, to this day. Read or reread for yourself the introduction and you will see the sound meditations he offers on methodology, which merit a place on any Indo-Europeanist’s shelf. Despite his commitment to correct methodology, he was in no way dogmatic about it, neither in theory nor in practice; as he comments later on in the first chapter, “there are no dogmas in scholarship” (25). One could wish this dictum were better heeded! Anyone that had the great fortune to know Watkins personally can readily attest that he embodied the truth of these words.

3 Not to be confused with a “usylessly unreadable Blue Book” (Joyce’s Ulysses, as described in his later work Finnegans Wake 179.26–7). Watkins’s Blue Book contrasts with his “red book,” [Watkins (1962)].

4 This concern with fundamental methodological issues he maintained during his entire career. To give a few representative examples, I note that the introductory chapter in the present volume, for instance, echoes his earlier chapter on methodology, “Prolegomena”, in his first opus on the IE Verb, [Watkins (1962)], and would, in turn, be echoed in works from the end of his career, e.g. his paper on ancient Anatolia as an area of rich linguistic diffusion, Watkins (2001).
And I can cite another value of his that I have taken to heart: his belief that to understand linguistic phenomena, one must listen carefully to what the author said, not what the theoretical dictates of a system impose. If we are reading poetry, as so often we are in these earliest documents, we must necessarily be attentive to poetics, must understand, to the best of our abilities, the poet’s thinking, why he or she might have produced a certain word in context (the μορφὴ ἐπέων) or arranged these words in a certain order (ἐπέων θέσις). That is, before we attempt to relegate a given word to abstract systematicity, we must try to be present at its moment of creation, an attentiveness that may sharpen our understanding of the word (i.e. we may understand better on what patterns it was built, or for what ends), or that may at any rate save us from embarrassment (e.g. by treating a word as very old that is in fact very young). As Watkins puts it (p.5), “I have not infrequently had recourse to textual citations, from a conviction that even in morphology the particular value of a form can be appreciated only in its context. Such aspects as the position of a form in a verse line, its attestation in a repeated formula, even the genre of the source text— in short, philological evidence— may in themselves be an index of linguistic archaism.” A reading of the present work, and indeed of his entire oeuvre, will bear out with what fidelity he stuck to this principle.

Indeed, those interested in Watkins as a thinker on Indo-European mythology and poetics, who may be more familiar with his later work, will find herein the same fresh engagement with the ancient textual evidence, the same marked openness in exploring new equations, the same joy of linguistic discovery that they have come to associate with his later, perhaps less austere, publications. For instance, buried away in a discussion of the optative mood of the thematic aorist we find several interesting remarks on diachronic poetics (406ff.). While taking to task a scholar who analyzes incorrectly the particular examples under discussion, Watkins names the graver crime as “misconstruing the nature of oral poetry.” He writes that metrically convenient innovatory forms are not utilized in the cadence of a line, but rather that archaic forms “tended to be preserved intact in the fixed cadence where it was metrically not possible to alter them in a more ‘modern’ direction.” From legions of possible examples in the Homeric poems, he selects one: the all-important Indo-European poetic phrase reflected in the equation Gk. κλέος ἄφθιτον = Ved. अक्षिति स्रवाह (pp.406-7), the imperishable fame the poet alone can confer. Watkins submits that phrase was preserved in the traditions of Greek and Indic verse precisely because “it occurred in the cadence of the verse line in each.” Whether or not one agrees with the particular solution


6 Watkins is thinking more of the lyric tradition as seen in Sappho fr.44.4 (Lobel and Page 1955) than the tradition of Homeric hexameters. In the latter, where the line in question, II.9.413, ends κλέος ἄφθιτον ἔσται, the phrase may
Watkins proposes to the problem of the aorist optative, all would agree he gives a new take on that problem, and does so characteristically by drawing poetics into the analysis of grammar.

When he takes up once more the problem of this word equation in his extended discussion in 
[Watkins (1995:173-8)], he sets forth in his “apologia” another new perspective through which to view this formula. Remaining in the context of metrics, but focused more broadly on the inheritance of formulas, he argues that κλέος ἀφθιτον is no formula per se because it is not complete, is not meaningful by itself; it is merely a formulaic constituent. To complete its essential idea, the formula requires the presence of pronominal reference and predication, what he reconstructs in this case as PRO(noun) HAVE (etc.) IMPERISHABLE FAME (FOREVER). That is, the formula must be meaningful in order to be transmitted to posterity. Thus, those interested in Watkins as a thinker will find in his work from the 1960s to the 1990s a continuity of concerns. They can trace through his scholarly writings sustained attention not only to IE poetics in general, even in works devoted to that stricter discipline of grammar, since for him the two disciplines were not entirely distinct, but attention to this formula in particular, central to all discussions of IE poetic phraseology. The study of poetics and the joy of discovering new equations run as a common thread through his works from beginning to end.

Moreover, his work, in its German publication was seminal. More the pity then that the book is seldom read nowadays, a neglect owed in no small part, at least in the United States, to its being published in the “awful German language” (as Mark Twain styled it). Now, all Indo-Europeanists worth their salt can read German, of course, but for the average American student, publishing in German sure doesn’t help! The English original may provide then a point of entry for the neophyte in the field. Reading this work closely, you cannot but see in it the seeds of almost all later discussions of the Indo-European verb, whose flowering is felt to the present day. To speak only of its recent reception, I would note that works by Jay [Jasanoff (esp. 2003)] continue to build on the edifice Watkins constructed; in one recent paper, dedicated to the memory of Calvert Watkins, [Jasanoff (2017b)] advances the claim that the thematic aorist seen in Vedic ávidat < PIE *(e)widét was composed of *wid-é + t (in this paper Jasanoff quotes from the unpublished English version of Watkins’s book). Nor is the influence limited to any “Watkins school”: across the Atlantic, Andreas [Willi (2018:185, et alibi) revives a hypothesis Watkins advanced (cf. this volume ch. VIII), namely that PIE verbs of the shape *CeC-e/o-, the basis of the simple thematic presents, owed

be considered still part of the cadence, though it was excluded from line-final position.


For just one further example see his discussion in this volume on pp. 240-1, an appendix treating the active participle, where he draws on a passage from the Rig-Veda, VI.24.8, citing it in full just “to point out a good Vedic example of Behagel’s Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder” (on which cf. Watkins 1995:24 and Index s.v. Behagel’s Law).
their thematic vowel first to a personal ending of the third singular middle, reinterpreted as a suffix, and are ultimately of nominal origin. As Jasanoff and Joseph (2015:247) laconically remark, “Many scholars found this idea, or some version of it, appealing; others did not.” To understand the reconstruction of the PIE verb today, one of the most contentious areas in the field, or, more narrowly, to understand how scholars of the present day have arrived at their positions, one must understand the Watkins verb.

In other cases, issues Watkins addressed remain unsettled and his proposals continue to inform the debates. For example, take the longstanding enigma of how precisely to reconstruct the prehistory of the first person singular of the secondary middle ending in Greek, —μην in Attic-Ionic, —μᾱν in West Greek and elsewhere. This ending contrasts clearly with that of its linguistic near neighbor in Indo-Irania, e.g. Vedic —i < IR. *—H, and for that matter is in fact without parallel in any Indo-European language. In his blue book (1969:130= present volume 215-6) Watkins begins from an ending *—a (i.e. *—h2e) augmented by the insertion of *—m- (1sg.), giving *—m—a. To this combination was appended an *—om: “one thinks of the *—om of the s-aorist imperative —s-on... if a prehistoric contraction —a + o– > —ā is legitimate.” This middle step, working via the imperative, few would accept, I think; but fiddling with his solution, one could try instead *—m—a + —om of the thematic secondary endings, as Willi (2018:549-50) suggests; or in a slight variation, a postconsonantal *—m-h2e > *—mā to which would be added the 1sg marker *—mā-m. Of course, it is no great obstacle to have an inflectional ending of the active voice influence the middle, since this is, after all, the source of the Greco-Indic middle ending *—toi, from the active *—ti, in place of ancient *—tor. Others have improbably posited an ablaut variant of the *—h2 element, as when Rix (1992:246) muses that maybe beside *—h2e stood an otherwise unknown *—eh2. Weiss (2011:388) considers an iterated ending, the ungainly *—m–h2eh2–e–m, with reference to the iterated ending in Hittite —h̬ha–ha, a view Yoshida (2013:165 n.11) attributes to Watkins, yet a view from which Yoshida demurs. He objects on the grounds of Hittite internal chronology since the reduplicated forms of the ending occur solely in later texts, so are unlikely to be of PIE, or even Proto-Anatolian, vintage. However, awkwardly for Yoshida, the same development must have taken place independently in Lycian, although iteration of verbal endings is hardly common fare. All in all, the matter remains unsettled, and the reconstruction(s) Watkins proposed retain their vitality in the ongoing assessments of these forms.

Particularly noteworthy for those interested in Watkins as a thinker, there exist some differences between the German publication and its English original. Perhaps most intriguingly, there is one substantial gain in the published version, absent from the English. First in the German version do we find a key insight on accent and ablaut that Watkins picked up from and attributes

Lundquist and Yates (2018:sect. 4) provide a summary of PIE verbal morphology.
to Ferdinand de Saussure, Watkins’s intellectual great-grandfather by way of Meillet and Benveniste. We can date this addendum now: he must have added it between the time he produced the English manuscript (1966-67) and the time of the German version (1969), i.e., this passage represents the most significant “Verbesserung” (1969 Vorwort) of the year 1968. In this passage he discusses the relationship between accent and ablaut in IE verb inflection, especially the movement of accent familiar from the athematic verbs. Watkins illustrates his point with the root present of the verb ‘to smite, kill’— a dragon, for instance— *g\(^{wh}\)én-\(t\)\(i\), *g\(^{wh}\)n-\(é\)nti or *g\(^{wh}\)n-\(ó\)nti, for which he compares Hitt. kuenzi, kunanzi and Ved. hánti, ghnánti. Now, this shift in accent has been posited for the proto-language for a very long time; but Watkins pursued the problem of the shifting accent in a new, though not entirely new, direction (Watkins 1969:24-5; would be on p. 12 of the present volume). He explicitly follows Saussure, whose insights on this topic remain too little known and so too often unrecognized for their subtlety and nuance. Saussure showed that these forms represent only the surface outputs resulting from underlying processes; accordingly, to understand the surface representation, a linguist must reconstruct their underlying representations as well. Saussure did not, of course, put the matter in these modern generative terms, but he demonstrated his case using generative phonology _avant la lettre_. He posits that the accent shifted onto the endings when this was possible— i.e. when the ending contained ablauting *–\(e\)*-, and so could host an accent— whereupon the root vowel underwent a deletion, i.e it formed its zero-grade. Watkins cites Saussure (1922:176) and the three laws (“lois”) he gives, a passage illustrating the first synchronically ordered rules, precisely in the sense of generative grammar (“genau im Sinne der generativen Grammatik”), within IE studies. For Watkins, as well as for Saussure, it was in the processual unfolding of a synchronic derivation, not in the surface outputs alone, that the kernel of IE morphophonology lies (p.25 “In diesen Prozessen liegt der Kern der idg. Morphonologie.”)

10To my knowledge, and that of Watkins, Saussure was first, but I haven’t made a study of it. Watkins’s full formulation runs (p.24): “...denn sie [viz. die Regeln] stellen meines Wissens gleichzeitig die ersten (genau im Sinne der generativen Grammatik) synchronisch geordneten Regeln in der Indogermanistik überhaupt dar.”

11The passage from Saussure is admittedly difficult; Joseph (2012:253, 262-5) provides some help. A perhaps clearer example comes from the end of the Mémoire, where Saussure (1879:236-7) sets up an underlying representation (rewriting his \(a_1\) as \(e\)) /yeug-téy-es/ which then surfaces as yuktéyes, and delivers historically Ved. yuktáyas, nominative plural of yuktí– ‘yoking, hitching’. Saussure was well ahead of his time and his account remains, to my mind, more sophisticated than most present-day analyses of the PIE *–tí*-stems (Lundquist, 2015). The use of levels of representation may precede modern generative phonology, since its roots can be located in ancient grammatical traditions (Greco-Roman and Indic). Philomen Probert, for instance, in a forthcoming book will discuss the
It was this passage in Watkins’s work that Kiparsky singled out for praise in his otherwise grumpy review (Kiparsky 1972). Kiparsky himself explicitly continues the Saussurean line of descent (Kiparsky 2010:150-1). As does Watkins he derives, for example, the plural endings in Vedic and in PIE from an accented ending, e.g. Ved. /ánti/, which will surface when added to unaccented stems (e.g. /ai - ánti/ ⇔ yánti ‘they go’) but which will not surface when added to an accented stem, i.e. there is a principle of leftmost resolution in the case of an accentual clash (e.g. /tákṣ - ánti/ ⇔ tákṣati ‘they fashion’). Most recently, Anthony Yates (2017: ch. 4.3) applies this Saussurean/Watkinsesque and now mainly Kiparskian analysis to Anatolian data. We will keep with the example of the 3pl. endings. Yates posits an underlying (N.B.) accentual contrast within verbal endings: the present singular endings are unaccented, the plural accented, e.g. 3sg. of the -mi-conjugation -zi / -tsi/ vs. 3pl. (-mi/-hi-conjugations) -anzi /-ántsì/. This significance of this underlying contrast emerges when we look at the surface representations of unaccented and accented roots. Yates argues convincingly that the surface representations result from interactions of the underlying accentual properties of the roots with suffixes and endings; he posits a rule for Anatolian which would favor a resolution to the leftmost in cases of accentual conflict. He gives the example of an unaccented root ses ‘sleep’ whose underlying representation, when inflected in the third person plural, would be /ses - ántsì/, surfacing as sasántzi, which he contrasts with an underlyingly accented root wek ‘demand’, underlyingly with two accents /wék-ántsì/ but surfacing with one as wékanzì. In tracing these ideas from Saussure to Watkins and beyond we trace the history of phonology over the last 150 years. Watkins would warmly welcome, I believe, this development of Saussure’s ideas, since he was always open to new directions and remained particularly receptive to incorporating modern theoretical linguistics into explanations of the

importance in the Greek and Roman traditions of the κατὰ φύσιν τόνος, “natural accent,” and the rules by which an underlying accent may be “lulled”; and I have alluded elsewhere to a similar insight in Indic traditions, viz. in Pāṇini’s treatment of a word’s prakṛti accent in compounds, in Lundquist (2016).

12On this same point Wyatt (1972:688-9) in his review “carps some,” as he puts it (694), though I think he fundamentally misunderstands Watkins (and Saussure). He takes them to task for assuming the vowel gradation under discussion “arose in three chronological stages” (688), precisely the reverse of what Watkins said (“synchronisch geordneten Regeln”). Wyatt’s conclusion, generally positive, is incisive and worth quoting: “W[atkins]’s control of the material is prodigious, almost frightening at times, and he makes use of his knowledge in a highly imaginative and creative way.” My thanks to Brent Vine for bringing this discussion to my attention.


14Yates frames his conclusions in an optimality theoretic framework; interested readers should consult his work, as well as his paper Yates (2016), to see by what constraints he arrives at these surface forms.
ancient evidence. He practiced what he preached in his typically bold papers on reconstructing IE syntax (see his classics of historical syntax, Watkins 1963, 1976), his work running the theoretical gamut from the earliest days of generative grammar to its much later manifestation in minimalism, forming a tradition of boundary-pushing research his students would follow.

Of course, in all subdisciplines, i.e. in the philology and historical linguistics of each sub-branch, scholars have greatly advanced the state of the field from where it stood in 1967. I think Calvert Watkins would see it as particularly gratifying that so many of these advances have come from the pens of his students and colleagues. When he says that Meillet’s beloved Introduction remains unsurpassed and is “the finest introduction to the subject”, this was arguably true in 1967, but not in 2019; for his student and colleague Benjamin Fortson has surpassed this older standard by writing what is now widely considered the finest introduction to the field (Fortson 2010). And, of course, the many languages Watkins touches on have all seen significant advances in the latter half of the 20th-century, perhaps none more spectacularly than those of the Anatolian branch, to the advancement of which Watkins contributed major studies, including the present volume. As Jasanoff and Joseph (2015:247) put it, with reference to the blue book, “What no one disputes is that by bringing Hittite to the center of the discussion, Cal fundamentally changed the terms in which the character of the PIE verbal system was debated.”

Although he would go on to publish a groundbreaking paper on the *-ē-stative, Watkins (1971), which has generated its own corpusculum of research, the present volume would be his last major statement on the PIE verb; a companion piece on verbal stem formation was never to arrive. As Jasanoff and Joseph (2015:247-8) detail, the Indogermanische Grammatik project was running out of steam; the volume on the PIE noun, for which Watkins had been commissioned, was likewise never to come. As the project ground to a halt, preliminary chapters from his work on the noun were cannibalized for articles published throughout the 1970s, and he would never return to a full-scale treatment of the verb. It may have been the case that he was less than thrilled with the early reception of his work. Alternatively, or in concert with this disappointing reception, he may have felt what Stephanie Jamison has called (by letter, April 2019) “the tidal pull of texts and philology.” He was keen to turn his mind in new directions, pursuing the pathfinding work into Indo-European poetics which he had begun already in the early sixties, which would culminate in his magnum opus Dragon, and which he would track with magisterial breadth, linguistic precision, and the boundless creativity he was known for, to the very end of his scholarly career.

---

15 I refer the interested reader to Jasanoff (2017a) and Melchert (Hcm.) for discussion and bibliography.

16 Watkins himself might have wished to share this honor with Ivanov (1965), a work liberally cited in these pages, and written in a language, Russian, which, Brent Vine informs me, Watkins urged his students to learn so that they could at a minimum read the works of Ivanov.
Though Watkins himself later recanted a number of his reconstructions from this book and would not often publish hereafter on the reconstruction of the Indo-European verb, his work from the 1960s has remained a pillar in the edifice of research. I will speculate no further on the reasons he discontinued his research on the Indo-European verb.

Which brings us round, by way of a dúñad ‘ring enclosure’, to our initial question, the still unanswered, but perhaps more approachable question: why publish it now? My answer has been that the book is still worth reading: I hope that making this version more widely available will increase its readership. But to the question “why publish it at all?” there’s also a more personal reason I can give. I began my career in Indo-European studies because I was enamored with his magnum opus, his 1995 How to Kill a Dragon. I had studied the huge world of the Greek epics and later on been taken in by the intensity of the Vedic poets and their exacting attention to craftsmanship; I felt I had some grasp on the Greek and Indic traditions. But when I read Watkins I saw new vistas open up: millennia were uncovered from the mists of prehistory. The myth of the dragonslaying became not isolated in the Vedic hymns to Indra but the myth appeared as an immensely deep and pervasive fount on which Indo-European poets had drawn for their inspiration for at least the last seven thousand years. I learned from his works on poetics the joy of equations, of establishing proper comparanda—somewhat in the manner of the secret and sacred bandhus of Indic thought—and I learned as well the worth of philological rigor. Reading Watkins one wants to go with him beyond the confines of a sound change (of what he called the “*a ergibt a” variety) and to the worlds of bygone people: put another way, “if we want to know how the Indo-Europeans talked, it can be useful to consider what they talked about.” To try to understand another’s reality is an act of sympathetic conjecturing, and Watkins taught that this was possible, but we must begin from our strict methodologies, since we are at mercy of philological remains and what strict limits they impose. Watkins was a master at this fine act of tightrope walking, moving with agility between the twin abysses of being lost in sheer data and veering off into unbridled speculations. As he moves between the worlds of ancient Indo-European cultures, Watkins asks others to come along with him, offering, in the manner of the poet’s vade mecum, “you come, too.” He did not envisage the field of Indo-European as a walled-off world, cloistered from all but the novitiates who might worship at the pādas of the guru: he invites us in. In words unforgettable to the junior Indo-Europeanist, he invites us to go with him into the worlds of ancient literature: “further examples await you in the texts” (Watkins 1976:262).

For me, and I know I’m not alone, Watkins is an exciting author and an inspiring essayist. He

---

17 See the appreciation by Melchert (2013:508-9).
imbues his writing so often with a sense of speaking directly to you in his plainspoken, homely but ever eloquent speech. Some of us are lucky enough to have talked with him, so may hear in his writings not only his truly unique lexicon (he once told me about “chunking” rocks at trains as a boy in Texas) but hear also his slight southern drawl, which he’d never give up, despite living so many years in puritanical Boston. It is worthwhile to recover his writing in his own language. Elizabeth Tucker recently recounted to me a scene of the young Calvert Watkins at the Summer Institute of the Linguistics Society of America, held in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1972, soon after he had published his early opus. He remarked to her how reading the German text struck him as reading someone else’s words, not the text as he had penned it but to an extent his words obscured by the voice of the translator. So, as a small token of gratitude to a legendary scholar, a brilliant philologist, and a friend, I am making available a scanned copy of his book to give back to the world, in some measure, Calvert Watkins in his own voice.

Jesse Lundquist
Wolfson College, Oxford
2019
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It is a pleasant duty to express my gratitude to the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences in Stanford, California, and to its then Director, Ralph W. Tyler, for the grant of a Fellowship for the academic year 1966-1967. Without the unique conditions for scholarly work provided by the Center, this book could scarcely have been completed within that period. I am also indebted to the National Science Foundation for their generous financial support during the year.

My debt to coworkers in the field, both in Europe and America, should be apparent on every page. To many of them I am particularly grateful for their courteous sending of publications, as well as for placing unpublished studies at my disposal. To all these colleagues I express my heartfelt thanks.

To four scholars in General and Indo-European Linguistics and Philology my debt is far older, and far deeper. I must claim in my turn that 'no student was ever so fortunate in his teachers'. May they accept this work, in the profoundest tradition of Indo-European society, as an ἄγντιπων.
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I. Introduction

A grammar of Indo-European must take account of certain realities. The first is naturally that in dealing with an unattested, reconstructed language we must operate by inference, and not by direct observation of speech or written text. The consequence is that a description of that reconstructed language must be necessarily far from complete. One must have no illusions on this matter; even after a hundred and fifty years of steady progress of the comparative method and the establishment of Indo-European grammar, we are still not capable of reconstructing a single well-made Indo-European sentence of the most trivial complexity. Reconstructions of sentences are of course not our aim, but to a lesser degree the same indeterminacy is to be found in most parts of the grammar of Indo-European.

The second is that a grammar of a reconstructed language
cannot be synchronic. It cannot describe an état de langue at any given time or place. One may establish a relative chronology of individual reconstructed features of the grammar, for example, and one may plausibly point out evidence of prehistoric dialectal cleavage. But the association of one reconstructed feature of the grammar with another, and so on such as to form eventually the picture of a total linguistic system, is beyond our powers. Indo-European, and any other reconstructed language, can refer only to a set of linguistic states in a temporal (and spatial) continuum.

The third point is the most important: that the reconstruction of Indo-European, i.e., the establishment of the grammar of that language to the best of our ability, is not our fundamental object, as it is in the writing of a normal descriptive grammar. Rather that ultimate aim is the writing of linguistic history—faire l'histoire des langues: the history of languages known to us. We are seeking a historical explanation for the facts of the grammar of languages accessible to us by observation or from written texts. Reconstruction from comparison, both external and internal, up to and including the unrealistic goal of the complete restoration of the grammar of an antecedent common language, is only a tool. It is a means to the end, which is linguistic history.

Even if we were by some miracle handed a complete grammar of Common Indo-European as spoken somewhere in (say) 4500 B.C.—the date is meaningless—the work of the Indo-Europeanist would
scarcely be done. Rather it would have just begun. For his task would be then as before to relate the facts vouchsafed him to the facts of the attested languages; to construct hypotheses, and to demonstrate precisely how it was possible within a linguistic tradition or traditions to pass from the system at one point in time to the systems at a later point. The position of the Romance specialist offers a clear analogue.

But we are in fact not vouchsafed this Indo-European grammar, and must operate by inference from the attested languages to restore a common prototype; this prototype itself serves only as a means toward establishing the history of these same attested languages. Historical linguistics and comparative grammar is necessarily a dialectic. Considering this fact, and the constraints we have noted, it is clear that a far more discursive approach than that in the ordinary descriptive grammar is not merely advisable but mandatory in writing a grammar of Indo-European. Discursive treatment is that best suited to the writing of history, which is our ultimate goal.

Consider an illustration. That one can demonstrate that in the earliest Common Indo-European the 3 sg. in all inflexional types was characterized by an ending zero, is in itself neither very remarkable, nor very interesting. From the point of view of linguistic typology, reconstructed Indo-European merely becomes another cipher in a list of languages sharing the same feature, a list which could well include representatives of most of most of the linguistic families in the world. Rather it is the specific
consequences of this fact of Indo-European grammar which are of interest to us: the modalities of the replacement of zero by an overt ending, and the eventual elimination of the zero-ending. These alone provide the key to the prehistoric transformations of certain paradigmatic structures in languages known to us: they permit us to assign a relative age to different synchronic features in these languages, to state that a is more archaic than b, and to explain why a is preserved in the particular place in the system it occupies. All these historical explanations— which must be discursively elaborated— are permitted by the reconstruction of zero; but in and of itself that zero is practically devoid of interest.

An exposition of the technique and methodology of historical linguistic analysis here followed—which is traditional in the fullest sense— may be found in the Prolegomena to my Celtic Verb. In conformity with the dialectic character of Indo-European studies, at any level, I have tried to weigh the linguistic evidence afresh, and to provide a coherent explanation for it. I have not hesitated either to accept or to reject previous explanations, mindful of what one of my teachers once said of a well-known handbook: that the cause of scholarship is not served by taking the "middle" position between two mutually exclusive hypotheses.

I have not hesitated to introduce new data, and to make new equations, whereby to broaden the basis of the enquiry. And following the principle of Meillet quoted at the outset, I have
further tried to focus attention on the anomalous forms to be found in all Indo-European languages, which are co ipso archaisms, and to integrate them into the historical exposition. I have not infrequently had recourse to textual citations, from a conviction that even in morphology the particular value of a form can be appreciated only in its context. Such aspects as the position of a form in a verse line, its attestation in a repeated formula, even the genre of the source text—in short, philological evidence—may in themselves be an index of linguistic archaism.

As the first part of volume III of the Indo-European Grammar, the present work presupposes a degree of familiarity with the main lines of the historical phonology of the Indo-European languages, with the basic facts of Indo-European apophony and accentuation, and the fundamental principles of morphology. Broadly speaking, morphology may be defined as the formal expression of the syntactic rules of a language.

The structure of the Indo-European inflected word may be symbolized as root + suffix (or suffixes) + desinence (ending), $R + S + D$. The traditional domains of Indo-European morphology are inflexion, derivation, and composition. Derivation, and composition which is a special case thereof, more directly a function of syntax, are concerned with the formation of inflectable stems ($R + S$); inflexion is concerned with $D$. Yet the demarcation between stem-formation and inflexion is a fluid one, rather more so than the traditional presentations of Indo-European morphology would lead us to suppose.
I have chosen to begin with verb inflexion, for reasons to be discussed below. Of necessity, this procedure presupposes some familiarity with the basic facts of Indo-European verbal stem-formation. For these the reader may be referred above all to Meillet's unsurpassed *Introduction à l'étude comparative des langues indo-européennes*. Though the first edition of this work appeared in 1903 and the eighth in 1937 just after Meillet's death, it remains the finest introduction to the subject. The work, as indeed the whole of Meillet's œuvre, may be most succinctly characterized by his own appreciation of a distinguished predecessor in Avestan studies: 'une sûreté de méthode où la force du bon sens touche au génie.'

The finite verb is the fundamental member of the Indo-European sentence, since it incorporates an explicit subject in the person as well as the predicate: it is a sentence in microcosm. Beside the minimal verbal sentence like Latin *ueni* 'I came' or *uenit* 'he came', the minimal nominal sentence like Latin *fas* 'it is right' shows a reduced structure, in that it is restricted to the third person, with a dummy subject. In Indo-European we have a language family characterized in its older historical stages by what all typologists recognize as a relatively rich inflexion, above all in the verb. This suggests that a treatment of Indo-European morphology should begin with the verb, as was always Meillet's practice, but further begin with verb inflexion: the "external", word-final expression of the primary grammatical categories of person, number, and diathesis ('voice')
specified by the finite verbal form in the sentence. In beginning verb morphology with inflexion I follow a well-established tradition, which may be exemplified by the Indo-European grammars of Schleicher and Hirt, or the grammars of individual languages of Schwyzer and Leumann.

Yet a major difference between this and earlier treatments of Indo-European grammar is the amount of space given over to the question of verb inflexion. Scanning Indo-European grammars over the last century, we can observe that Schleicher's *Grammatik* accords the verbal endings 45 pp.; Brugmann's monumental *Grundriss*, 94 pp., but the *KVG* only 10 pp.; Meillet's *Introduction*, 10 pp.; Hirt's *Indogerman. Gramm.* 61 pp., of which 25 are given over to the 'etymology' of the endings; Pisani's *Glottologia indoœur.*, 7 pp.

The justification for the extended treatment here is simply that the subject requires it; the development/paradigmatic categories is not to be dismissed in a handful of pages. The boundary between derivation and inflection is historically a shifting one, and far more often than usually recognized, the development and even genesis of a derivational category in the verb can only be understood in terms of the historical development of the inflexional pattern. In order to account for the Indo-European conjugational system as a whole, we must first explore in detail the inflexional system in the verb, and trace its historical development. In this procedure I can claim an illustrious precedent: Franz Bopp's *Über das Conjugationsystem der Sanskritsprache, in Vergleichung*
The history of Indo-European studies is primarily a refinement of our understanding of stem-formation. Already in the beginnings of Indo-European comparative grammar the principal stem and suffix types were clear. They were in fact given by the Hindu grammarians for Sanskrit, and it was a relatively simple problem—once posed—to isolate the immediately corresponding categories in the European languages. The proper formulation of the role of vowel-apophony as a morphophonemic device in verbal and nominal derivations is the great contribution of Saussure's Mémoire. His analysis of the vowel system, and the postulation of the famous 'coefficients sonantiques', follow as an inexorable consequence of the total system of root and suffix morphophonemics which he demonstrated. Saussure's picture is basically the Indo-European of today. We have made enormous strides in our understanding of the structure of the root, of archaic noun-formation, of the role of apophony and accent and their manifestations in the individual languages, and above all in linguistic theory, to which Indo-European studies are subordinate. But the derivational categories of Indo-European remain much as they were described in 1878.

In verb inflexion the tradition is even older. Our view of the desinences, as ordinarily presented in the handbooks, is remarkably similar to that of Bopp a century and a half ago, leaving aside his concern to show their pronominal origin. Just
as in the verbal stem classes, it is basically the Sanskrit picture.

Yet a confrontation of the normal thematic presents of the two most familiar ancient Indo-European languages, Latin and Greek, shows two paradigms which cannot be reduced to a common original. While the Latin system agrees with that of Sanskrit, Greek does so only at the price of ad hoc rules. The forms of Greek bear a certain similarity to those of other languages which likewise do not conform to the Sanskrit picture, as Meillet saw, but the comparisons have not been systematized.

We have no choice but to assume that the inflexional patterns of all the languages of the family, in one way or another, directly or indirectly, continue a Common Indo-European type. In order to account for all the data of all the languages, one technique alone is open to us. It is necessary to develop a simple and consistent hypothesis of the inflexional system in the common language, and to verify that hypothesis in each of the branches of the family. I have had no compunction about presenting such a hypothesis in the present work. I can only echo the words of Chr. S. Stang, in the foreword to his new and indispensable Vergleichende Grammatik der baltischen Sprachen: 'Die Wissenschaft ist ein Dialog, und niemand von uns kann den Anspruch erheben, auf allen Punkten zu einem bleibenden Ergebnis zu gelangen. Aber was man vorlegt, wird ja kritisiert, andere melden vielleicht Widerspruch an. Mit Hilfe dieses unorganisierten teamworks schreitet die Wissenschaft fort. Daher sende ich diese Arbeit getrost aus, selbst wenn ich natürlich weiss, dass nicht alles,
was ich hier sage, richtig ist. Deshalb stelle ich gern Theorien auf. Ein Buch, das nur gesicherte Dinge enthält, wäre für die Mitforschenden überflüssig.

Wherever it seemed advisable, I have had no hesitation in departing from the traditional view; there are no dogmas in scholarship. But as I have tried to show throughout, this 'novum organum' has its beginnings and its development in the basic traditions of Indo-European studies over the past century and a half. The version here advocated is a natural outgrowth thereof.

The book is meant to be read sequentially; each chapter builds on the results of those preceding. The aim of all, and of the book itself as a unity, remains the same: to reconstruct an internally consistent system of verb inflexion in Indo-European —un système où tout se tient— and to demonstrate as precisely as possible the manner in which this reconstruction permits a cogent historical explanation of the systems of verb inflexion in each of the earlier attested Indo-European languages.
§1. The class of root athematic verbs in Common Indo-European is one of the uncontested results of the application of the comparative method. This inflexional type is characterized by an apophonic root (with full grade in the singular, zero-grade in the dual and plural), a zero suffix, and the primary personal endings -\( \text{mi} \) -\( \text{si} \) -\( \text{ti} \), secondary -\( \text{m} \) -\( \text{n} \) -\( \text{l} \), in the singular. The accent falls on the root in the singular, on the desinences in the dual and plural. Root forms with and without reduplication are found in this type; the inflexional pattern was originally the same in each.

Both active and middle paradigms occur, cf. Ved. \( \text{eti} \) 'goes', \( \text{vástē} \) 'dresses', but it is characteristic of the athematic root verbs that the middle is relatively rare; cf. Renou, BSL 33.21 (1932). From the functional point of view, it is further characteristic that the verbs showing active root athematic conjugation are both transitive and intransitive, in comparable proportion: Ved. trans. \( \text{áttī} \) 'eats', \( \text{dvēṣṭī} \) 'hates', \( \text{ákaṛ} \) 'made', \( \text{ádhāṛ} \) 'put' beside intrans. \( \text{éti} \) 'goes', \( \text{kṣéti} \) 'dwell', \( \text{ágan} \) 'went', \( \text{ásthāṛ} \) 'stood'. The fact is doubtless connected with the rarity of the middle in this formation.

Of the root athematic verbs which are inflected in the middle voice in Indo-Iranian, it is noteworthy that by far the
greater number are media tantum, and accent the radical syllable (with full grade root) throughout the paradigm: cf. Whitney §628 for a partial list. While Sanskrit grammar prescribes zero-grade root with accent on the desinences as proper to all forms of the middle in the athematic type, the actual instances in the Rig-Veda are extremely limited; and when they do occur, as for example in pres. act. 3 sg. réghi, 3 pl. rihánti beside mid. 3 pl. pres. rihaté, there is reason to suspect that the development is secondary, as here in the accent rihaté, not the prescribed riháte.

I shall take up the formation of the middle in connection with the thematic conjugation, for reasons which will become apparent there. The discussion in the present chapter will be limited to the athematic active formations.

§2. The root athematic type is on the decline virtually everywhere in Indo-European save Hittite. It is considerably more tenacious in the roots in long final vowel (from earlier short-vowel plus laryngeal) than in those in final consonant, TeT- and TeR(T)-. But all Indo-European languages attest the root *es- 'be, be really, exist', which in most of the languages comes to be the copula; cf. Benveniste, BSL 55.113-134 (1960) = Problèmes de linguistique générale 187 ff. The paradigm of the singular, with the primary endings, may be reconstructed as
*ēs-si or *ēs-i with simplification of the geminate *ēs-ti, on the evidence of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hitt. ēsā-ā</th>
<th>Ved. āsā-ā</th>
<th>Gk. ēsā-ā</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ēsā-t</td>
<td>āsā-t</td>
<td>ēsā-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēsā-zi</td>
<td>āsā-zi</td>
<td>ēsā-zi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hitt. -zi is regular from -ti; we have in fact once ēsā-ti in an Old Hittite text (KUB XXXVI 98c Rs. 5), probably with -ti not affricated to -zi after s, as also in Gk. ἔστι vs. ηῆστι.

The plural may be reconstructed as follows:

*ēs-mē
*(ē)ē-ā-te
*ēs-ēnti or *ēs-ēnti,

compare Hitt. (pret. ēs-wen) Ved. s-mās(i) Gk. Ion. ēs-mēn
(ipv. ēs-ten) s-thā(na) ēs-tē
aš-anzi s-ānti Dor. ēs-ānti

It is apparent that that the divergence among the languages is significantly greater here. Only in the 3 pl. is the root apophony
e : zero, *es- : *g- clearly preserved in several traditions :
Dor. *e₂w₂ replacing h-ew₂, Goth. sind, Osc. sent, OIr. it <
*g-enti, Lat. sunt and Hitt. (a)šanzi < *s-onti. The desinences
will be taken up in detail below, as will be the question of the
root vocalism in the 2 pl.

For a root of the structure TeR- we may take the verb
'to smite, kill' :

*gʰénti   *gʰénti  or  *gʰonti

Compare Hitt. kuemi  (pret. kuewen)
kuemši  (ipv. kuenten)
kuensi  kunanzi,

Ved. hanmi  hanmas(i)
hámši  hathá (ipv. hantana)
hánti  ghnánti.

For the forms of the dual (where attested) in these and all sub-
sequent paradigms see the Appendix to the present chapter.
§3. The various languages have in general partially or wholly leveled the original root apophony e : zero. Only the verb 'to be' in the third persons, tends to resist this pressure (cf. modern French, German, or Polish), by preserving the forms as synchronically unanalyzable units.

Hittite has replaced *es- : *s- by es- : aš-, along with other roots in initial e: ed- : ad- 'eat' (*ed- cf. Gk. ἔδωκα), aku- : aku- 'drink' (*ek̂- cf. West Toch. yoku 'I/drink' < *ek̂>-o). The model was furnished by phonological regular cases like en : an <*en : *n, cf. wen-zi 'futuit' : iter. uwanšik- < *un-sk-, The verb ep- : ap- 'grasp' may have played a mediating role, if correctly derived from *ep- : *ap- (cf. Ved. āpnoti, Lat. coepī, aptus); but the root may be simply *ep-. Roots of the structure TeT- and TeR- have largely generalized the full grade in the plural, hence 1 pl. kuewen (< *kuenwen). Before vocalic ending in the 3 pl, the zero grade TR- is preserved, cf. kunanzi, kuranzi 'cut' : Ved. 3 pl. injunctive (mī.) kr-anta. In TeT- and ReT- roots we find full grade also in the 3 pl., cf. šešanzi 'sleep', wekanzi 'wish'; the last attests the Hittite elimination of samprasāraṇa Ablaut, cf. Ved. vēsni : ušanti. These apophonic reflections may be relatively late in Hittite, since beside šešanzi we have also šašanzi, and both wehanzi and wahanzi. The three forms šašanzi, wehanzi and wahanzi are in fact all from the same text (Hittite-Luvian Ištaniwa-ritual KUB XXV 37 IV 36, II 22, III 34, cf. Laroche, Dict. louv. 171 ff.), which
clearly demonstrates the hesitation. The TeRT- and TaRh- roots in Hittite have universally adopted the zero-grade form, Hitt. TaRT-, TaRh-. For the mechanism see Kuryłowicz, Proc. VIII Int. Cong. Ling. 227-228.

Indic preserves the e: zero apophony quite faithfully in TeR(T)- roots, but tends to generalize the full grade in TeT- roots, whence admi: adámi. Archaic exceptions are precisely ásti: sánti, and aor. (á)páras: (á)kšan.

Greek basically preserves the original apophony only in the verbs έλθε: έμευ, Dor. φασί: Att. φάμευ, isolated long vowel aorist forms like Hom. βῆ: 3 du. Βάτην, and the reduplicated type τέθημεν: τέθημεν. Athetic inflexion of roots in final consonant is represented only by isolated forms, which attest the prehistoric generalization of the full grade: έδούσε, έδέκατε, ένεκτε, λέκτο. The same appears in the verb 'to be': Ion. ελέμεν, Dor. ἦμεν < *es-men (Att. ἐσμέν is analogical). The full grade is also found in the Mycenean 3 pl. ε-ε-σί = e(h)-ensi, cf. Hom. ἔσσε; Dor. ἔντε, Att.-Ion. είσε < *s-enti is a residual conservation.

§4. Ulterior developments have given rise to subclasses of the root athematic verb in certain Indo-European dialects, with a partially divergent apophonic pattern involving a lengthened grade. Some scholars have attributed these types to Indo-European itself,
whereas in reality they represent separate innovations posterior to the common period. See especially Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 155 and 305-8.

We have basically three groups of phenomena: (1) the Indo-Iranian type Ved. tašti = Av. tašti; (2) the Indic type stáuti; and (3) the Balto-Slavic type Lith. bęgu : Russ. beg'ú (*bęgo).

The first shows only a single example in Avestan, 3 sg. tašti, but which is identical with Ved. tašti; Vedic shows the 3 pl. tákšati, while no plural forms are attested in Iranian. We have thus an apophony ā : a beside the normal full grade : zero-grade of the root athematic verb, together with the further anomaly of the accent on the root in the plural, and the desinence -ati not -anti. This verb (I-Ir. root taks-) is unique in exhibiting all these features.

Further 3 sg. forms are RV táši 'rules', with no plural forms attested, and Br. sásti 'cuts', with 3 pl. Br., sasati, ipv. sásatu.

For the latter the RV has 2 pl. ipv. sasta, and pple. sstá- like taštá from taks-. We may assume an earlier *sásti 3 pl. *sásati, with the long vowel later spreading from the singular to the plural, just as in Avestan the ā of tašti spread to the pple. taštá- replacing earlier Gāth. tašta- = Ved. trstá-.

The second is confined to Indic: Ved. stáuti, 3 pl. stuvánti, but Gāth. staomi, Av. staoiti with short diphthong. Similarly máršti (RV 1 sg. máršmi) mṛjánti, and perhaps *kṛṛšti to kṛś (thematic kṛṛšati) attested by the derivative kṛṛmaśap- 'goal' (Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 155, cf. Debrunner, Ai. Gr. II 2.756). Beside Indic
marshi younger Avestan shows both thematic marzaiti and marazaiti, the latter like the sixth class present amrjate found first in the AV. Both Avestan forms marza- and mrza- may be most simply derived by thematization from an earlier athematic verb with apophonic paradigm marz- ; mrz-, i.e. with Iranian full grade in the singular, not lengthened grade as in Indic.

The other monosyllabic roots in final u have the same pattern as stauti, cf. Whitney §626. But it is characteristic that these lengthened grade presents are late in Vedic; barely attested in the RV, they are clearly an expanding class in subsequent Indic literature of the early period. There is but a single attestation of a long vowel present from a u-root in the older portions of the RV, 3 sg. inj. staut at verse end in 7.42.6; impf. astaut is found three times in Book X, and the present stauti, staumi, ipv. staatu, occurs first in the AV. Present kṣaumi occurs once in Book X of the RV. From yu- the RV present is the sixth class yuvāte, passim; yaumi is found first in the AV. From su- 'impel' the RV has suvāte; sauti in Br. From sku- RV has only the intensive coşkuyāte; skauti SB. From snu-RV has no finite forms; snauti Br. The chronology is clear.

The apophonic relations ā : a of tāṣṭi tākṣati and ar : r of māṛṣṭi mṛjānti are typical of vṛddhi both of the Indo-Iranian type and of the Indic type; the āu : u of stauti stuvānti is characteristic of Indic alone. But the difference of accent and desinence of the type tāṣṭi tākṣati indicates that it should be separated from māṛṣṭi.
mrjánti and stáuti stuvánti, which in turn together exhibit the
the same Indic features.

Kuryłowicz, *Apoph.* 155-6, has explained the type märšti
mrjánti as due to a subordination to the (nascent and productive)
tudáti class with which it shared certain forms (3 pl. tudánti
like mrjánti), and the development of a correlation lack of them-
atic vowel implying in the strong forms the full grade root. Whence
after the new Indo-Iranian and Indic vṛddhi pattern, ṛ : ār re-
placing ṛ : ār. While this explanation is cogent, Kuryłowicz's
further view that the type stáuti stuvánti is essentially unconnect-
ed, is not convincing. He argues that since stuvánti is phono-
logically u in hiatus, stu-ánti, the full grade is a + u in hiatus,
whence by 'une contraction tardive', Ind. au. But the necessary
implication that inherited Indo-Iranian disyllabic *stauṭi* (= Av.
staọiti) was first refashioned to trisyllabic *stau-uti* and then
contracted to Ind. stauti (with long diphthong) seems unacceptable.
Were the explanation of stáuti stuvánti simply phonological, we
would expect the same development in the aorist of roots in -u,
whereas there the lengthening is not found. Cf., 3 pl. ipv. aor.
śruvantu = śru-antu like stu-antu but 3 sg. ipv. aor. śrotu unlike
stautu. The lengthening in the strong cases of the present along of
the type stauti shows that it must be morphological.

It is preferable then to regard märšṭi and stáuti as the joint
products of an Indic innovation, characterized by vṛddhi in the
strong forms of certain athematic roots with the structure TeRT- and TeR- (Teu-) present. In both cases the innovation is based on the subordination to the sixth (tuḍāti) class, as suggested by Kuryłowicz for ṁaṛṣṭi; note in particular the presence of RV sixth class yuvāte, suvāte beside later vaṭi, sautī.

§5. Kuryłowicz, loc. cit., is inclined to explain ṁaṛṣṭi in the way as ṁaṛṣṭi. But the earlier (Indo-Iranian) chronological level of the former, together with the difference of root structure (TeT-) and accent pattern, argues for their separation.

The simple fact of being a TeT- root is not sufficient to provoke the lengthening in the strong forms of the paradigm, as shown clearly both by the archaic apophonic forms in Indo-Iranian like Ved. ās-ti s-ānti, (ā)phās kṣ-an, and by the forms of a more recent level with generalized full grade like āt-ti ad-ānzi, pple. adānt-; sās-ti sas-ānti (RV ipv. sasāntu), pple. sasānt-. That these forms originally belonged to the same apophonic class is shown by their identical Hittite reflexes: eṣ-zi aṣ-anzi pple. aṣant-; ezzazzi (= ed-a-zi) ad-anzi, pple. adant-; ṣeṣ-zi šaṣ-anzi, pple. šaṣant-, all with the generalized Hittite apophony e : a noted above.

Rather we must assume that it is the fixed accent on the root which is responsible for the introduction in these verbs in Indo-
Iranian of a quantitative apophonic relation $\bar{a} : \bar{a}$ between singular and plural. This Ablaut took the place of the inherited pattern of accented full grade : unaccented zero-grade, which in certain verbs by the generalization of the full grade had been reduced to a contrast of accented root in the singular, unaccented root in the plural. Thus beside the contrasting

\[ \text{sg. } \text{sás-} : \text{pl. } \text{sás-} \]

there was no accessory mark in

\[ \text{sg. } \text{sás-} : \text{pl. } \text{sás-}, \]

whence the development by a sort of compensation.

\[ \text{sg. } \text{sás-} : \text{pl. } \text{sás-} \]
\[ \text{táks-} : \text{táks-}. \]

As we shall see below, the columnar accent on the root syllable in the plural is likewise responsible for the zero-grade 3 pl. ending \(-\text{atí} < *-\text{ntí}.\)

\[ \text{§6. This fixed root accent in singular and plural is unique} \]
in the whole class of athematic active verbs; for this reason the small group of verbs like tāṣṭi tākṣati are probably not originally primary root verbs. A fixed accent is a characteristic of denominative verbs, where the accent repeats that of the base noun; and precisely the oldest type of denominative formation is the bare suffixation of the athematic endings directly onto the athematic noun stem, as in Vedic bhiṣājī- 'physician' = bhiṣāk-ī 'heals'. The athematic denominative is Indo-Iranian in date, cf. Av. 1 sg. subj. biṣāzānī beside 3 sg. biṣāzyāt. Note in this verb both in Indiā and Iranian the coexistence of athematic and -ie-/io-stems; RV VIII 79.2 bhiṣāktī viśvāṃ yāt turām 'er heilt alles, was krank ist' and VIII 22.10 bhiṣājyātām yād śūram 'heilet, was krank ist' are clearly variants of the same formula. The nominal stem bhiṣājī- is itself an ancient compound, whose first member bhiṣ- can be equated with Gāth. 'biś- in fin. comp. (ahūm.biś- 'Weltheiler'); the second member may be the verbal root aj-, Av. az- (: *ṣyw). The compound is thus comparable to Ved. prksā- 'nourishment, one's fill': prksūdh-, and Gāth. iṣ- 'Kraftspendung': iṣud-, with the second member *udh- from *uēdh-. See Humbach, Gathas ad Y. 31.14. Another possible Vedic example of an athematic denominative is 3 sg. āspāṣṭa to the denominative *spēk-ī assumed by Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. I 722 and Szemerényi, Syncope 378, cf. especially Meillet, Intro., 218.

The type bhiṣāktī is residual, and the example virtually
unique in Indo-Iranian. But Hittite nekuzzi 'it *nights, gets to
be night' beside nekuz mehur 'night time' offers a clear and archaic
parallel, whether it reflects *nek't- or *nek'-ti. Cf. Szemerényi,
Syncope 411 and the references there cited. For my own view
(*nek'-ti) see ch. III §2. Hittite hywap-zi 'treats badly' beside
the thematized adjective hywappa- 'bad' is doubtless an old
athematic denominative verb as well; the nominal base recurs with a
secondary suffix in the Germanic family of Gath. ubils < *up'-elo-
(śeṣpaśaraṇa Ablaut *ue/opa- : *up').

I therefore suggest that the verbs tāṣṭi, sāṣṭi, rāṣṭi are by
origin athematic denominatives to root nouns *tek-, *kṣ-, *ṛg-, formed in Indo-Iranian or perhaps even Indo-European times. Cf.
Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1722. In this way the accentual immobility of
the verbal forms finds its explanation.

The root noun is attested in *ṛg- έ 'king', Ved. rāṭ = Lat.
ṛṣa, OIr. rí, and here the long vowel of the stem may simply be
repeated in the verb rāṣṭi. The parallelism of nominal formations
from these three forms may be seen in the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tāṣṭi} & : \quad \text{tākṣan-} \quad \text{tāṣṭar-} \\
\text{rāṣṭi} & : \quad \text{rāj-} \quad \text{rājan-} \quad \text{rāṣṭri-} \quad \text{rāstrām} \\
\text{sāṣṭi} & : \quad \text{-sas- (Br.)} \quad \text{sāṣṭar-} \quad \text{sastrām (Br.)}
\end{align*}
\]

The antiquity of tāksan- is clear from the comparison of Gath.
The underlying nominal forms were presumably nouns of agency: *tekā- '(carpenter), artificer', *rēg- 'king', *kes- 'sacrificer'. All are interestingly associated with religious or cultic practice, cf. Gāth. ṣān- (Humbach ad Y. 29.2), Lat. reō sacrificulus, and the explicit passage RV 1.162.19 (aśvamedha, horse sacrifice) ēkas tvāstur aśvasyā viśastā ... tātha rūḥ 'one is to be the sacrificer (slaughterer, vi-śastā-) of the horse of Tvaṣṭr ... That is the rite.'

§7. In Ved. bhiṣāj- : bhiṣajyā-; Av. biṣaz- : biṣāzya- we may observe a suffix alternation zero : *-ie/o- which is characteristic of several archaic categories, both in the verbal and the nominal systems, in a variety of languages. Cf. especially the archaic intensive, RV dédis- te, tētik-te, cēkīt-e beside rerih-yāte, cổṣū-yāte, Gk. πολυόσσω (*-φυκ-τω), OCS glagolj (golgol-jo-). For comparable Hittite formations see N. Van Brock, RHA 75.119-165 (1964). Note kurkuriya- 'cut': kuer- 'id.', with the -ie/o- of rerih-yāte etc. To the Indic intensives with archaic 3 sg. -e (cf. ch. VI §2) we can compare Hittite hi-conjugation forms like pariparai 'blows (a wind instrument)'; note the use of the intensive in connection with the production of a musical sound also in RV saniṣvanat 'sounds' 8.69.9 (Celtic Verb 130 n.7). Gk. ṣeνμ α *θενμ is the replacement of athematic θενα- < *when-,
preserved only in the ppl. ἑυφόρω and the form ἀνέφορο—ἀνέθαυσεν (ϝορο < ἡθν-το) in Hesychius. In the root noun for 'heart' *κέρ(δ)/κρί—note the Hittite gen. καρδ-ίνας beside Lat. cor-īn, Skt. hrд-āḥ.

We shall have occasion in the succeeding discussion to note further examples of the same alternation zero: -ie/o-, which commonly presents itself as a renewal of the suffix, zero — -ie/o-. As a secondary suffix, *-ie/o- commonly forms both denominatives and deverbatives. See in particular Meillet, Introd. 217-220. If we can observe as an isolated case the renewal bhiṣaj- — bhiṣayā- in Vedic, the latter of the normal productive denominative type apas-ya, nāmas-ya, it follows that the normal thematic denominative type vasa-ya- must represent the renewal of an earlier denominative verbal stem *vasa-. Such a verbal stem is identical with the nominal stem vasa-, just as the verbal stem bhiṣaj- is identical with the nominal stem bhiṣaj-. As we shall see in ch. VIII §1 ff., the role of these thematic denominative verbal stems is crucial in the development of Indo-European verb inflexion.

§8. In Balto-Slavic we have a group of verbs of the structure TeT- which exhibit a long root vowel. Typical are Lith. bėgu 'I run' and Russ. bēgu < *bēgo beside Gk. βουξαμάτε (bēg-); ėdu (athem. ėmi) and OCS jamā < *ēmā beside Gk. fut. έδομαν, Lat. 3 pl. ėdunt (*ēd-); ė-sektī 'engrave' and OCS sekpo beside Lat. secārē
It is likely that all these were at an earlier period athematic presents, as is clear in ėmi = jamē, 3 sg. ēsti. The remainder have undergone (mechanical) thematization, as is normal for Indo-European athematic verbs in Baltic and Slavic.

Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 305-8, has explained this type as an independent Balto-Slavic lengthening process in athematic TeT-roots before consonantal ending (3 sg. *-ti). It rests on the appreciation of TeR-t- by his law of polarization as a shortened *TeR-t-, whence the introduction of the long vowel in the phonologically permissible TeT-t-. It is thus parallel to his explanation of the Balto-Slavic lengthened grade in nominal formation, and phonologically justified by the shortening of tautosyllabic long diphthongs which we know to have taken place in Balto-Slavic; cf. also Lg. 34.387 (1958).

It is possible also to suggest that the lengthening is related to a once-present paradigmatic apophony in the Balto-Slavic athematic verb. There is evidence in TeRT- roots that such alternations did exist. The Baltic full grade (thematic) present and zero-grade preterite beside the Slavic zero-grade (thematic) present but full grade elsewhere, in such forms as Lith. kerTa 'hews', pret. kirTo, Russ. Ch. Sl. ČresTo ČresTi, may be most readily explained as a thematization of a Balto-Slavic apophonic present *kert- : *kirt-, IE *kert- : *kert- (Ved. krtati), as shown by Stang. Vgl. Gram. 332. Compare also the split into two lexemes, both with the -ie/-io-
suffix commonly added to old athematic verbs (Lith. liėžia 'licks', OCS ližo : Ved. réghi) in Lith. skėlia 'splits': skėlia 'strikes fire', cited by Stang, Vgl. Gr. 354-6. If both TeRT- and TeR- roots formerly showed in Balto-Slavic an apophonic paradigm in the athe­matic present, it is possible that the TeT- roots developed a parallel apophony sg. TeT- : pl. TeT- similar to that of the Indic type ēsa­ : ēsas-, but independent of it. In this case it would have been the lengthened grade singular which was generalized (with eventual thematization), as in liėžia, ližo.

The case of Latin esse, ēs ēst ēstis, ēsem, as Kuryłowicz has shown, loc. cit., is isolated, and independent of the Balto-Slavic forms. The presence of Ved. ētī shows that a direct equation of ēst with Lith. ēstī is not possible. The long vowel appears in Latin only before s or t, and the root shows always the form ēs, as against ed­before vocalic ending (edo, edim). One wonders whether Lachmann's law and/or the participle ēsus has played a principal role in the creation of these Latin forms.

§9. In the 2 pl. there is some uncertainty about the root vocal­ism in the normal root athematic type, whence the reconstructions

*(ē)s-te, *ēh(ē)n-te. Traditionally the zero grade is postulated through­out the plural in the verb *es- and all other athematic paradigms; for *es­ this is entirely on the evidence of Indo-Iranian, Ved. sthā and
Av. Āv. estā. On the other hand the 2 pl. has the full grade form in Lat. estis (as against s-umus, s-unt).

In the subsequent discussion we shall have numerous occasions to point out the conservation of a more archaic form in the imperative, which has been ousted from the indicative by the encroachment of a new form. The principle is scarcely new, and may be illustrated at once by the contrast of Lat. ipv. 2 pl. legite and indic. 2 pl. legitis, the former identical with Gk. λέγετε, both indicative and imperative. The partial conservation of the original oxytone accent in the Greek second aorist imperative is another example. In our earliest (8th cent.) Old High German documents the 1 pl. present ending in -mēs for indicative and imperative alike; in Otfrid (ca. 865) -mēs is found only in the imperative. By the time of Notker (ca. 1000) -mēs has disappeared entirely.

Now Sanskrit grammar prescribes the zero-grade root for the 2 pl. athematic imperative, thus stā 'be!', and for the nasal infix (seventh) class, yuṅktā 'join!'. Neither form is attested in the Rig- or Atharva-Veda; what we find is 2 pl. ipv. with full-grade root, yunākta (2x). In the nasal infix class there are found in the RV three other full grade 2 pl. imperatives, unāṭta, anaktana, pīṅgṭana (each lx), beside only one instance of the zero grade, pari vṛṅkta (1.172.3). There are furthermore no RV attestations at all of the 2 pl. indicative of nasal infix presents. This evidence suggests that the full grade was originally proper to the 2 pl. in Vedic as well as
the singular, and that the archaic situation is reflected in the forms of the imperative. Outside the nasal infix class, which is clearest, we may point to the RV full grade imperatives ēta (étana), kārtā, gānta, hantana beside zero-grade itā (itana), kṛtā, gata, hata, and in particular juhōta (11x), juhotana (6x), beside the 'regular' juhūta attested only twice. In several cases the full grade imperative is common Indo-Iranian: RV stotā (2x) : Av. stauta; aor. RV śrōtā (-4x) : Gāth. sraota, beside one example in book X of śruta. Note that śrōta occurs twice in a single hymn (5.87.8-9) where the same two mantras furnish the full grade imperatives yuyotana and gānta, beside étana = ā itana pp. Is the latter correct, or should we read unaccented etana?

It is quite likely that Hom. κλwτe replaces an earlier *κλwτe, as Brugmann saw, Cr. Cr. 4 315 n. 1, which makes very plausible the Indo-European antiquity of a form *κλwτ-e. Similarly RV ēta(-na) agrees with Paelignian eite (Vetter 213), Lat. lte, as against RV īta(-na), like Gk. ἐτε and OPers. paraita < para + ita.

The full grade encountered in the Vedic root aorist 1 pl., e.g. ahema, akarma, is probably to be explained as a secondary elimination of apophony on the model of the sigmatic aorist; cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 119-120. There is no evidence in Vedic outside the aorist for a full grade in the athematic 1 pl. nor any from cognate languages: evidence for the zero-grade is such an isolated form as Hom. ἐνταμεν < ἐνταμεν, to which 3 sg. ἐντα, 3 pl. ἐνταυ, are back-formations.
§10. This situation in Indo-Iranian is strikingly confirmed in Hittite, significantly both in indicative and imperative alike. In the nasal infix class the 2 pl. pres. always has full grade harnikteni šarnikteni ninikteni = /harnekteni etc., while the 1 pl. has zero-grade in pres. šarninkueni, pret. ištarninkuen = /šarnkweni etc., the only forms attested, and throughout the 3 pl., harninkanzi šarninkanzi nininkanzi, pret. harninkir nininkir. In the imperative, full grade 2 pl. harnikten agrees exactly with RV yunaktata anaktana. Cf. also the identity in vocalism of the archaic third person imperatives: 3 sg. sarnikdu = RV anaktu, 3 pl. harninkandu = RV anjanatu.

In view of this apophonic pattern in the nasal infix verbs of both Hittite and Indo-Iranian, it is likely that the fundamental paradigm of such a Hittite verb as ed- 'eat' is pres. 1 pl. ad-weni 2 pl. ez-teni 3 pl. ad-æəi, ipv. 2 pl. ez-ten. Cf. Celtic Verb 78 with n. 7, and for the forms, Kronasser Etym. 392. It has previously been assumed that this full grade in the 2 pl. is indeed of Indo-European antiquity, but specifically a feature of the imperative alone. Cf. Bartholomae, Grdr. d. iran. Phil. 1 1.90, Brugmann, Grdr. II 3.60-61, and Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1.799 n. 6 with the references there cited. But the 2 pl. imperative is an old 'injunctive', as stated explicitly by Bartholomae and Brugmann, and the 'injunctive' itself is the oldest form of the indicative, as Thurneysen saw already in 1883, in his pioneering article 'Der idg. Imperativ,' KZ 27.172-80. It follows that the full grade 2 pl.
imperative continues the oldest form of the 2 pl. indicative of the Indo-European athematic paradigm. When we then observe that the Indo-European situation thus arrived at inductively may be observed intact in Hittite, then we are entitled to assume the validation of our reconstruction.

For these reasons it is here suggested that in the apophonic paradigm of the athematic verb, the accented full grade root was found not only in the three persons of the singular, but in the 2 pl. as well. The apophonic pattern of Lat. sumus estis sunt represents in this respect a striking archaism. It will be noted that this is wholly independent of the "half-thematic" paradigm for the Latin verb which has been assumed by Meillet, and defended by Bonfante, BSL 33.111-129 (1956). The latter is far from certain, and I prefer to regard sumus as a Latin replacement of *smos. Cf. Szemerényi, Syncope 190 ff. with references, though I cannot accept his explanation of 1 sg. sum.

§11. As regards the form of the desinences proper, the singular -mi -si -ti needs no comment here; for the genesis of 3 sg. -ti see ch. III §3 below. In the 1 and 2 pl. we have adopted the portmanteau forms -me, -te, though most of the Indo-European languages show evidence for variant forms, apophonic and/or further extended such as *-mo (OIr. -m), *-me/osi (Ved. -mesi), *-mus (Lat. -mus),
\*-mēs (Dor. -mēs), \*-mēn (Gr. -mēν), \*-mēni (Hitt. -mēni), \*-teni (Hitt. -teni), \*-tēs (Lat. -tēs), and others which need not be catalogued here. The great variety of forms, often varying within the same dialect, is enough to show that the forms were not fixed in Indo-European itself.

It is furthermore clear that the endings for 1 and 2 pl. were not in Indo-European differentiated as to primary and secondary forms; where this process took place, it is a function of the particular history of the individual dialect. Such forms as the Lat. middle 1 pl. -mūr < -mē + r like 1 sg. -ōr < -ō + r show that \*-mē/o functioned as a 'primary' ending, and OLat. fut. *aduocabītis' (Carmen Arvale; Norden, Altröm. Priesterb. 181) shows that -tē was likewise the original 'primary' ending. The ubiquitous \*-tē in the imperative can only be so explained.

§12. In the 2 pl. there is also some evidence for an archaic ending \*-ē, without the -t-, the Vedic perfect of the type caeṣkṛ-ā, vid-ā with the ending occurring once in Avestan, hagāhan-ā 'you have earned'. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 153, suggests two Indo-European allomorphs -ē ~ -te, of which -ē is the older, and that the restriction of -ē to the perfect in Indo-Iranian is a later development. This view is supported by the sigmatic formation of Paelignian legē (Verruer 213) interpreted by Thurneysen (Rh. M. 43.347 [1888]) as 'legistis', though
to be sure the same inscription contains the 2 pl. ipv, eite 'ire' noted above. A clear decision about this ending *-e, showing signs of archaism and curiously recalling a nominal form, seems not to be possible.

§13. In the 3 pl. both full grades, *enti and *onti, are attested in the simple athematic verb (with zero-grade root). The variation is comparable to that in the genitive singular *-es (noθ-θs, OLat, nomin-us) beside *-es (OLat, Veneres 'Veneris'). In the nasal infix verbs the full grade 3 pl. ending is likewise proper, on the evidence of Indo-Iranian, Greek, and Hittite. Cf. Ved. 

vunī-enti (*enti, since g > j) pron-enti (*plθe-enti), rnu-ānti; 

Gk. καυμουσ (*na-osti), τυμουσ (*nt-ouν); Hitt. harnīkanzi /harnk-anzi/, arnuganzi (= RV rnvanti); Lat. sternunt (*-nst-onti).

On this basis the 3 pl. of the Slavic p9-presents, which represent in general a Slavic innovation, may in some cases be a regular reflex of the *IE na- (ne-) present: 3 pl. *-nti > OCS -nöt, ORuss. -nut.

§14. In the reduplicated athematic present the ending usually has zero-grade *-nti, cf. Ved. third class dād-ati < *dēd-nti,
intensive várvrt-ati < *yér-urt-nti. But there are indications that
the full grade vocalism is historically the older, and that the zero-
grade vocalism of the desinence is a function of the accent on the
reduplicating syllable.

This pattern of accentuation itself is originally proper only
to the intensives with full reduplication: type RV 3 sg. várvartí
(< vart-tí) 3 pl. várvrtati 'roll', 3 sg. mid. tétikte 'sharpens',
or with older 3 sg. ending -e cé̄kíte 'excels'. The intensive was
originally columnally accented on the reduplicating syllable, as in
the above examples which are normal Vedic; cf. Whitney §1007, to be
rectified in that it is neníkté which has the irregular accent, rather
than tétikte, dédiṣte. The inflectional pattern in the intensive is
common Indo-Iranian, cf. Gāth. 3 sg. daēco ś-t, 3 pl. vóii, védaicī
t (Y.30,8; Humbuch, Gāthas 2,22).

The reduplicated third class, on the other hand, was originally
accented and inflected exactly like the second class, on the root in
the strong forms and on the endings in the weak forms, cf. the archaic
forms RV juhómi, juhótaṇa but juhumás. It thus differed from the root
class only by the presence of reduplication (of variable form) which
presumably gave an iterative or intensive force to the base form, though
a semantic distinction is in many cases scarcely to be observed. The
variation between Ved. sīṣaktí Av. hiḥ.haxtí 'follows' (reduplication
*si-sekW-tí), Ved. 3 pl. saścatí (reduplication *se-skW-ntí), and Gāth.
3 pl. ipv. scantu (unreduplicated *skW-entu), is archaic, and directly
comparable to the situation in Anatolian, on which see N. Van Brock, RHA 75.119-164 (1964).

The accentuation of the intensive type várvarti was largely imposed analogically on the reduplicated third class presents in the singular, bringing about the replacement of e.g., RV bhárti (1x) by bhárti (3x) bhármí bhármí. In the 3 pl., the accentuation of the intensive várvrtati, together with the zero-grade ending -ati (*-nti), was also imposed on the third class presents, bringing about the replacement of *bl bihr-anti by RV bi-thr-ati. See the discussion in Kuryłowicz, Accentuation 101-103, on which the present account is based.

In the intensive reduplicated type the zero-grade 3 pl. -nti is conditioned by the full grade accented reduplicating syllable; at least synchronically in Indo-European proper we can derive 3 pl. *uer-urt-nti, RV várvrtati, from an underlying morphophonemic representation or basic form [uér-úr-entí], by (synchronic) vowel reduction rules, in the terms of generative grammar. It is the full grade form *e/nti which is fundamental.

Isolated instances of 3 pl. *-nti, again doubtless conditioned by the irregular accent on the root syllable, are RV táksnti 'they fashion', and Br. čásati, 'they cut' ipv. čsáty, on which see above. Iranian offers nothing comparable in the athematic active 3 pl.; Av. šveiti beside švaini is suspect in view of Ved. ksiyánti (cf. Bartholomae, Grdr. §167.2). The vocalism of the 3 pl. ending is an innovation, conditioned by the special character of the present forma-
§15. Another indication of the same conclusion is the form of the 3 pl. middle secondary ending in one of the rare if not unique cases where the root vocalism is the same: the contrast between aorist indicative 3 pl. ákrata 'made' with zero-grade *é-kʰ-r-ṇto, and the corresponding injunctive kránta with full grade *kʰ-é/ṇto. Cf. J. Narten, *Die aorist. aor. in Veda* 24-5.

The injunctive is a priori an older form of the indicative, and it follows that the full grade aorist middle 3 pl. -anta < *-e/ṇto is older than the zero-grade form -anta < *-ṇto. The full grade form -anta recurs in the injunctives budhanta vyānte; and in general on the ending -anta, which is abnormally frequent in archaic categories such as the intensive, see Renou, *BSL* 33.6-7 and 21 n. 1 (1932).

In the 3 pl. of the middle, Greek and Indic show evidence for zero-grade ending *-ntoi, *-nto. Cf. ásata : éta, ávare : κε(λ)ντω. But neither need reflect an Indo-European form; Avestan shows the full grade in əθante, and Homer has three examples of full grade ἡντα, all at verse-final position which may indicate the preservation of an archaism. Cf. Chantraine, *Gr. nom.* 476.

But precisely in the 3 pl. middle the old ending was *-ŋ(ə), cf. Av. ōmhai. The spread of -nt- represents a later and partly dialectal development, and the zero-grade ending *-nto(1) must represent the
product of a late morphophonemic vowel reduction rule in an unstressed syllable. Once the middle ending -e/onto(i) was created, according to the mechanism described by Kuryłowicz in Infl. Cat. 44,58,64 (v. infra ch. V §20), it was dialectally subject to reduction to *-pto(i) either if the root was columnally accented, as in the class ásate (Whitney §628), or if the ending was accented on the final syllable, as in RV duhaté. The latter accentuation is probably modeled on oxytone 3 sg. duhé, etc.; the accent of rihaté may thus rest on an unattested 3 sg. pres. mid. *rihé like duhé. For the genesis of this type, which is independent of the athematic active paradigm, see ch. VI below.

The final development is the 'classical' accentuation bruváte, vrnváte, bhunjáte. This is attested for eleven roots in the RV, four of which have oxytone by-forms; the pattern, doubtless imitating the paroxytone actives in -ánti, has not yet been fixed. The attested forms with oxytone -áté attested in the RV are tanváte (3x), manváte, rihaté, sprváte, punáte (2x), duhaté (3x), rihaté; with both -áté and -áté, vrnváte ~ vrnváte, aňjáte ~ aňjáte, indháte (4x) ~ indháte (4x), bhunjáte ~ bhunjáte; with -áté, bruváte, hínváte, bahunnáte, vrnváte (2x), tuňjáte, pprcáte, yuňjáte (4x). When no figure is given, the form is Ꞝm. leγ.; the figures refer only to attestations with accent. For the shift -áté ~ -áté cf. Kuryłowicz, Accent.³ 104.

§16. The final proof of the anteriority of the full-grade 3 pl.
is the form of the 3 pl. imperative, which is regularly -antu in Vedic, even where the 3 pl. indicative is -ati; cf. especially in the archaic intensive cākantu beside 3 pl. (vārvṛt)-ati. Of the two 3 pl. ipv. forms dadhantu and dadhatu, each attested once, it is the former which is more archaic; see further below. Thurneysen showed in the article quoted §10 above that the 3 p. imperatives -tu, -antu represented the suffixation of a particle -u onto the oldest and simplest indicative form, as preserved as the injunctive. The process in the 2 pl. was therefore (in Vedic form) -antu. This imperative ending is of Indo-European date, and doubtless archaic; it is a significant common retention of Indo-Iranian, Phrygian (ετου 'be it', Pedersen, Hitt. 192), and Anatolian alone (Hitt., Luv., Pal., Hier. Luv. -tu, -antu). It is therefore clear that since we have no old 3 pl. imperatives reflecting *-antu, the formation of the attested *-e/ontu must antedate the reduction of *-e/ont(i) to *-nt(i). In Vedic terms, from indicative dādhānt(i) (cf. RV hapax dadhanti, injunctive dādhana 1.73.1) is formed imperative dadhantu, and only subsequently is *dadhānti remade to dādhati. In itself this is striking proof of Kuryłowicz's analysis of the history of the Indic third class presents. The genuineness of Ved. dadhanti, dādhanna is further supported by Gāth. 3 pl. mid. pres. dadante beside active dada(t)i, as well as act. zazantī (Y.30.10), both of which show full grade endings. The last is correctly referred to za- 'loose' by Humbach, MSS 28.6n.3 and 23 (1957). He takes it
as a subjunctive-future, but a general present indicative fits the context better.

The zero-grade imperative form *dadhatu* is attested in RV 7.51.1, in a short hymn to the Ādityas; it is metrically certain, being scanned *u*- in the internal colon of a *trishtubh*, between caesura after the fourth syllable and the trochaic cadence. But the full-grade *dadhantu*, also RV hapax, is attested in a context which is more archaic, both verbally and metrically. In 7.62.6 we have in the trochaic cadence of a *tristubh* *vārīvo dadhatu* (*v*/-u-?); hence the full grade *-antu* is metrically certain, and in the position of the line most favorable to the conservation of archaisms. The expression *vārīvo dhā*- 'freie Bahn schaffen' is a formulaic collocation, and doubtless older than the equivalent *vārīvo kr*-; it occurs four times in the RV, always in the cadence of a *trishtubh*, and always with an archaic form of the paradigm of *dhā-. Beside the passage cited, we have 7.47.4 *vārīvo dadhātana* no, with the full grade 2 pl. ipv. discussed earlier; 4.55.1 *vārīvo dhāti deva-h*, with the very archaic root-aorist form with primary ending (*Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat.* 116, 120; Ivanov, Obśc. sist. 79); and 4.24.2 *vārīvo dhat*, with the old injunctive form and a notable metrical archaism as well, the paroemiaic cadence *uu*- instead of the trochaic. On the paroemiaic clausula in Vedic and other Indo-European metrical traditions see Watkins, *Celtica* 6.194-249 (1963). The archaic character of *dadhantu* in its context in the RV is thus highly probable. It is interesting to note
that there is other evidence for the form _dadhantu_ in an independent sanhita tradition: _pavamanir dadhantu na_, Arcika 2.651, TB 1.4.8.5, Khila 13, as cited by Aufrecht in his RV edition, 2.xlvi.

§17. From the comparative point of view, it is customary to equate the ending of OCS 3 pl. _dadętвы_, ORuss. _dad-латъ_ with Ved. _dād-ati_; this is inconclusive, since the Slavic ending can equally well reflect e-grade -enti. In Greek, the regular reflex -ἀτζ, Dor. -άτζ < -ητί is found in a few forms (listed Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 664), all of which are perfects; e.g. Hom. λελυγχυσαν ἵππα λ304, Arc. Φοράκεσσω. As Schwyzer points out, the ending cannot be original in this category, beside the evidence in other languages for an _r_-ending (Ved. -ur, Lat. -ere); and a primary ending in the perfect is in any case unlikely in Indo-European. There is thus no direct connection between the Greek ending and that of Indo-Iranian. Schwyzer suggests that Gk. perf. -ατζ is from the model of the reduplicated presents, assuming an earlier *τλθατζ; but since Kuryłowicz has shown that the zero grade desinence is not original in this category in Indo-Iranian itself, Schwyzer’s explanation loses in cogency. Gk. -ατζ, -αου is conceivably an independent creation built on the secondary 3 pl. *-α (later -αι) < *-ντ, on the model -ου : -ονυ (ονυ) = -α : -αυτζ(-αυ). The later -ου : -ουζ (Att. -ουζ) would be a repetition of the same process, the effect in both cases being to differentiate
the perfect from the preterital tenses with secondary endings.

Apart from such cases, the only clear attestation of the zero-grade 3 pl. ending is the form -nti after secondary stems in long vowel: *-e\-nti (Lat. man\-ent, Gk. ἔμπνευ-εν), *-e\-nti (Aeol. χολαρσε < *-o\-nti, Lat. fug\-ent). Here as well it is unlikely that the forms are of Indo-European antiquity; cf. Hitt. 3 pl. -ah\-anzi to the factitive in -ah\-, Lat. renou\-are, Gk. νεών. Since the factitives in Old Hittite regularly form a 3 sg. according to the bi-conjugation (suppi\-yah\-i) beside the later -ah\-ni, it is questionable whether such forms belonged originally with the athematic bi-conjugation at all.

If at least some of the long vowel suffixes are ultimately derived from root finals such as *ple\- (<*ple\-nt) as suggested by Kurty\-łowicz, Infl. Gr. 140, we should note the apparent apophony πε\(\mu\)πλαυ\-ων, which suggests that the 3 pl. *πλαύ\-ιστοι presupposed by 3 sg. επι\-πλαύ-ει (Hesod., Hippocr. cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1,689 represents πε\-πλαύ\-ει. Unre-
duplicated Gk. παί\-το and Lat. imple\-nt < *ple\-nt on the other hand probably never had apophony; cf. also RV aprā\-as, ch. III §3 below.

§18. We have considered so far only the athematic paradigm with primary endings. To complete the picture we must give the secondary forms, which lack the final i of the primary endings of
1, 2, 3 sg. and 3 pl; 1 and 2 pl., as we have seen, are identical in Indo-European itself. The Indo-European paradigms are given without the augment *e-, since the augment forms are a dialectal development, involving composition of the finite forms with secondary endings and with a sentence connective particle *e to form a narrative tense, thus entirely parallel to the Hebrew vav consecutivum. See Celtic Vocab 113-114, Celtica 6.15 (1963) pace Friedrich, Heth. Wb., Fr. 3.49.

The paradigm of the singular, and the 3 pl., may be restored as

*ēs-m  
*ēs-s  
*ēs-t  
*(ē)s-e/ont(?)

on the evidence of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ēsun</td>
<td>āsan</td>
<td>ūa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ēsta)</td>
<td>(āsīs)</td>
<td>(ūqā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēste/est/</td>
<td>ās (āsīt)</td>
<td>Dor. ūs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēser, ēsir</td>
<td>āsan</td>
<td>Hom. ṭēšt.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the root *g-hen- we have
It is at once apparent from these paradigms that there are notable divergences among these three language families, which are in part serious enough to make the restoration of a common original uncertain.

Hittite and Indo-Iranian have each innovated in the 1 sg.,
though in separate fashion. I-Ir. -am represents -a (the regular reflex of *-m) reinforced by -m, the form of the same desinence after vocalic stem; the analogical refection preserved the unity of the paradigm -m(i) -s(i) -t(i), impaired by the phonological change m > a.

The Hittite form contains -n, the regular reflex of *-m after a syllabic, prefixed to an element -u- of obscure status in Indo-European, but which probably developed in Anatolian the status of an independent desinence of the 1 sg. It recurs as a primary ending in Luv. 1 sg. -wi. See ch. III §8 below.
§19. The greatest problem is posed by the 3 pl. It has two facets, the root vocalism and the form of the ending itself; the two may be connected.

The full grade *-e/ont is attested in such cases as those given: aasan < á-asan shows full grade root, like Gk. ἔσων < *-e-es-ent, whereas the aorist 3 pl. agman shows zero-grade root; likewise Gāth. 2 sg. jān < *g wem-s, 3 pl. gaman < *g w m-ent, which preserves the archaic Indo-Iranian morphophonemic alternation i : y of the root-initial consonant, which was eliminated in Indic. The morphophonemics are also confirmed by West Toch. (B) 3 sg. žēm < *g wem- 3 pl. kmem-ne kamen < g w m-ont (1 pl. e-kmem, with preverb e- : Skt a).

The full-grade root of *es- in the 3 pl. is less certain, since a form aṣan with zero-grade may be attested at RV 5.19.5, and is certainly attested in Av. han 'they were'. The Vedic and Iranian form is supported by Aeol. augmented 3 pl. impf. eson (Schw. 644.12) < *e-sont, with o-grade ending as against ἔσων; see Wackernagel, IF 39.221 (1921) = Kl. Schr. 510, as well as Schwizer, Gr. Gr. 1.665.

Clearer is the case of Ved. i 'go', where beside the common augmented imperfect əyawn < ə-ayawn, we have an unambiguous injunctive práti yawn at 3.4.5, with zero-grade root. (The unaugmented 3 pl. forms aṣan, ayawn are thematic vowel subjunctives.) The full grade form -e/ont is likewise presupposed by the 3 pl. imperative, as discussed above, and must be considered basic; but the vocalism of the root associated with it remains uncertain.
In the nasal classes we have the full grade ending, as in the present: Ved. avrannyan (*-ent), ṛvan, apunan (*-na-e/ont); Gk. ἕρπων, ἔτηνου (*-υF-ou).

§20. The zero-grade *-nt is found in the reduplicating class in Avestan (Gāth. dadāt, ḫīgarzāt, ava-zazāt) but not in Indic. The injunctive corresponding to 3 pl. pres. dādhati is dādhanā (I.73.1), with a probably ancient full grade; Gāth. dadān (I.30.8) shows the same form, if it is not a thematic vowel subjunctive (so Bartholomae). In the archaic intensive, where the 3 pl. -ati is originally at home, we have 4 roots showing -an in the imperfect, against 6 with -ur in the RV, a total of 5 and 9 attestations respectively. The forms are apīpyan, carkiran, āpātan, ūsāucan, ājohavur, adādīrur, adahavur, ananavur, arabānanur, dūdhīyur. This is probably the immediate source of the 3 pl. -ur in the Indic reduplicated class ādadhur (abibhrān once in book X is probably secondary). Cf. §14 above; Leumann, Morph. Neuer 27f.

Likewise believes -ur of ādadhur to be secondary, but regards the perfect as its source. The pattern 3 pl. pres. -ati, pret. -ur in the intensive may be an archaism; the similarity with Hitt. pres. -anzi, pret. -er is striking. It is regrettable that no 3 pl. imperfects of the intensive appear to be attested in Iranian. But outside the intensive and the perfect, the active 3 pl. secondary ending -ur in Indic, found in the reduplicated present, the aorist and imperfect to roots in -ā, the sigmatic aorist, and the optative, is doubtless
secondary, Cf. Kuryłkowicz, Infl. Cat. 60-61 and Leumann, o.c. 20-40 (who does not treat the intensive at all). The late spread of the \text{-r} ending in a number of these categories is clear from the Avestan evidence, where we have, e.g., athem. opt. 3 pl. Gāth. \text{h}vé\text{r} beside Av. \text{hvāra}.

In the reduplicated present and the root aorist Iranian has no 3 pl. \text{-r} endings. The only alleged example, Gāth. \text{ādara} (Y.43.15 and Frag. Darm. 3) cited by Kuryłkowicz after Bartholomae, is not equal to Ved. aor. \text{adhur}, but to Ved. perf. \text{āhur}, as shown by Wackernagel, Kl. Schr. 430, cf. Humbach, Gathas 2.52. The original 3 pl. of Iran, \text{dā} appears in the Gothic injunctive dān (Y 45.5, cf. Humbach 2.63).

§21. The coexistence of \text{-r} and \text{-nt} as nominal suffixes, as in Gk. \text{-αρ} (-ωρ): \text{-ατ} (-χ-\text{nt}-) would suggest that both forms could be associated in the 3 pl. function in verbal paradigms since the remotest times, cf. the remarks of Ivanov, Obsč. sist. 47-48. The hesitation \text{-an} \~\text{-ur} in the imperfect and injunctive active of the archaic intensive (the corresponding middle always \text{-anta}) curiously recalls the dialectal relations between the Luvian and Palaic 3 pl. preterite in \text{-nta} and the Hittite 3 pl. pret. \text{-er}. Palaic \text{-nta} (\text{lukinta} 'they lit') is probably \text{/-nt/} = Ved. act. \text{-an}, on the evidence of unambiguous 3 sg. \text{-t} (\text{lukit}), cf. Kammenhuber, BSL 54.39 (1959). But in
view of Luvian 3 sg. act. pret. -tta even after vowel, hence *-to,
Luv. 3 pl. -nta probably corresponds to Ved. mid. -anta. Cf. perhaps
the semantic indifference of intens. 3 pl. act. cósucan RV VI 66.2 and
3 pl. mid. cósucanta VII 1.4.

The association 3 pl. pres. -anzi and pret. -er in the athematic
mi-verb type is clearly ancient in Hittite. One should note, however,
that while -anzi entails the zero-grade of the root (a₁, ad₁, ap₁,
aku- kun-anzi), -er(-ir) entails full grade : ešer, eter, eppir, ekuir,
kuenir, all from Old Hittite texts. In the hi-verbs with apophony
a : e the relations are less clear, since both vocalisms are found in
Old Hittite texts: ariš XXXVI 101 II 4, akir and ekir BoTU 13 Rs. 22,
28, akir BoTU 17A Vs. 38, ašesir BoTU 22A I 6, 11 12A II 25, 26, HAB.
This difference in root vocalism suggests perhaps that the -y- and
-nt- forms are ultimately of somehow separate origin, unless one
wished to suggest original apophony in an underlying nominal formation.
But their integration into the paradigm must go back in part to common
Indo-European.

For the (active) perfect we have the testimony of Indo-Iranian,
with the endings Ved. -ur, Iran. -ara (Av. ṣabvarə, Gāth. cāxnara,
ōdārə), also -ara = /-rə/ in Gāth. cikōtrəš. The full grade of
cikōtrəš = /cikaitrəš/ as against the zero-grade of Ved. cikitur may
be an archaism, in the light of the apophonic grade of the Hittite 3 pl.
pret. forms just noted. Avestan shows the ending -rə also in the
athematic optative, jamvārəš etc., whereas the thematic optative in
Iranian has the 3 pl. act. *-\textit{an} unlike Ind. *-\textit{ur}. The reconstruction of these endings is uncertain; while *-\textit{rs} will regularly yield Ind. *-\textit{ur} and Iran. *-\textit{sr}, the equation Ind. *-\textit{ur} : Ir. *-\textit{ar} is normally valid only for antevocalic IE *\textit{r}, i.e. in principle a sequence *-\textit{rsV}-, cf. Ved. *\textit{purā} : Iran. *\textit{parā}. It will stand if it is legitimate to regard the word boundary after *-\textit{r} as prosodically equivalent to *-\textit{2}. The alternation *-\textit{r} ~ *-\textit{rs} is unparalleled in Indo-European desinences; the -\textit{s} recalls the alternants in the shape of preverbs and prepositions, e.g. *\textit{en} ~ *\textit{ens} (Gk. \textit{en}, etc.), *\textit{ap} ~ *\textit{aps} (Lat. \textit{ab, ads}), *\textit{up} ~ *\textit{ups} (Lat. *\textit{sub, sus}~).

Hittite attests the form *-\textit{er}, *-\textit{er}, reflecting *-\textit{er}. The Old Irish 3 pl. pret. *-\textit{tar} may be syncopated to -\textit{tar}, and thus must reflect a composite ending *-\textit{ont-}\textit{ur}, cf. Thurneysen, OIGr. §699. Germanic may show indirect evidence for a 3 pl. pret. *-\textit{ur} < *-\textit{r}, v. infra. Latin shows 3 pl. perf. *-\textit{ere} (beside *-\textit{erunt} < *-\textit{is-ont}), whereas the other Italic dialects have only -\textit{e/ont}. Tocharian has 3 pl. pret. B *-\textit{are}, *\textit{ar}, A *\textit{ar}, *\textit{ar}, in which the *\textit{z} must be the regular preterite sign.

A unitary common Indo-European prototype for all these forms cannot be reconstructed; cf. Polome, Proc. IX Int. Cong. Ling. 875-6, with references. At most we can note that the alternations *-\textit{er} : -\textit{2} : *-\textit{r} strongly recall archaic nominal patterns, like Gk. *\textit{\textalpha-\textgamma-\texteta-} \textit{\textnu}, *\textit{\textgamma-\textkappa-\textomicron-\textomicron}, *\textit{\textpi-\texttau-\textomicron-\textomicron-\textomicron}, or \textit{\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu}, \textit{\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu}. For the alternation with -\textit{nt} - cf. Gk. *\textit{\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu} (\textit{\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu}) gen. *\textit{\textalpha-\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu}, \textit{\textalpha-\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu}, \textit{\textalpha-\texttau-\textkappa-\textmu\textmu-\textnu}, as well as Arm. *\textit{\textau-\textnu} 'day' < *\textit{\textau-\textnu}, compare Benveniste, Origines 14. Note that in Armenian the derivation
\( ^{nemor} > ayr \) is wholly parallel to \( ^{xaner} > ayr \) 'man', which renders unnecessary the recourse to complicated hypotheses to explain the latter (e.g. Winter in *Indo-European and the Indo-Europeans* [Proceedings of the 3rd IE Conf., Philadelphia, 21-23 April 1966], p. 5 of preprint).

Despite the attention of Indo-Europeanists, the original status and subsequent integration of the \(-n\)-ending in the active paradigm, as well as its relation to the 3 pl. middle \(-\text{r}\text{n}\), remains in part enigmatic. See further below, ch. XIII §2.

\[ \text{§22. It is customary to assume a zero-grade } ^{-nt} \text{ for the } \]
Germanic pret. and perfecto-pres. 3 pl. -\( \text{un} \), e.g. Goth. \text{witun} 'they know', and to anchor this reconstruction with the equation OSax. \text{dedun} 'they made': Gāth. \text{dadat}, positing \( ^{-de-	ext{d}(\text{h})}{-nt} \). Cf. Poisson, *Proq.* IX Int. Cong. Ling. 576-8, with references, Ivanov, Obšt. ist. 79, and Guzman, *Sprav. germ.* germ. laut. 4, 364-6, for a discussion of the entire question. Yet the equation is suspect on several grounds. As we have noted above, Gāth. \text{dadat} is probably a more recent form than Ved. inj. \text{dādhann}, and perhaps Gāth. \text{dadon}. On the other side of the equation, OSax. \text{dedun} coexists with \text{dadon}, and it is the latter form which is best attested in Germanic: OESc. \text{raton}, OEEng. \text{dēdon} (poetic and archaic for innovated dydon \(< ^{-dy-}\text{don} \), and Goth. -\text{dedim} in the weak preterite: Gmc. \( ^{-\text{d}\text{ed-}} \), also attested in nominal derivatives.

Poisson has furthermore shown clearly in the work cited that the Germanic
preterite is to be derived from the Indo-European perfect entirely, rather than by invoking the aorist or imperfect to explain isolated features.

It follows that the correct equation is not OSax. $dedun$ : Gāth. impf. *dadat* (which Polomé tries to save by gratuitously regarding the Avestan form as a perfect), but OSax. $dadun$, Goth. *dedun*, etc.: Gāth. perf. 3 pl. $dādara$. The repartition of vocalic length in the reduplication, Gāth. perf 2 sg. *dada $\ddash_\alpha$* : 3 pl. $dādara$, is identical with that of OSax. pret. 2 sg. *ded $\ddash_\alpha$* (archaic) : 3 pl. $dādun$, which is common Germanic. Cf. for Indo-Iranian, Benveniste, *Symboläische Kuryłowicz* 25-33.

This equation permits us to explain the Germanic long vowel reduplication and at the same time shows that the Germanic ending $-un$ must be an innovation, since the $-nt$ ending is not historically proper to the perfect. The $-n$ of Gmc. $-un$ most certainly goes back to $-nt$ (Gmc. $-n_t$), the Indo-European secondary 3 pl. ending; but in view of the generalization of $-u$- throughout the paradigm of the dual ($-u_2$, $-uts$) and plural ($-um$, $-u$, $-un$), such that it may legitimately be spoken of as a 'connecting vowel functioning as a secondary number-marker' (Polomé), it is far less certain that $-un$ goes back to syllabic $-nt$. Even if the most plausible source of this $-u$- is the syllabic sonorants, e.g. $[\ddash_\alpha]$ > $-u$-$m$, it is perfectly possible that 3 pl. $-u$-$n$ contains the old 'injunctive' secondary ending $-n$-$\ddash_\alpha$ added to $-u$, and replacing a moribund 3 pl. perfect (preterite) ending $^{*-u}$-$r < [\ddash_\alpha]$
in early Common Germanic.

§23. Otherwise where the 3 pl. *-nt is unambiguously attested, notably Gāth. aor. stājanhat etc., and Gk. -σων (*-σα < *-s-nt + analogical -v), we have to deal with forms of the sigmatic aorist, notoriously a very late category in Indo-European, fully elaborated only after the separation of the dialects. Even here there may be ambiguity; Gāth. stājanhat Y. 50.3 may be either 3 pl. injunctive or 3 sg. subjunctive, and urvāxhat is 3 pl. inj. at Y. 34.13, but 3 sg. subj. at Y. 44.8 (cf. Humbach, Gathas Komment, ad loc.). In the case of the s-aorist, it is quite likely that the thematic subjunctive with its sign *-se/o- is older than the indicative (or injunctive); cf. ch. V §10 on Hitt. -š- and ch. IX §5 on Gk. subj./ fut. -σε/ο-. The zero-grade *s-nt is probably conditioned by the columnal accent on the root in the sigmatic aorist, one of the manifestations of its aberrant morphophonemic behavior. Cf. Meillet, Mél. de Saussure 81-106; Watkins, Celtic Vb. 9ff. The zero-grade *s-nt is in any case not attested in all languages showing an s-aorist: Slav. -s-Č is ambiguous, since it can also reflect *s-ent, and archaic Old Irish shows unambiguous *s-ont > -sat in tu-ercomlassat 'they have collected' (*s-nt would give *-asat), cf. Thurneysen, OTGr. §676.

§24. For the relation between the primary endings -mi -si -ti and the secondary endings -m -s -t the essential was already said by
Thurneysen in 1883, in the article cited above (KZ 27, 172-80). It is
the secondary endings which furnish us the basic type within Indo-European;
these are preserved most clearly in the Indo-Iranian injunctive, and
above all in the conjugational pattern of the Old Irish verb. See Watkins,
Celtica, 6, 1-49 (1963); W. Meid, Die idg. Grundlagen der altir. abs. und
konj. Verbalflexion (Wiesbaden, 1963). In Old Irish we have original
athematic verbs with secondary endings functioning as presents in the
conjunct forms *tá 'is', *tét 'goes', ní 'is not', -t 'is' *tarti 'gives
<(s)tá-t, *tén-t, *ne est (*nēst), *d(e) est (enclitic connective *die :
Gk. δ我能), *(to-ro-ad-)dhe-t. The corresponding absolute forms are táith-
téit, is < *(s)tá-ti, *tén-ti, *es-ti; cf. Ved, sthāt(i), (a)tan, asti
(impf. 3 sg. as 3x), dhāt(i). Outside Celtic, we have one clear example
of an old form with secondary ending functioning as a present: OCS and
ORuss. nē 'is not' < *nēst, *ne est (beside 'regular' OCS nēst), which
can be directly equated with OIr. ní.

As I have said in the article just cited (47f): 'We may state
that from the formal point of view the Old Irish conjunct forms reflect
the Indo-European secondary endings, and the absolute forms reflect
Indo-European primary endings. But functionally the two sets were
never opposed in Proto-Celtic; it is not strictly accurate to say that
the two sets of endings reflect the Indo-European opposition primary/
secondary. The development of that opposition, as we know it in "classical"
Indo-European, is only a dialect feature, in which Celtic did not take
part. It is clear in most of the early Indo-European languages that the
formation of the primary endings was basically by the suffixation of the enclitic particle -i, the mark of the *hic et nunc*, on the secondary ("injunctive") ending. The transition was simply from the optional use of the particle -i to its obligatory use. Compare further Kurylowicz, *InfI. Cat.* 152: 'We must count with the basic position of the so-called injunctive (3rd p. -t) which owing to a later differentiation has furnished the durative present (in -ti), the imperfect (provided with an augment in Indo-Ir., Greek, and Armenian), the imperative (-tu). This fact agrees with the ideas entertained nowadays regarding the fundamental role of the form of the injunctive in the I.E. conjugation.'
Appendix: The dual

If the existence of a category of dual number in Indo-European can be inferred with reasonable certainty from the existence of special forms in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Germanic, Balto-Slavic, and Tocharian, its absence in Hittite remains striking. Italic and Celtic as well have no trace of a dual in the verb, even though Irish preserves reflexes of a dual in the noun down to the present day. It is probable that the category—at least in the verb—was never fully elaborated in Indo-European itself, and that the forms attested in the historical languages represent either innovations of post-Indo-European date, or secondary differentiations of plural endings already in the ante-dialectal period. The absence of clearly reconstructible personal pronouns for the dual number (those attested are all variants of the plurals) is finally a suggestive argument against the assumption of an aboriginal category of dual number in the Indo-European verb; for the theoretical aspect of this argument cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat., ch. 11.

It is noteworthy that in the first and second persons of the dual and the plural we have three basic morphemes with partly overlapping function: *-ue 1 du. but Hitt. 1 pl., *-me 1 pl., *-te 2 du. and 2 pl. This situation is comparable to that of the personal pronoun, where we
also have three overlapping morphemes in the same persons and numbers. Cf. *ue- with the functions 1 pl. (Hitt. wešš), 2 pl. (Lat. nōs), 1 du. (RV vām), 2 du (Ved. vām); *ne- as 1 pl. (Lat. nōs), 1 du. (Gāth. nā); *iū- as 2 pl. (Av. yātā), 2 du. (Ved. yuvām). On the other hand the *me- found only in Balto-Slavic and Armenian is restricted to 1 pl. function. The high degree of multivalence of these elements, both verbal and pronominal, in precisely the sector of 1/2 du./pl., is striking. It is at least conceivable that behind this situation lies a different pronominal and conjugational type from that normal in Indo-European: one where pronoun and verb did not exhibit the category of dual, but where the plural had the categories first person inclusive ("I and you"), first person exclusive "I and another or others"), as well as second person. It would be then possible to suggest that the desinences -ue -me -te, and the pronouns *ue- ne- (me-) iū- were originally the exponents of these three functions respectively, and only later rearranged in the several languages due to the loss of the inclusive/exclusive opposition and the spread (from the noun?) of the category of duality. The hypothesis is at best unverifiable; typological considerations could be invoked to decide whether it is even possible.

Dual forms of all three persons are found only in Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic (Baltic has of course a single form for all numbers of the 3 pl.); Greek has basically only 2 and 3 du., Germanic (Gothic alone) only 1 and 2 du. The forms are set forth conveniently in Meillet, Intro. 8 230;

In the 1 du. we have forms in initial -u- and variable vocalism:

Cath. primary -vaḥi secondary -va, Skt. prim. -vas, sec. -va, Goth. pres. -os (bidjós), pret. -u (magu), opt. -ai-wa, OCS -ve, other languages also -va, Lith. -va < *-vā. Greek shows an isolated 1 du. in Argive ὡναις, ὡνιεῖν Hsch., for -wēς, but the -l- is problematic. Here as in the singular and plural, it is the secondary ending which is basic: VAv. -vaḥi repeats 1 pl. -maḥi (*-me/ośi), and it is doubtless significant that Skt. prim. -vas is not attested at all in the RV. Goth. -os is reconstructed as *-o-yes, with a very surprising lengthened thematic vowel -ō-: it is perhaps significant that the only very well attested 1 du. forms in RV (llx) are thematic vowel subjunctives in -āva (Avery, *JAOS* 10, 311), from both thematic and athematic stems. Goth -u can continue *-ue/o or -u-ye; opt. -ai-wa is probably after 1 pl. -ai-ma (Guxman, p. 353). Baltic and Slavic agree in -va < *-vā, with Slav. -ve due to the influence of the pronoun vē.

For Kuryłowicz, the 1 du. ending arises from a differentiation of 1 pl. -me/ye, cf. Hitt. 1 pl. -yenid but -meni after -u-. On the other hand such cases of complementary distribution may be only late, like that of the enclitics -a/-ia 'and'. For the etymology of these two distinct particles see *Celtica* 6, 16 (1963). Clear evidence for the late character of their complementary distribution (*-C + a / -V + va*)
is the form memal-ya cited by Friedrich, Heth. Wb. Erg. 3.9 from KBo XV 34 III 8 and 36 I 4 and 11. An alternative would be to see in either the 1 du. ending *-ye or Hitt. 1 pl. -ye-\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{n}}\)}}\), or both, the same first person mark -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{u}}\)}}\) that we have in 1 sg. pret. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{u}}\)}}\) and Luv. 1 sg. pres. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{u}}\)}}\). In this case we might assume that a partial replacement of *-u, *-ye by *-m, *-me in the basic 1 sg. and 1 pl. function resulted in the relegation of old *-ye to a new 1 du. function in a part of the Indo-European area. See Celtic Verb 105.

For 2 and 3 du. the forms vary widely; they have in common only an initial -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{t}}\)}}\). We have Skt. prim. 2 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{th}}\)}}\) 3 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{t}}\)}}\) which surely represent a differentiation of a single form -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tas}}\)}}\); sec. 2 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tam}}\)}}\) 3 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tam}}\)}}\), which agree with Gk. sec. 2 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tov}}\)}}\) 3 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tuv}}\)}}\) (Att. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{t}}\)}}\)). In the primary endings Gk. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tov}}\)}}\) serves for both persons, a syncretism which attests the derived character of the primary endings as against the older secondary endings. Tocharian B has a pres. 3 du. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tem}}\)}}\) < *-\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ton}}\)}}\) +\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{v}}\)}}\); the remaining Tocharian dual endings are entirely obscure (pret. 3 du. B -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ais}}\)}}\) A -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{enas}}\)}}\), ipv. 2 du. mid. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ait}}\)}}\), though the diphthong -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ai}}\)}}\) recalls that of the Indo-Iranian thematic 2, 3 du. mid., Ved. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{e-the}}\)}}\), -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{e-te}}\)}}\), -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{e-tham}}\)}}\), -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{e-tam}}\)}}\), Av. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ai-fe}}\)}}\), -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ae-tam}}\)}}\), on which see Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 155. Avestan shows only 3 du. forms, prim. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{to}}\)}}\) (-\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{do}}\)}}\) < -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tas}}\)}}\), sec. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tam}}\)}}\) < -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tam}}\)}}\) (as against Ind. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tam}}\)}}\), Gk. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{tuv}}\)}}\). Gothic has 2 du. thematic -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ats}}\)}}\), pret. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{u-ts}}\)}}\), opt. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{ai-ts}}\)}}\), athen. -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{e-i-ts}}\)}}\), which may be reconstructed as *-\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{te/os}}\)}}\); but the thematic vowel -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{a}}\)}}\)- before it in the present cannot be original. The connecting vowel -\(\text{\textsuperscript{\(\overline{\text{u}}\)}}-
in the preterite must be after the plural. Baltic has 2 du. -ta <
-tē, agreeing with Slav. -te. In the 3 du. Slav. has both -te and
-ta, which could reflect primary *-te(s), secondary *-tē, as suggested
by Kuryłowicz, since they function as both primary and secondary
endings. But in view of the fact that the first and second persons
did not evidently distinguish primary and secondary forms in the
plural in Indo-European, it is surely artificial to seek such a dis-
tinction in the dual.
III. Other endings: their origin and diffusion.

§1. I have purposely avoided the question of the ultimate etymology of the desinences themselves. Compare the bibliography given by Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1,646 and 657, many items of which are concerned with this problem: in particular Hirt, IF 17,36 ff., Idg. Gr. 4,83 ff., and Benveniste, Origines 172-3. In my opinion, the etymology of the endings must represent a question of secondary importance, so long as we do not know the syntactic conditions under which they might have originated. Both Hirt and Benveniste have offered purely formal—morphological—evidence for the nominal origin of the verbal desinences: as Benveniste has shown, Greek forms such as 1 pl. Dor. εἰμι·ς Att. εἰμί·v agree in every respect, vocalism of root and suffix, ending, and accent with neuters such as ο.ει·ς, ο.ει·v : *ςει·w·ς *ςει·w·ς, *ςει·w·ς *ςει·w·ς. But the fact remains that the first two are finite verb forms of the first person plural, and the second two neuter nominal forms (functioning as adverbs, moreover). The two are wholly distinct syntactic categories, and to find a syntactic path from the latter to the former, or a point of syntactic or functional overlap of the two, remains a task for the future.
§2. In one case, however, it is possible to perceive the channel between nominal and verbal forms: the nominal sentence, where a nominal form syntactically constitutes a predication, in the third person. Benveniste has shown in several well-known articles that the third person is the zero-person, the non-person. Cf. BSL 43.1-12 (1946); For Roman Jakobson 34-37 (1956); JPsych. 1958.257-65 = Problèmes de linguistique générale 225, 251, and 258 ff. See also Celtic Verb 90 ff.; Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 148 ff. For this reason it is syntactically possible to have complete or partial semantic equivalence (overlapping) between omnis homo mortalis, with a nominal predicate, and omnis homo moritur, with a verbal predicate. Similarly a single nominal form could itself constitute a predication, in Indo-European, of the type nox 'it is night'. Whence the possibility is opened for a verbal interpretation, since the normal minimal subject + predicate sentence is a single finite verb form: 'it nights'. On the nominal sentence in Indo-European, see Benveniste, BSL 46.19-36 (1950) = Problèmes 151 ff.; for the type nox, Watkins, Symbolae Kuryłowicz 351-8.

The functional status of the third person as the zero-person has as its formal consequence the general linguistic tendency toward formal expression by the zero-sign; this means that in the given syntactic function of predicate, a nominal form may be reinterpreted as a verbal form with 3 sg. zero-ending: noun *nekₜ - 3 sg. verb *nekₜ-∅. But there exists also the further and counter-tendency to endow the 3 sg.
ending with phonetic body, and give it overt expression like the other desinences; the particularly favorable situation is one where the contrast of root with enlargement (Benveniste's *élargissement*) with unenlarged root permits a segmentation, i.e. the imposition of a morphemic boundary. To illustrate: the contrast *nek* \textsuperscript{w} \textasciitilde *nek* \textsuperscript{w}t imposes the segmentation *nek* \textsuperscript{w}-t, resulting in the reinterpretation of verb *nek* \textsuperscript{w}t-\emptyset (root *nek* \textsuperscript{w}t + 3 sg. zero) as verb *nek* \textsuperscript{w}-t (root *nek* \textsuperscript{w} + 3 sg. t). The way is then opened for the further propagation of the new ending -t, if the circumstances are favorable.

For the theoretical foundations and further illustrations see *Celtic Verb* 97-106. An alternative consequence of this development, and one equally important in the history of Indo-European, is the maintaining of the 3 sg. zero-ending, and the interpretation of the segmented form *nek* \textsuperscript{w}-t-\emptyset as root *nek* \textsuperscript{w} + suffix t + 3 sg. zero. In this case the -t- may be propagated as a derivational suffix (e.g., of the present tense) elsewhere in the system.

§3. There is in fact an intermediate stage between *nek* \textsuperscript{w}t-\emptyset and *nek* \textsuperscript{w}-t, which appears to have had significant repercussions in Indo-European: a stage which may be symbolized as *nek* \textsuperscript{w}-t + \emptyset, where t has the status of an accessory mark, a redundant feature of the basic ending which is zero. In this case the -t- may then spread elsewhere in the system as a redundant feature; an accessory added to other endings
(including zero), and ultimately prevailing over the basic ending without such mark. The replacement of 3 sg. middle -o by -t + o > -to (Ved. māya-t, OHitt. kiya by mgro, Hitt. kita : ḫa - o - ḫa - to) is an illustration (see below), as is the replacement of 2 pl. -e (Ved. cakr-ə) by -t + e > -te (cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat., 153).

The basic 3 sg. ending -t of the Indo-European athematic paradigm owes its existence to precisely such a process. Compare the root dhe-: enlarged by -t-, we have the nominal form *dhōt in Lat. sacerdos (*sakro-dhōt-), but the same form as root + 3 sg. verbal ending, *dhō-t(i) in OSax. dot, OHG tōt. The status of the -t- as a redundant root-enlargement, with no semantic value, is still preserved in Indic in the root nouns of the structure T(e)R-: vṛt-, ruc- but -kr-t-, -ci-t- like -dhō-t-.

We thus assume the genesis (probably in a restricted number of instances) of a redundant feature -t in the 3 sg., beside the fundamental ending zero. We have then competing 3 sg. desinences: (zero) ~ (t + zero). It is precisely in accord with Kuryłowicz's first law of analogy (Esquisses ling., 70) that the compound, bipartite morpheme (t + zero) will tend to prevail over the simple morpheme (zero) consisting of one of the two elements. Similarly the optional desinential component -i, the renewal is 3 sg. -i(i) ~ -t(i); see below.

It is not only in the active that we may observe the same diffusion. The oldest 3 sg. middle ending is *-o, which is thus zero-person but middle (not active = zero) voice. The generalization of t as a redundant feature of the zero-person (3 sg.) function entails its spread here as well, whence the renewal 3 sg. mid. -o ~ -to (i.e. t + o), which will be documented in full in subsequent chapters. It should be noted that this explanation of the genesis of -to eliminates the nec
its spread here as well, whence the renewal 3 sg. mid. -o → -to
(i.e. t + o), which will be documented in full in subsequent chapters.
It should be noted that this explanation of the genesis of -to eliminates
the necessity of recourse to a proportion (nt : t = nto : to),
as suggested by Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 44. The latter proportion
is in any case not satisfactory; following Kuryłowicz's own second
law of analogy (Esquisses ling. 73) we expect the relation a : b
to be basic form (de fondation) : derived form (fondée), or unmarked
member : marked member, e.g. active : middle, singular : plural,
whereas in nt : t (plural : singular) the relation would be reversed.
But the replacement of simple -o by compound -t + o is a direct one,
and no analogical proportion is necessary to account for it. See
also ch. V §20 below.

§4. If the 3 sg. -t(i) is thus by origin a redundant feature,
rather than a desinence proper, it follows that the earliest reconstruct-
able athematic paradigm in the singular in Indo-European would have been
simply

*\text{g}_\text{hen-m}(i) 
*\text{g}_\text{hen-s}(i) 
*\text{g}_\text{hen-(i)}.

The pattern 1sg. -m, 2 sg. -s, 3 sg. zero is thus isomorphic to that of
1sg. -t̪o, 2 sg. -t̪乡镇, 3 sg. zero underlying the perfect, middle, and thematic conjugations, as will be shown in succeeding chapters.

The symbolic representation of the 2 sg. desinence, reconstructed principally on the basis of Ved. -tha, Gk. -oα (−σοα), Hitt. -ta, varies among writers on Indo-European subjects—sometimes in the work of a single author—as *-t̪乡镇, *-tha, and *-t̪乡镇 (or the equivalent). In the present work I shall adopt the convention *-t̪乡镇; not from a conviction that the desinence must have contained a laryngeal (which would be illusory), but because the assumption of a cluster of stop + laryngeal does explain the Indic aspirated stop in other cases (even if not really the Greek -o-), and does explain the Greek vowel timbre a in other cases (a Greek a in an archaic desinence being otherwise an anomaly, and requiring explanation). The notation *-t̪乡镇 is a hypothesis, but still preferable to *-tha (which merely projects the form of one historical language indefinitely back in time), and to *-t̪乡镇 (which is a protestation of total ignorance).

§5. As will be discussed in full in ch. IX §1, Kuryłowicz has shown that the relations of person between the indicative (representational) and imperative (appellative) planes are such that while the fundamental, zero-person is the 3 sg. in the former, it is the 2 sg. in the latter. For this reason there exists a close relationship between 3 sg. indicative and 2 sg. imperative; both as functional zero-persons may manifest a formal zero-mark, and as such be formally
identical. Given the observable tendency for the imperative to preserve forms which have undergone renewal in the indicative (Lat. \textit{legite} vs. \textit{legitis}), the functional equation 3 sg. ind. = 2 sg. ipv. has as consequence that the 2 sg. imperative may preserve an older form of the 3 sg. indicative. Thus 3 sg. ind. \textasteriskcentered{es\textlangle t\rangle} has undergone renewal by \textlangle t\rangle; the \textasteriskcentered{es} with zero ending it replaced, formed like 3 sg. \textasteriskcentered{\textlangle w\textrangle hen\textlangle t\rangle} above, is preserved in the 2 sg. ipv. Hitt. \textasteriskcentered{es}, Lat. \textasteriskcentered{es}. From the Indo-European point of view these Hittite and Latin imperatives may be 'neologisms', if the earlier form appears in Cath. \textlangle z\textrangle\textlangle d\textrangle 'be!' < \textasteriskcentered{\textlangle s\textrangle-d\textlangle d\textrangle}. In the same way the original 3 sg. indicative of the thematic conjugation appears in the 2 sg. imperative in -\textlangle s\textrangle: Gk. \textlangle l\textrangle\textlangle e\textrangle beside 3 sg. \textlangle l\textrangle\textlangle e\textrangle\textlangle s\textrangle, i.e. \textasteriskcentered{\textlangle l\textrangle\textlangle e\textrangle\textlangle e\textrangle\textlangle n\textrangle\textlangle t\rangle} formed like athematic \textasteriskcentered{\textlangle w\textrangle hen\textlangle t\rangle} above. The formation of the thematic paradigm will be discussed in full below, and the reconstruction there justified.

§6. But the indirect testimony of root athematic 2 sg. imperatives like Hitt. \textasteriskcentered{es\textlangle \textlangle a\textrangle\textlangle p\textrangle, \textlangle w\textrangle\textlangle e\textrangle\textlangle k\textrangle, \textlangle w\textrangle\textlangle e\textrangle\textlangle w\textrangle, \textlangle e\textrangle\textrangle} is not the only evidence for an ancient athematic 3 sg. with zero-ending like \textasteriskcentered{\textlangle w\textrangle hen\textlangle n\textrangle\textlangle t\rangle}. We have the form preserved intact in 3 sg. indicative function in an archaic verbal category of Indo-Iranian: the aorist passive of the type \textlangle j\textrangle\textlangle a\textrangle\textlangle n\textrangle, \textlangle d\textrangle\textlangle j\textrangle\textlangle a\textrangle\textlangle n\textrangle, \textlangle j\textrangle\textlangle a\textrangle\textlangle n\textrangle 'was born'.

As I have shown in \textit{Celtic Verb} 103, this formation 'is in origin simply the bare root, the neutral verbal notion alone, in the 3 sg., the non-personal form, with zero-ending.' The \textlangle t\rangle is the same particle
which figures in -m(i) -s(i). The original full grade of the root is found in TeRT- roots, e.g. RV reci < *leikʰ-y-i, voli < *iąug-y-i, darši < *dekkʰ-i, whereas TeR- and TeT- roots have developed vrddhi already in Indo-Iranian times, e.g. RV avāci = Gath. avāci, śravi = srāvi. That this is secondary is shown by the agreement between RV jāṇī and Av. jainī, as well as by Gath. mraoi (=mravi) and especially api-vaiti. On the aorist passive and for comparable sigmatic forms, i.e. root + = beside root + i, see the discussion of the Indo-Iranian imperatives in -si, ch. X §13.

§7. The full grade accented root with zero-ending in the fundamental person, 3 sg. indicative and 2 sg. imperative, recurs finally in a small class of Vedic 2 sg. imperative middle forms, with a final -sva which functions as a 'reflexive' particle: yāksva, mátsva, sāksva (sac-), śāksva (sah-, cf. sādhar-, apādha- for the lengthened grade), rāsva, vāpsva, and from a set root jāṇīṣva. The (reflexive) pronominal origin of -sva (on which cf. Szemerényi, Syncope 314, 363 with references), with the attendant syntactic conclusions perhaps to be drawn, suggests that we have here forms of considerable antiquity.

§8. In the same way as for the element -t- we can explain the genesis of the morpheme -u- as desinence, as shown basically by Benveniste,
The -u- appearing in the perfect forms Ved. 1 and 3 sg. jajnâu, Lat. (g)nòu-ı OEng. cnòu (cnâuan), or Ved. paprau, Lat.

-plâu-ı is a root enlargement *gno-ı, *ple-ı, segmentable by contrast with unenlarged *gno-ı (Gk. ἔγνω), *ple-ı (Gk. πλήρω). The unenlarged root even occurs as a perfect in RV paprâ (1x) beside papráu, cf. Av. perf. dāda beside Ved. dad(h)áu; for the Indic forms see the references at Thumb-Hauschild, Hdb.d.Sanskrit 1.2.391-2. This -u- element has been extracted as a regular 3 sg. desinence in the Armenian aorist mediopassive, e.g. čnaw 'was born', keraw 'ate' < *-a-ı + Y, and isolated ečaw 'became' <*e Y + Y; cf. Meillet, Esquisses 124. But while we can identify the element -u- as an original root-enlargement, we cannot explain why or how it came to be associated with the perfect (or the aorist in Armenian), nor can we account for its 1 sg. function as well as 3 sg. in Indic, or uniquely 1 sg. function in Hitt. 1 sg. pret. -u(-n), Luv. 1 sg. pres. -u(-i), or Tocharian B prakwa (-u + pret. -a), A yamwe (-u-ai).

§9. I have discussed elsewhere the genesis of a 3 sg. desinence *-s, as well as the suffix -*s- which is continued in the sigmatic aorist, from an original root enlargement, according to the pattern here discussed. See Celtic Verb 90-93, 97 ff., partly following Burrow, Asiatica (Festschr. Weller) 35-42, and IIJ 1.61-76 (1957). For a different explanation, see Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 157. The personal ending -s is found for the 2 and 3 sg. in the Hittite hi-con-
jugation preterite (daš 'took') in the Indo-Iranian root-aorist optative (Av. -yā < -yās), and occasionally in the Índic root aorist.

Burrow cites the 3 sg. dhas from a house-sutra text (HGS 1.13.15). From the forms discussed by J. Narten, Sigm. Aor. 18-20, it is clear that dhas enters into a clearly definable series of "s-aorist" forms from roots in final long vowel, where the s-aorist is virtually confined to the RV alone. The forms are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>3 sg.</th>
<th>2 sg.</th>
<th>AV, TB</th>
<th>TB</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>RV (impf.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aprās</td>
<td>'filled'</td>
<td>10x</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aprāt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AV, TB</td>
<td>TB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a(h)ās</td>
<td>'left'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apās</td>
<td>'drank'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aprās</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aprāt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AV, TB</td>
<td>TB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adhāt</td>
<td>'put'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhāsur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ayāsur</td>
<td>'went'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All represent inherited roots in long vowel: *ple- (nāŋto), *ghe- (mekštuv 'we reached', OE OHG gān 'go'), *pō- (nōsl), *dhē- (nēl), *aũ- (Lat. iānua). In none of these cases have we to deal with a productive sigmatic aorist formation, as attested by the later language; they represent an earlier chronological layer, that from which the sigmatic aorist is ultimately derived. The root enlargement -s in these cases could be and was in fact interpreted in either of two ways: as a 3 sg. desinence, whence the replacement of RV aprā-s ahā-s by AV, TB aprā-t ahā-t, with a more productive desinence, or as a suffix -s- with 3 sg. zero or underlying -t, whence 3 sg. dhās → 3 pl. dhās-ur, 3 sg. *yās → 3 pl. yās-ur. For probable Balto-Slavic
cognates of these forms see ch. XV.

In one case we have unequivocal comparative evidence for the root enlargement -s. The Hittite cognate of Ved. *spaḥ is the verb paḥ- 'swallow', whose inflexion hesitates between mi- and hi-conjugation: 3 sg. pāši/pašži. The latter recalls sušzi, another verb with root enlargement -s. The common root form is IE *pō-s; however Ved. *spaḥ was or came to be morphophonemically interpreted by native speakers, it is extremely unlikely that an Indo-European **pō-s-t or Indic **spa-s-t ever existed.

In the examples above we may observe the extraction of a morphological element from root final position, and its implementation elsewhere in the system, either with desinential or suffixal status:

Indic ḍhā- : ḍhā-s(-), pā- : pā-s, Hitt. ḍā- 'take' : ḍa-s 'took',

with the development of both 3 sg. -s and 'sigmatic aorist' -s. Put formulaically, we may state that \( (R + s) \rightarrow (R)-s \), particularly but not only where \( R \) and \( R + s \) are competing root forms. The situation is merely one example of a more general process of the creation of affixes from root final elements: the spread of set at the expense of anti suffixal forms in Indic and other Indo-European languages is another example. Thus \( (R + s)-mon- \rightarrow (R)-əmon- \) (Ved. nom. -man- ~ ɨman-); \( (R + s)-s- \rightarrow (R)-əs- \) (Ved. fut. -sya- ~ -iṣya-).

The process may continue; Celtic shows clear evidence for a suffixal sequence *-mon- \rightarrow *-əmon- (from stems in final ə) \rightarrow *-iəmon- (from stems in final i), and similarly *-ti- \rightarrow *-ati- \rightarrow *-iati-. See the full discussion in Celt. Verb §15.
§10. This continuing process appears to have occurred in the case of the history of the affix -š as well. For in Hittite beside the 2-3 sg. preterite -š in daš 'took', tarnaš 'left', we have also a 2-3 sg. -iš, which appears in such forms as dašš 'put', hāšš 'believed', lášš 'loosed', dālšš 'left (alone)', and possibly also after stop in šakšš 'knew', akšš 'died'. In hāšš the segmentation must be as indicated, in view of both the Hittite forms 1 sg. hā-mi 2 sg. hā-ši, and the etymology (: Lat. ō-men, Benveniste, Hitt. et i.-eur. 10). We may see the channel for the creation of the ending -iš in such a 3 sg. preterite as păšš 'gave' < pē + ai-s, where the i was originally part of the root, *ai-(*eoi-) in Toch. B ai- 'give', Gk. α'ωα 'fate', αυμυυε 'take'. The Old Hittite apophon:ic forms with causative suffix -nu- 3 pl. pret. zinuer, iter. zinuš- might suggest that in 3 sg. pret. zašš 'crossed' we have another root in an inherited diphthong, though the 2 sg. pres. zaši beside iter. zaškiši in the archaic Gilgameš mythological cycle (KUB XXXIII 124) makes this rather less certain, cf. §11 below.

For dašš 'placed' we assume a regular reflex of *dhe-is. For the phonetics compare the following. The 3 sg. pres. daš < *dhe-eš, with the ending *-e + i which is monophthongized to Old Hittite -e (mazze, warša), later -i; 2 sg. ipv. pāš 'give', < pē-ai, with the preverb *pē (Benveniste, Hitt. et i.-eur. 33) and the diphthong *ai which is monophthongized to OHitt. e, Hitt. i, as in the 1 sg. -he, -hi; 3 sg. pāžzi 'goes' < *pe-iti, 2 pl. ipv. paitten < *pē-(e)ite(n), uncompounded in ipv. 2 pl. itten : RV étan(α) or itan(α). That the i
of $\text{dai}(\text{š})$ is a laryngeal reflex seems to me wholly implausible, though this view is suggested or approved by Risch, *Corolla Ling.* 189-98 ($\text{dai}- < *\text{dhe}-\text{š}$), Puhvel, *Laryngeals* 55, Cowgill, *Lg.* 39, 267 (1963), and Ivanov, *Obšč. sist.* 78 et passim. Alternatively one might wish to see in $\text{daiš}$ an enlarged root $*\text{dhe}-\text{i}$- (the phonetic treatment being identical), with the same enlargement as in Slav. $\text{dej}$, Latv. $\text{dėju}$, as suggested by Pedersen, *Hitt.* 113. In this case $\text{daiš}$ would be simply another channel for the extraction of a suffix (desinence) $-\text{is}$.

The Old Phrygian form $\text{esnaš}$ (apparently with augment $\varepsilon$-) has been equated with *Hitt.* $\text{daiš}$, cf. Pedersen *Hitt.* 192. If this is correct, then we should perhaps compare within Phrygian itself also the New Phrygian form $\text{esnaš}$ (Fredrich, Kleinas. *Sprachdenkmüller*, Neuphr. 31), which could stand in relation to $*\text{sta}$- as $\text{esnaš}$ to $*\text{dhe}$-. But until the meagre Phrygian inscriptions are more clearly explicated—which may well never occur—such speculation must remain at least uncertain.

The element $-\text{is}$- appears in one other Indo-European language: Latin, where it appears in a variety of forms in the perfectum. Cf. $-\text{is-ṭi}$, $-\text{is-tis}$, $-\varepsilon\text{run}\text{t} < *-\text{is-ont}$; $-\text{eram} < *-\text{is-ā}$, $-\varepsilon\text{ro} < *-\text{is-e/o}$; $-\text{issem} < *-\text{is-eō}$, $-\varepsilon\text{rim} < *-\text{i}$, and Kuryłowicz, *Infl.* Cat. 125-6. The 2 sg., 2 pl., and especially 3 pl. forms $-\text{is-ṭi}$, $-\text{is-tis}$, $*-\text{is-ont}$ can be most simply accounted for by the assumption of a lost 3 sg. in $*-\text{is}$ with zero-ending; the spread of the form would then be wholly parallel to that of the $\varepsilon$- aorist. The $*\text{dhe}-\text{k-}\text{is}$ (Italic $*\text{fēkis}$) postulated to underlie OLat. $\text{fēcērun}\text{t}$ is admittedly hypothetical and
speculative in Italic; but note that it differs from the *dhē-iš of Hitt. daš is only by the presence of the 'union-consonant' -k-. See the fuller discussion in ch. XI §§12, 14.

§11. It has been long recognized that the suffixal -s- of Indo-European is closely connected with and parallel to the suffix -sk-; the latter is a conglomerate -s-k- built on the affixation of -k- to stems already characterized by -s-, and the distribution of the two is often entirely parallel. Archaic examples are *pas-
(*pōṣa-s-) in Hitt. pahš- 'protect', OCS pas-š, Lat. pāstor beside *pā-sk- (*pōṣa-sk-) in Lat. pāscō, or *kînth-s- in OIr. cēssaid beside *kînth-sk- in Gk. πάσχω. As secondary suffixes we have Hitt. iter. -sk- beside Luv. and Hierogl. Luv. -š- (-s-); also Lat. -ē-scō beside Hitt. -ē-š-, with identical function. See Brugmann, Grdr. 2.3.350 ff.; Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 139-174, Sbornik statej...pamjati... M.V. Sergievskogo 105-119 (1961; written in 1953); Watkins, Celtic Verb 74-77, ÉC 12.131-4 (1964).

The observable parallelism between the suffixes, derived from root enlargements, extends to the forms with preceding -i-. The suffix -sk-, particularly in Greek and in Armenian, shows commonly the variant -isk-, significantly after long vowel as well as after consonant. Cf. Gk. θυημα, κλημαται, μημεκαί, Læsb. θύμα, μημεκαί, as well as ἐλόσομα (Thess. θελοσικτα), εὐρόσω, ἀφλοκώ: Schwyzter, Gr. Gr. 1.709.
In Latin we have both the suffix forms -sk-, in nāscor, -gnōscō, and -isk-, in the type re-minīscor, pacīscor, on which cf. ch. V §§ below. The long vowel of the latter type probably represents an analogical generalization of the vowel lengthening before (originally accented) secondary suffix, as in the type solū-tus, nominal surī-tus, or Ved. passive śrū-yāte, discussed by Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 125-6.

The suffix *-sk*-/-sko- was originally accented, cf. Ved. icchāti, ṛchāti, prchāti.

The same suffix form appears in Armenian with modal force as the subjunctive aorist and (in part secondarily) present : aor. subj. 1-3 sg. beric' berc'ē < (*bher-)*isko -isketi. See Meillet, Esquisse 2 122, and especially R. Godel, REArm. 2.30 ff. (1965). We thus obtain a symmetrical pattern of elements, all ultimately disengaged from root finals, of the shape

-ś- \hspace{1cm} -is-
-śk- \hspace{1cm} -isk-

The Armenian subjunctive shows the form *dic' - < *isko- also after long vowel, just as in Greek, in the aorist subjunctive of dnem 'place': 1, 3 sg. dic' (with secondary augment), dic'ē. The preservation of unstressed -i- shows that it goes back not to -i- < *-ē- but to *-iy- < *ē + i; cf. Meillet, Altarm. 22-3 (wrongly contested by Godel, op. cit. 36). In view of the thoroughgoing parallelism of the forms in -(i)s- and -(i)sk-, Arm. dic' - < *dhē-isko- is a further argument for
the analysis of Hitt. daik as *dhē-īs. Observe also that the Armenian aorist subjunctive (functioning regularly as a future) with its thematic paradigm -isk-e/o- is virtually identical to the Latin future perfect, with -is-e/o-: compare fecero < dhē(k)-is-o with (e)dic' < dhē-isk-o, or Lat. egerō (eg- replacing *ag-) < *ag-is-o with ac'ic < *ag-isk-o. Mere coincidence?

We may note finally that Armenian shows both the suffix forms -isk- and -sk-. In the subjunctive the latter appears in the form 1, 3 sg. tac', tac'ē from tam 'give', reflecting *da-sk- (Godel, op. cit. 36). The zero-grade of a long vowel root before -sk- is paralleled by Gk. βάσκε : βασκὺ, βασκόνιον : φηςμε. In the indicative we have not only extended presents in -c'-anem, where the -c' < -sk- is probably inherited (harc'-anem 'I ask' : Skt. prchāti), but especially the aorists in -c'-, which are an Armenian creation, recalling the Ionic preterites of the type φέρσκε. Cf. 1,3 sg. le'i, elic' 'filled', kac'i, ekac' 'stood' < *ple-sk-, *w-a-sk-, where we may note the full grade of the long vowel root, at least in the former. Hitt. daškizzi, iterative of da- 'take', probably corresponds to the latter type, i.e. with full grade *dō-sk-. But the possibility should at least be noted that it reflects a zero-grade *da-sk-, and thus corresponds exactly to Arm. tac'ē < *da-sk-eti. In this case we would have to say that the apparent expulsion of a in zikkizzi = t-skezzi, iterative of dai 'places', ostensibly from *dha-ske-, is analogical: perhaps to the root allomorph tiya- (3 pl. tiyanzi). I presuppose *dha-je- > tiya- /d(i)ya-/ , as against original *dj- > ši- in Ohitt. šušmiš < *djeus-mi-s. For the phonetic treatment of *dha-je- > tiya- cf. also the
verb tiya- 'step, stand' (archaic 3 sg. mid. tiyari [ch. V §5]) < *te-ie-, with an s-less variant of the root *sta- (*stea-) as in OIr. *ta-. Pedersen's etymology is to be preferred, pace Friedrich, Heth. Wb. s.v. tiya-.

Hitt. iter. daškizzi, pret. daš beside zaškiši, zaši noted above (§10) show that Hittite as well had both suffix forms, -šk- and -išk-.

Armenian

In the subjunctive of the aorist we get a cumulation of the two suffixes: le'ic le'ic'ē < plē-sk-isk-, kac'ic' kac'ic'ē < gwas-isk-isk-. This pattern has been discussed by Ivanov, Obš. sist. 150 (with references), comparing also such forms as Hom. Βοσκόμνοτο, Toch. B yaskask- 'ask', and Hitt. usškiš-. The phenomenon is not old, but (save in Armenian) merely attests the loss of the original iterative force of the first -šk-; the forms are parallel but independent. In Armenian, where each morpheme -c'- has a clearly marked and independent function (aorist, subjunctive), their concatenation is entirely predictable in the conjugational pattern,
IV. The thematic conjugation

§1. Traditionally, Indo-European studies have recognized beside the athemetic type \*\( \text{whin-}t(i) \), a thematic conjugation, characterized by the presence of the apophonic vowel \(-e/o-\) after the root, and a set of desinences in large part identical with those of the athemetic type, but differing in the form of the 1 sg. primary ending. The traditional view may be found set forth in Meillet, *Introduction* 202-203 and 237; Brugmann, *Gdr.* 2.3.1. 113-138; Hirt, *Idg. Gram.* 4.177-185.

With the thematic verb it is customary to distinguish two types: one accented on the root syllable, in the full grade, which I shall term 'barytone', and one accented on the thematic vowel, with zero grade root, which I shall call 'oxytone'. Each type is found with both primary and secondary endings. Those with primary endings are presents, and those with secondary endings are usually either imperfects (like Skt. \*\( \text{abharat} \)) or aorists (like Arm. \*\( \text{eber} \)). But they may be also presents, in Celtic (OIr. conjunct \*\( \text{beir} \)) and Indo-Iranian (Ved. injunctive \*\( \text{bharat} \): unaugmented form with secondary ending). Where the same root shows both full grade barytone and zero grade oxytone, they may be opposed as present and aorist (like Gk. \( \lambda\acute{e}\lambda\acute{p} \) : \( \dot{e}\lambda\lambda\eta\nu \)); but this is rare outside Greek.
Typical paradigms in the active voice are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary: Lat.</th>
<th>Barytone</th>
<th>Oxytone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vēhō</td>
<td>*-ēo</td>
<td>Skt, tudāmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vēhis</td>
<td>*-ēsi</td>
<td>tudāsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vēhit</td>
<td>*-ēti</td>
<td>tudāti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vēhīmus</td>
<td>*-ōme</td>
<td>tudāmas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vēhītis</td>
<td>*-ēte</td>
<td>tudātha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vēhunt</td>
<td>*-ōnti</td>
<td>tudānti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Secondary: Gk. | έφερεν | *-om |
|               | έφερες | *-es |
|               | έφερε | *-et |
|               | έφέρου | *-ome |
|               | έφέρετε | *-ete |
|               | έφέρου | *-ont |

| Pres. pple. | φέρων | aor; pple. λήπων |

In the case of the thematic paradigm as in that of the athematic paradigm, internal reconstruction leads us to assume that the basic and older paradigm is that with secondary endings; compare the numerous Indic and Iranian injunctives from thematic stems, as well as the conjunct forms of Old Irish thematic forms. Yet we have here a
significant difference from the athematic type, in that the suppression of the particle -i of the forms with primary endings does not lead to their complete merger with those with secondary endings. The two still differ in the 1 sg. : in the one case a set *-ô-es -et, in the other a set *-om -es -et.

§2. There is a further attestation of the same thematic paradigm, but in a different function: the subjunctive of athematic verbs, preserved most clearly in Indo-Iranian and Greek, but residually also in Italic and Celtic. The Vedic and Gāthic subjunctives show both primary and secondary endings in certain persons, a paradigm in the singular (i 'go'):

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ayā(ni)} & *-ô \\
\text{ayás(i)} & *-es(i) \\
\text{ayat(i)} & *-et(i).
\end{array}
\]

The -ni of the 1 sg. is a particle. This pattern is important in showing that the generalization of 1 sg. *-ô (rather than *-om) is anterior to the fixation of the particle -i in the other persons as present indicatives, i.e., the replacement of the 'injunctive' (unaugmented secondary) endings by the primary endings in the basic presential function; 1 sg. -ô is equally at home with
secondary endings and primary endings. Kuryłowicz, *Infl. Cat.* 138, suggests that the thematic present type *γεχατ* is older than the subjunctive type *γεμετ*; but the equivalence of primary and secondary endings in the latter, attested in Indo-Iranian, is surely an argument in favor of its greater antiquity.

The subjunctive of thematic stems shows an apparent cumulation of suffixes, 

\[-e/o- + -e/o- > -e/\tilde{e}-\]

and in Indo-Iranian the same alternation of primary and secondary endings: sg. 

\[-\tilde{e} -\tilde{a}a(i) -\tilde{a}t(i).\]

§3. It has been suggested that the antiquity of the secondary endings is supported by Greek evidence: the sporadic thematic 3 sg. subjunctive ending -η, -e in a variety of dialects, by many scholars held to presuppose *-ετ*; cf. Schwyzer, *Gr. Gr.* 1.791, but contrast the silence of Meillet-Vendryes *Traite* 322 ff., and the views of Buck, *Greek Dial.* §141, who interprets them as developments of -η. The short vowel (athematic) subjunctive shows primary endings in some dialects. e.g. East Ionic (Teos) ἐνοεσκε πολέμει (Schw. 710), but Cyren. επειδε δι κα πολέμει (Solmsen-Fraenkel 39 B 37) has an unambiguous secondary ending. On the other hand Cyrenaic has only -ε in the 3 sg. subjunctive (πρω κα σκολιαστευμεν *ibid.* A50), and in fact no Greek dialect appears to show a 3 sg. short vowel subjunctive in -e or sigmatic -ε, despite Schwyzer, *Gr. Gr.* 1.661, 791. Beside the secondary 3 sg. -η, it has been supposed that the epic
tradition indirectly attests a primary 3 sg. \( \text{*}-\eta\sigma \nu < *-\eta \tau \nu \), in the forms of the type \( \epsilon \theta \varepsilon \lambda \eta \nu \zeta \); cf. Chantraine, Gr. hom. 1,461. But the form can also be explained as a cumulation of \(-\eta + \sigma \nu\), cf. Meillet-Vendryes, Traité 324.

While the Greek subjunctive thus might show in various dialects both the secondary and the primary ending in the 3 sg., \(-\eta \sim *-\eta\sigma \nu\), all dialects show only the primary ending in the subj. 3 pl: Arc. \( \kappa \rho \nu \iota \nu \omicron \omicron \nu \omicron \nu \omicron \omicron \nu \) (Schw. 656.5), which is suspicious. The 3 pl. thematic subjunctive in Indic and Iranian shows only the secondary ending \(-\ddot{\alpha}n < *-\ddot{o}nt\), never the primary ending. Since it is in any case necessary to assume that the long vowel before \( *-\text{nt}(i)\) was analogically restored in the Greek form (after being shortened by Osthoff's law), we may assume that the whole 3 pl. subj. \( *-\ddot{o}nti\) and its reflexes is a Common Greek innovation.

As we shall see in greater detail in chapter IX §5, it is only the 1 sg. in -\( \omega \) of the Greek subjunctive which can be compared with related forms in other languages; for the remainder of the paradigm of the short-vowel subjunctive Greek doubtless has at the outset forms identical with the Greek thematic indicative.

§4. There is another Indo-European dialect which shows much clearer evidence for the secondary endings: Italic. It was Adalbert Kuhn who first made the equation of the Lat. future eirit
with the Sanskrit subjunctive asati, and since then the reconstruction *eseti has counted as one of the surest and best established in Indo-European studies. Yet it is a 'mirage of comparative grammar', as basically seen by Meillet-Vendryes, Traits 3 347. For just as archaic Latin *sied (Duenos inscription) with secondary ending was early replaced by *siet, so the archaic Latin future *esed, attested in the Vth century Forum inscription, was early replaced by erit with primary ending. The construction of the text, *esed quo *honet... *eset, must be of the Plautine type *sied, *eset; that *esed here should stand for the imperfect subjunctive *eseti, the only other possibility, i.e. a contrary-to-fact clause, would make no sense in an inscription of this character. It follows that the proper equation for historical purposes is OLat. *esed : Vedic *asati; we may note that *asat is four times as frequent in the Rig-Veda as *asati (24:6). The Indo-European form had the secondary ending, and the correct paradigm reconstructible from the comparison of Latin and Indic is *esedi *eses *eseti. This thematic paradigm, preserved in the residual modal (subjunctive-future) function, is clearly on an earlier chronological level than the banal thematic present type.

There may exist other traces of a similar paradigm in Latin. On the evidence of Indo-Iranian, present and subjunctive of the athematic verb 'to go' would have been regularly
whence in the earliest Italic, with the loss of intervocalic yod (cf. *tres) and final -i, but the preservation of the diphthong ei, the anomalous paradigms

*ēim
*ēis
*ēiti

The 1 sg. pres. *ēim presented a sequence otherwise entirely absent from the Latin phonological pattern. It is quite possible that when the original subjunctive-future paradigm was replaced either in the future function by *ēibs/ō- (ībō) or in the subjunctive function by *ēa- (ēem), it was specifically the old 1 sg. subjunctive-future *eō which was utilized to replace the aberrant 1 sg. present *ēim, whence the Latin paradigm eō is it.

§5. The thematic subjunctive is found in Celtic only in the present subjunctive of the substantive verb and the copula in Old Irish. The conjunct singular paradigm of the substantive verb is
The initial $b-$ is taken over from other forms of the verb, cf. OIr. §787; the original form without $b-$ is preserved in the 3 p. forms of the subjunctive of the copula with $cfa$ 'although' and $ma$ 'if' (regularly followed by absolute verb forms with primary ending):

$3 \text{ sg.} \cdot cic, ceith \ < \ *(ce+)eseti$

$\cdot mad, maid \ \ < \ *(ma+)eseti.$

The 2 sg. $\cdot bee$, attested only in the $\cdot \underline{\alpha} \mu \gamma \delta$ slán $\cdot bee$ gl. $sana$ $sis$, is surely conjunct, like the greeting slán $\cdot seiss$ 'hail!', lit. 'sanus sedeas' (not 'sedeis', pace Thurneysen, OIr. §384); were it absolute, the word order would be reversed. 2 sg. $\cdot bee$ and 3 sg. $\cdot be$ are both probably graphic for /be:/, and the 2 sg. thus conceivably reflects $*(b)eses$ rather than $*(b)esI$. Such a 2 sg. form would be the only one in Irish to show any evidence for a thematic 2 sg. *-es; elsewhere we have only thematic 2 sg. $*I < *-eI$. But the evidence from a single instance of $bee$ is too slender to permit more than the bare suggestion of a possibility.
§6. The barytone thematic present had clearly an extraordinary productivity in the prehistoric, in some cases historical stages of virtually all the Indo-European dialects. It is the cornerstone of the primary verb in Greek, Latin, Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic, and it is characteristically for the native Hindu grammarians the "first" class. Yet this very productivity is an index of lateness. It was Meillet who saw this most clearly, in a famous article entitled "Caractère secondaire du type thématique indo-européen," BSL 32.194-202 (1931): "Les formes qui, à date historique, sont normales sont elles qui ont subi le plus de réfections." The widespread distribution of the thematic present formation suggests that it cannot be very old, and as Meillet has stated, the great mass of radical thematic forms is due to parallel development, not to the preservation of Common Indo-European forms.

The internal reconstruction of the chronological levels of the thematic conjugation has been done largely by Meillet in the above article, and Renou, "Le type védique tudáti", Mélanges Vendryes 309-16 (1925) and "A propos du subjonctif védique," BSL 33.5-30 (1932), together with the important but unpublished Yale dissertation (1960) of George Cardona, The Indo-European thematic aorists.

We have four categories: the barytone thematic present (Skt. váhati), the oxytone thematic present (Skt. tudáti), the oxytone thematic aorist (Skt. ávidat), and the thematic vowel subjunctive (Skt. áyat(i)). Their dialectal distribution varies. The type
vahati is pan-Indo-European, with the significant exception of Hittite, and is thereby a priori recent, in terms of Meillet's methodological principle quoted above:

§7. The tudati type is common only in Indic, with isolated forms in other Indo-European languages. Already in 1878 de Saussure suggested that it was not a formation of Indo-European date (Mémoire 10), and Renou (loc. cit.) showed convincingly that it resulted in large part from thematicization of root presents: AV kṣiyāti 'dwells' from RV kṣéti kṣiyánti is typical, as in the variation in root vocalism between Goth. giman 'come', OHG gisman, and ON koma, OE cuman, OHG coman, cf. Ved. ágam ágman. Cf. also Renou, Gram. véd. §326: "Il est possible que la catégorie entière, ou, du moins, les formes d'indicatif présent se soient constituées secondairement, utilisant soit d'aciennes bases d'aoriste, soit (plus vraisemblablement) des thèmes nominaux en -a- à degré réduit, lesquels abondent à côté des présents du type tudati."

§8. The thematic aorist is attested sporadically in several Indo-European languages, again with the significant exception of Hittite; it has its apogee in Greek, with some 120 roots (Cardona, op. cit. 55, following Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 746-8), beside about 80 roots in Veda and Brāhmaṇa (Whitney §847). In Vedic its attestation rises from
RV to AV, alone of all the forms of aorist, which is a sure mark of its recent character. Thurneysen stated categorically in 1894 (IF 4.84) that no thematic aorist was inherited except Ξρτος = Ved. ávidat = Arm. igit. Cardona, after an exhaustive winnowing of all the evidence in the Indo-European languages, comes to virtually the same conclusion as Thurneysen: with the exception of *uide- all the thematic aorists of all the languages represent independent parallel creations of post Indo-European date.

Cardona adds also *ludhe-, on the evidence of Gk. ηλυθων, Toch. A láć B lác, and OIr. luid. But as I have shown elsewhere (Celt. Vb. 66), the root *leudh- is the etymon of Toch. lut-, rather than lát-(lánt-); and OIr. luid is by its inflexion, 1, 2 sg. lod, 3 sg. rel. luide, 1 pl. lodmar, 3 pl. lotar, clearly an old perfect *loudh-/ludh- with the expected generalization of the zero-grade, and not a thematic aorist (thus correct OIGr. §699). Hence we are left with Thurneysen's *uide- as the only thematic aorist of possible Indo-European antiquity. One form alone is poor evidence on which to postulate a whole category, and as we shall see below, ch. VII §1, that one form can be explained.

An important consequence of the fact of the post-Indo-European origin of both the tudáti type and the thematic aorist is that the hypotheses advanced by Kuryłowicz on the origin of the thematic conjugation, as well as the distribution of the timbres e and o in the paradigm, must be revised. Kuryłowicz has suggested in several places that the original locus of the thematic vowel is the cases where it
appears under stress (i.e. oxytone): cf. *Apoph*. 71-74, where the prototype is assumed to be the aorist type ἀλμοῦν, or *Infl. Categ*. 116ff., where the original is assumed to be a *tudāti*-present.

§9. Of the roster of thematic types one alone remains with a genuine claim to antiquity: the thematic subjunctive. It is the great merit of Renou to have first demonstrated, by an examination of the Vedic materials, the layers of formation of the α-subjunctive and its relation to the normal thematic present. We may reproduce his conclusion here (*BSL* 33.5): 'Divers faits de morphologie et d'emploi, dans le verbe védique, invitent à poser l'existence ancienne d'un éventuel thématique, indépendant de toute catégorie verbale: de cet éventuel dériveraient d'une part le subjonctif en -a- (qui dans le Rgveda est encore formé quelquefois sur un thème autonome), d'autre part, au moins en partie, les presents du type bhavati.' Such a stem is kara-, 3 sg. kárat, karati, beside the present kynóti and aorist ákar; similarly gama- in gamat, gámanti, or yama- in yámati, yamam. In the individual cases it is often impossible to assign a form to the subjunctive (present or aorist), injunctive, or "attenuated indicative". We have a formal class whose functional alignments are not yet fixed.

K. Hoffmann, *MSS* 7.89-92 (1955), maintains that gámanti, gamat are unequivocally root aorist subjunctives; but despite his arguments there remain numerous ambivalent instances (e.g., RV
7.32.10) and the well-attested 3 pl. ipv. *gamanu* in particular shows that the underlying *gaman* must be a pure 'Verbindung einer Tätigkeit mit einer Person, ohne Rücksicht auf Tempus und Modus', as Thurneysen defined the injunctive.

Accepting these views, Kuryłowicz, *Apophonie* 28, was able to show that the functional value of this 'éventuel', "valeur mi-réelle, mi-modale", is a result of its having been ousted from the aspecto-temporal system toward a modal acceptation by the pressure of new present (indicative) forms; it is, so to speak, an indicative déclassé.

Renou's final statement on this category appears in a posthumous article, *Bsl* 61.3 (1966): 'De proche en proche on observe que le subjonctif du RV. coïncide pour la forme avec un indicatif thématique; que le prétendu «injonctif» varie entre des valeurs modales (ou du moins, éventuelles) et celles d'un présent généralis ou d'un prétérit non «marqué», le tout étant denué d'indices morphologiques.'

§10. Yet if the postulation of an independent *éventuel* can explain the ulterior development of both the thematic indicatives and the *e/o*- subjunctive, and if furthermore this *éventuel* can be accounted for as an earlier non-modal form, we have still to explain the formal genesis of the category of thematic verb, and its relation to the athematic type. The formation itself offers two clues to its
origins, which will turn out to be connected: the 1 sg. in -ō, and the affinity of the thematic type to the middle voice.

Renou has called attention in the article cited (p. 21 with n. 1) to a highly significant fact in the Vedic verb: the considerable frequency of the middle voice in thematic formations, compared with its relative rarity in the root athematic presents and aorists, and in the reduplicated athematic presents. As he points out, the same feature has been noticed also by Thieme,

Plusquamperf. 53. Contrast hánti with jāghn-a-te, síšak-ti with sác-a-te; the pattern is common Indo-Iranian, cf. jānti ~ jə̀n-ante, hiš. hax-ti ~ haṛ-a-te. Within the archaic thematic éventuel, Renou cites the middles várate, stávate, ayate, vánate, stárate, beside the actives vṛnóti aor. āvar, staut subj. stavat, ēti, vanóti, strnósi or aor. astar. This observation has far reaching implications; we shall return to it in connection with the Hittite evidence below.

The 1 sg. in -ō belongs to the paradigm of the archaic subjunctive as well as to the later thematic present. This fact alone prohibits us from assuming at the outset a purely mechanical process of thematization of athematic forms, i.e. the insertion of the vowel -e/ə- between the root and the endings -m(i) -ə(ı) -t(i). This 'mechanical thematization' (cf. Kuryłowicz, Apophonie 74) is of paramount importance in the subsequent history of the individual dialects; but it is properly a late development, posterior to the existence of a thematic model which must have been created in the Common Indo-European period. It is to the creation
of this model that we must now direct our attention.

The process of thematization presupposes the existence of a model both in the present and in the aorist or imperfect. Even if the *µviddat of ávidat, *µFškē, egit is the only attested thematic aorist which is plausibly antiedialectal in date, as suggested by Thurneysen and Cardona, there were in all likelihood still others formed at an early period. Thus while an antiedialectal *lk̑ʷé cannot be invoked to explain aricat attested only in Classical Sanskrit, the equation *λληγ : elik may still be valid, the more so since the entire Armenian verb is built on this aorist form (pres. lk' anem < lik'- anem etc.). Cf. ch. XI §6 below on the genesis of *lk̑ʷé-.

§11. Recent views of Indo-European morphology, particularly in the Soviet Union, have emphasized the postulation of "two series of verbal forms" in Indo-European, basically on the model of Hittite with its two conjugations in -mi and -hi. This view is set forth most systematically in Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 55-138 (1965); earlier expression of it by Ivanov may be found in Tox. Jaz. 32 (1959), as well as by V. N. Toporov, VSJ 1961.5-67 (written in 1957). The fundamental notion goes back to Pedersen, Hitt. 80-86 (1938), who assumed a basically transitive conjugation in -m(i) -s(i) -t(i) -(e)nt(i), continued in the Indo-European athematic type, and a basically intransitive conjugation in -g/-g -tha/-g(i)
-e/e(i) -r, continued in the Indo-European thematic conjugation (particularly of Greek), in the perfect, and in the Hittite hi-conjugation.

Pedersen's concept of the associated syntactic functions, a transitive/intransitive opposition correlated with an ergative/absolute opposition in the nominal system, was set forth by him in Mémoires de la Société Finno-Ougrienne 68.311-15 (1933), and indeed as early as 1907 in KZ 40.129 ff. In principle his syntactic views may be correct (cf. recently W. Dressler in IF 71.51, with references); but in view of the discrepant functions in the actually attested data, to attempt such distant reconstruction would be methodologically unsafe. Consider the eminently sober remarks of Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 58: 'One cannot reconstruct ad infinitum. We must be satisfied with the reconstruction of stages bordering the historical reality.'

In the structural context of the Indo-European verb we have here to deal with two relevant functional oppositions: that of "voice", active/middle, and that of "status", active (or operative)/stative. Both are profoundly entrenched in Indo-European; see Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat., ch. 2, as well as Wackernagel, Vorl. 2 1.168, and Chantraine, Hist. du parfait grec 26 ff., for the latter, and especially Benveniste, 'Actif et moyen dans le verbe,' J. Psych. 1950.121-9, for the former. Each of these has its associated formal opposition, in special desinences. It was shown independently by Kuryłowicz, BSL 33.1-4 (1932), and Stang, NTS 6.29ff. (1932),
that the desinences of the middle and of the perfect are ultimately the same. Though I am in complete agreement with this view of the formal relations, it does not necessarily follow that the two categories were functionally identical at the outset, any more than the original identity of the endings of present and aorist imply that this aspectual opposition is a neologism.

§12. Beside the formal oppositions active/middle and active/stative there is a third, partially intersecting, that of athematic/thematic. Renou has pointed out the striking correlation of athematic with active, thematic with middle voice in Vedic, and we shall see the corroborative evidence from Hittite below. Formally, Hittite shows an opposition active/middle and an opposition mi-conjugation/hi-conjugation, whence the initial equation of the hi-conjugation and the perfect by Sturtevant. Kuryłowicz was the first to note also that the 1 sg. -ō must be connected with Hitt. -h(i) (Symb. Rozwadowski 103). Couvreur, Annuaire de l'Inst. de Philol. Orient. Bruxelles 4.551-73, further compared the hi-conjugation with the 'ō-conjugation' of the other languages, while rejecting the connection with the perfect; the same is maintained by Crossland, Proc. VIII Int. Cong. Ling. 248-9. But it was Pedersen who first saw correctly that both the perfect and the ō-verbs together had to be compared with the Hittite hi-conjugation.
On the other hand the details of his explanation of the forms is not entirely satisfactory, and the problem remains open.

It is apparent that the critical new data for a theory of Indo-European verb inflexion are those of Hittite. It is primarily --though not uniquely-- to the emergence of Hittite in comparative grammar in this century that we owe the necessity of rethinking the system of the Indo-European verb, previously reconstructed largely on the accord of Greek and Indo-Iranian. Yet Kuryłowicz in his report on Hittite in the *Proc. VII Int. Cong. Ling.* 216-43 was concerned to 'dethrone Hittite after its brief reign', by demonstrating a substantial number of innovations of Hittite as against the other languages. Both views are justified. There are in fact certain significant shared features of Hittite and Indo-Iranian, common retentions, which permit a rather different view of the original language. These are few in number, but anchored in the remotest tradition: anomalies in the systems of each, and therefore archaisms. On the Indo-Iranian side, these are recognized as older than those features shared with Greek--cf. *Ved. aśaya[t] versus Gk. ἔτω-- which must raise the question whether the "normal" features shared between Indo-Iranian and Greek are not in fact largely the product of parallel but independent innovations. For this reason we shall begin with Hittite, but considering it together with Indo-Iranian.

As Benveniste has so well stated (*Conf. de l'Inst. de ling. de l'Univ. de Paris* 11 [1952-53] = *Problèmes de ling. gén.* 106-7):
'Il faut prévoir aussi que la configuration d'une parenté peut toujours être modifiée à la suite de quelque découverte. L'exemple du hittite est, précisément, celui que illustre au mieux les conditions théoriques du problème. Comme le hittite diffère sous maints rapports de l'indo-européen traditionnel, Sturtevant a décidé que cette langue n'était apparentée que latéralement à l'indo-européen, avec lequel elle constituerait une famille nouvelle dénommée "indo-hittite". Cela revenait à prendre pour une entité naturelle l'indo-européen de Brugmann et à réduire dans une condition spéciale les langues non exactement conformes au modèle classique. Nous devons, au contraire, intégrer le hittite dans un indo-européen dont la définition et les relations internes seront transformées par cet apport nouveau.'
§1. As is well known, the Hittite verb shows the formal
collections athematic/thematic, active/middle, mi-conjugation/
hi-conjugation, and primary/derived (secondary) verbs. We have
already treated the athematic active mi-conjugation primary verbs
like ešmi, kuonzi, which are numerous, and a clearly inherited
class.

It is curious to note that while thematic active mi-conju-
gation verbs are well attested in Hittite, they are uniquely
derived verbs, with the secondary suffixes *-šęš/šęś- and
*ję/ję-: e.g. Ohitt. 3 sg. pret. akkišket 'was dying', ḫazzet
'stuck, hit'. See especially Kronasser, Etym. 575 ff. (-šę-),
483 ff. (-ją-). The familiar types of Skt. bhārati, tudāti, or
(ā)vudat are not represented at all.

The fact is noted by Sturtevant, Hitt. Gr. 2 121, with a
handful of alleged examples, none of which stand up to scrutiny.
Most problematical is the pair pehutezzi '(hin)führen', uwatezzi
'(her)führen', taken by Pedersen, Hitt. 131 and Benveniste,
Hitt. et i. -eur. 38-9 as thematic forms cognate with OCS vedą,
Lith. vedę. The phonological and morphological difficulties in
this interpretation are grave; I prefer to take the forms with
Kronasser, Etym. 465-6 (without etymology) as "athematic mi-verbs
in final vowel", and would identify the root as Hitt. te- < IE *dhē-
as in tezzi 'says'. In the preverbs we could see pe 'hin' + hu,
the particle appearing in e-hu 'come' and the mid. ipv. 2sg. -hu-t; uwa either contains a disyllabic variant of u 'her', cf. Skt. áva : Lat. aur, OCS y, or else represents u + a particle or lost preverb a, cf. Skt. á; (?). Note Ved. áva dhā. The very isolation of the two verbs in Hittite precludes an explanation via the thematic present of later Indo-European languages.

Another such case is the verb wede- 'build', which though a hi-verb in later Hittite (1 sg. wedahhi) is consistently a mi-verb in archaic texts: 3 sg. pres. watezzi Laws I §98, 100 (both in A and B of Frédrich's sigla, the former in OHitt. ductus), 1 sg. pret. wetenun Anittas 55. Likewise in Palaic, archaic in many respects, we have 2 sg. pres. (ti) witiši 'you build', cf. Kammenhuber, BSL 54.38 (1959). Kronasser 544 himself suggests a derivation *ue + dhē-, and the inflexion exactly parallels (pehū-/uwa) tezzi, -tenun. The derivation from *dhē- is supported by the Palaic form witiši as well, since IE e normally appears as Pal. a (ašdu : Hitt. ešdu), Kammenhuber, op. cit. 30.

It is further characteristic of these derived thematic verbs in Hittite that the distribution of the variants e and o (Hittite e/i and a) of the Indo-European thematic vowel in the paradigm is not entirely what would be expected from the Indo-European point of view.

§2. The Old Hittite forms of the -k- paradigm have been collected by Kronasser 577-8:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form (Old Hittite)</th>
<th>Form (Later Hittite)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>act. pres.</td>
<td>-škemi</td>
<td>-škevensi (?: lx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-škisi</td>
<td>-škatteni (-škittani lx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-škizzi</td>
<td>-škanzi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| pret. | -škinun | -škawen (-škiven) |
|       | -škit (lx; -škeš later) | -škiten (-škatten later) |
|       | -šket | -škir |

| ipv. | -ški | -škatten (-škiten) |
|      | -škittu | -škandu |

The occasional forms with plene-writing -š-ki-e- in Old and later Hittite show that -ški- is everywhere to be read /-ške/- (Kronasser 579). In the third person, the variation sg. -škizzi/pl. -škanzi appears to reflect inherited *-šketi/*-škonti; but -šanzi is predictable as the only 3 pl. pres. ending in the language, hence the historical inference is not probative. In the 1 and 2 pl. forms the thematic vowel hesitates between a and e, which could be taken as a perturbation of inherited *škome-, *škete-; but the reason is uncertain, and it is safest to say with Kronasser 580 that 'die Entscheidung für eine der beiden Ablautstufen hier noch nicht gefallen sei.' In the 1 sg. the form is consistently -škemi (-škimi) throughout the history of the language: the form is similar to Arm. 1 sg. -em (pres. subj. -ic'em < *-iskemi), though a direct comparison is unlikely. Cf. also the later spread of 1 sg. -m in Celtic and West and South Slavic.
§3. For the verbs in *-ya-* in Old Hittite we can offer the following picture, based largely on the roster of forms in Kronasser 483 ff. and 470-1 (where Old Hittite forms are not systematically distinguished). Paradigmatic forms found only in the later language are given in square brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Modern Hittite Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>act. pres.</td>
<td>-iemi [-iyami]</td>
<td>[-iyaweni]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-ieši [-iyaši]</td>
<td>[-iyatenti]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-iežzi [-iyazzi]</td>
<td>[-iyanzi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pret.</td>
<td>-ienun (-yanun also later)</td>
<td>[-iyawen]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[iyat]</td>
<td>[-iyatten]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-iet (-iyat also later)</td>
<td>-ier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipv.</td>
<td>-iya</td>
<td>[-iyatenti]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-iettu [-iyattu]</td>
<td>-iyanu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems indicated, in view of the relative chronology of the forms above, to assume an inner-Hittite phonetic change ye > ya, with the same dissimilation as in Latin us > ue. The same change applies to Hitt. ye from IE *iē-, on the evidence of the verb iya- 'make', Old Hittite consistently iye-; cf. Kronasser 462-3. Similarly its compound u-iya- 'send', Old Hitt. u-iyē-, and note 1 sg. pret. uienun, with a more archaic form than the simplex iyanun. The IE root-form *iē- (*ie2-) recurs in Lat. iē-ci. Ivanov, Obšč. Sist. 140 n.6 suggests however the
The two may be easily reconciled. The root forms *#e- (iēci) and
*iem- (yāmati, yācchati) are related exactly as *g'aa- (agāt, eβāu)
and *g'cem- (gamati, gācchati), *sta- (asthāt) and *stem- (Toch.
stām- 'stand'), *dhē- (adhāt) and *dhem- (Toch. tēm- 'give birth').

For the last two see Winter, IF 67.27-8 (1962). The variation
is of Indo-European date, whatever its explanation; the root
*dhem- postulated by Winter uniquely for Tocharian, exists also
in Indic (dham-) in various terms relating to the practice of magic,
as noted (without etymology) in Renou and Benveniste, Vṛtra et
VṛbraYāṇa. For the association of magic with the root *dhē-/*dhem-
cf. especially Slav. karo-děj 'sorcerer'.

Otherwise the original paradigm is almost identical to that
of the -ek- verbs, and the same remarks apply. Only in the 2 sg.
 imperative do we find a distinction, -iya ~ -ski. Perhaps the
change ye > ya occurred earliest in absolute final position; one
might also note the e-stem vocative iēha-mi 'my lord', if this
is not simply nom. aš minus -i. But in view of the fact that the
imperative middle in Old Hittite shows the ending -iya-but(i),
cf. Kronasser 578 with 426 n.3, it is probably more prudent to
take ipv. act. -iya at face value.

§4. Now the presence of thematic active formations only
in derived verbs is suspicious. It is a priori reasonable to
assume the original locus of the thematic vowel to have been
in primary formations, from which it would spread to secondary
derivation; hence we should expect the Hittite verb to show evidence for the thematic vowel on the primary level. This evidence in fact exists, and is well known; but its importance has never been properly appreciated. Primary thematic formations are quite common in Hittite, but only in the mediopassive, or in the \( hi \)-conjugation. The conclusion to be drawn is that the primary (radical) thematic verb in Indo-European had its original locus in the middle voice, and in the ancestor of the Hittite \( hi \)-conjugation; a hypothesis which is fully in accord with the comparative facts of the earliest layer of thematic formations in Indic, the characteristically mediopassive Vedic eventual discussed above.

\[\text{§5. If the Hittite radical thematic type is by origin mediopassive or 'deponent' (the \( hi \)-conjugation, cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 68), we should expect the earliest layer of derived verbs to be likewise middle in Hittite. For this there is likewise good evidence in Hittite: one may be referred to the full discussion in Ivanov, Obšč. sist., 139 ff. Old Hittite texts show a goodly number of middle forms with suffix -\( ūk \), -\( īya \). Some are significantly media tantum; the contrast between \( uizzi \) 'comes' (\( u + *oi-ti \)), always active in the simplex, and its iterative \( uškitta \), always middle, is striking. Compare the following, all from Old Hittite texts, or archaic genres, as indicated (Roman numerals without other specification are volumes of KUB):}\]
pres. 1 sg. eskaḥha  
KUB XXXI 4 Vs 11
[eš]kaḥhari  
KBo VII 14 I 17

3 sg. uiskitta HAB

[DUGUD-eš]kattari HAB

duškiškatta XXXIII 120 I 29,30
(theogony)

2 pl.

3 pl. eskanta BoTU 12A III 15

išhaškanta ABOT 4a Vs 9

pret. 2 sg. kurkuruškattati XVI 10 I 2
(myth)

3 sg.

pangariyattati Tel.

nāḥšariyattati "

kištanziattat Anittaš

huittiyati "

šiyati BoTU 4a II 9

3 pl. eskantati KBo VII 14 I 2

nāḥšarianattati XXXVI

100 Rs. 4

ipv. 2 sg.

ḫarpiaḥḫut VI 45

III 72 (prayer)

šeškiaḥḫuti BoTU 4B

III 13

3 sg. duškiškattaru BoTU 14a 3

uiskittaru HAB

Note that the thematic vowel is always a in the -iya- verbs; in
the -šk- verbs we have an apparent hesitation between š and i (=e) in the 3 sg. forms, partly a question of the interpretation of the cuneiform sign kat (kit?). See Kronasser 580. Particularly interesting is the presence of both "hi" and "mi" forms of the -iya- verb middle: 3 sg. pres. -iya(mi) : -iyatte(ri), pret. -iyati : -iyattati. See on these further below.

§6. Not only do we have such clearly archaic mediopassive derived verbs, but also thematic hi-conjugation derived verbs as well: those in -ša- (1 sg. šahhi, 3 sg. -šai) and in -na- (1 sg. -nahhi, 3 sg. -nai).

The verbs in -ša- are discussed at length by Kronasser 549-56, and Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 139-43; cf. also Bechtel, Hittite verbs in -sk- 75-80, Watkins, Celtic Vb. 75 (where the suggestion that the hi-conjugation of -ša- may be secondary, should be withdrawn).

In Hittite we have only a handful of forms left with the iterative-durative (imperfective) suffix -ša-, which is identical in function to -šk-: ešša- 'make' from ie- (iya-), halzešša- 'call' from halzai- (halziya-), warešša- 'come to the aid of' from warrai-, and possibly šišša- (šešša-) 'stamp, impress' from šai-, unless the last is a reduplicated form.

These are relic forms; the category is an archaic one, as noted already by Bechtel, which was virtually swamped out by the ubiquitous spread of the -šk- forms in Hittite. For we find comparable forms in other languages of the group: the category is

In Luvian we have the suffix -šša/i-, Hier. Luv. -sa-, and in Lycian -s-; cf. Laroche BSL 53.194-7 (1957). Note also the "Glossenkeil" words like 3 sg. pret. arpašatta, tarpanallaššatta, which are surely Luvian, like sahhanatššatta etc; cf. Güterbock, Orientalia 25,120 ff. (1956). The thematic character of the Luvian suffix is clear from such 3 sg. forms; 1 sg. -š-wi demands a separate explanation. Luvian -šša is ambiguous, since it may reflect earlier -š(a)- or -šk(a)- alike, but the similarity of ipv. Luv. pišša and Pal. piša as against Hitt. peški (like Pal. azziki) is striking; cf. Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 143 as against Kammenhuber, Op. cit. 41, and compare the discussion of the Hittite imperatives -ški but -iya above.

§7. For the Hittite verbs in -na- see especially Kronasser 556-69. Functionally the formation is not unitary, showing some forms with presumed 'durative', and some with 'causative/factive' (transitive) value; nothing indicates that this is not a special development of Hittite. The type is that of iyannai 'goes, marches'; it is archaic, cf. especially OHitt. 1 sg. pres. iyannahhe FG 6 II 8 (for the desinence see further below). It recurs as well in Palaic: 3 sg. pret. şınat 'filled', ipv. şuna, beside OHitt.
šunnahhī 'I fill' (Kammenhuber, op. cit. 38-40). Palaic shows no trace of the Hittite hi-conjugation 3 sg. pret. -š, inflecting all preterites like the Hittite mi-conjugation; hence Pal. šunat beside (later) Hitt. šunneš/šunnaš. In Luvian, we have the forms in -un-ya- (Laroche, Dict. 144), which may be compared with the Hittite variant forms of -(an)na- in -(an)n-ya- (Kronasser, loc. cit.); but they may well be independent innovations in each, based on the common inheritance of forms in -(an)na-.

§8. We have noted up to now the archaic character in Hittite and other Anatolian languages of the mediopassive thematic forms in -šk- and -iya-, as well as of the thematic hi-conjugation of the secondary suffixes -ša- and -na-. There is comparative evidence from other Indo-European languages for the same phenomena, which goes to associate the thematic conjugation of derived verbs in Hittite with the middle voice in other Indo-European languages, and at the same time to associate the Hittite secondary thematic hi-verbs with the 'Indo-European' thematic conjugation.

For the (thematic) middle Hittite verbs in -šk-, the most important comparison is the Latin verbs in -(ǐ)scor, characterised already as archaisms by Leumann, Lat. Gr. 1.314. Cf. apǐscor adǐscor, com-/re-minǐscor, nancįscor, oblūįscor, pacįscor, proīscor, ulcįscor, erceiscunda (CIL I² 592 II 55, ercīscor), frūnįscor, as well as (g)nāscor, expergīscor (if related to Av. fre-ý-rizamnō), ēscor. If ēscor is to be connected with edere
(3 sg. ēst, cf. Skt. atti Hitt. ezzazi /at-s-zǐ̯/, the relation ēst : uesta is directly comparable to that of Hitt. uizzi : uikitta cited above. The relation ēst : uesta seems probable, despite Ernout-Meillet\textsuperscript{4} s.v. Rather than a compound uč-escor (Brugmann, Grdr.\textsuperscript{2} II 1.478) one could see alternate root forms *uš- : *ued- like *jis- (uš) : *ues- (vasu-). See on this form also Ivanov, Obšč. sost. 162, who notes the comparable Hitt. hi-conjugation 3 sg. ezzai. Cf. also apīscor : OLat. aspera, pacīscor: OLat. pacere, with the same archaic relation between active transitive base and mediopassive derivative in -esc.

§9. To the Hittite middle verbs in -iva- we can compare the primary mediopassive verbs in *(i)je-/*(i)io- of three traditions, which form also in other respects (e.g., the augment and the thematic aorist) a dialect area: Greek, Indo-Iranian, and Armenian. In Greek we have the present type μετονύμω, φανώ (also with middle forms outside the present in Homer), which show antevocalic zero-grade of the root, as well as ἴδω (active ending, but cf. RV mid. pple. siṣvidāna-, Br. svedate) with *(i)je-/*(i)io-. In Sanskrit we have the well-known passives in -ya- like badhrvāte 'is bound' beside which we have also old intransitives mṛivāte 'dies', dhṛivāte 'is steadfast', likewise with zero-grade root. The intransitive use is doubtless the older, as the passive a specialization parallel to that occasionally found with the endings -e, -(i)re, on which see below. In
Armenian we have the passives and deponents in 1 sg. -im, like sərim 'I am loved', unim 'I have', reflecting *-iie-. Cf. Meillet, Esq. 2 107, Introd. 8 211 (where however the Balto-Slavic and Latin forms are to be explained otherwise).

Another striking parallel is Lat. orior, ortus. The antiquity of the mediopassive suffix -io- in this verb is confirmed by Arm. ə-rənəm 'I rise', with its mediopassive aorist ə-reəv and wholly anomalous ipv. ari, arik', both from ar-i-: cf. Meillet, Esquisse 2 115. Note also Hitt. aral 'rises', significantly a hi- verb.

§10. The Hittite verbs in -xa- correspond to a thematic suffix *-so- in other Indo-European languages, which is most clearly attested in West Tocharian, in the eighth class presents: nak-çünp 'destroys' (*nek-se/o-, cf. Lat. noxa), mil-çem 'harms' (*mel-so/o-, cf. OIr. mell 'damage, undoing', denom. millid 'destroys'). It can further be formally compared both to the Greek future, with its well-known affinity for the middle voice, and with the common short vowel subjunctive of the Greek sigmatic aorist in Homer, which are functionally similar to futures (cf. Chantraine, Gr. hom. 1.485); cf. Hom. λέγομαι. Note also the Vedic s-aorist subjunctive middle, type mämsate, and the archaic deponent inflexion of the s-subjunctive of OIr. ịthid 'eats', 1 sg. ịdəesur < de-fos-ess- (Ivanov, Obie. sist. 162).
§11. The Hittite -na- verbs, particularly the variants -anna-, -anniya- (Luv. -anive-) have been compared with the type of Gk. λιμώνω, Arm. լը-անեմ, OPruss. powaid-innei 'means'. These are probably all independent creations of the dialectical period; it is unlikely that the conventional reconstruction *-ne/o- represents a real Indo-European form. Cf. Meillet, Introd. 8 222. On the other hand it is probable that the suffix form *-ne/o- without preceding reduced vowel is of Indo-European antiquity. Observe the following alternations between root athematic verb in final long vowel, and derivative in *-ne/o-:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*stā- (OCS stati, OPruss. po-stāi) : *stā-ne/o- (stanets, postānai)} \\
\text{*dhē- (Ved. adhāt, Arm. edi) : *dhē-ne/o- (OPruss. dēnu, Arm. dānem)} \\
\text{*pō- (Ved. apāt, Aeol. pūsā) : *pō-ne/o- (Aeol. pōνω)}
\end{align*}
\]

Two of the commonest Hittite -na- verbs enter precisely into this pattern:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{*ia- (Ved. yāti) : *ia-ne/o- (iyannai)} \\
\text{*āō- (Lat. ā-men, Hitt. ḫā-mi) : *āō-ne/o- (ḫannai)}
\end{align*}
\]

The *ia-ne/o- of iyannai 'goes, marches' recurs as well in West Tocharian, in the 1 and 3 pl. pres. of yam 'I go': ynem(o), yanem (yānem, yenem-ne), cf. Krause, Westtoch. Gr. 61, Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 180. This etymology of ḫannai 'adjudges, pronounces a verdict' is
given also by Kronasser 562, though without structural context.

Note also that the common figura etymologica hannessar hanna-
'Urteil fallen' need not be a calque on Akk. dīna me dānu (Kronasser
561); it is equally comparable to Old Irish berid breith 'id.'

Thus to an Indo-European thematic suffix -ne/o- corresponds
a Hittite thematic hi-conjugation present. Additional evidence
for the thematic character of the suffix in Hittite is the form
-ne-šk- in the iterative, e.g. hannesk-; since the iterative suffix
is -ške- without preceding vowel, the segmentation must be -ne-ške-,
and we thus get a Hittite -ne- as the stem-form of the suffix,
to which the desinences are added. The same thematic suffix -ne-,
this time before a desinence, appears in the 3 sg. preterite
iyaanne, attested from the Old Hittite Anittaš text; and the impera-
tive 2 sg. is the bare stem hanne. For the origin of the suffix
-(n)na- and IE *-ne/o- see ch. XIV §14.

§12. We observed earlier that the thematic type was well
represented in Hittite only in the mediopassive and the hi-
conjugation. It is important to note that the verb hannai appears
both as an active hi- verb and as a thematic mediopassive, without
difference of meaning: 2 sg. hannessar hannattari (KUB XXXI 127 1 43),
h. hannatta (XXX 11 I 6) 'you decide the case', with the figura
etymologica noted above. Both are from the Sun hymn and parallel
texts, (cf. Güterbock, JAOS 78.237-245 [1958]), which although
put together in the New Kingdom, show clear signs of archaic lin-
guistic features, and must go back to an archetype of the Old Kingdom period. Likewise 3 sg. hannari, and 3 sg. ipv. hannaru in Old Hittite (BoTU 17 A III 3). Here hi-conjugation and mediopassive ("deponent") are equivalent.

Other verbs show already in Old Hittite the same hesitation between thematic hi-conjugation and middle inflexion, with no difference of meaning. Thus from ḫarrāri 'separates; breaks; infringes' (Kronasser 532-4; more than one verb?) we have 2 sg. pres. ḫarrat[t]i XXXVI 108, 10 (them. hi-conj.) beside the middle forms pres. 3 sg. ḫarratta HAB, 2 pl. ḫarrattuma BoTU 108 25, pret. 3 pl. ḫarrantarati KUB XXX 12 1 8 (prayer). Note also the middle -ṣk- forms ḫarraṣṭkitta (Ṣarraṣkatta) etc.

In the archaic myth of the disappearance of the Storm God, we have a complete 'paradigm' of the preterite singular of waṣṭai 'sins': XXXIII 24 I 32-34 = 26 Vs. 10-11 (the latter with older forms) natta kuški waṣṭaš zik-pat minu waṣṭatta;... UL-va uk waṣṭaḥyun 'no one sinned, but you...sinned;...I did not sin.' The 2 sg. waṣṭatta is given as a middle form by Friedrich Wb. and Kronasser 535, since it contrasts in form with 2 sg. (= 3 sg.) pret. waṣtaš. But the entirely natural paradigmatic sequence in the text cited shows rather that it is simply the oldest form of the hi-conjugation preterite 2 sg., as in OHitt. paitta 'you gave' HAB (Celtic Vb. 87-8, 104). The form waṣṭatta is older than the spread of -ṣ from 3 sg. to 2 sg. function in the hi- preterite. It is identical with the middle 2 sg. ending -ta (them. -a-tta), but in that both go back to the same Indo-European form *-təo;
waštatta is a thematic hi-conjugation form, and not a middle (no other middle forms of the verb are found), for which we would in any case expect preterite 2 sg. *waštattat(i).

§13. We are now in a position to examine more systematically the conjugation of the thematic hi-verbs and the mediopassive. A confrontation of the two paradigms is prima facie evidence for their ultimate common origin, as argued by Kuryłowicz in the larger context of the hi-conjugation as a whole, and the Indo-European perfect as well as aorist middle: BSL 33.1-4 (1932) [and independently Stang, NTS 6.29 ff. (1932)]; Proc. VIII Int. Cong. Ling. 236 ff.; Infl. Cat. 67 ff.

Following are the endings of the two classes; the forms are all Old Hittite, with the exception of the 1, 2 pl. pret., which show more recent character. Elements in parenthesis are optional components.

m.-p. -hi

pres. sg. 1 -ahha(ri) -ahhi archaic -ahhe
2 -atta(ti) (-ri) -atti
3 -a(ri) ~ -atta(ri) -ai or -i

pl. 1, -awasta(ti) -aweni
2 -attuma(ri) -atteni
3 -anta(ri) -anzi
pret. sg. 1 -ahhati
   2 -attati
   3 -ati ~ -attati

pl. 1 -awatstat
   2 -attumat
   3 -antati

ipv. sg. 2 -ahhuti
   3 -aru ~ -attaru

pl. 2 -attumati
   3 -antarau

The 1 pl. and preterite also show the forms -(n)uwen(i), -(n)uwen(i) = -nuwen (Friedrich's class II 2 c) already in Old Hittite; this is probably an innovation, but still obscure despite the discussion by Kronasser 560-61 (with references). The 3 pl. pres. -anzi alternates in some verbs with -iyanzi (cl. II 2 d). Compare perhaps the archaic alternation discussed in ch. II §7.

§14. The middle present shows the two optional particles -ri and -ti. To determine the reason for their presence or absence remains a task for the future. The former (aso Luv. -ri) was from the beginning of Hittite studies correctly identified with the r-element of the Italic and Celtic mediopassive. The basic Anatolian
form is -r, as appears from Pa. kitar 'lies', Hitt. kita, kitari. Similarly the imperative in -aru, -(at)aru, Luv. -aru, -taru, from -(t)or + particle u like active -t + u, cf. Sommer, Heth. u, Heth. 45. The Hittite forms show that the r-element was not in itself a mark of the middle voice.

The optional particle -ti in the present is probably the same as the -ti of the preterite, where it is obligatory in Old Hittite (truncated to -t in later Hittite, cf. Friedrich Elem. §153). It is probably to be reconstructed *dhi, and identified with the particle appearing in the imperative (μλυθεθ, Σρυθεθ), with Pedersen, Hitt., and further in the Indo-Iranian secondary 1 pl. mid. *-ma-dhi (Ved. -mahi, Gath. -maidi); cf. Kuryłowicz, Proc. VIII Int. Cong. Ling. 240-1 (erroneous Infl. Cat. 69-70). Like *-r(i), the particle *dhi has nothing per se to do with the middle voice; its ultimate function is unknown, but it is probably to be identified not only in ipv. *-dhi (i.e. zero + dhi), 1 pl. *-madhi < active *-me/o + dhi, but also in the Greek adverbial case forms in -θε (ονωθε) and the Armenian loc. sg. (τελω)-αγ < -α-θε + V. Greek shows variant adverbial morphemes -θα (as well as -θε) like θνθα (Meillet-Vendryes, Traité 2 519); the parallelism -θε : -θα permits us to juxtapose I-Ir. *-ma-dhi and Gk. 1 pl. mid. -με-θα, -μεο-θα, as variants built on the same fundamental 1 pl. desinence *-me/o which we have seen in the earlier discussion. 'Aeol.' -μεθεθα (Gramm.), if genuine (cf. Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1.670), would parallel adverbial -θεθα in the same fashion as -μεθα : -θα and -madhi : -dhi.
§15. For both sets of endings, -hi and middle, see the discussion and references in Kronasser 366-82, though I cannot agree with many of his conclusions regarding the mediopassive and hi-conjugation forms. In the matter of the hi-conjugation, as we shall see, the correct view has been seen much more clearly by Rosenkrantz, *JKIF* 2.341 ff. (1953), KZ 75.215-22 (1958), building on the fundamental equation made by Kuryłowicz and Stang.

The basic middle endings are thus in the thematic conjugation sg. 1-3 -at̄ha-attā -a -attā. Since the -(i) of the preterite is by origin a particle proper in this function to Anatolian alone, it follows that the primary and secondary endings are ultimately identical, and their differentiation a dialectal phenomenon. For the variation -a -attā in the 3 sg. see below.

In the thematic hi-verbs we have the basic set pres. sg. 1-3 -ahhi-attī-ai -i, 3 pl. -anzi, pret. -ah̄hun-attē-āg, 3 pl. -er. Very important are the archaic forms 1 sg. pres. -ah̄hē, 3 sg. -e, which as Rosenkrantz and Otten (ZDMG 104.202[1954]) have shown clearly, represent an archaic /-ē/, /-e/ which is later raised to /-hi/, /-i/ exactly as archaic dat.-loc. 3 sg. anaphoric -ē later appears as -hi. Cf. also Ivanov, *Obêê, sist.* 135 (who ignores 3 sg. -e); Kronasser's view (p. 370) that these are mere variant spellings falls on the fact that every example of these endings comes from a text in Old Hittite, and most from texts in Old Kingdom ductus. The attested forms are 1 sg. iyannaḥhe, memahē, peḥhe, daḥhe, tarnaḥhe, tehhe, all from text 324 of Laroche's Catalogue, with the archaic ductus of the Old Kingdom (Güterbock,
We have 3 sg. *waršu* Laws II §51 in q (old ductus), but cf. *warša* ibid. II §§6 and 22, also in q; *mazze* KBo VII 14 I 8 (Laroche, RHA 76.51[1965]);
*ašaše* KBo VIII 121, 6 (Friedrich, HUb. Erg. 3.11). For certain of the 3 sg. forms in -e, it is uncertain whether they are to be referred to the thematic or athematic hi-conjugation: *mazze*, later *mazzu* (root *mat-*), may be formed like *ezzai* (root *ed-*), *išparzai* (root *išpar*-), cf. Kronasser 392-3. In the thematic hi-conjugation in general the form of the 3 sg. pres. hesitates between -i and -ai, both in Old Hittite and later: *šarri/*šarrāi, *wašti/*waštai, *šipandi/*šippandai, and perhaps *šakki* 'knows' if the OHitt. 1 sg. *šaggahi* (HAB) is a genuine thematic form like *šipandahhi*, and not graphic for athematic *šakki* (attested in the Kantuziliš prayer, which shows old forms). It is likely that -ai is a secondary morphological replacement of -i (older -e), even if old in Hittite; see further below, §17.

In any case the basic archaic forms *he* *-te* -e are to be derived with Rosenkrantz from earlier *-hai* *tai* *-ai*, i.e., *-ha* *-ta* *-a* + i. They reflect IE *-tai* *-t(ə)i* *-oi* *-ei/, with the deictic particle -i as in *-mi* *-si* *-ti/, and can be directly equated with Latin -i (Fal. -ai)*-(is)-i*(t) -i*(t) (later -it), as well as OCS 1 sg. *-ai* in *vēd-ə*, 3 sg. *-ei* in the type *mini* (-ti), on which see Kuryłowicz, InfI. Cat. 79-81. In all three traditions, Hittite, Italic, and Slavic, the suffixation of the particle -i is probably independent and dialectal in date.
For the thematic vowel before these endings, see below.

The endings of the preterite are fundamentally identical, and show indeed an older layer of forms without the affixation of the deictic particle; cf. especially Kuryłowicz, *Proc. VIII Int. Cong. Ling.* 237; *Infl. Cat.* 66ff. The -sun of 1 sg. -ahṣun has long been recognized as an addition from the mi-conjugation; the earlier and basic ending -ahṣa is clearly preserved in Luvian:

Glossenkell 1 sg. pret. tattaḥa, daḥuṣiyahṣa, paṣīḥahṣa, awiyahṣa, cf. Güterbock, *Orientalia* 25.120 ff. (1956). Thus 1 sg. -ahṣa from *-o-ṣa; the 2 sg. -attā directly reflects *-o-t(ṣ)u. In these basic forms -ahṣa, -attā the identity of hi-conjugation and mediopassive is self-evident. Only in the 3 sg. have we a divergence, hi-conjugation -aš ̃ -eš beside mediopassive -a ̃ -attā. Here, however, Hitt. -aš (-iš) is ultimately a root enlargement, not an ending proper, as shown in ch. III §9 above. The middle forms, with and without -t-, recur in Luvian, where the particle -t(i) has apparently been generalized: cf. ipv. ay-aru ̂ -sasli-
attaru, ind. lalaš-ari, avari. Without r-element, the thematic form -attā (athem. -ta) is the normal 3 sg. preterite active ending:

ašṣatta, Gl. tarpanallašṣatta, tarpašatta (awita, Gl. taparta).

The generalization of -t(i) in the Luvian mediopassive recalls strongly the similar generalization in Italic and Celtic.

§16. Athematic conjugation of both the hi-verbs and the mediopassive is attested in Hittite from the earliest texts. The
inflexion is basically identical with that of the thematic verbs, minus the thematic vowel. It will be sufficient to give parallel paradigms of the singular present of the two conjugational types, with the simplest form (minus optional -ri, -ti) of the middle, as textually attested in Old Hittite:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{med.} & -\text{hi} \\
pah\text{h}a\text{s}-\text{ha} & a\text{s}a\text{s}-\text{hi} \text{ (archaic a}s\text{a}\text{s}he) \\
pah\text{h}a\text{s}-\text{ta} & a\text{s}a\text{s}-\text{ti} \\
\text{es}a\text{~a} \sim \text{ar}-\text{ta} & a\text{s}a\text{s}-\text{i} \text{ (archaic a}s\text{a}\text{s}-\text{e})
\end{array}
\]

Certain of the hi-conjugation verbs, with one exception TET-roots, show an apophonic paradigm with a-vocalism of the root in the singular, and e in the plural, participle in -ant-, and iterative in -ı̈k- (partially eliminated by analogy, with a tendency to generalize the variant a). The repartition of forms is such that a is the 'strong grade' and e the corresponding 'weak grade'. This apophony has surely nothing to do with that of the Gothic type sāhvebhum (so Kronasser 516, citing Sturtevant) since the latter is an innovation of Germanic. The Hittite pattern has been discussed most clearly by Kuryłowicz, first in Proc. VII Int. Cong. Ling. 228 and later (somewhat differently) Infl. Cat. 68, from which it is virtually certain that the type is a Hittite innovation even if the details are uncertain. The a-vocalism may reflect the *o of the strong grade of the Indo-European perfect (Kuryłowicz 1958), or the zero-grade of the
aorist middle (Kuryłowicz 1963), since Hittite phonologically merges 0R and R in aR; the ε-vocalism conceivably reflects the inherited zero-grade of TeT-roots as in πειτός, paktá- (Kuryłowicz 1958), though this interpretation is more difficult to reconcile with his later view of the a-vocalism, where the ablauting forms are not mentioned.

Otherwise the forms are clear, and the preceding remarks on the athematic type apply here with equal validity. In the athematic type, i.e., when suffixed to the root, the basic endings ḥa -ta -a common to both hi-conjugation and middle are to be compared with the Greek and Indo-Iranian perfect endings -α -θω -ε (save for the apophonic grade in the 3 sg.), -a -tha -a. The same qualification applies to the forms with deictic -1 and their congeners in Italic and Slavic, where the endings are also suffixed to the root (or perfect stem). Yet the thematic forms of both paradigms remain to be explained.

§17. A significant structural feature of the paradigms of the thematic and athematic middle has not ever been noted in any of the handbooks of Hittite grammar, either synchronic or diachronic. Consider the paradigms of the athematic middle verb es- 'sit' and the thematic middle verb neya- 'direct oneself' (given in the simplest form (without -ri), which is predictable though unattested for these particular verbs outside the 3 sg.):
In the athematic paradigm the segmentation is clearly

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{eśha} & \text{neyaḥha} \\
\text{eśta} & \text{neyatta} \\
\text{eśa} & \text{neya}
\end{array}
\]

but in the thematic paradigm it must be

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{neya} & \text{ḥha} \\
\text{neya} & \text{tta} \\
\text{neya} & \text{neya}
\end{array}
\]

In other words the final -a is common to the two paradigms, but has different functions in each: in the athematic type it is a 3 sg. desinence, while in the thematic type it is a suffix followed by a 3 sg. zero-ending. (To assume neya = neya + a would be ad hoc.) It will be necessary to account for this multivalence of the 3 sg. form in -a.

From the earlier discussion of the athematic and thematic paradigms of the hi-conjugation and their identity with the corresponding mediopassives, it follows that the same multivalence
of the 3 sg. form is originally characteristic of the hi-type as well. Observe the following (the vertical line marks the boundary between stem and desinence):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{athem.} & \text{them.} \\
\hline
ha + i & hha + i & a + i > ahhe > ahhi \\
ta + i & tta + i & a + i > atte > atti \\
a + i & a + i & a + i > e > i \\
\end{array}
\]

The relations are identical. This interpretation moreover permits us to explain the alternate 3 sg. thematic ending -ai beside -e, -i: it is the product of an inner-Hittite analogical creation stem a + desinence e, contracted to -ai, and phonologically identical to that in dai 'takes' < da + e, cf. archaic 1 sg. dahhe < da + hhe. The new ending -ai did not completely oust the older -i; both coexisted during the whole period of our documentation of the language.

§18. In view of these formal relations within the paradigms it becomes of great interest to note in two inherited Hittite verbs a contrast between the athematic hi-verb active and a thematic mediopassive; act. 1 sg. pres. u-hhi 'I see' : med. 1 sg. pret. uwa-hhat, act. 1 sg. pres. ne-hhi 'I lead' : mid. 1 sg. pres. neya-hha(ri), 3 sg. neya.
B. Rosenkrantz compared directly the Rig-Vedic hapax 1 sg. uvé and 1 sg. uhū, *IF 64.68 (1959), building on the identification of the Vedic verb and the comparison of au(§) by W. P. Schmidt, *IF 63.144-150 (1958). Schmidt and Rosenkrantz take uvé as a 1 sg. present middle, following Whitney, *Roots; it is unclear whether Benveniste, *Hitt. et i.-e. 18 n. 1, regards it as present middle or perfect. I would retain this comparison, but add further that the Maharāṣtrī 2 pl. uaha < *uvatha adduced by Schmidt is clearly a thematic form, and as such must be compared directly with the thematic middle uva- of Hittite uwahat.

(That the Prakrit form is active is of no great moment, as Schmidt points out, since the active/middle opposition in the endings was given up in Middle Indic.) On the other hand to maintain the equation uhū : uvé as *u-§oi, as correctly reconstructed by Rosenkrantz, we must recognize that the Vedic form is athematic; for the *-§oi, *-§o of Hitt. -he (-hi) -ha corresponds to the athematic present (and perfect) Vedic 1 sg. mid. -e in the first instance, cf. ešha : aśe, i.e., *ēs-§o : *ēs-§oi. The affection of the same ending -e (*-ai) for the thematic present is an innovation of Indo-Iranian, without parallel in Hittite or any other Indo-European dialect; see ch. X §9. As inherited forms, Ved. uvé and Maharāṣtrī uaha cannot be mutatis mutandis members of the same original paradigm, as Schmidt thought. Adding to this the iteratives compared by Schmidt, and cf. Ivanov, *Obšč. sist. 153-4, we have a striking three-fold equation between Hittite and Indic:
The Hittite hi-present nehhi may correspond in some fashion to the Vedic perfect (ni-)nāya, as suggested implicitly or express-

ly by Sturtevant, Pedersen, and Risch; and in line with the above, we may see in the thematic neyāhha a counterpart of the Vedic present nayāmi:

\[\text{nehhi} \quad \text{neya-hha} \quad \text{ni-nāy-a} \quad \text{nayāmi}\]

The RV hapax \(vī\) unoti (5.31.1) is assigned in Whitney's Roots to the same verb as \(uvē\); the form is not mentioned by Schmidt. Geldner renders the passage \(yuthā iva pāsvō vī unoti gopā\) as 'Er mustert (die Wagen) wie der Hirt die Viehherden', adding in his note, 'Der Sinn ist wohl: er wählt den rechten Wagen aus'. A sense like 'surveys, passes on review' fits the context, and well accords with the preverb and the active voice of \(vī\) unoti, beside the middle voice of \(uvē\) 'ich sehe an mir' (Schmidt).

Morphologically, the Hittite uvahha(t) representing a thematic type \(*uuo/e-\) corresponds to the nasal affix present unoti exactly as the homophonous thematic present of Lat. \(ind-uō\), \(ex-uō\) to the nasal affix formation of Lith. \(aunō\ aūtī\) and Arm. aganīm.

Finally we may note that the relation of Hittite thematic present middle to \(hi\)-conjugation present active or to other char-
acterized present elsewhere recalls strongly the archaic relation noted above by Renou between the Vedic thematic middle 'éventuel' and the characterized active present. RV várāte : RV vṛṇōti = Hitt. uwahhat : RV unoti.

§19. It is customary to distinguish between the middle of the -mi- and of the -hi- conjugation, cf. Friedrich Elem. §149 and Kronasser 369 with the literature cited there. It is equally customary to pay no attention to this distinction in practice, witness Friedrich §180 and Kronasser passim. It is the latter practice which is linguistically justified. An examination of the endings for 'mi-' and 'hi-' mediopassives shows that the only formal difference between the two types is in the 3 sg.: pres. -ta(ri) : -a(ri), pret. -tati : -ati. Yet there is no real justification for attributing these two paradigmatic types to the mi- and hi-conjugation respectively. If we have such oppositions as nai : neya above (both '-hi'), we have also cases like eṣzi : eša ('mi : '-hi') and ari : arta, išiyabhi 'spies out, makes known': išiyahṭari ('hi : '-mi'). The only justified appellation is simply 'a-middle' versus 'ta-middle'.

There is however a more serious objection, which appears both from internal Hittite evidence, and from consideration of the comparative facts. The difference between the types -a and -ta is fundamentally not a paradigmatic or conjugational distinction; it is a chronological distinction. The desinence -ta is
the successor of the desinence *-e.

This has been known for some time in Indo-European studies, cf. especially Kuryłowicz, *Inflected Cases* 44, 58 ff., Puhvel in *Anc. IE Dialects* 244, Porzig, *Gliederung* 57, and Meillet, *Introduction* 233-4; the relative antiquity of the comparable desinences in Indic, Vedic pres. -e : -te, impf. -a[t] : -ta, is clear. The evidence of Hittite brings a precious confirmation to these facts, and shows that both desinences must be inheritances from the parent language; the replacement of *-o* (Hitt. -a) by *-to* (Hitt. -ta) was only partial, and the older and newer forms coexisted within the same systems, both before and after the separation of the IE dialects.

§20. The theoretical foundation for the renewal -o → -to (-t + o) has been explained above, ch. III §3; we have a classical instance of the replacement of a simple by an isofunctional compound morpheme. The reasons for rejecting Kuryłowicz's alternative view have been given there as well. On the other hand the 3 pl. middle ending *-nto* has been correctly explained by Kuryłowicz, *Inflected Cases* 44, 58 as based on the zero-function (zero person and zero voice = active) of the 3 sg. of the athematic (active) conjugation. The resulting proportion is

-т (act.): -o (mid.) = -nt (act. pl.): -nto (mid. pl.)
which explains the creation of *-nto (Hitt. and Indo-Ir. -anta) beside the earlier ending *-ro attested most clearly in Indo-Iranian. Kuryłowicz is likewise correct in asserting that the creation of -ro must be posterior to the creation of -nto; not because of a necessary 'ordering' of analogical proportions, but for the simple chronological fact that Hittite shows 3 sg. -ta beside -a, but has already generalized 3 pl. -anta with no trace (in the middle) of *-ro. The great value of the Hittite evidence with its clear relative chronology—it is not mentioned by Kuryłowicz—is that together with the Indic facts (to be examined below) it proves that this renewal of the endings is not merely a theoretically reconstructable feature of Indo-European, but a palpably dialectal development continuing in at least two traditions until well into the historical period itself.

§21. In Hittite studies the relation between the middle endings without -t- and the Vedic 3 sg. pres. mid. -a, pret. -a[t] was first noted by Pedersen, Hitt. 101; cf. also Sturtevant, Hitt. Gr. 2 §286. Kronasser 374 on the other hand assumes that -a(ri) is analogical, invoking in support Sommer, Heth. u Heth. 45. This is to misread Sommer, and ignore the latter's full discussion ibid. 61-62, where indeed he states that it is 'mehr geboten als bloss erlaubt' to maintain the equation eša : ešat with Ved. ēaye : aśayat. Though we differ in details, the principle is clear, and the equation stands.
Consider the following case. Since Wackernagel's pioneering study of 1907 (KZ 41, 309-13 = Kl. Schr. 498-502) it has been known that Vedic ṭayat (RV 7x, AV 4x) to ṭa 'lie' was a 3 sg. middle form, with a basic desinence -a to which was added a -t for clarification of the third singular function. The corresponding 3 sg. pres. is ṭāye. From the comparison of primary ṭāv-e and secondary (á)śaya[t] we can reconstruct an Indo-European *kī-o, *kēi-oi, which is on an older chronological level than the *kēi-to, *kēi-toi underlying Gk. impf. ἐκτο, Cypr. pres. κετο (Masson, Inscr. chypr, 11), Av. saēte, saēte, and Skt. (a)śeta (first SB), śete (not in RV or AV). The relative chronology is clear in Indic: -e -a[t] is older than -te -ta.

For this verb we have further and decisive evidence in Hittite. Already in Old Hittite is attested the 3 sg. pres. middle kitta 'lies' (BOTU 12 A III 18-25), agreeing in form with κέ-ο; but we have also the more archaic 3 sg. pres. mid. kiya < *kēi-o, identical with Ved. (á)śaya[t], in the formulaic phrase linkiya kattan ki-ya 'unerliegt dem Eid' preserved in an Old Hittite text, KUB XXXVI 109,11. The formula recurs elsewhere, as noted by Kronasser 464; he registers kiya without comment, and also without noting that the text is Old Hittite (Otten, forward to XXXVI).

Another archaic and inherited verb in Hittite shows the same pattern of replacement of -a by -ta: eš- 'sit'. The 3 sg. pres. is eša (ešari), pret. OHitt. ešati in š-aš ešati 'and he sat' (with archaic connective šu) KUB XVII 10 I 34 (Telepinu
myth), reflecting IE *es-o like *kei-o. But in later texts we find occasionally the 3 sg. forms pres. eštari Madd., pret. es tat Madd., and AM. Here the partial replacement of -a by -te took place during the historical period of Hittite, just as the partial replacement of ēav-o by ēa-te took place during the historical period of Sanskrit. This chronological reason prohibits us from deriving late Hitt. ēste(r) from an ostensibly Indo-European *es-te. The latter, or its primary equivalent *es-tel, is assumed for the equation Ved. ēste : Av. ēste : Gk. ἔπτε; but the example of Hittite makes it perfectly possible that these are all independent but parallel creations of post-Indo-European date. The unexplained rough breaking of ἔπτε (cf. Schwzyer, Gr. Gr. 305, Lejeune, Phon. 103) would be phonologically regular if its morphological antecedent in Greek itself were *ēs-o > ἔμ-ο > *έ-ο, cf. εὖ < eu < ēus-o : Lat. úrō.

A third example of the same substitution of -te for -a is given by the middle forms of tuhš- 'separate; finish, mid. remove; be finished' where beside 3 sg. pres. tuhša, tuhšari we have also tühhušta.

In such evident questions from the mi-conjugation as Hitt. kuen-zi kun-anzi : Ved. hán-ti ghn-ánti, Hitt. eš-zí : Ved. ēs-ti, a Hittite primary tense corresponds to a Vedic primary tense; both are presents. It is important to note explicitly that in the equally evident equation OHitt. kiya : Ved. (a) śava[t], the Hittite primary tense corresponds to a Vedic secondary tense; the Hittite form is a present, that of Vedic an imperfect. This
is alone enough to show that the traditional association of primary endings with present tense, secondary endings with preterite, is not of Indo-European date; it provides complete vindication for the theory of the injunctive with its secondary endings as the oldest form of the present, and for the great antiquity of the system of endings preserved in Celtic.

§22. There are in fact in Hittite two patterns of renewal of the basic 3 sg. ending -a. The first is the replacement -a -ta, as illustrated above by kiya - kitta, esa - ena. The second is additive: -a -atta, i.e., -a + ta, and presupposes the prior existence of the first renewal -a -ta; structurally it represents old ending -a (*-o) + new ending -ta (*-to).

We have in Old Hittite (Anittaš) the 3 sg. mid. pret. huittiya(t) 'was lead', but in the language of the New Kingdom (Hattušiliš) huittiyatta(t). The same chronological relation may be noted between the 3 sg. m. -p. pres. haliya, haliyari 'prostrates himself' in archaic ritual texts (ta haliya KUB X 11 II 17, haliyari-ma-aš UL XX 99 II 5), beside the extended form in 3 sg. m. -p. pret. haliyatta(t) of the more recent language of the Treaties and The Annals of Muršiliš. Similarly, in all likelihood, the relation between OHitt. laḫuwari 'pours' BoTU 11α 11, beside the laḫuwatari of the ritual XIII 8, 8; the older form is supported by the imperative laḫuwaru KBo X 45 I 26. Though both are attested in New Kingdom texts, we may infer such
a sequence of relative antiquity for ḫalziya(ri) → ḫalziyatā(ri) 'calls'. As we shall see in the following chapter, the same double renewal -a -ta and -a -ata recurs in Indic as well.
VI. Indo-Iranian I

§1. In conformity with our plan of investigating the historical antecedents of the Indo-European thematic conjugation, and the direction taken by that concern, the present chapter will deal uniquely with a single, patently archaic inflexional category of the Indo-Iranian verb: the type *āye and related forms. The full historical analysis of the formation of the characteristic paradigmatic structures of Indo-Iranian must be reserved for the subsequent chapters: some dealing with individual verbal categories, and others with the individual dialects of Indo-European, including Indo-Iranian (ch. X).

The equation OHitt. kiya : Ved. (a)āya[t], together with the historical renewal Hitt. kiya → kita, Skt. āye → ēte, and the identity of the latter with Gk. (Cypr.) κελτος, is prima facie evidence for the historical significance of the Indo-Iranian type, and justification for investigating it.

§2. The full Indo-Iranian evidence for the 3 sg. middle ending prim, -e < I-Ir. *-a1, sec. -a[t] < I-Ir. *-a has not ever been gathered together. Following are the principal Vedic attestations.
While the list is probably still not complete, it is noteworthy that for the present in -e we can count no less than 28 separate roots in the RV. See Wackernagel, KZ 41.309-13 (1907) = KL. Schr. 1.498-502 and Festgabe Jacobi 13-17 (1926) = KL. Schr. 1.429-433; Renou, Mélanges Vendryes 310; GI. véd. §§314, 318, 339; Whitney §§613, 669, 685, 719, 1007c; Avery, JAOS 10.234, 270 (1880); Thumb-Hauschild 2.207-8; Leumann, Morph. Neuerungen 7-14; Birwé, Gr.-Ar. Sprachbeziehungen 10, 42; Burrow, IIJ 1.61-76 (1957); Cardona, Them. Aor. 41-4; Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 58.

Virtually all the present formations are represented: athematic, reduplicated, nasal classes, thematic, and intensive. The identity of thematic and athematic forms is particularly noteworthy; see especially ch. VIII/above. A number of these verbs show a specifically passive function, rather than middle; we have an instance of Kuryłowicz's fourth law of analogy. With the renewal of the old ending *-o(i) as *-to(i), the new form *-to(i) corresponds to the primary (middle) function, and the old form *-o(i) is retained in the secondary (passive) function. Cf. Esq. ling. 79.

Pres. 3 sg. in -e:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Athem.</th>
<th>Redupl.</th>
<th>Nas.</th>
<th>Thematic</th>
<th>Intensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>̀iše</td>
<td>̀dadhé</td>
<td>̀vrújé</td>
<td>̀stáve</td>
<td>̀badbadhé</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

indhé

́sáye

́šobhe

́bábadhé
The form īšē = Gāth. isē is usually regarded as an original reduplicated perfect i-īš- which has acquired the status of a root, cf. Leumann, Morph. Neuer. 13. But the consistent accent on the root syllable makes difficulties with this explanation. The Germanic cognate exemplified by the Gothic perfecto-pres. aiha, 1 pl. aigum and aihum, pret. aihta, shows grammatical change but no vocalic alternation, which is wholly anomalous in both respects. The 'ärgerliche Ablautschwierigkeit' remains.

The 3 sg. cáste 'sees', probably to be equated with Av. cašte 'teaches' as well as cašman- 'eye', is another form with a 'quasi-root' (caš-) which has been taken as an old reduplicated perfect, cf. Leumann, o.c. 33. But the root accent here as well speaks against it, and the derivation of cašsus- 'eye' from a perfect active participle is highly speculative (more likely an extension of cašsu-). The root is kaš-, appearing in the RV intensive cašāśiti and Av. ā-kasat, hence IE *kʷek- (*kʷek-). A reduplicated
perfect *k*e-k*e presents a cluster otherwise nonexistent in Indo-European. It is preferable to take the form as sigmatic, *k*e;k*~ > cakṣ-, Av. caś-; a view supported by the Vedic imperative in -si cakṣi (cf. ch. X §13 below). It is not unlikely that cāṣe replaces an earlier 3 sg. *cāṣe, like īste from earlier īṣe, which would add another barytone form to our list. 3 sg. *cāṣe is identical with the well attested infinitive dative cākṣ.

The reduplicated 'causative' aorist 3 sg. atītā́́pe 'ist erhitzt worden' VIII 72.4 (Appendix), with both augment and primary ending, is wholly anomalous.

§3. There exists also additional indirect evidence for the same ending in other roots. It was noted in ch. II §15 that the oxytone 3 pl. middle ending -atē probably modeled its accentuation on the 3 sg. in -ē, e.g., RV duhē → duhatē (replacing duhrē), indē → indhatē (beside later indhāte). For this reason it is possible to suggest that attested rihatē presupposes an antecedent *rihē, and similarly on the evidence of the 2 pl. forms in -atē listed ch. II §15, the nasal presents 3 sg. *tanvē, *manvē, *sṛṇvē, *vṛṇvē, *riṅē, *punē, *aṅiṅē, *bhuṇiṅē.

Several of the roots with attested 3 sg. -e show variation of accent in the participle, both root-accent and oxytone (cf. Whitney
§619d):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>īse</td>
<td>Īsānā-</td>
<td>Īsāna-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duhē</td>
<td>duhanā-</td>
<td>duhanā- (dūghāna-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vidē</td>
<td>vidānā-</td>
<td>vidāna-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stāve</td>
<td>stavanā-</td>
<td>stāvana-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the same reasoning as in the preceding paragraph, the observable variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ohanā-</td>
<td>Óhanā-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rihāna-</td>
<td>Ñihāna-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suvanā-</td>
<td>Ñuvāna-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

suggests the previous existence of 3 sg. *ōhe (with accented full-grade root like 3 pl. ēhate), *rihē (cf. rihotē above), *suvē.

In Iranian we have only a few forms remaining in Avestan:

Gāth. īse (later īste) cf. Ved. īṣ-
mruye (also mruite) cf. Ved. brū-
ni-yne cf. Ved. han-

§4. Examples of the 3 sg. preterite in -a[t], all root
athematic presents or aorists, follow; the same ending is found in the optative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root athem.</th>
<th>optative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aida MS</td>
<td>ïéïya HGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>áasyat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>áduhat aduha MS</td>
<td>duhiyat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñh(u)vat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ájusat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(práti) dhat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñdat (= ñ adat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vy ñsthath TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form vy ñsthath is controversial, and its incorporation here only provisional, in that it may parallel práti dhat and ñdat. Cf. the discussion in Renou, Gr. véd. §339, Burrow, IJ 1,70 (1957), and Cardona, Them. Aor. 43-44 for alternative explanations. The form ájusat requires special notice, since it does not figure in the traditional lists of forms in -a[r]. With the exception of the 'si- imperative' josí (2x), the related subjunctive jósat (2x, bks. I and X) and imperative jósá (1x, bk. X), the aorist subjunctive jósášat (1x), and the probably modal reduplicated perfect forms jujosat(i), the root jus 'enjoy' is inflected only in the middle or in the perfect in the RV, and indeed in later Indic as well for the
most part. Similarly in Homer we have only middle forms, aor. sub.
νεήσατα etc., from the same root. For the Vedic active forms
listed, see especially Narten, *Sigm. Aor.* 48 n. 113, 120 (with
references), and Cardona, *Lg.* 41. 13-14 (1965), as well as for
jujųsat(i) Renou, *Gram. véd.* §336. They are all secondary develop-
ments, with the possible exception of josi which as an imperative
stands apart; see on josi Cardona, *Lg.* 41.13 (1965), who regards it
as secondary.

Beside the normal and expected middle forms of the sixth class
present jusa- (3 pl. jusanța 23x) we have the 3 sg. impf. ājusat
8.75.14, and inj. jusat 10.20.5. No other apparently active forms
of this stem are found. The sense of the verb in the two passages
is identical with that of the regular middle present jusa-.
Compare

vāṣya ājusan namasvinaḥ sāṁin 'an wes Verehrers Opferdienst er
Gefallen gefunden hat', jusād dhavyā mānasasya 'er geniesse die
Opfergabe des Menschen' with such typical passages as 6.52.11 ima
hāvyā jusanța nah 'sollen an diesen Opferspenden von uns Gefallen
finden', 3.62.4 jusanțva no havyāni 'lass dir unsere Opfer gefallen'
(tr. Geldner). There is thus no semantic justification for a
genuine active form ājusat in this paradigm, and we must take
ājusat as a 3 sg. mid. imperfect formed exactly like āduha[t],
asaya[t]. Note also the 3 pl. ājusran 1.71.1, taken as an aorist
by Grassman and Whitney, *Roots.* Morphologically the relation
ajusa[1] : ajuwaran = asaya[t] : adaran = adhuha[t] : aduwaran (AV); if ajuwaran was actually felt to be an aorist, it is formally best taken as an imperfect in origin, secondarily affected with aoristic value by opposition to the newer (or at any rate competing) imperfect 3 pl. form ajuwanta. For the spread of the desinence -anta cf. Renou, Gr. véd. §303 and BSL 33.21 (1932).

Beside ajusa[t], jusat[t] we have also the injunctive 3 sg. jushata in the repeated formula agnir jusata no girah 'may Agni enjoy our songs of praise' 5.13.3 = 7.15.6, and the variant etā jusata me girah 'may he enjoy these my songs of praise' 1.25.18. To this also the impf. ajuwata (2x), used like ajusat in 2.37.4 (object právo hitám 'das vorgesetzte Labsal') but in 9.92.1 used quasi-passively: práti devan ajuwata 'den Götttern ward er wohlgfährig'. Morphologically, ajuwata is a later form; the development is ajusa[t] → ajusata, exactly paralleling ahva[t] (RV) → ahvata (Br.), and Hitt. haliya → haliyatta: see further below.

§5. The corresponding 3 pl. forms have an r-ending: pres. -(i)r < I-Ir. *-rai, pret. -ra, enlarged to -ran (-ra + nt like 3 sg. -a + t) or -ram (on which cf. Leumann, Morph. Neuer. 16-19); ultimately pres. -rate : pret. -rata, with the middle function more clearly marked. Thus:
Ostensible root aorists are

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{āṣṭhiran} & \quad \text{āvasran (vas 'shine')} \\
\text{āṣprāran} & \quad \text{āṣprāran} \\
\text{āṣgrāran} & \quad \text{āṣgrāran} \\
aḍrāran & \quad \text{āḍrāran (′ram)}
\end{align*}
\]

A certain number of these may well be secondary, cf. Leumann, o.c. 15 ff; thus the g of āṣgrāran is not phonetic. On the other hand note the predominance of verse-final position for these forms, cited by
Leumann. The absence of unaugmented forms with the ending -vre(n) is curious.

Leumann, Morph. Neuer, 10, holds that dhire is 'nicht eine uralte, sondern eine künstliche Form', created at VIII 28.5 septé śāḍhi śrīyo dhire 'sieben Schmuckstücke haben sie angelegt' (so correctly Geldner; the parallelism with the immediately preceding septá ṣāṭyāḥ septa dyumaṇi 'sieben Speere, sieben Herrlichkeiten' excludes Leumann's version, 'die sieben (Maruts?) legen Schmuck an!') on the model of I 85.2 śāḍhi śrīyo ċadhira pr śānimārāh 'die Söhne der Prāṇimitter haben ihre Prunkstücke angelegt'. Rather the contrary. For dhire occurs always in verse-final position, a sign of archaism, and always in the metrical cadence -o- of a jagati or gāyatrī.

Besides śrīyo dhire of VIII 28.5 quoted above we have also I 166.10 śrīyo ni pākṣen vy ānu śrīyo dhire 'Wie die Vögel die Flügel haben sie ihre Herrlichkeiten entfaltet', and the semantically related variant IX 68.1 parśurātan utsrīyā nirśājam dhire 'Sie haben die (Müll der) Kühe zu ihren umflutenden Festkleid gemacht.' We have clearly to do with a formulaic expression, proper to cadence (verse-final) position; the notion 'put on, wear (like a garment, jewelry)' of the root śhē- in the middle voice is ancient, cf. Lith. dėvē < *dhē-<ā > Ved. pf. dēchā.

It is I 85.2 śāḍhi śrīyo dadhira, with the formula outside of its canonical verse-final position, which is modeled on the cadence VIII 28.5 śāḍhi śrīyo dhire, and for good metrical reasons: the
identical cadence -o-os required in I 85.2 (jugati) was pre-
empted there by p'cch'cara, which in all 10 of its RV attestations
is invariably in verse-final position. Thus ādhi śriya dhire was
thrown forward in the line; the substitution of the perfect dadhire
gave the required syllable number, and grammatically paralleled the
preceding ādhi cauca ca sādāh. There is thus every reason to consider
dhīre as a genuine archaism, paradigmatically related to cāur, and
showing a primary ending like dhati.

The close parallelism between the roots sithī- and dhū- suggests
furthermore that asthiran, occurring four times in the RV (once re-
peated) and always in verse-final position, may likewise be an
archaism, pace Leumann, Mori. Neuer. 15. The latter's argument
that sithā 'eines Mediums nur selten bezeichnet' is in any case scarcely
cogent, and contradicted by archaic Hittite tiyarr (ch. V §5, III §11).
Note IX 83.2 vy haitHERES 'sie haben sich ausgebretet', which is
perhaps a parallel to the problematic vy haitHERES noted above: *st (g)-o
- *sthr-co.

Avestan shows both -re and -aire (*-a-re):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avestan</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sōra</td>
<td>cf. wed. sī-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mravaire</td>
<td>cf. wed. bru-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍhāire</td>
<td>cf. wed. ās-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni-yraire</td>
<td>cf. gr. ἔλητο</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The longer form -āire may be extracted from roots in final long vowel, if (al-)yērā- is to be equated with Ck. βλό- < *gəle-; no other forms of the verb are found in Iranian. Alternatively, it is possible that -āire should be compared directly with the Latin 3 pl. perf. -ēre, as Bartholomae suggested.

Avestan 3 pl. sūre = AV ṣūre indicates that the absence of a 3 sg. corresponding to Ved. ṣava is probably accidental; the attested Av. sāste is comparable to later Indic ēṣāte, but the two are independent replacements of 3 sg. -ē by -īe. Similarly the 3 pl. sāhāre would suggest that Indo-Iranian inherited a 3 sg. *īhī-sā(i) directly comparable to Hitt. ēhā, which was subsequently replaced by the *īhī-tā(i) of Ved. and Av. ēṣāte.

§6. There is further evidence, albeit indirect, for the ending *-o; in this case not merely in Indic but Iranian as well, where a 3 sg. mid. *-e is not attested. The 3 sg. mid. imperative of Ved. duhā is duhām, attested twice in the Rg-Veda; AV ēyām to ēyē (no imperative attested in RV). As Wackernagel saw, KB 41.511 (1907), this ending -ēm is to the normal 3 sg. ipqv. mid. -ēm as 3 sg. -e is to -ē. There is no evident justification for assuming that it is a later analogical development, as in Thurnherr in a review of Debrunner in a review of Thurnherr, TF 20.93 (1922). For though duhām appears in the Hārvānīṣa 1.1.6.27 duhām ṣāvibhyām
páyas 'let her give milk for the Aśvins', and in the Appendix to Book IV (57.7) sā nāḥ páyasvatī duḥām 'let her, rich in milk, give milk for us', there is nothing in the lines to indicate lateness; we have rather a clearly formulaic phrase páyo duḥ-, which can well be of remote antiquity. Compare also dhemūr īva páyo asmāsu dhukṣava in the same hymn (4.57.2), this time imperative 2 sg. But what is decisive is that both readings, -ām and -tām, are common Indo-Iranian; cf. already Bartholomae, Grdr. 1.64. We have in the Gāthās the following examples: Y. 48.9 oxā ... ucau 'let it be said truly'; Y. 32.6 stōghō vidān 'que la proclamation se réponde'; Y. 44.16 ċīra mādā 'que des signes me soient donnés'. The latter two translations on those of Benveniste in *Les infinitifs avéstiques* 15, where the forms are discussed, and their interpretation as infinitives (maintained by H. Humbach, *Gathas Kommentar ad loca*) is rejected.

The endings -ām and -tām are without etymology heretofore; no directly comparable imperative forms occur in the other languages. But we may note that the same alternation of -ā- and its absence recurs in the Hittite imperative 3 sg. mediopassive: -ṣru - *taru*. This is clearly the basic variation between older 3 sg. -a and younger -tā, IE *-o - *to*. The Hittite 3 sg. ipv. m. -p. contains the basic 3 sg. middle ending (with r-element generalized) plus a particle -u: -ār + u - *tar + u. I suggest that the Indo-Iranian forms be similarly analyzed as basic 3 sg. middle ending plus a particle: -ā + am - *ta + am, in Indo-European form *-o + om - *-to
The particle *-om I would identify with the infinitive in *-om of Oscan, e.g. deškum, fātium 'dicare, faci', and the -ou of the 2 sg. imperative of the Greek sigmatic aorist, as well as the component -am of the secondary middle desinences -dhvām, -thām, -tām and the personal pronouns ahām tuvām etc., as suggested by Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 153. The close relation between infinitive (Osc. -um) and imperative (Gk. -ou) is well known, and Gk. -ou was correctly analyzed as a particle already by Thurneysen in 1883 (KZ 27.175).

With this interpretation we may then make the specific derivation of GAiv. dgm, viđām from Indo-Iranian 3 sg. *ḍ(h)a + am; the resultant verb forms 3 sg. middle *ḍā, *dha are the predecessors of Vedic ā-dā-t and prāti dha-t respectively. The AV imperative samvidām likewise testifies to the former existence of a 3 sg. mid. *(a)viḍā[ ], which is supported by the present viḍē noticed earlier; v. infra, ch. VII §1.

§7. In all these cases with 3 sg. mid. ending Ved. and/or Hitt. -a we have roots of the structure TERT- (*[a]ra-, TERA- (*[a]ra-), TERA- (*[a]ra-), TERE- (*[a]ra-), TERE- (*[a]ra-). TERA- TERE- and TERE- roots have the zero-grade, *c[ha]- (dhar), *c[ha]- (aduha), *c[ha]- (ahuvat), and were doubtless accented on the ending, cf. primary dūh. The TERA- form *[a]ra- shows full grade, and root accent on the evidence of ṣāya and the participles keśūnos and keśyānah. On
the other hand the TER- form *g₁ḥu-ó shows zero-grade in Av. ni-yea. The consistent irregular root accent of the middle verb *āste in Vedic, as well as the Greek participle ἱμενών, permits us to assume a TET- type with root accent *ēs-ē.

It is thus legitimate to speak of two basic types of archaic thematic present middle formation: one zero-grade and oxytone, the other full-grade and barytone. One cannot but be struck by the similarity in structural type to the classical thematic formations of the types rucāti and vēnati respectively. We shall return to this contrast and its implications.

§8. The final evidence for the existence in Indo-European of these 3 sg. oxytone and barytone verbal forms with ending *-ō/ē is given by the unique compositional type in Indo-European when the first member is verbal: that of Gk. ἄρχε-κυκάς, Wed. trēā-deskū-ē.

These compounds, characteristic of Indo-Iranian and Greek alone in ancient times, and belonging to elevated, poetic discourse, as well as to the onomastics of the aristocracy, are studied in Wackernagel, Ai.G. XI 1.315-20, Duchesne-Guillemin, Composés 200-202, Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 1.441-5, and especially Renou, ESt. 41.217-20. Meillet noted the possible conservation of the type in Armenian, in the isolated form yeš-a-karc 'unerwartet', perhaps from yešum 'ich wechsle', aor. yešti, and karc 'Heimung'; likewise yeš-a-mit
'wankelmütig' (mit 'Sinn'). See his *Etudes de ling.*, *Phil. arm.* 168, and Jensen, *Altarm. Gr.*, § 60; the examples are isolated and uncertain.

As is well known, there are two types of this formation in Indo-Iranian. The older residual one shows the bare thematic vowel \( a \) at the end of the first member: Ved. \( ṛṣeṣaṣvcy\), Av. \( ṭaṣṭhaṣ\), and the personal names of the Old Persian royalty and nobility \( kṣayārān- (kṣeṣa-ṣṛṣan-) 'Kerxes', dārāysa- (n)uṣ 'Darius', vi(n)da- (n)ar\( a\)n\( h\) 'Intaphernes'. It is this type which corresponds to the Greek formation: \( ἀρχέ-νυος, φαρέ-φονος, δωκέ-θυος, ἘΝ Μαντέ-λας, \) and with \( ο\)-vocalism \( ϕυς-πτόλεμος\). The younger and only productive type in Indo-Iranian shows \( -at \) at the end of the first member: Ved. \( ṭaṣad-\)v\( ḍeṣ\)a\( a\)- (cf. Av. \( tar\)\( ṭ \) above), \( kṣayā-\)y\( ra\) (cf. Gr. \( x\)\( š\)e\( š\)a\( š\) above), Av. \( frādat-ga\( ţ\)a\( ţ\). This type in \( -at \) was ultimately identified by the speakers of the language with the weak grade of the participle; but it is clear from the historical filiation \( -a \rightarrow -at \) that originally the formation had nothing to do with the participle.

It is one of the merits of Renou's study to have shown the channel for the development of the final \( -a\); the compounds with a second member in initial \( \gamma\), like Ved. \( ṭaṣad-\)v\( ḍeṣ\)a\( a\)- = Av. \( tar\)\( ṭ \)\( thaṣ\)a\( ṭ \), where the sequence \( -av\) was the prosodic equivalent of \( -a\), whence the interpretation \( ṭaṣad-\)v\( ḍeṣ\)a\( a\)-. From this point the channel was open for the formation of compounds in \( ṭa\), i.e. with second member in initial \( \gamma\) like \( kṣayād-y\)\( ra\)-, rhythmically
identical with -ad-dv-. The abnormally high frequency of second members in initial y-, in both Indic and Iranian, is a clear witness thereto.

§9. The earlier type in -a has been usually identified with the imperative, if not with the bare verbal stem; the form in -at with the participle. But it is the second great merit of Renou's study to suggest the possibility of identifying the form -at² with the injunctive: that is to say we have compounds where the first member is an original finite 3 sg. verb form, but from a system (the 'injunctive') which no longer constitutes the normal form of predication in the language, which is the present. This view is in complete accord with the analysis of the modern Western European equivalents of this type of compound, Fr. garde-chasse, Ital. porte-senere, Eng. pick-pocket, etc., by Benveniste in L'homme 6.5-6 (1966): 'Le type garde-chasse transpose en substantif ou en adjectif un syntagme verbe + nom. C'est en partant de la fonction prédicative du syntagme *il garde la chasse que on peut former un composé garde-chasse, ou il garde et la chasse sont réduits à leur forme virtuelle garde et chasse.' In Indo-Iranian it is the injunctive which is synchronically the 'forme virtuelle' of the predicative function, 'exprimant la notion hors de toute actualisation
If the verbal forms like Ved. tarat°, kṣatyat° were thus virtual 3 sg. injunctive forms, it follows that their antecedents without -t, preserved in Iran. tarē°, xṣaya° were likewise virtual 3 sg. forms, but on an earlier chronological level. It is probably the replacement of -a by -at in the normal predicative 3 sg. function which made possible the utilization of -a in these compounds as the virtual 3 sg.; and subsequently the replacement of -at by -ati which made possible the compounds in -at°. The synchronic distance between the virtual form and the actual predicational form remained the same; likewise in virtual garde: actual il garde, with obligatory subject pronoun. As Benveniste points out, loc. cit., the interpretation of the first member as imperative is valid only for a particular onomastic type of modern times, that of Fr. Boileau, Ital. Bevilacqua (or Germ. Thudichum, Eng. Praisegod, Amer. Eng. Stevin Fetchit, or Pass-the-biscuits [nickname of a 20th cent. political figure from Texas], where one may note the presence of the definite article, as in Boileau.) It has no relevance for the formation in I-Ir. -a, Gk. -e/o, of Indo-European antiquity.

Renou cites several concrete cases of predicative expressions with the injunctive, beside the same elements in the form of a compound: bhārad vājam (9.52.1) 'er möge Gewinn einbringen': bharādvēja-; vidād gāh (2.19.3) 'er fand du Kuh': *vidādasva- in the PN with vrddhi vaidadaśvi-. We may note also gāmad ṛndram
(9.40.2) 'er soll zu Indra gehen' : ḍamād-agni, and for the accusative reaction Gath. aḥām jasō (Y.43.12) 'du gelangst zur Wahrhaftigkeit'; Gath. gaēga . . frādat (Y. 46.13) 'mehrt seine Herden' : frādat,gaēga-; with an infinitive, yonīm āsādam (9.101.13) 'um sich auf seinen Platz zu setzen' : sādād-yoni-; with the normal present with primary endings, dvēgasāi tarati (9.111.1) 'er entgeht den Feinden' : tarād-dvegas-, tarō ,tbeēgh-. 

§10. In three Vedic examples of these compounds, Renou notes that there is no corresponding injunctive, and terms the forms 'totalement isolées' : rdhad-ray- (PN) 'Reichtum mehrend', ṝvāra-
'Güter mehrend'; ḍamād-agni- (PN) 'zu Agni gehend'; sādād-yoni- 'an seine Stätte sitzend'. Though isolated in Indic, further comparison shows that all of these forms are in fact archaisms, attesting the previous existence of inflectional forms *rdh-ō/ē, *vēm-ō/e, *sed-ō/ē.

The first, ēdhat , has an equivalent in Av. ṛradat,śoṛī- (PN) 'die dem Vater Gedeihen schafft', which attests its antiquity. While the RV shows no clear injunctive, it has the thematic vowel subjunctive or indicative ṛdhat (6.2.4), which is by its vocalism unlikely to be an aorist subjunctive (to the stem in opt. rdhyās); we would expect in the latter case the full grade of the root, which is indeed attested in Gāth. subj. 3 sg. ṛradat Y.50.11. An
independent thematic optative (i.e. without thematic present or aorist) 1 pl. ādhem, is attested in the AV; as we shall see in chapter XVI such forms are to be derived from underlying 3 sg. forms of the type *ārdha. The accent of ādha is surprising; Geldner ad loc. compares irregular rūhat at 5.36.2 beside rūhām etc.

Phonological form clearly marks āmēd-agni- as an archaism; it is the only Vedic form to preserve the phonetic reflex ām of IE ām-, elsewhere replaced by analogical ām-. Ved. āmāt* is thus identical with the Avestan thematic vowel subj. jimat. The thematic stem āwēm-o/e underlies Ved. subj. /inj. āmāt, āmānti, ipv. āmāntu, with the phonological reservation above. Note also the existence of an independent thematic optative 1 pl. āmēma, like ādhesa.

The long vowel of sādat* is totally isolated in Indic, though there are numerous instances of a thematic stem sāda-: inj./subj. sāda, sādat, impf. āsādat ipv. sāda, sādatu, sādatu, and the unique 2 du. sādatu, with primary ending. It is rather in Slavic that we find an exact equivalent: the thematic aorist of CCS sāsti 'sit', 1 sg. sādy, 1 pl. sādomu, 3 pl. sādo (Lunt, DCScR 2 91). The verb in Serbo-Croatian belongs to the old oxytone class of aorist (cf. ch. VII §5 below), sjēsti sjedoh sjede: we may reconstruct a sēd-ć/ē. The same intensive aorist form *sēdo/e probably underlies the
Lithuanian present \\textit{sedėt(i)} 'sitzt sich', pret. \\textit{sėdėjo}, and
intransitive present \\textit{sėdi}, 'sitzt' inf. \\textit{sėdėt!}; cf. Stang, \textit{Vgl.}
Gramma. 315, 321 and the discussion below, ch. VII §1.

Similar cases are found in Avestan. We noted earlier the
compound \textit{frēdat, gāēgā-,} beside the intransitive verb form \textit{frēdat}.
The verb stem \textit{frēda-} 'fördern' (cf. Bartholomae, \textit{Air}, \textit{Wb.} 1012),
always thematic, is built on an underlying \textit{frē + da-}, i.e. \textit{éro +
dēq-o/e}, and the \textit{-da[t]} of the 3 sg. intransitive is identical with
the \textit{dē[t]} of RV \textit{prāti} chat noted above.

In Yt.10,61 we have attested together \textit{frat, ēp(a)-} 'die
Wässer füllen' and \textit{tāt, ēp(a)-} 'der den Ragen fallen lässt', the latter
appearing also elsewhere. The first belongs to \textit{par-} 'füllen,
erfüllen', the second to \textit{pat-} 'fliegen; fallen', but in neither verb
have we an attested present stem \textit{*frē-, *ēpa-}; the respective
presents are Gāth. 2 sg. ipv. \textit{pārām}: \textit{Ved. prātī}, Av. 3 sg. \textit{pate},
\textit{-pātaiti}: \textit{Ved. pātāt(i).} The form \textit{frā[t]}³ represents a \textit{*plā-ō/e}
(root \textit{*pelē-}) unattested in any language, but structurally identical
with the \textit{*ghu₂-ō/e} of \textit{Ved. huvā}. And \textit{ta[t]}³ continues a \textit{*pt-ō/e}
which recurs in the Greek aorist \textit{πηδέῃς, ἔπηδέῃς}.

In Greek we have examples both of the full grade (barytone)
type \textit{*plē-ō/e}, in \textit{Nūvē-λόπος, ἡπε-ρόπος}, and the zero-grade
(oxytone) type \textit{*plē-ō/e}, in \textit{δωξ-δύμος < *dōk-ō/e}, to be compared
with RV ipv. 2 sg. \textit{dēsa} (pres. \textit{dēsari}) with the accent retraction
of \textit{gacchārī} for \textit{*gacchārī}, cf. Kurzyłowicz, \textit{Ancenes}² 100.
§11. For the apophonic grade of the thematic vowel in the ending, Indo-Iranian is of course ambiguous. The productive type in Greek has ε- vocalism, e.g. φερ-, δικε-, but we have also isolated instances of ο- vocalism like Hom. διςαρτο-φρηθς, φυγο-πτόλεμος. Rather than assuming the latter to be reflections of *διςαρτε-, *φυγε-, the standard view but a difficult one to motivate, we prefer to regard διςαρτ-, φυγ- as reflecting a genuine alternate form of the underlying desinence, and containing the same ο- grade as the Hittite 3 sg. mid. (and underlying hi-conjugation) -α. The antiquity of the -ο in φυγο-πτόλεμος is also assumed by Meillet, Introd. 8 290.

The original accentuation of this compound type is uncertain. Vedic invariably stresses the final -ς(-ςΛ), while the Greek forms usually show recessive accent and thus furnish no information. It would appear that in Indic the original accent of the verbal form was dominant in the compound (probably related to the initial position of the verb in the construct), and that of the two resultant accentual types, barytone *σέμο/ε and oxytone *οιδ/ά, the latter was generalized.

§12. It was noted earlier (ch. V §§21-22) that Hittite shows two patterns of replacement of the basic 3 sg. ending -α: -α ~ -τα
and \(-a \rightarrow -atta\). Both are found in Indo-Iranian as well. For the first, we may recall the renewal \(\text{ghye} \rightarrow \text{ghate}\), or with secondary ending \(\text{ghaya[t]} \rightarrow \text{ghate}; \text{duhe} \rightarrow \text{duqhe},\) a form posterior to both RV and AV; \(\text{vid}e \rightarrow \text{vitti (AV)}; \text{bruve} \rightarrow \text{brute}; \text{ise} \rightarrow \text{iste (RV ixe)}\). Likewise Iranian, Gāth. \(\text{iše} \rightarrow \text{Av. ise, mruve} \rightarrow \text{mrute}.\) The theoretical foundation for this replacement has already been noted above, ch. III §3.

Renou (Gr. \(\text{vid.} \), §324n.) has called attention to the second pattern of renewal, \(-a \rightarrow -ata\), attested in the RV injunctive form \(\text{ma ṭhata (13x)}\); the development is \(*\text{ṭe} \rightarrow \text{ṭate}, \) cf. augmented \(\text{aśa}.\) Other instances are \(\text{šh(u)va[t]} \rightarrow \text{ahvata (Br.)},\) and \(\text{ājuṣa[t]} \rightarrow \text{ājuṣata}.\) Such a renewal, it will be noted, is equivalent to the creation of a thematic conjugation for an athematic verb: a form such as inj. \(\text{ṭhata}\) is the predecessor of the thematic present \(\text{ṭhate}\) found first in Bk. X, and also appearing in the AV. We have thus an extremely important channel for the formation of thematic verbs. The 3 sg. form with secondary ending \(*\text{juṣa} \) underlying \(\text{juṣaṭ} \) and inj. \(\text{juṣata},\) with an athematic paradigm on the evidence of 3 pl. \(\text{juṣran},\) is to be viewed as the source of the sixth class thematic \(\text{juṣaṭe},\) the only present formed by this verb in Indic. It is noteworthy that the 3 sg. \(\text{juṣaṭe}\) is not yet found in RV or AV; the commonest RV forms are the 2 sg. ipv. \(\text{juṣaṣva (50x)}, \) i.e., \(*\text{juṣa} \) plus a particle of pronominal origin, and the 3 pl. \(\text{juṣāta (23x)},\) with the highly productive ending \(-anta\) discussed by Renou BSL 33.21 (1932). In this verb we
§13. There is a third pattern of renewal of the 3 sg. -a in Vedic, which has important implications. As we have seen, the 3 sg. -a is preserved as such only in the two forms *aduha and aiga of the MS; elsewhere it has been extended by the suffixation of -t to clarify its status as a third person form: *aduhat, *aigayat, *adat. But the suffixation of this empty -t had the significant consequence of identifying the form with a previously existing and productive conjugational type: the active formation characterized by the endings -m -s -t. Once the 3 sg. form *adasa was remade to adat, the paradigmatic position of -t elsewhere in the system brought about the creation of 1 sg. ādham, 2 sg. ādas, 1 pl. ādamah. Each is attested once; though the former two are found only in Book X, the latter occurs in Book V (30.15), and attests the antiquity of the renewal. In the same way the 3 sg. opt. dūhīyat from *dūhīyat called forth the 3 pl. dūhīyan.

It is apparent that the effect of this process is to create a thematic verb, but this time active in form rather than middle, as in the case of ajusata. I suggest that the so-called Indo-European thematic aorist owes its existence to precisely such a renewal. To this question the succeeding chapter is devoted.
VII. Thematic injunctives.

§1. We noted above (ch. IV §8) that Thurneysen as early as 1894 stated categorically that the only inherited thematic aorist was Ved. ávidät = Gk. ἐφέσει = Arm. եգեք. His view is followed completely by Cardona, Them, Aor, 123, with thorough documentation and analysis, and is accepted here.

From the root vid- we have attested in Vedic the athetic forms with primary ending 3sg. vídē, 3pl. vídē, 1pr. vídēm, exactly like duhé, duhré, duham, and śive, śere, śayām. But while for the latter two we have the forms with secondary ending áduha[t], áśaya[t], no comparable secondary forms are found from athetic vid-. The reason is not hard to seek. On the pattern duhé : áduha[t] = śive : áśaya[t] we expect vidē : *ávidā[t];

I submit that the latter form is in fact the well-known thematic aorist ávidat, the only thematic aorist with any clear claim to antedialectal antiquity in Indo-European. From (á)vidat thus created, or rather from its antecedent in the dialect area comprising Indo-Iranian, Greek, Armenian, and Slavic (for the type padē, dvipa) we have the formation of a full paradigm, RV 1sg. (á)vidam, 2 sg. (á)vidas, 1 pl. (á)vidāma, 3 pl. (á)vidan, exactly paralleling the creation at a later date from ádat of ádam, ádas, ádāma, or from opt. 3 sg. duhīyat that of 3 pl. duhīyan.

From the discussion in Stang, Vgl. Gramm, 384-8 (citing also an unpublished work of H. Kölpin's) it would appear that
the thematic aorist type once existed in Baltic as well; but it was ultimately eliminated entirely by the spread of the ə-aorist. This suggestion further supports the view that Balto-Slavic originally formed a single dialect area, and a single 'langue commune intermédiaire', but one masked by profound subsequent innovations on either side. On this basis we may state that the eastern dialect area of Indo-European where the spread of thematic secondary endings had its locus includes Indo-Iranian, Greek, Armenian, and Balto-Slavic.

We thus suppose an Indo-European 3 sg. mid. secondary *

*yud-ê/ô, primary (with deictic -ï) *yud-ê/ôi. For the e- or o-grade of the desinence see further below. The primary form is continued intact in RV vidé, later renewed to vité (AV). The secondary form was perhaps the first such verb to receive the affixation of an empty -ï, in an Eastern dialect area of Indo-European; from this was formed the paradigm I.-Ir. (å)vídám (å)vides (å)vidat, Gk. (with variant apophonic form of the ending) (e)Flêov (e)Flêes (e)Flêe. In the injunctive form thus obtained we may see the nucleus for the great development at a later period in both dialects--alone in Indo-European--of the category of thematic aorist and tudáti-class present.

At the same time we have accounted for the genesis of one of the two basic types of thematic inflexion traditionally reconstructed for Indo-European: that in -om -es -et (eventually with primary endings outside the lsg.). Their synchronic structure faithfully reflects their origin: they contain the normal pro-
ductive desinences of the athematic active type -m -ς -τ, suffixed to the thematic vowel. The latter functioned as the ending of the 3 sg., the fundamental member of the paradigm, and it was this person, further affixed by -ς, the mark of the zero-person, which served as the channel for the creation of a complete paradigm. Such an assumed development is entirely consistent with the general linguistic character of paradigmatific transformations.

§2. It will be noted that this assumed development involves a hypostasis from middle voice to active. This sheds unexpected light on several Greek verbs, including some of the most common thematic aorists from inherited roots, where the present is middle and the thematic aorist active in form. Such cases are δέρκωμαι : ἔρχομαι ; ἀπο-πέρδομαι : ἀπ-ἐπάρθιον ; with suppletion ἔρχομαι : ἢλεθων; τρέφομαι 'be raised, nurtured' : ἐτραφόν, in Homer always middle in sense, e.g., v 279 (Ἑντωρ) ὁς ἐνθεός γι' ἐτραφ' ὅσοτος. The aorist ἐτραθαν to τρέω is usually transitive in Homer, but is used intransitively, thus corresponding to the middle τρέψαμαι, in ν 469 πέρι δ' ἐτραθαν ἔρεσι and π 657 ὁς ἐτραθαν ἄνοιξε φύγα τ' ἐπρεπε. Such association of active thematic aorist form with middle, intransitive value may thus be explained if the thematic aorist itself is a hypostasized middle form in origin.

From another tradition, we may note that Humbach, Carthas 2, 87 has called attention to the ostensible variation in voice between act. ἕδατ and mid. κυστα in the same meaning in Y. 51,5 : νίσσα
Nach all dem frage ich, wie ... der Weidehirte die Kuh findet / und wer ... auf gehörige Weise ein gebührendes Urteil findet.'

The variation in voice is much more readily understandable if the active vīdat is by origin a middle form.

§3. Let us add in conclusion that the renewal of an original 3 sg. middle ending *-e/o by the suffixation of ostensibly active -t(i), whence an active thematic conjugation, can be documented from Hittite as well. The verb 'to break' shows in part a characteristic alternation between thematic hi-conjugation and medio-passive forms, according to the pattern discussed earlier (ch. V §12): pres. sg. 2 duwarnatti, 3 duwarnai ~ mid. duwarnattari, pret. sg. 1 duwarnahhun , 3 mid. duwarnaddat . From such alternating forms, wholly parallel to ḫanna- 'judge', we may extract a basic underlying 3 sg. form *duwarna , in conformity with the analysis presented previously. This form underlies the active mi-conjugation 3 sg. form duwarna-zi , which is attested already in Old Hittite, in tablet A (as well as B) of the Law Code, I §12. In formation it is wholly parallel to the Indic sixth (tudāti) class.

A number of the forms of the Hittite verbs of Friedrich's class III (Heth. Elem. §§177-178), showing a mixture of mi- and hi-conjugation, are to be explained in the same fashion. The 3 sg. parṣiya and parṣiyazi 'break up, crumble' alternate in the same text, written in Old Hittite ductus, in KBo XV 36 IIX
5, 6, 15 and 11.10. Were paršiyāvb - *paršiyāvb - yā-verb,
we would expect 3 sg. *paršiyēm (cf. 1 above).
Rather than taking paršiya as a dissimilated 3 sg. hi-verb (Heth.
Elem. §150c), we should regard it as a 3 sg. 'a-middle' like
haliya, esa, the singular counterpart of 3 pl. mid. paršiyanda,
likewise transitive in KB 8 XIX 28 lxx 6. The ostensibly active
paršiyazi shows the same paršiya directly suffixed by the 3 sg.
active ending -ə, like duwarme - duwarnazi. Mediopassive and
hi-verb are ultimately the same, and coexistent paradigmatic
forms of both in the same verb, with no semantic distinction,
are frequent; cf. ch. V §§12, 15. The coexistence of 1 sg.
paršiyanni and 3 sg. paršiya is therefore to be expected, whereas
1 sg. paršiyānt is built on the infixated 1 sg. paršiyazi.

Though I would not insist on the point here, one may
be permitted to speculate that the common Hittite denominative
3 sg. in -zi may owe its origin to the same process: the
suffication of -zi to an older 3 sg. final -ži, itself of the same
genesis as the thematic hi-conjugation 3 sg. -zi (stem -a + -a,
ch. V §17). In this case the thematic denominate verbal stem
would be exactly comparable to the archaic type discussed in
ch. I §1, VII. §1.

Genuinely ambiguous cases are found in Hittite of the New

Reiches. Von dem Verbem haliya - 'niederknien' haben wir
zweideutige 3 sg. Präsensformen Med. haliya(vi) u. aktiv haliyazi.
Eine 3 sg. des Präteritums haliyat ist in KB 8 III 3 I 13
belegt.
The sense of the verb would suggest the middle inflection as the more original.

Such sporadic formations could occur at any time between Indo-European and the historical dialects, including the intermediary common languages. Beside the Hitt. hi-verb balzai 'calls', with alternate middle forms like ḫalzayari (where he ganziyattari), we have the Luvian 3 sg. pres. dalzatī 3/8 XXV 145 Vs, 4 (and mid. dallattari) formed exactly like duwarna-zi, but showing the unassibilated 3 sg. active ending *-zi, as well as the unassibilated stem ḫalta- beside Hitt. ḫalze-. Hittite ḫ- in the stem is probably generalized from the by-forms in ḫalza-, where the assimilation ẑ > ž is phonologically regular; neither ta < ḫto nor ūe < ḫe should yield Hitt. ta, ūe. We may pose a Common Anatolian 3 sg. basic form ḫalta or ḫalte, the former appearing in Hitt. ḫalzai, Luv. gallatī, and the latter underlying the iterative Hitt. ḫalze-ēs-.

One cannot decide whether the final -a of Luv. ḫalta(-ti) continues as of ḫta, ḫte or -o- e.g., Hitt. duwarna-zi, since both vowels merge in Luv., but little suggests that in fact both variants existed. For we have not only pres. duwarna-, reflecting *-o-ti (though doubtless formed only in Hittite times), but also pret. duwarenik, reflecting *-erki in the amaranic Telpina myth KUB XVIII 10:11. This variation is entirely in agreement with that noted earlier e.g., 692: 3, 5 in the secondary thematic middle forms with 2 sg. ḫkatta(-ti) ~ ḫkatta(-ti), or act. 3sg.
their original locus in the middle voice in Hittite ch. V §5, are ultimately built on underlying 3 sg. forms in *-ske or *-skò, *-je or *-jo, and thus basically parallel the formation of a thematic stem *yidé or *yidò in the dialect area comprising Greek, Indo-Iranian, Armenian, and Slavic.

The assumption that the active inflexion of the Hittite thematic -sk- and -iya- verbs is built on the middle, by the suffixation of the productive thematic endings, permits us to account for a striking discrepancy between the Hittite thematic active inflexion (found only in these derived verbs) and the thematic active inflexion of the familiar 'classical' Indo-European type: the form of the 1 sg. For the productive Hittite athematic endings are -mi, *-dî, -wi; suffixed directly to -ske (-śki) and -ie we obtain the attested -skîmî, -skîsî, -skîzî, -iemi, -lesi, -lezî of Old Hittite. The passage is a direct one, and no elimination or analogical replacement of a reflex of an IE 1 sg. *-skò, *-jo ever took place.

It is less certain whether we should assume a similar development in Armenian, where we have likewise 1 sg. *-em in the thematic and present subjunctive paradigms. The ending -em can be explained analogically, cf. Meiller, Esq. 2 118; but it is tempting to compare pres. subj. 1 sg. *-ic'êm < *-iskemî with Hitt. *skîmî, and pres. mid. 1 sg. *-im < *-ivemî with Hitt. *iemi. The Armenian type in *-im, while showing the active endings *-mi,
*-s₁ *-t₁, clearly preserves the old middle function, and is
directly comparable with the archaic Hittite middles in -iya-
noted above; cf. ch. V §9 above.

§4. The evidence presented thus far has enabled us to
postulate for Indo-European a pattern of verbal forms functioning
as third persons, of the types

\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{kēo} & \text{ (barytone)} : \text{Ohiit. hīya, Ved. (ā)āya[ā], āve} \\
*\text{dhūg-h-ā} & \text{ (oxytone)} : \text{Ved. (ā)duha, duhē.}
\end{align*}
\]

Such forms constituted the nucleus of the thematic aorists and
imperfects of classically reconstructed Indo-European, i.e. those
formed by the suffixation of the productive endings -m -s -t
directly onto the thematic vowel. From the oxytone type we
obtain thematic aorists and injunctives like Ved. (a)vidam (a)vidas
(a)vidat, as well as imperfects and injunctives like (a)tudam
(a)tudas (a)tudati; it is known that in the latter (tudāti) class
forms with secondary ending are significantly more frequent than
those with primary ending.

On this basis it is indicated to derive the typical Indo-
European full-grade thematic imperfects, insofar as they do not
represent later purely mechanical thematicizations of old athematic
forms (see Meillet, BSL 32.194-20: [1931]), from the barytone type
in the same fashion.
parallel to *kēj-o/e, to account for *dhēnas (ā)dhēnas (ā)dhēna, (ē)qēpos (ē)qēpes (ē)qēpa, Arm. shaq; the present was not conjugated athematically, as shown convincingly by Szemerényi, *Syncope 188-99, hence we cannot have here a mechanical thematization.

Similarly *ugēh-o/e, underlying Ved. (ā)vahat (and śvahata), Slav. aor. veza; **2g-6-o/e (* ā-g-o/e) in Ved. ājata, Gk. ἀγα, Arm. ac.

§5. It is particularly interesting to note that Slavic preserves down to the present day in some dialects the old Indo-European opposition between the barytone (*kēj-o/e, *ugēh-o/e) and oxytone (*dhēgh-ō/e) types, in the intonation of the 2 and 3 sg. of the Slavic aorist with their thematic forms, as shown by H. Kølln, Scando-Slavica 7,260-85 (1961), and V. A. Dybo, UJ 1960,6,117. The originally barytone type shows in Old Church Slavonic s-aorist forms outside the 2,3 sg. and in these two persons in Serbo-Croatian a 'retracted' accent on the initial syllable: Scr. 1 sg. pēkoh 2,3 sg. pēče. The originally oxytone type shows the thematic inflexion for the whole paradigm in Old Church Slavonic, but without 'retraction' in the 2,3 sg. in Serbo-Croatian: Scr. 1 sg. pâdoh pâde, mâdoh mûže. Bulgarian shows the original place of the accent in the contrast pêče : može. To some extent Slavic likewise presents the characteristic opposition in root vocalism between full grade barytone and zero-grade oxytone: pêče : *bud'ē (OCS -bān) < *pēk'ē : *budhē, cf. RV pâca-r : Gk. pêca.
In this manner we may explain the origin and genesis of the 'Indo-European' thematic conjugation with secondary endings, aorist and imperfect injunctives, as well as the thematic forms with primary ending outside the 1 sg., of the type -esi -eti -ont which follow automatically from injunctive -es -et -ont by the affixation of the particle -i. These thematic forms in -es -et -ont comprise both indicatives and subjunctives, representing latter differentiations of a unitary formal class.

There remain to be accounted for the 1 sg. in -o and its integration into this paradigm, both as indicative and as subjunctive; the position of the classical perfect and the middle; and the special shape of the paradigm in the other persons of the singular in Greek and certain other dialects.
VIII. Thematic conjugation, a thematic middle, and perfect.

§1. At the conclusion to ch. IV, §§11-12, we noted the close formal relationship, and in certain cases the formal identity, of the perfect, the middle, and the thematic conjugation, in accord with such scholars as Pedersen, Stang, and Kuryłowicz.

The views of Kuryłowicz on the formal genesis of the IE perfect have been set forth in Infl. Cat. 61 ff. and Apoph. 41 ff. Basically it is that 'a verbal adjective in *₂, conveying a meaning comparable to the younger formation in -tό-, ' was suffixed by elements functioning as grammatical subjects of the first two persons in nominal phrases: to use his example,

*₈hené 'occisus', whence *₈hen-₈ ₈ 'occisus - ego'
*₈hen-t₈ ₈ 'occisus - tu'.

As he points out, Apoph. 43, the full form of the desinences *₂, *₉₀, pleads for their being originally oxytone, i.e. accented. But in Kuryłowicz's view such forms as *₈hen-₈, *₈hen-t₈, when incorporated into the conjugation (inflexion), imitated the accentual pattern of the fundamental present system, *₈hen-₈(m(i)) *₈hen-t₈, thus shifting to *₈hen-₈0 *₈hen-t₈0 *₈hen-₈. From these forms,
via the mechanism of polarization of apophonic vocalism in derived forms (formes fondées), we obtain the classical g-grade root perfect *gʰoně, etc., secondarily affected in certain dialects with the accessory mark of reduplication.

Such a development is of course hypothetical; but it is the most reasonable hypothesis on the origin of the perfect yet offered. We shall return to the problem in the succeeding discussion; the point to retain here is the nominal origin of the formation, via the channel of the 3 sg., the fundamental member of the paradigm.

The theoretical foundation in general linguistics for this process has been presented in Chapter III §2 (with references): a nominal predicate *gʰeně/j may be reinterpreted as a finite verbal predicate with 3 sg. desinence zero. The history of the -l-preterite in Slavic, cf. especially Pol. miakem miade miak, or the preterite in Persian, kardam kardi kard, constitutes a clear typological parallel for the creation of pure verbal paradigms from originally nominal forms, through the channel of the 3 sg.

The perfect is thus by origin a denominative formation. The fundamental mediating form, e.g. *gʰeně above, may be equated as a stem with the denominative type Skt. *vasna- which preceded vasna-ya₂, as shown in ch. II §7 above. It should be noted that this view of the denominial origin of the perfect, with its point of penetration the 3 sg, in *-e equivalent to a thematic noun stem, is scarcely new in Indo-European studies. The same suggestion, though
without attention to the formation of the paradigm and its apophonic pattern, is to be found in Brugmann, Grdr.\(^2\) 2.3.7.

§2. In view of the fundamental identity of the desinences of the perfect and the middle, as shown by Kuryłłowicz and Stang, and in view of the middle as the original locus of the traditional thematic conjugation, with the basic 3 sg. desinence \(\*-o/e\), it is indicated that this form in final bare thematic vowel is also nominal in origin.

Kuryłłowicz, *Apoph.* 74-5 (cf. *Lg.* 34,385) concluded that the original locus of the thematic vowel in Indo-European was the thematic aorist, and that it was from this point that it was diffused, in a wholly unclear fashion, into the nominal system. In Infl. Cat. 116 ff, he suggests that the original locus was the present-injunctive of the *tudá(t)i* class. But the work of Renou and Cardona has shown that neither was an Indo-European verbal category at all, hence these hypotheses cannot be upheld; cf. ch. IV §§7-8.

We suggest precisely the reverse: that the thematic nominal forms belong to the very oldest layer of Indo-European which can be reached by reconstruction, and that it is relatively easy to account for the introduction of the thematic vowel from the noun to the verb. The postulation of such a remote nominal form as Kuryłłowicz's \(*\text{h}en\)---reconstructed internally, not by comparison---agrees prima facie with
such a conclusion. We have already seen how it is possible to explain the genesis of such late categories as the thematic aorist and tudáti class, in the preceding discussion.

Our first hypothesis then, is that the two basic types of formation underlying the thematic conjugation hitherto discussed, full grade barytone *ké1-o/e and zero-grade oxytone *dhugh-ó/é, are by origin thematic nominal forms, endowed with 3 sg. verbal predicate function (expressed by a zero-ending) in the syntactic position of nominal predicates. Both the formal features, the root vocalism and accent, are characteristic of thematic nominal forms in Indo-European from the earliest times. We may note finally that Renou already suggested, Gr. véd. §326, that the starting point of the tudáti class in Indic was precisely the very common oxytone nominal forms with zero-grade root.

To take a concrete example from the root *wğhen- utilized by Kuryłowicz, the Avestan 3 sg. pres. mid. ni-yne, with primary ending, presumes an underlying I.-Ir. 3 sg. *ghn-Á, oxytone with zero-grade vocalism. This verbal form itself is derived from the I-Ir. nominal form *ghn-Á, preserved as the second element of compounds as in Av. varṣa-ra-yna-, Ved. go-ghná-.

§3. Let us return to the formal process of the formation of the class. A structural characteristic of the paradigmatic development
assumed by Kuryłowicz for the perfect is that the nominal form syntactically interpreted as a 3rd person prediction, \( g^\text{\_hen} \) 'occisus', is to be segmented as root \( g^\text{\_hen} + \text{suffix zero} + 3 \text{ sg. desinence} -e \). Such an analysis is necessary to explain \( g^\text{\_hen-\text{\_\&}}, g^\text{\_hen-t\_\&} \), root + suffix zero + 1, 2 sg. desinence. The motivation for this cut is not hard to see: it simply follows the pattern of the active \( g^\text{\_hen-t} \), likewise root + zero suffix + desinence, and the segmentability of \( g^\text{\_hen} \) in the active paradigm would impose its isolation in \( g^\text{\_hen} \) as well. In just this fashion we have explained the isolation of a desinence -s or -u in ch. III §§8-9 above.

Structurally, this means that the original form \( *g^\text{\_hen-\&} \), root \( *g^\text{\_hen} + \text{suffix \&} + \text{nominal desinence zero} \), is reinterpreted as root \( g^\text{\_hen} + \text{suffix zero} + \text{verbal desinence \&} \); whence the commutability of 3 sg. \& with the other desinences -\&u, -t\&u.

§4. Now from the evidence presented in ch. III §2 (cf. Celtic Verb §§7-8, Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 149) we know that this is not the only way in which a paradigm may be created. Where a 3 sg. with zero-ending exists, the general linguistic tendency is toward the establishment of a commutability of the overt endings of the other persons with 3 sg. zero. We are led to our second hypothesis: it is not only legitimate but necessary to admit a competing segmentation
of the type *g₇hené as root g₇hen + suffix Ṇ + 3 sg. verbal
desinence zero. With the commutability of zero with the other
desinences, the further constitution of a paradigm is automatically

1 sg. *g₇hen-Č-₂₂o
2 sg. *g₇hen-Č-t₂o
3 sg. *g₇hen-Č.

This paradigm, constructed purely theoretically, exists in fact.
It is the simplest and oldest form of the Hittite thematic medio-
 passive and thematic hi-conjugation:

neyahha *waṭṭabha > waṭṭabhi
neyatta waṭṭatta > waṭṭatti
neya *waṭa > waṭai.

§5. The only difference is that the -a of neya, *waṭa
reflects *-o, not *-e. In this case we may assume apophonic *g₇hen-o,
whence *g₇hen-o-₂₂o *g₇hen-o-t₂o. We have already seen that there
is a genuine variation in the vocalism of the underlying thematic
vowel form, reflected in Hitt. -Ški-/ška-, -ie-/iya-, Gk. ἀδρέ-/φυγο-.
This variation must ultimately go back to the thematic nominal
formation itself; compare the variation in such archaic categories of
case as the thematic locative, Gk. ὥμος - ομοθύμος. Similarly
the genitive singular in *-e{s/-os, significantly both of consonant
stems, as in Lat. pedis ~ Gk. μος-ος, Lat. nominis ~ OLat. nominus,
and in archaic thematic stems like pronominal Goth. ἔιδε, OCS ेэо <
*te{s-o, *κωσ-ο ~ OE ʃæs, huus < *tus-o, *κως-o, or ambiguous Ved.
ās-ya < ेοs-ιο - OIr. 'he', NH eidd-aw < ेω-ιο. Such
alternations lie too far back to be explainable by present day
techniques of historical linguistic analysis; cf. Kuryłowicz, Apoph.
75-6.

As for the ulterior development of the distribution of the two
apophonic variants, there is a tendency to confine the े-variant to
cases where in the later system the form is specifically a middle,
opposed to an active (Hitt. naya). Where the form is neutral as to
diathesis, as in the perfect, or where it is an active opposed to a
middle, we find the े-variant (Gk. ἕ-πει) in active forms, though
the same in the corresponding middle (Gk. -έ-το). This repartition
doubtless represents a secondary development, witness Hitt. -i-ta ~
-ए-ta, albeit of late Indo-European date.

In one case, however, there is a purely phonetic repartition.
In the paradigm given above with 3 sg. *gʰhen-ẹ, the 1 sg. gʰhen-ें-aṣo
would be automatically replaced by *gʰhen-ें-aṣo, as a consequence of
the phonetic passage of े to ो before aṣ. Cf. Kuryłowicz, Apoph.
168. It is quite likely that the distribution of े/ो- vocalism in
the resultant paradigm was imitated by the secondary formations in
\[ e/o + m -e -t \]. Thus

\[
\begin{align*}
*\epsilon & \rightarrow *\phi o \\
*\epsilon & \rightarrow *\epsilon t \\
*\epsilon & \rightarrow *\epsilon
\end{align*}
\]

whence

\[
\begin{align*}
*\epsilon & \rightarrow *\epsilon (\text{Gk.} \ -\epsilon v) \\
*\epsilon & \rightarrow *\epsilon (\text{Gk.} \ -\epsilon s) \\
*\epsilon & \rightarrow *\epsilon (\text{Gk.} \ -\epsilon)
\end{align*}
\]

In view of the late date of the formation of the classical thematic aorist/imperfect type, this explanation is to be preferred over that advanced by Kuryłowicz in *Apoph. 72-3*.

§6. Let us look further at the subsequent development of such a paradigm as we have reconstructed. The prototype of Hitt. *naya-*, in Indo-European shape (here given as *anī*, whether the root was originally *seh*, cf. RV du. *nītam*, pple *nīta-o*, is for our purposes here irrelevant),

\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{nējō} & \rightarrow *\text{nējō} \\
*\text{nējētō} & \rightarrow *\text{nējē} \\
*\text{nējē},
\end{align*}
\]

would yield regularly, with loss of the laryngeal *-o* \( \rightarrow *-o \) and contraction \( *-o \) \( \rightarrow *-o \).
We see at once the formal source for the classical Indo-European thematic active 1 sg. in *-o, e.g. Skt. *nevēh(-ē), Gk. -ω, Lat. -ō, Cfr. -u. The total absence of this ending from Hittite is due to the simple fact that the elimination of the intervocalic *-a- (Hitt. *he-) with subsequent contraction has not yet occurred.

One may observe that the explanation here offered, phonetically a contraction process *-o > *-o > *-o, is fundamentally different from that advanced originally by such scholars as Kuryłowicz and Pedersen, and later followed by A. D. Ivonov, and Cowgill, who envisage a compensatory lengthening process *-o > *-ı. The latter explanation is morphologically unsatisfactory, since the putative *-ı is unrelated to comparable paradigms and other persons of the same paradigm; it is phonologically unsatisfactory, since it cannot reconcile the vocalism (vowel coloring) of *-o > Gk. -α and **-o > Gk. -ω.

§7. Let us note at the outset that the resulting paradigm in the singular *-ę *-ę *-* *-ę, again constructed purely theoretically, likewise exists in fact in an attested Indo-European language.
Reserving the full discussion for the detailed section on Tocharian, we may state that the normal thematic active paradigm in B, e.g. áksu āst(o) áśām, may be reconstructed as *a₂st₂ plus endings *-(a +)ō *-sta *-e(4 pronominal n-). The 1 sg. shows an inner-Tocharian analogical generalization of the form proper to stems in final -ā; but we have the pure ending *-o in 'athematic' B yoku 'I (will) drink' < *ek₅-ō. The underlying paradigm is

\[
\begin{align*}
*p₂ōge=pt₂o & > *a₂ō \\
*p₂ōge-t₂o & > *a₂et₅ \\
*p₂ōge & > *a₂e
\end{align*}
\]

with the same barytone 3 sg. *p₂ōge (*a₂e) which was postulated above (ch. VII §4) for Ved. āst, Gk. ἀνας, and Avest. az. The 1 sg. form is naturally that continued in Gk. ἀνας, Lat. āsō etc.

§8. Such a view, moreover, permits us to account for other problematic paradigmatic forms in various languages. Consider the root *do₂* (*do-*) 'give'. We may reconstruct a paradigm with zero-grade root

\[
\begin{align*}
*do₂=pt₂o \\
*do₂-t₂o
\end{align*}
\]
All three forms are attested in the historical languages:

Lat. 1 sg. pres. dō = Gāth. 1 sg. aor. subj. mid. dā(-rē) Y.44.9
Hitt. 2 sg. pres. mid. datta
Ved. 3 sg. aor. mid. ē-dā[t].

We may thus completely vindicate the view expressed by Pedersen (Hitt. 82) that Lat. dō represented an archaic conservation, rather than an innovation.

The basic form of the above paradigm is the 3 sg. *dāo
attested in RV ēdat. In terms of the genetic process sketched above, the verbal function of this form results from the reinterpretation of a nominal form *dāo as a 3 sg. finite verb with desinence zero.

The nominal form is in fact attested in the Rig-Veda: the infinitive-dative de 5.41.1, in archaic verse final (cadence) position. Cf. Renou, Gram. vēd. §369.

The elimination of such an overshort form as 3 sg. *dāo, monosyllabic in final short vowel, is easily foreseeable. So in Indic the form was preserved only in close composition with preverb ā, and it is interesting to note that the padapātha never segments ēdat. In Hittite the 3 sg. form was renewed by the addition of the 3 sg. ending -ta, whence 3 sg. m.-p. pres. datta(r), pret. datta(t).
This process of the renewal of *da - *dāta is identical with that discussed above (ch. V §22) in Hittite, e.g. ḫuittiya(ti) → ḫuittiyatta(t), and Indic (ch. VI §12), e.g. a-juṣa[t] → a-juṣaṭa.

In view of the observable renewal *dāo (Ved. ādat) → *dōto (Hitt. 3 sg. mid. datta), as well as the existence of 1 sg. *dāoṣ in Lat. doṣ, it is possible to explain Ven. zoto /doto/ as reflecting the same renewed form *dōto; it would thus not be directly equatable with Gk. ζότο = Skt. ṅidita < *da-ṣto.

§9. From the aorist indicative RV ṣapat, injunctive AV míprāpat (5x), and aorist subjunctive (?) RV (ṇk. 10) ṣapā (cf. Cardona, op. cit. 30), we have a Vedic thematic stem ṣapa-, whence the optative AV prāpeyaṃ. This thematic stem recurs in Hittite in the same verb, where to the athematic active ep-si we have a thematic middle in the 3 sg. pret. arṭa appa-ttat in the mantic text KB-II 2 II 42. The Hittite ending -atta as noted earlier represents an enlargement (by -ta) of the old 3 sg. middle ending -a as in eṣa, kiya. For the middle voice, cf. Latin spīscor. We may posit an Indo-European 3 sg. *ep-o/ep-e (the root vocalism of appattat is probably a Hittite innovation) which is continued both by the thematic present-aorist of Hittite and Indo-Iranian, and by the perfect of Indo-Iranian (RV ṣapa) and Latin (co-ṣpit).
§10. We can make the same derivation in the case of the thematic secondary suffixes *ske-/-sko- and *-ie/-io-. The postulated paradigm, parallel to the cases above, would be in the singular

\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{-sko-} & \quad \text{or} \quad *\text{-sko-} \\
*\text{-sko-t} & \quad *\text{-sko-t} \\
*\text{-sko} & \quad *\text{-sko}
\end{align*}
\]

The first paradigm, with o-grade suffix, is preserved as such in the Old Hittite middles 1 sg. eškahša, 3 sg. [DUGUD-eš] ke-ttar, ipv. duškiška-ttar, with the additive renewal of the 3 sg. ending, -a - atta = *-o - *-oto. The second paradigm, with e-vocalism outside the 1 sg. (where e > o regularly before \(\text{š}\)) is attested in Old Hittite as well, in the alternative 3 sg. mid. forms duškiški-tta, ipv. ulški-ttar, with additive renewal *-e - *eto.

The Hittite variation -ški - ška, as well as -ie - iya, is directly comparable to the Greek variation \(\text{νυγο} (-\text{υγος}) \sim \text{φυγο} (-\text{πτόλεμος})\). Finally the entire second paradigm underlies the present active of the West Tocharian ninth class: -skau -st(<\(\text{š}\))

With contraction of the laryngeal in the 1 sg., we have entirely regularly *-skọ - o, thus obtaining the active ending of Lat. posco, Gāth. parasā, OIr. arcu < *prk-skọ, and
Gk. -σω.

In these cases of secondary deverbal suffix as well there is a clear relation to the well known nominal suffixes in *-io/e-, *-sko/e-. For the latter in particular compare the discussion (with literature) by Brugmann, Grdr. 2.3.351.

§11. The relation of the perfect paradigm to that of the original thematic type is exactly that of the Hittite hi-conjugation to the Hittite thematic (middle), as discussed in ch. V §17). The contrast in segmentation

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{(hi)} & \text{(them.)} \\
\hline
\text{es-ša} & \text{ney-a-bba} \\
\text{es-ta} & \text{ney-a-tta} \\
\text{es-a} & \text{ney-a} \\
\end{array}
\]

precisely mirrors that of the reconstructible

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{(perf.)} & \text{(them.)} \\
\hline
*\text{uroid-šo} & *\text{uešh-o-šo} \\
*\text{uroid-tšo} & *\text{uešh-e-tšo} \\
*\text{uroid-e} & *\text{uešh-e} \end{array}
\]
That is to say in view of the preceding chapter that the contrast between the perfect and the thematic conjugation goes back to a split or morphological differentiation of a single (originally nominal) form into two separate paradigms, arising out of competing segmentations of the basic 3 sg. form. To illustrate with the hypothetical form \( *g^w_{\text{hen}/o} \): 

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I} & \quad g^w_{\text{hen}/o-\text{to}} \\
& \quad g^w_{\text{hen}/o-t\text{m}} \\
& \quad g^w_{\text{hen}/o-\text{t} \text{h}} \\
\text{II} & \quad g^w_{\text{hen-}\text{to}} \\
& \quad g^w_{\text{hen-t} \text{m}} \\
& \quad g^w_{\text{hen-}\text{e}/o} \\
\end{align*}
\]

In I we have the segmentation stem \( g^w_{\text{hen}/o} \) + desinence (3 sg. zero); in II, stem \( *g^w_{\text{hen}} \) + desinence (3 sg. \(-e/o\)). Both segmentations are well motivated; that of I by the general linguistic tendency toward a 3 sg. zero ending, and that of II by the existence of the stem \( *g^w_{\text{hen}} \) with the athematic endings \(-m -s -t\).

It may be noted that the competing segmentation leading to a two-fold paradigm can be paralleled by the Sanskrit precriptive. From the 3 sg. \((\text{bhū})-\text{yās}\) we have both a 1 sg. \(-\text{yās} \text{am},\) with commutability 1 sg. \(-\text{am} \sim 3 \text{ sg. zero like } *_{-\text{to}} \sim \text{zero},\) and a 1 sg. \(-\text{yām},\) with commutability 1 sg. \(-\text{m} \sim 3 \text{ sg. } -\text{s, like } *_{-\text{to}} \sim *_{-e/o}.\)
§12. The type II itself undergoes a further split or differentiation, as first shown by Kuryłowicz, *Inf. Cat.* 62-3 (without considering our type I). The effect is to differentiate the perfect and the athematic middle of classical Indo-European.

In one case we get a paradigm semantically subordinated to the present, which imitates the apophonic paradigm of the latter, with full grade accented root in the singular and zero-grade root with accented endings in the plural, but adopts full grade o-vocalism by polarization from the e-vocalism of the basic (present) form. Hence the perfect,

(IIa)  

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
g^{\prime}h^n-\circ & g^{\prime}h^n-\acute{\epsilon} \\
g^{\prime}h^n-t\circ & g^{\prime}h^n-(t)e \\
g^{\prime}h^n-e & g^{\prime}h^n-r(\acute{\epsilon}).
\end{array}
\]

The formation could be secondarily affected with the accessory mark of reduplication, like other verbal formations in Indo-European; this probably represents a relatively late and dialectal development. The endings could furthermore be suffixed by the optional particle -i; thus *-goi, *-tgoi, *-ei, cf. OLat. -ī (Fal. -ai) -īstī -ī(t) < *-ai *-tai *-ei. OCS 1 sg. -* < *-ai in vědě 'I know', 3 sg. -i(t)i < *-ai in the type měni(t)ę = Lith. mėni < *měnā-ai (Kuryłowicz, *Inf. Cat.* 79-84). In Indo-Iranian and Greek these forms in -i were secondarily utilized for the innovated perfect middle, in imitation
of the athematic middle (on which see below). On the other hand in Hittite the forms with -i are confined to the active voice (hi-conjugation), and the middle shows -i only in conjugation with the element -er.

§13. In the other type, the resulting paradigm was apophonically and accentually immobile. The absence of an apophonic paradigm in this group shows that it was not semantically subordinated to the athematic active present-aorist system but coordinate with it. In accent and apophony the pattern of the basic 3 sg. (originally nominal) form was repeated throughout the paradigm. The oxytone zero-grade type *dhugh-ō (Ved. duhē) generalized the zero-vocalism with accent on the desinence; the barytone full grade type *kēi-o (Ved. śāye) generalized the e-vocalism and root accent. Thus

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{dhugh-ō} & \text{dhugh-mō} & \text{kēi-ō} & \text{kēi-ma} \\
\text{dhugh-tō} & \text{dhugh-tē} & \text{kēi-tō} & \text{kēi-te} \\
\text{dhugh-ō} & \text{dhugh-rō} & \text{kēi-ō} & \text{kēi-ro} \\
\end{array}
\]

Doubtless beginning in Indo-European times, but continuing into the historical period in both Hittite and Indo-Iranian, is the tendency to replace the 3 sg. *-o by *-to. In this paradigm as in the perfect, the endings could be suffixed by the optional
particle -ι; thus *-ποι, *(t)οι, etc., cf. Ved. -ε, -(t)ε, Arcado-Cypr. -(μ)αυ, -του.

In this fashion we may account for the immobility in accent and vocalism of the paradigm of the athematic middle in Indo-European; it is genetically unrelated to the accentuation and apophony of the athematic active. The fact that the verbs of the clearly archaic barytone type *έκειο are predominantly media tantum (cf. Whitney §628), like ἐγυς : Ῥίττ. ηἶλς, ἄστι : Ῥίττ. εὖσα, νάστη : Hitt. νεστα : Gk. (plupf.) ἑστο, would suggest that the whole type IIb originally constituted a separate derivational class of verbs in Indo-European. Cf. also Gk. στέφτο : Av. 3 sg. pret. staota, further below.

§14. A clear case is Gk. εὐκτο (cf. Schweizer, Gr. gr. 679 A.6): Gath. άογδά, and RV 3 pl. έχατε = Av. aojaitē, with the full grade even in the participle Hom. εὐκτός : Av. aoxta-. The Avestan pple. aoxta- shows a later form in that the cluster treatment no longer follows Bartholomae's law, but it is still archaic in vocalism. Cf. also Av. 3 sg. pret. mid. aoxta beside Gath. άογδά. The forms in Greek and Iranian still reflect full grade *ευκτό-, despite Kuiper, Nasalpräs. 230 and Duchesne-Guillemin Krat. 7.24 (1962). Gk. εὐχουμεν represents a secondary thematization of an athematic form even though pre-Mycenean in date (cf. ευκέτο = εὐχετων), and like
but independent of Ved. 3 sg. ḍhate; the augment would not be
expected in Gāth. aogadā or Av. aosta, Gk. κρέωμα is etymologically
isolated, but belongs to the same type.

It should be noted that the full grade of the -tō- participle
of a TeRT- root, as in κυντός : aosta- , is probably an archaism,
independently attesting the ancient immobility in vocalism of the
old athematic middle. Thus original 3 sg. *eug₃w-h-o (later renewed
to *eug₃w-h-tō and ultimately thematized) → verbal adjective *eug₃w-tōs.

We may observe the same non-apophonic behavior in Lat. ūsus <
*oit-tōs to the old middle ūtor (cf. OLat. inf. oitier, Osc. ūtīu <
*oit-ion- formed like OLat. pac-iō ). Hence it is probably
indicated to compare ūsus < *oit-tōs in apophony with Greek olc-τῆς

to the root of the future olc₃w, olc₃sλον < *ois-se/o-. The
affinity of the thematic suffix *-se/o- of the Greek future with
the middle voice has already been discussed, ch. V §10.

§15. The close paradigmatic association principally of the
oxytone type *dhugh-ᵽ with the old athematic present or aorist (e.g.
*dhugh-t, Ved. dōghī), as middle opposed to an active, may well
be a later development, in accord with the tendency for the forms
with the endings *-₂₀, *-t₂₀, *-e/o, *-ᵽ to move from the status
of derivational to that of inflexional forms (cf. Kuryłowicz, InfI.
Cat. 72).
The final development, once this paradigmatic (inflexional) status was achieved, is the aspectual repartition into present middle and aorist middle, by the adaptation of the stem form of the corresponding active. Thus for example we obtain the prototypes of both RV 3 sg. pres. *vṛūjē (whence vṛūktē) and 3 sg. aor. *āyṛktē (presupposing an anterior *urg-ō without -t-). The assignment of a given form to present or aorist may vary from language to language. Thus the *gwāhē(i) of Av. ni-γνε is a present, while the same form (with the ending -to) *gwāhē-to is an aorist in Gk. (Nisch.) ἀπε-φυτο- ἀπεθάνειν.

§16. In some cases it is possible that the (full grade) active is posterior to the (zero-grade) middle, and built on it. Athematic active forms of duh- are in the RV only 3 pl. duḥantī, duḥūr (significantly an r-ending); full-grade 3 sg. dōgdhi, ostensibly < *dhēugh-t(i), is later. Similar derivations of active forms from middles ('deponents') are well attested in the classical languages: Lat. conflictari → conflictare, ᾱγάλλωμαι → ᾱγάλλω, cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 85 with references. The particular apophonic behavior of the type mērštī, stauti discussed in ch. II §4, probably arises out of such conditions, i.e. a new active built on an original middle. On the root stu- see below; for mṛj- note that it may form an imperfect in 3 pl. -ur (Whitney §621a, from Paṇī) like duhur.
An ancient zero-grade (oxytone) athetic middle is the verb 'to die'. In the Hittite legal protocol XIII 35 IV 45-6 we have the proverb-like (hence archaic) phrase martari-war-at-kan nu-war-at-kan ėṣi, which Güterbock, Corolla Ling. 67, renders 'Es geht verloren und es bleibt übrig (d.h. solche Tiere kommen um oder bleiben am Leben). The verb form martar(rı) is an exact cognate of AV 3 sg. aor. mid. inj. mrta 'died.' The RV attests the same root aorist middle in 2 sg. inj. ma mrtahā 'du sollst nicht sterben' X 95,15 (the Purûravas and Uruši folk tales), and in 1 sg. opt. adyā mūrīya 'noch heute will ich sterben' VII 104,15, syntactically comparable to mūrīya tešumḫēv Σ 98.

RV VII 104,15 reads in full adyā mūrīya yādī yātudhēno āsmi 'Noch heute will ich sterben, wenn ich ein Zauberer bin'. The verse is hypersyllabic, cf. Arnold, Ved. Metre 224-5, 310. Delete āsmi: the result is a canonical triṣṭubh - - - - - - and an archaic nominal sentence in the first person, yādī yātudhēno 'if [I am] a sorcerer', unambiguous because of the preceding 1 sg. mūrīya. For a nominal phrase in a condition cf. Hitt. takku ITU 10 KAN 'if [it is] the 10th month' Laws I §§17, 18.

Hitt. marta(rı) is from *mr-to, pace Kronssser, Etym. §18.3; the alleged examples of his phonetic rule er + C > ar + C are all either morphological extensions of the zero-grade (e.g. warp-) in TeKT- roots, or genuine Ablaut (e.g. kard: 'heart'). The Hittite full grade active merzi (mirzi, merta), significantly used always with the
preverb arha (contrast martari, uncompound) is in all likelihood an innovation: a full grade active built on a zero-grade middle, like dōghī above. The late and special character of mar- is further indicated by the causative mēnu-, where the e-vocalism (full grade) cannot be original; the deverbative -nu- verbs are built on the zero-grade of the root (including āśekamu- with the morphological zero-grade in a of hi-verbs). On mirzi cf. also Ivanov, Obšč. sost. 133-4, who likewise regards the middle as more ancient.

§17. Let us consider a concrete case to illustrate these paradigmatic developments. Gk. ὑμεῖν (medium tantum) as against Av. full grade middle stectā but also full grade active Gāth. 1 sg. pres. stectā, 3 sg. Av. stecti, would suggest that the middle paradigm of this verb was originally independent of the athematic active. This is supported by the situation in the Rig-Veda, where the athematic present is only active: 3 sg. inj. stect, 3 pl. pres. stuvanti. In Vedic, the middle is full grade, but thematic: 3 sg. stāvate, and with the archaic 3 sg. ending, stāve. The root is found only in Indo-Iranian and Greek. One is tempted, however, to compare also Hitt. 3 sg. mid. īštuarī 'becomes known', Ohitt. 3 sg. pret. īštuati (Telep.). For the semantics cf. perhaps OIr. nól₇ 'makes known, celebrates the fame of'.
The Gāthā-Avestan active participle of stāev has the form (nom. sg. masc.) stāvas (Y. 34, 6, 50, 4, 9) < *stāv-ərt-s, contrasting with the Vedic ppl. stāuvánt- which shows the zero-grade root and accented full-grade suffix -ənt- which is normal for the active athematic type (cf. Gk. λέω, Ved. yánt-). The Gāthic form attests the reduction of suffix -ərt- to -ənt- > -ənt- after columnally accented root: {stāy-ərt-} → *stāuvánt- (stāvas); it thus furnishes indirect evidence for the same thematic verb-stem stāva- in Iranian as in Ved. stāve. See further on this form the appendix to ch. X below.

It is then possible in this verb to derive both the Greek and Iranian athematic middle, and the Vedic thematic middle (and Gāthic participle), from the same original. The basic form *stēyo (cf. RV nominal stāve-) is differentiated into a thematic stem (I) with 3 sg. zero-ending *stēyo(i) and an athematic stem (II) with overt 3 sg. ending *stāy-o(i). The critical position of the archaic RV 3 sg. stāve is evident; while a thematic form I, as shown by its later evolution, it is structurally identical with an athematic form II like stāve. The 3 sg. of (II) is renewed as -ə(i) → -to(i), according to the pattern described above; the final renewal, posterior to the rise of -ə → -to and still observable in the Rig-Veda, is that of -ə(i) → -tə(i) in (I). Thus
(I) *stéνo(i) = RV stive (ōx), whence stávate (6x)

(II) *stéν-0(i) = *stéν-to(i) = Gk. στεῖνο, Av. stāta.

In this manner we may account for the coexistence of athematic and thematic paradigms of the type Hitt. nebdii : ney̞hha, uhhi : uvuhha, and their Indic counterparts, pointed out in ch. V §18. At the same time the identity of athematic and thematic conjugations in the archaic Indo-Iranian 3 sg. -e, noted with examples in ch. VI §2, receives its explanation.

§18. From the functional point of view, the emergent perfect expressed state as opposed to action. The emergent middle expressed 'internal' (implication of the subject) as opposed to 'external' action (the active voice), and ultimately the passive, to the extent that either or both were systematically integrated as inflexional rather than the antecedent derivational forms. Cf. Gk. ὑλωμι 'I am lost', ὑλουμι 'I am being destroyed', ὑλονυμι 'I am destroying'. But these clear functional oppositions, to a basic active present, probably represent a relatively late development in Indo-European itself. For their integration as inflexional rather than derivational forms is only partially accomplished in Hittite, where the greater part of middle verbs are media tuntum, or else coexist with
hi-conjugation (rather than mi-conjugation) verbs. And while the Hittite hi-conjugation may be (in part) plausibly compared with the Indo-European perfect, it is clear that the hi-conjugation is a derivational, not an inflexional category. As such we cannot say that the hi-verbs continue the perfect, but only that a nucleus of the hi-verbs reflects Indo-European forms similar to those from which, subsequent to their passage from the status of derivational to that of inflexional forms, the classical Indo-European perfect is to be derived. Cf. especially the remarks of N. Van Brock, RHA 75-153 (1964). At the same time the facts of Hittite permit us to state that the creation of both a thematic and an athematic middle, according to the pattern sketched above, must antedate the creation of a perfect in the classical Indo-European sense.

It is significant that in the small number of cases where a Hittite hi-verb appears to correspond to an Indo-European perfect, the hi-verb is as often thematic as athematic. Thus we have the following athematic hi-verbs beside perfects of other languages:

- ar-hi 'I come' : Ved. āra (but cf. also Ytst)
- u-khi 'I see' : Ved. uvā
- takk-l 'is life' : Lat. dīvitā Donovan (*dek-).

For the (root) etymology of the Hittite verb takk-l, cf. Larroche, ESL 58, 70-1 (1963); on the root *dekk-, though without attention to
We may note the contrast in vocalism between uḫḫi (zero-grade) and arḫi, takkı (full grade).

Beside these forms we have however instances where the Hitt. hi-vero is thematic, and therefore is formally closest to our paradigm type I above, rather than the 1If of the perfect: šipand-šḫḫi 'I make offering, perform a rite': Lat. spondei, spōnus, spōnās gl. spōnonderis (Vest.), all of which suppose *spōnd-; mem-šḫḫē 'I say': Lat. memini. The verb šggadhḫi is usually thematic in the 1 sg. (once šakkī XXV. 10 Vs. 10) and always athematic in 2 and 3 sg. šakkī šakkī. Etymologically I would suggest that the base *šk- stands in relation to the *šk- of Lat. scō as the *thro- of OIr. bof and Av. bůvās (redupl. /bōvās/) to the *thr- of Lat. frō and OIr. bhū.

In view of such contrasts it must be stated that a direct connection of Hittite hi-conjugation and IE perfect is not admissible. Rather we can say that the hi-conjugation simply represents a by-form of the middle, both thematic and athematic, and its genesis is comparable to that of the latter two as sketched above.

As regards the characteristic root vocalism a of the hi-conjugation (with the exception of zennai 'finishes'), it may be of several origins. In some cases it appears to reflect a genuine apophonic o-grade, as in šakk-i, and takk-i < *dok- beside the *dekk- of déwtō; but even here the a-vocalism appears elsewhere, as in the related takš- 'put together', with a root form *dokš- recalling Gk. dēkša. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 68, has noted that the a-vocalism can
also go back to a morphological zero-grade, rather than an o-grade; its traditional identification with the o-grade of the perfect would thus be wholly illusory. In one case we can equate the Hittite o-vocalism with original radical o-vocalism of cognates in other languages, which have apparently nothing to do with the perfect: the thematic hi-verb gang-abhλ 'I hang', which reflects the same *konk- as Goth. hāhan (< *hanh-an) 'hang' and Lat. cunc-tāri 'hesitate'.

§19. In résumé, the development of this part of the Indo-European verb sketched so far may be presented as follows. The symbols R = root, S = suffix, D = desinence, o = zero. An originally nominal form R + e/o, in the syntactic function of predicate, is reinterpreted as a 3 sg. verbal form. In conformity with the tripartite structure R + S + D of the Indo-European inflected word, this 3 sg. verbal form undergoes a split in segmentation: (I) R + e/o + o, and (II) R + o + e/o. With the commutability of the elements -po, -pe in the D-slot with o (I) and e/o (II), we have a differentiation into two separate paradigms, one 'thematic' (I) and one 'athematic' (II). From both I and II we have in Hittite a middle and a quasi-deponent conjugation, viz., the thematic middle and thematic hi-verbs on the one hand, the athematic middle and athematic hi-verbs on the other. In each case the forms still
basically represent derivational rather than inflexional categories.

In the remaining Indo-European languages, the athematic type II bifurcates into the classical perfect (IIa) and the athematic middle (IIb), both being formally and functionally opposed to the basic present active, and having thus passed from the status of derivational to that of inflexional categories. The thematic type I in the remaining Indo-European languages, while formally identical with the Hittite thematic middle, is functionally restructured as an active, by opposition to a newly created and differentiated thematic middle. This process took place somewhat differently in the pre-history of the individual languages, such that the detail varies considerably. It is to the detailed examination of the history of the constitution of the thematic paradigms in the individual languages that the next several chapters are devoted.

It would not be profitable to speculate on the precise function of the original forms which were ultimately integrated into the system as middles, perfects, or thematic actives. The later functional meanings of the middle and the perfect may be defined by opposition, middle : active (internal : external), perfect : present(-aorist) (state : action), insofar as they represent inflexional rather than derivational categories; but to what degree this reflects the meaning of the antecedent derivational category is uncertain.

The very possibility of creating a paradigm on the basis of the 3 sg. by the suffixation of the elements -20, -200 for the
remaining persons proves that these elements and their associated person-marking function must have been already pre-existent in the system. But the position they may have occupied in the structure of the verb at such an ancient period is not accessible by the normal techniques of reconstruction or comparison. Here it is probable that the only hypotheses of any validity will be dictated by purely typological considerations.
§1. It is an observable fact that in a number of inflected languages the 2 sg. and 3 sg. may share a common form opposed to that of the 1 sg.: OCS 1 sg. *nēz* 2, 3 sg. *nēse*, Hitt. 1 sg. *tarnabbun* 2, 3 sg. *tarnā* are well-known examples. This fact, discussed for example by V. N. Toporov, VSJ 1961, 5.68 (with references), may be best accounted for in terms of a model of the relations of person in the verb elaborated by Kuryłowicz in Infl. Cat. 148-9 and 240-1. Within this model we may contrast the functional alignment of the persons in the representational plane (or plan délocutoire) with that of the appellative plane, the imperative; \( \Gamma = \) neutral or zero-member, \( B = \) negative member, \( \beta = \) positive member:

representational plane

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1 &= \text{ille} \\
B_1 &= \text{tu} \\
\beta_1 &= \text{ego}
\end{align*}
\]

appellative plane

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma_2 &= \text{tu} \\
B_2 &= \text{ille} \\
\beta_2 &= \text{ego}
\end{align*}
\]

Kuryłowicz has emphasized in this model in general the close relation between the neutral member (\( \Gamma \)) and the negative member.
(B) as against the positive member (S). This is especially clear in the system of demonstrative pronouns, where English and many other languages have the same form for B and Γ as against S, whereas for example Latin, Spanish, and Armenian have a tripartite system:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{English} & \Gamma = \text{that} & \text{Latin} \\
B = \text{that} & S = \text{this} & \Gamma = \text{ille} \\
& B = \text{iste} & S = \text{hic}
\end{array}
\]

In the verb, the 2nd person is on the representational plane a special case of the 3rd person, the basic form of the paradigm, and may be formally identical with it; OCS nese : něst, (B = Γ); S, is thus exactly parallel to English that : this. In the imperative the basic form of the paradigm is the 2nd person; the 3rd person is a special case of the 2nd, which may likewise be formally identical with it.

Following the work of Benveniste cited in ch. III §2 above, which forms the foundation of Kuryłowicz's model, we can define the 3rd person on the representational plane as the zero-person or non-person. This zero-function is frequently correlated, in a variety of languages, with zero-form, i.e., a desinence zero. In those cases where we have formal identity B = Γ in the verb, as defined
above, the 2nd person will show a zero-ending like the 3rd person: this is the case of OCS 2, 3 sg. nese.

Now it has long been known, and emphasized for example by Meillet, that there is a general tendency for the 2 sg. imperative to be characterized by a zero-ending as well, in conformity with its position as the zero-person or neutral member of the imperative paradigm. Again in the case of a formal identity $B = \Gamma$, the 3rd person of the imperative would likewise show the same zero-ending.

Where the stem of the imperative coincides with a stem on the representational plane, a quite typical situation, we may have a maximal formal identity of the following configuration, where a bipartite system with $B = \Gamma$ prevails in both indicative and imperative:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\text{indicative} & \text{imperative} \\
\hline
\Gamma_1 (3 \ sg.) & = & \Gamma_2 (2 \ sg.) \\
\hline
B_1 (2 \ sg.) & \rightarrow & B_2 (3 \ sg.) & \rightarrow & B_3 (1 \ sg.) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Here $B_1 = \Gamma_1 = B_3 = \Gamma_2$, all consisting of stem + zero ending. Such situations are relatively rare; more frequent is to find older forms common to both indicative and imperative preserved in the imperative function, after having been renewed in the indicative. Cf. ch. II §9, ch. III §5 above. The best known such case is the
2 pl. ipv. in *-te (Lat. -te, Skt. -ta) beside the newer and independently innovated present indicatives Lat. -tis, Skt. -tha.

A further renewal consists of the secondary differentiation of $B_1$ and $\Gamma_1$ (indicative) as against the more ancient identity $B_2 = \Gamma_2$ preserved in the imperative. Such a pattern, as we shall see, underlies the Greek thematic conjugation, and to a large extent that of Balto-Slavic and Celtic as well.

On the other hand where a tripartite system with $B \neq \Gamma$ in either or both indicative and imperative exists from the earliest times, we may have an identity $\Gamma_1 = \Gamma_2$, i.e. 3 sg. ind. = 2 sg. ipv. Such a situation is directly attested in Hittite in the thematic conjugations, and indirectly in Tocharian.

In still other cases $\Gamma_1$ may be distinct from $\Gamma_2$, such that $B_1 \neq \Gamma_1 \neq B_2 \neq \Gamma_2$. Here it is usually possible to state that $\Gamma_2$ (2 sg. ipv.) preserves the old form earlier common to $\Gamma_1$ (3 sg. ind.) as well, and that the new $\Gamma_1$ represents an innovation. This is finally the situation of the thematic conjugation in Indo-Iranian and Italic.

Such considerations immeasurably aid in the task of internal reconstruction, and permit us to grasp the underlying similarities and structural relations among such apparently disparate paradigms as the thematic presents of Hittite, Tocharian, Greek, and Indo-Iranian.
§2. The thematic paradigms with which we have been concerned thus far have been uniquely of the tripartite type, with \( B \neq \Gamma \); the zero-ending has been confined to \( \Gamma_1 \) or \( \Gamma_2 \). Thus, in the indicative, the paradigm of the verb 'to lead, go', *age- (*\( _2 \)oge-) given in ch. VIII §7 above may be displayed as

\[
\begin{align*}
A) \quad & \text{ind.} \quad \text{ipv.} \\
\Gamma_1 &= \text{*age} \\
\Gamma_2 &= \text{*age} \\
B_1 &= \text{*age-} \_t\_ \_n \_t \_a \\
B_1 &= \text{*age-} \_n \_t \_a
\end{align*}
\]

concretely, Hittite

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{neya} & \\
\text{neya-} & \text{tt}a \quad \text{neya-} & \text{bha.} \\
\text{neya} & \text{[-bhut]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The forms proper to \( B_2 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \) are omitted as not relevant to the discussion here. Hitt. \(-\text{hu-}\) and \(-\text{t(i)}\) are particles, cf. Hitt. \(-\text{hu} \) 'come' and Skt. \(-\text{dh}i\) respectively, and thus originally not part of the desinence proper, which is \text{zero}.

The structural considerations which we have reviewed make it necessary for us also to recognize a bipartite paradigm with \( B = \Gamma \); for the same stem *age- this would have the shape
B) \[\begin{align*}
\Gamma_1 &= *\text{age} \\
\Gamma_2 &= *\text{age} \\
\beta_1 &= *\text{age} \\
\beta_1 &= *\text{age-go} \\
\end{align*}\]

In the more canonical fashion of displaying a paradigm, A) and B) may be simply combined as

\[\begin{align*}
*\text{ago-go} \\
*\text{age(-t\text{go})} \\
*\text{age} \\
\end{align*}\]

where the parentheses indicate that the overt desinence of the 2 sg. is an optional element.

§3. It is the second paradigm (B) which represents the pattern inherited by the Greek thematic verb. Let us begin with the imperative, which on internal grounds is likely to preserve the more archaic forms. The 2 sg. ipv. \(^{-}\text{in}-\text{s}, e.g. \text{ex} < *\text{seghe}.

Yet beside this form we have also a residual but identical 3 sg. ipv. \text{ex} *\text{seghe}, in Cratinus 144 Kock \text{soyv} \text{yn} \text{em} \text{ex} \text{soyv} and elsewhere, as discussed with characteristic insight by Wackernagel, \text{Vorl. I} 106 (and cf. 85). Finally the imperative type \text{exetw}
*seghe-tod must on the basis of its implementation in Greek, Latin, and Indic have been equally proper to both 2nd and 3rd person, thus \( B_2 = \Gamma_2 \), as recognized by Meillet, *Introd.* 236 and Schwyzer *Gr. Gr.* I 801 ff.

In the present indicative the observable suffixation of \(-i\) to sg. \(-\text{m} -s -t\) to form 'primary' endings make it the most simple hypothesis that the Gk. 3 sg. \(-\text{si}\) represents an earlier 3 sg. indicative ending \(-\text{e}\) (i.e. thematic stem plus zero-ending) suffixed by the same particle \(-i\). In view of the identity \( B_2 = \Gamma_2 \) in the imperative, it is indicated to assume likewise an identity \( B_1 = \Gamma_1 \) in the indicative; thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ind.} & \quad & \text{ipv.} \\
\Gamma_1 &= \ast\text{seghe}(i) & \Gamma_2 &= \ast\text{seghe} \\
B_1 &= \ast\text{seghe}(i) & B_1 &= \ast\text{seghe-}\text{zo} & B_2 &= \ast\text{seghe} & B_2 &= \ast\text{seghe} \\
\end{align*}
\]


The effect of the generalization of the affix \(-i\) in the present indicative is to differentiate \( B_1 = \Gamma_1 \) from \( B_2 = \Gamma_2 \). That this is a secondary development is indicated by two isolated Greek imperative forms which appear to show the same particle: the Old Attic aorist imperative \( \pi\varepsilon\tau \) in the formula \( \chi\nu\rho\varepsilon \ \kappa\varepsilon \ \pi\varepsilon\tau \) frequent
The forms are so analysed by Brugmann-Thumb, Gr. Cr. 395, 398n., though Schweizer, Gr. Cr. 1.804 with n.2 explains them (unconvincingly) as ποε + ετ, ipv. of επε. The formulaic character of χαρη κατ πετ is supported by χαρη κατ πω Alcaeus 105 & Dishi; it probably conserves a genuine archaism.

Thus the differentiation of indicative from imperative is accomplished by the former's adopting the obligatory suffixation of a particle originally optional with either. It is noteworthy that the -ι is suffixed to Β1 and Γ1 but not to Β1 where Β1 = Γ1, and thus serves as an accessory mark of that identity; we may contrast the languages with tripartite paradigms, where Β1 ≠ Γ1, where the suffixation of -ι, if it takes place at all, takes place with all three persons, as in the Hittite hi-conjugation or the Latin perfect.

The final development of the Greek indicative paradigm, and one which is probably quite recent in Greek prehistory, is the differentiation of Β1 and Γ1 into -εις and -ετ, by the suffixation of the -s characteristic of Β1 in numerous other paradigms in the language. The proportion is (ἐ)φερε : (ἐ)φερὲς = μέρει : μέρες, cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 156. One may compare also the spread of 2 sg. -ας in other paradigms, and especially the creation of
2 sg. νίπας etc., which must be posterior to the loss of intervocalic -ς- (→ dachāsi). The suffixation of -ς to -ες to clarify the 2 sg. function of the form is basically parallel to the suffixation of -τ to the Latin perfect ending -ei, as in OLat. ēmit, fuessit, posediēt to clarify its 3 sg. function. This explanation of Gk. -ές, already quite ancient in Indo-European studies, is in my opinion wholly preferable to any of the attempts, traditional and quite recent, to derive it from an *-ei; the morphological context which would justify the postulation of the latter form is simply not present in the Greek verb.

Internal reconstruction of the singular of the Greek thematic paradigm, then, leads us to posit the following historical sequence:

*seghe > *seghei > ἔχω

The relative 'weight' of the desinences -w -ές -τ is isomorphic to that of the stage -o -ei -i which we find both in Celtic and in Slavic (v. infra). It is not unlikely that Greek as well went through such a stage, with the optional particle -i generalized in the 2 sg., thereby replacing zero with an overt ending in this person, in conformity to the pattern of other paradigms. The third stage in the postulate sequence above would then be replaced by
(or *sekho, *sekhō, etc.). The archaic 2 sg. imperatives in -e, and the 3 sg. -e in the type ἀριστ-νασος, may well reflect precisely such a stage.

It should be pointed out that there is a certain measure of truth in the identification by Birnē, Gr. -er, Spr. 10-11, of the Greek ending -e of φιστ with the Indic ending -e of ṣaye (cf. the implied criticism by Thamb-Hauschild, 1,2,20? n. 251 but the approbation of Adrados, Verbo 623). Both are in effect composed of the same elements, namely the thematic vowel -e/æ- and the deictic particle -i. But they belong to different systems in their respective traditions, and in the last analysis are independent but parallel developments according to the processes sketched above. Even by comparing rather the thematic -e of Ved. stāvā the equation is scarcely a direct one; paradoxically to the -e of thematic stāvā the true correspondent is the *-o1 underlying the 3 sg. -o1ω of Greek athematic στεῖνω. The difference in vocalism finally precludes the direct identification of the two endings: Gr. -e continues *-e1(i) directly, whereas Indic -e goes back to the apophonic variant *-o1(i), as is proved by Hitt. 3 sg. mid. -e, as well as by the renewal *-o(i) ~ *-to(i), Cypri. -tov.
§4. The active plural forms of the first and second persons are the most constant of all the destinacies of the Greek verb. They are identical in primary, secondary, and perfect tenses: West Greek (-o)-μεσ, elsewhere (-o)-μευ, all dialects (-e)-τε. The nucleus common to the majority of Indo-European languages is *-me/o, *-te. In all likelihood the observable variants with further suffixation are all posterior to the period of Indo-European community, and in particular it should be noted that an opposition between 'primary' and 'secondary' endings in these persons was never achieved; cf. the evidence of Greek, Celtic, Balto-Slavic, and Tocharian.

The 3 pl. is the only person to show an unequivocal opposition between primary and secondary endings which may be compared to that of cognate languages: (-e/o)-τε and its dialectal representations beside (-e/o)-ν < *-νε. (The presence of the final -t in Common Greek is proved by the shortening -έντον > -έντον > -έντ in the sorist passive, by the action of Osthoff's law.) We may assume that the suffixation of -t to the basic ending -(e/o)nt was contemporaneous with its suffixation in 2 and 3 sg. *-e/t.

No Indo-European language preserves in a thematic active paradigm the ending *-t(e), which on the evidence of such archaic forms as Ved. दुहे, मुह्योऽ(i) must have been proper to the 3 pl. function in the original paradigm. All have generalized the 3 pl. ending *-e/ont(i), which as shown in ch. II was the ending proper
to the athematic -ι(ι) -σ(ι) -τ(ι) paradigm.

§ 3. There where the thematic (-ο-πο > -ς) paradigm in Greek was opposed to an athematic (-μι) verb, it was restructured in a new modal (subjunctive) function, by opposition to the thematic indicative: ἤμι - ἤμημι, Hom. ἦμ - εἶμυ. This probably represents the first introduction of a separate inflectional category of subjunctive into the language, the same syntactic functions having been expressed at an earlier period by the indicative alone (cf. the Indo-Iranian injunctive), or by the indicative with modal particles, as in Hittite. The subjunctive of athematic verbs in turn served as model for the creation of the subjunctive of thematic verbs, by contraction of the stem vowel -ε/ο- with the thematic endings to produce the sign -μι.

It has been supposed, on purely comparative grounds, that the Greek subjunctive of athematic verbs showed at the earliest period a paradigm *-ς *-ες *-τι like Indic; cf. Schwzyer, Gr. Gr. 1.661, 791. The corresponding thematic subjunctive would then with contraction be *-τι *-ες *-τι, or with primary ending *-εςι *-ερι. The only evidence for this is the isolated dialectal 3 sg. -τι, -τι, and the Homeric -τος, both of which are ambiguous, as noted above, ch. IV § 5.
It is evident that such an interpretation of the long vowel subjunctive is dependent upon the correctness of the analysis of the short vowel subjunctive on which it is based. But, outside the 1 sg., where we have a few clear forms like Rom. ēw = Lat. erō = Gāth. āna = OIr. b-hē, no subjunctive of an athematic verb in Greek shows any evidence for the supposed endings *-es *-et. (Cyren. motos is to be excluded as an æoristic subjunctive [see below], and more importantly the basic member of its paradigm, the 3 sg., is -sēt not *-es.) And a primary *-ēti must presuppose a short vowel *-ēti, for which there is not one shred of evidence anywhere in Greek.

So for example 2,3 sg. *-ēses *-ēset should yield *(ē)ses *(ē)set, with various contraction products in the dialects. It might of course be speculated that such forms were remade to the Attic-Ionic type *ēs *ēs; but it is far more likely that an *-ēses *-ēset never existed at any period in Greek prehistory, and that the Greek short vowel subjunctive simply had the endings of the thematic indicative, thus *-ē -ēti(s) -ē, whence long-vowel -ē -ēti(s) -ēi.

In this case the isolated instances of *-ē if genuine at all would not be archaisms but innovations, built on the secondary 3 sg. in -ē: cf. Cyren. -ēes, probably to be explained like the sporadic forms οὔποτες, οὔπως (Theocr.), Ἕρως (Hsch.), on which see Meillet-Vendryes, Traité 322. The Homeric type ἔθαλπος would
be an analogical cumulation of endings, -η + έα just like
λώ + μό, as assumed by Meillet-Vendryes. Traité 324.

From the work of Renou discussed in ch. IV §9 we know that
both the Indo-Iranian thematic indicative and the short α-subjunctive
represent a differentiation of a single unitary category of 'éventuel';
the paradigms of both are at the outset identical, I-Ir. -α -ει ἀτ. We would expect a priori that the same should be true of Greek, and
thus that if the thematic indicative shows a paradigm -οι -ει(ς) -ει, the short vowel subjunctive should initially have shown the same.

This view is directly supported by the 3 sg. α-sorist
subjunctives in -σει, which are attested in Ionic and Doric (ch. IV
§3 above), and probably to be inferred for Lesbian from the 3 pl.
-σεται < -σέται. It is indirectly supported by the metrical
evidence of the Homeric poems, in which the short-vowel subjunctive
is preserved only where for metrical reasons it could not be altered
to the productive long-vowel type (Chantrenne, Gr. hom. 1,454). For
-και -και and -ης -η are prosodically equivalent, hence the substitution
of the latter for the former is readily understandable; -και -και and
-ης -η are not necessarily so equivalent, and the same substitution
would not be so easily explained.

It is clear that the subjunctive of athematic verbs has under-
gone considerable refashioning in Greek, due in large part to the
replacement of short-vowel by long-vowel forms. If in Herodotus we
have a basic Ἔς Ἄς, (Chantraine, Gr. hom. 1.2.6), it is
perfectly possible that the original paradigm was *esē *esai(ā)
*esai, which would be after the loss of -ē- and vowel contraction
particularly liable to analogical transformation. The replacement
of short vowel by long vowel subjunctive in the Greek athematic
verb is exactly paralleled in Iranian, where for example we have
Pers. aharvī Gath. ahāltī but Av. ahālti. The latter may
indeed be 'equated' with Hom. Ἔς, in that both are parallel but
independent innovations resulting from the same initial conditions.

It is in the last analysis only the 1 sg. of the type Hom. Ἔς
which can be accorded any weight as direct comparative evidence in
the Greek subjunctive. That the short-vowel subjunctive was once
more widespread is clear from the metrical evidence of the Homeric
poems, as noted above. On the other hand its point of greatest
occurrence is in the sigmatic sorist, precisely a recent category,
where it is in any case similar both in form and function to the
sigmatic future (Chantraine, loc. cit.).

We noted in ch. V §10 above that the thematic secondary suffix
*esai(o) may be postulated on the comparison of Hit. -īsā- (forming
hi- verbs). In this case it would be by origin a derivational
category rather than an inflectional one, and the integration of
*esai(o) as subjunctive of the g-sorist would be only one possibility
exploited in the Greek verb, the other being as the future. Cf. from
the root ᾱλεγ- the athematic λάγει and subjunctive/future λέγειν, the latter in its subjunctive function only secondarily referred to the innovated sorist indicative ᾱλεγεῖ. The derivational rather than inflexional character of the suffix *-se/o- is well preserved in the isolated Latin desiderative view < *yed-se/o-.

If in such an instance it is possible to suggest the relatively late creation of a modal opposition indicative: subjunctive in the s-sorist, then it is likewise possible to suppose that the general creation of a modal opposition indicative: subjunctive is basically an independent development within Common Greek itself. Just as the s-sorist subjunctive is by origin a derivational category incorporated into the paradigm as an inflexional category, so the short-vowel subjunctive of athematic verbs in Greek was originally a derivational category of thematic eventual, but one in part incorporated into the paradigm to express the inflexional category of subjunctive. From the athematic verb the modal formation spread to the thematic conjugation, itself a development from the same eventual.

§6. In chapters VI §13 and VII §1 above we saw how the thematic paradigm was renewed by the suffixation of -ε to the original 3 sg. *ε (where the desinence proper is *ενε), in order to clarify its third person function: the development is the same as historical
Indic ṛduha - ṛduhat, ṛda - ṛdat. This 3 sg. in -a-1 so created then formed the basis of a new paradigm built on the commutability -m, -e -t, whence -o-m -e-s -e-t: the development is again the same as the creation of Indic ṛda-m ṛda-s ṛda-t.

The result of this process was to create the possibility of opposing paradigms, in the singular:

-ο-μο
-ο-μ
-ε
-ε-σ
-ε-τ

(The first paradigm is given in its simplest form.) In the plural, the same basic endings served for both paradigms:

-μο
-το
-οντ.

In the 1 and 2 pl. this situation was preserved intact in Classical Greek; in the 3 pl. the fixation of the particle -j in the primary forms led to the opposition

-οντι
-οντ
preserved almost as such in Doric -ουτα, -ου.

In one dialect area, comprising Greek, Indo-Iranian, Armenian, and Balto-Slavic, the second (-ο-ς, etc.) paradigm was utilized to furnish a narrative tense to the first and basic (-ο-ς > -ς) paradigm. In (Balto-)Slavic they were opposed as present vs. aorist, the latter both of perfective and imperfective aspect depending on the verb, as attested in OCS (Lunt, OC3Gr.² 136).

In Greek they were opposed as both present vs. imperfect (Nom. λέγεις - λέγει) and present vs. aorist (λεγέτας : λέγε) depending on the aspectual value of the stem. Along with other dialects, Greek further reinforced the narrative tense function by the optional prefixation of the augment -e-, originally a sentence connective particle to which the verb was attached in enclisis. Cf. Celtica 6.15 (1963), and compare the quite parallel Hebrew vau consecutivum.

Greek, Balto-Slavic, Indo-Iranian, and Armenian are the only dialects in which an opposition between a 'primary' thematic paradigm in -ος -ς(i) -ς(i) and a 'secondary' thematic paradigm in -ομ -ςς -ςτ was created and maintained; alone in this dialect area do we have the development of the latter paradigm, classically termed the 'Indo-European' thematic imperfect and aorist. There are, however, traces of the same development in Italic, as will
appear subsequently. The detailed exposition of the constitution of the paradigms of the languages other than Greek will be found in the chapters devoted to each.

§7. We may now turn our attention to the formation of the middle in Greek, both aethematic and thematic. We have seen that the -ω-εφ(ζ) -εφ paradigm corresponds formally to the thematic middle in Hittite. Its integration into the system as an active, in Greek and the other Indo-European languages, is a consequence of two facts: first, its passage from a derivational to an inflexional category, equivalent to the earlier -ω-εφ -εφ paradigm; and second, its opposition to a new middle voice.

The presence of such archaic media tantum in Greek as μενων, ηματ, συνελευθ, with their cognates, shows that the aethematic middle (type IIb of the preceding chapter, §13) must have been inherited into Greek from Indo-European. On the other hand an immediately apparent characteristic of the Greek thematic middle is its strict structure of thematic vowel + aethematic middle endings. This transparency of formation, contrasting with the thematic active, is prima facie evidence for the lateness of its creation; though doubtless having its beginnings in late Indo-European times, the creation of a thematic middle opposed to a thematic active is a
dialectal development of Greek, and of all the other Indo-
European languages where it appears. It is thus necessary to
assume that the Greek paradigm acquired its characteristic shape
in the athematic type.

§8. In the earliest historical Greek, as ascertainable
from the combined evidence of Mycenaean, Arcado-Cypriote, and
isolated Homeric forms, we have a paradigm of the following shape
in primary and secondary tenses:

\\( \text{κες-μου} \quad \text{κες-μεθα} \quad \text{κες-μην} \quad \text{κες-μεθη} \)
\\( \text{κες-[σ]-ος} \quad \text{κες-σθε} \quad \text{κες-[σ]ο} \quad \text{κες-σθε} \)
\\( \text{κες-τος} \quad \text{κες-το} \quad \text{κες-[τ]-ουτο} \quad \text{κες-[τ]-ουτο} \)

In the 3 pl. a form \(-\text{πτω}(t) < *-\text{πτω}(t)\) must also be reckoned
with, an allomorph of the ending dialectally conditioned by the
columnal accent on the root, as discussed in ch. II §15. But Hom.
\(\text{κέουσα} \) is attested (3x) and always in the cadence of the verse,
suggesting conservation of an archaism.

Both 2 sg. \(\text{κεςο} \) and 3 sg. \(\text{κεςτο} \) with \(o\)-vocalism are
attested in Arcado-Cypriote, and the ending is confirmed by such
Mycenaean forms as 3 sg. pres. \(\text{ε-υ-κε-το} = \text{ευκήτοι} \). Cf. Ruipérez,
Emir E. 20, 8-31 (1952).

The 1 and 2 pl. -μεθων and -σθε do not distinguish primary and secondary forms, just as the corresponding actives -μεν (-μες) -τε do not. In these two persons of the middle none of the Indo-European languages agree entirely. The absence of special endings in these persons both in the perfect and the Hittite bi-conjugation indicates clearly that they had no separate form in Indo-European; the separate forms developed in each language (including Hitt. -wašta, -xtume) are all a consequence of the transition of the middle from an inflexional to a derivational category, and the necessity of filling out the paradigm with opposing active and middle forms for each person.

In Greek, the 1 pl. -μεθω (beside -μοθων) is clearly built on the active -μεν(-ν), -μες, by the addition of a particle *-da; the ending recalls Indo-Iranian *-ma-dhi, without being identical with it.

The 2 pl. -σθε similarly recalls Indo-Iranian prim. *-dhwai, sec. *-dhvam, in which -ai is after 3 sg. *-tau etc., and -am doubtless a particle. The -σ of the Greek ending could have been generalized from roots in final dental; compare the 2 sg. οἶθαι, and perhaps ἔοι, whence ἔοιον, ἔοιον etc., and an ending from *-tai which was synchronically -σθε. The form ἔοι is an early analogical creation modeled on the perfect, not an original perfect
as sometimes assumed; cf. Laumann, Morph.

Kear, 39, who shows that the root *es- never had a perfect.

Hittite -ttuma, Luv. -tuma(r), presupposing /-tuma/, /-tuwa/, on
the other hand can be compared with Indo-Iranian *dhu-, Gk. "ο(φ)"=
(?) only at the price of an ad hoc explanation of -ms/-ws, and
the assumption of alternates *dhu- and *tu- (like nominal *chro-
* tro-), which introduces more complications than it explains.
The Hittite ending is best left out of the comparison. The rela-
tion of the 2 pl. middle to the corresponding active *te (earlier
* e) is in any case wholly obscure.

The inherited paradigm for the remaining persons had the
shape

\[-go(i) \quad \text{whence pre-Greek} \quad -a(i)\]
\[-tgo(i) \quad -ths(i)\]
\[-o(i) \quad -onts(i) \quad -o(i) \quad -onts(i)\]

At the same time beginning in Indo-European but probably continuing
in dialectal Greek (cf. ch. V §21) there was the tendency to the
replacemen"-o(i) -o(i) in the 3 sg., as documented in Indo-
Iranian and Hittite, and explained above in ch. III §3.
§9. The nascent inflexional relation to the -m -o -t paradigm, appearing first in the 3 sg. (active -t; middle -t0 = -t + o) led to the elimination of the old 2 sg. by a new form -s of, created by the proportion -t : -t0 = -s : -so. This development is common to Greek (-οι, -όι), Iranian (-sē, -sā and their reflexes), Indic in the primary -sa (but not secondary -Ça-sa, which shows the older form in remodeled guise), Germanic (Goth. them. -a-za, remodeled), and Italic (Lat. athem. -re, -ris in ō-ris, them. -ere, -eris). Cf. Kuryłowicz, Inf. Cat. 59.

The resultant pre-Greek paradigm was

-α(ι)
-ο(ι)
-ό(ι)
-όντο(ι)

Such a paradigm is common to both Greek and Iranian, though both may well have arrived at it independently. Greek went further, however, in the assimilation of the 1 sg. to the active ending -m(ι), inserting an -m- before the ending proper, whence the historical primary form -ωμ. Ultimately in Greek, after the formation of the dialects, we find this final element generalized through the present (primary) paradigm, hence -σω, -ώμω, -πών outside Achean. Kuryłowicz, loc. cit., has called attention to
the parallel spread of the final -ai from the 1 sg. to the other persons (-eai -> -eai replacing older -se te) in the Vedic subjunctive middle; this took place largely in historical times, as is clear from Whitney §561. Hence we may discount the objection raised by Cowgill in Anc. IE Dial. 31 n. 14.

In the secondary paradigm the forms outside the 1 sg. are clear, and ancient. But the ending -u is without parallel in any Indo-European language. It is clear that it contains the old ending -a augmented by the insertion of -m-, whence *m-a. The full form -u must go back to an old contraction of *m-a with a particle or other element beginning with a vowel and ending in a nasal. One thinks of the *om of the a-orist imperative -o-ou, Indo-Iranian 2 pl. mid. -dhu-am, and ipv. 3 p. mid. -(t)¿m (on which see ch. VI §6), if a prehistoric contraction -a + a -> -a is legitimate to assume. Since the athematic -u is the predecessor of the thematic -o-u, it is scarcely justified to derive the -u of -u from a contraction of the thematic vowel-a- and the ending -a, with Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 60, the more so since the -u then requires a separate explanation. The suffixation of a particle to the 1 sg. alone can be paralleled by the optional -ni of the 1 sg. subjunctive in Indic and Iranian, as well as the -u of Goth. 1 sg. opt. -su.

It is noteworthy that the secondary 1 sg. athematic middle is likewise a locus of innovation in Indo-Iranian, with its ending -i,
in Gothic, with 1 sg. -a-da repeating the 3 sg. form. Cf. Infl. Cat. 59-60.

§10. Once constituted as an inflexional category of middle voice opposed to the active in the athematic type, the same paradigm was extended to the thematic type, by the direct suffixation of the athematic endings to the thematic stem vowel. The distribution of the variants e and o of the latter imitated that of the thematic imperfect and aorist. We thus obtain the succession

-\( -\mu \alpha \) -\( -\mu \alpha \upsilon \) -\( -\mu \) -\( -\upsilon \)
-\( -\sigma \upsilon \) -\( -\sigma \) -\( -\sigma \upsilon \) -\( -\sigma \)
-\( -\tau \upsilon \) -\( -\tau \) opposed to -\( -\tau \upsilon \) -\( -\sigma \tau \)

whence the extension to

-\( -\sigma -\mu \alpha \) -\( -\sigma -\mu \alpha \upsilon \) -\( -\sigma \mu \) -\( -\sigma -\upsilon \)
-\( -\varepsilon -\sigma \upsilon \) -\( -\varepsilon -\sigma \) -\( -\varepsilon -\upsilon \)
-\( -\varepsilon -\tau \upsilon \) -\( -\varepsilon -\tau \) -\( -\varepsilon \) opposed to -\( -\varepsilon -\tau \) -\( -\varepsilon -\upsilon \)

It remains entirely possible that the inflexional opposition active : middle was first developed in the thematic conjugation,
and was from there diffused into the athematic type. Cf. the situation in Indic described in the following chapter, §5. In this case the integration of the athematic middle paradigm as an inflexional rather than derivational category would be posterior to the development of an inflexional opposition thematic active : thematic middle. But the formal influence of the athematic middle paradigm on the constitution of the nascent thematic middle paradigm is no wise affected thereby.

§11. The final development is the extension of the athematic middle endings to the perfect, where though furnishing a formal opposition between active and passive, they virtually merged in semantic value with the old stative-intransitive 'active' perfect, and indeed partially supplanted it; the perfect middle in Homer is more frequent than the perfect active (Chantraine, Gr. hom. 431). The new perfect middle offered the convenience of easily forming a pluperfect, with the normal secondary middle endings, whereas the pluperfect active was not so clearly marked. (On the latter see especially Chantraine, Gr. hom. 437-8; the explanation offered by Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 91, is far from certain.) Thus the perfect stems with primary and secondary (pluperfect) endings
A genuine opposition active : (medio-) passive is still relatively rare in Homer, cf. Chantreine 432. Still it is already attested in Mycenaean, where we have the 3 sg. perfect passive *epidedato* = ἐπίδεδαστον "[the wine] has been distributed" (PY Vn 20 = Documents 250). Note here also the old 3 sg. *-τοι*.

In at least one case in Greek the perfect and pluperfect middle probably go back directly to an old athematic (present) middle: the plupf. 3 sg. Hom. ἔστω = Hitt. pres. mid. vašta, and the perf. 3 sg. ἐπι-ἔστω = Ved. pres. mid. váste, preserved in the archaic language of an oracular formula in Hdt. 1.47 (Hom. 3 sg. ἔστω is after 1 sg. ἔστω < *yasan-mai*). Cf. Frisk. Gr. etym. Wh. s.v. ἔρρυμις.
X. Indo-Iranian II.

§1. In the preceding chapter it was noted that Greek shared in a dialectal development, in an area including the preforms of Indo-Iranian, Armenian, and Balto-Slavic, of an opposition between the basic general present in 1 sg. *-o-gw and an associated narrative tense in 1 sg. -o-m. This primary narrative function of the tense in -o-m, to the extent that it corresponds to a present in -o-go and shares the same stem, is clear in Vedic: it is the imperfect, abhāram : bhārūmi. But the same paradigm an -o-m also tended to be formed on non-present stems of characteristic shape, doubtless beginning from yid-o-m, and we thus have also a thematic aorist, as in Greek and Armenian. The thematic aorist was clearly an expanding category in Indic at the beginning of the historical period.

In Indo-Iranian it would appear that the contrast

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
-o-go & -o-m \\
-e & -e-s \\
-e & -e-t
\end{array}
\]

led to the complete elimination of the zero-ending forms, by their adoption of the final -s and -t of the second paradigm. The result was a partial merger of the paradigms:
This stage is textually attested in both the Indic and Iranian forms of the athematic subjunctive and thematic injunctive paradigms (both archaic categories): -\( \bar{\text{a}} \) -\( \text{as} \) -\( \text{at} \) and -\( \text{am} \) /-\( \text{at} \) respectively. In effect, before the fixation of the particle -\( \text{i} \) in 2 and 3 sg., such a paradigm means that in the indicative function, the 1 sg. -\( \bar{\alpha} \)-20 and -\( \bar{\sigma} \)-20 (Indo-Iranian -\( \bar{\text{a}} \) and -\( \text{am} \)) were competing forms. Such a situation has left distinct traces in the texts, where for example there is no discernible grammatical contrast between the present indicative of \( \text{pr} \text{á} \) \( \text{vṛṣabha} \text{y} \) \( \text{sustut} \text{ī} \) \( \text{Īr} \text{vā} \text{mī} \) (RV 2.33.8) 'I send forth a song of praise to the bull' and the present injunctive of \( \text{Indr} \text{ā} \) \( \text{a} \)\( \text{ī} \)\( \text{ra} \) \( \text{ṣ} \)\( \text{e} \) \( \text{r} \)\( \text{e} \) \( \text{r} \) \( \text{Tr} \text{v} \text{e} \)\( \text{ṛ} \)\( \text{a} \)\( \text{m} \) (RV 10.89.4) 'I send forth songs of praise to Indra'.

But the polarization of the two paradigms into present and imperfect/aorist function led to the fixation of the hitherto optional particle -\( \text{i} \) to -\( \bar{\text{a}} \) -\( \text{e-t} \) in the present function (the two ambiguous forms), whereas in the imperfect/aorist there was a tendency to the prefixation of the augment \( \bar{\text{e}} \), developed in the function of narrative tense or tenses, and the particle -\( \text{i} \) was excluded. The result was the common Indo-Iranian system:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
-\bar{\text{a}} & (\bar{\text{e}}-+\text{)} & -\text{am} \\
-\text{as} & (\bar{\text{e}}-+\text{)} & -\text{as} \\
-\text{ati} & (\bar{\text{e}}-+\text{)} & -\text{at}
\end{array}
\]
The original faculty of -ā of appearing also with imperfects or aorists is still attested in the Vedic thematic root aorist forms dāti, dhāti, sthāti (=OIr. táith-i 'est ei'), which function virtually as indicatives.

Where in Indo-Iranian the -ō-ō paradigm was opposed to an athematic paradigm, it was incorporated as an inflexional category expressing the subjunctive mood, just as in Greek. In this function, there being no necessity to polarize the form vis-à-vis a secondary tense, the suffixation of the particle -ā remained optional in the early attested stages of both Indic and Iranian.

In ch. IV §9 we noted, following Renou, BSL 33,15 (1932), that the archaic Vedic éventuel in -ā- was originally independent of the categories of tense and aspect. In its nascent subjunctive function it came to be associated with both present and aorist, whence beside older karati with 'valeur mi-réelle, mi-modal' we get the formation of clearly modal kṛnāvāt on the characterized stem of present kṛnāti. Similarly subj. yunājāt, etc. The subjunctive of thematic stems is built in the same fashion as in Greek, though independently, witness the different endings:

stem nava- + -ā -as(i) -at(i), whence nava(-ni) nava(i) nava(at(i).

In the 1 sg. already in Indo-Iranian times an optional particle -ni could be affixed, which ultimately was generalized. In the RV there is a certain tendency toward a repartition athem. -ā : them. -āni (Renou, cp. cit., p. 11), cf. perhaps the collocation nīr avā and nīr gamānī in RV 4,18,2a. But the Gathas have
The formations are basically parallel, and arise from parallel conditions. There is even a conceivable connection—in terms of parallel development—between this Indo-Iranian and Latin "semi-thematic" conjugation and the "semi-*ni" conjugation of Hittite 1 sg. *-ghi, 3 sg. *-zi.

§3. It is likely that the same stages we have assumed for the prehistory of Indo-Iranian also underly the formation of the Armenian verb. But the history of the latter is greatly obscured by the usual loss of final syllables, the extensive reshaping of the inherited desinences (e.g., 2 sg. pres. *-es) and the frequent development of innovated desinences of wholly obscure origin (e.g., 1 sg. aor. *-i). In any case, however, the roster of relevant temporal and modal categories is basically the same as that of Indo-Iranian and Greek: thematic present indicative (*ace < *ageti), imperfect/aorist (*ac < *aget, egit < *e-uidet with augment), and thematic vowel subjunctive (aor. 1 sg. *acic' < *ag-isk-5).

§4. The history of the middle in Indo-Iranian is basically parallel to that of the same voice in Greek, discussed in the preceding chapter. That is to say the athematic middle formation is in large measure a derivational category inherited from Indo-
European times and tending to incorporation as an inflexional category, whereas the thematic middle is a more recent development basically built from the athematic middle by the insertion of the thematic vowel. The result is the creation of an opposition of voice as an inflexional category in the emergent thematic conjugation.

On the other hand there are notable differences from the Greek middle formation, not only in the form of the desinences themselves (which is a more secondary matter), but in their implementation in the constitution of the paradigm. The line of demarcation between athematic and thematic middle is not so neat in Indo-Iranian as it is in Greek, and this must be taken as an index of the greater archaism of the Indo-Iranian situation.

It was pointed out in ch. II §1 that in the root athematic class in the RV, the number of instances of attested oppositions between active and middle forms is extremely small: 3 pl. rihāti/rithätē 'lick' and forms of bru- 'say' are virtually the only examples found. The root verbs are either active or media tertiun, a situation whose antiquity is entirely borne out by Hittite. Only in the characterized athematic verbs, the reduplicated and nasal classes, do we begin to find genuine oppositions, like dādhati/dhatē, kruūti/kruūtē. This indicates that the passage of the athematic middle from derivational to inflexional category is still in progress at the beginning of our documentation. It is further possible that the inflexional opposition active : middle was first formed in the thematic conjugation, e.g., RV vāhēti/vāhātē,
spread to the athematic conjugation, appearing earliest in the
"derived" (characterized) presents of the reduplicating and
nasal classes. Cf., on Greek ch. IX §16.

§5. The middle endings themselves have the following
shape in reconstructible Indo-Iranian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>athematic</th>
<th>thematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>primary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-a(e)</td>
<td>-a(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sa(e)</td>
<td>-sa(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(t)sa(e)</td>
<td>-(t)sa(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mad(a)</td>
<td>-amad(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dh(a)</td>
<td>-adh(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(n)(t)(a), -ra(e)</td>
<td>-(n)(t)(a), -ra(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>secondary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i, opt. -a(e)</td>
<td>-i(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind. -th(e)g, Iran. -sa(e)</td>
<td>Ind. -th(e)g, Iran. *-sa(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(t)a(e)</td>
<td>-a(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mad(h)</td>
<td>-amad(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-dh(v)(a)</td>
<td>-adh(v)(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(n)(t)(a), -ra(e)</td>
<td>-(n)(t)(a), -ra(e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The innovation of the 2 sg, -\(s\)(a)\(i\) has been discussed above,
ch. IX §9, in connection with Gk. -\(\alpha\sigma\nu\). It is based on the proportion -\(\epsilon\) : -\(\tau\) = -\(\epsilon\) : -\(\sigma\), and is thus posterior both to the renewal -\(\pi\) - -\(\tau\) of the 3 sg. ending, and to the acquisition by the middle of the status of an inflectional category (which permits the direct opposition active -\(\epsilon\) : middle -\(\tau\) in the proportion). Whereas this innovation eliminated the older 2 sg. -\(\tau\) entirely in Iranian, Indic preserved the latter (in partly renewed form) in the secondary ending -\(\tau\bar{\alpha}\) < -\(\tau\bar{\alpha} + \epsilon\).

§6. In the 3 sg., the older ending -\(\bar{a}\) is still well attested in Vedic; -\(\tau\bar{a}\) is a renewal of this ending, as discussed in ch. VI §12 above. Its creation is likewise posterior to the acquisition of the status of inflectional category by the middle, permitting the confrontation active -\(\epsilon\) (=functional zero) : middle -\(\epsilon\) whence the possibility of -\(\epsilon + \bar{a} = \text{zero} + \epsilon\).

The identity of thematic and athematic 3 sg. in the residual ending -\(\bar{a}\) is a notable archaism; it has been explained in ch. VII §17. The productive thematic ending -\(\alpha\tau\bar{a}(\bar{i})\) is subsequent to the renewal -\(\alpha\bar{a}(\bar{i})\) - -\(\tau\bar{a}(\bar{i})\) in the athematic type. In part it may be viewed as representing thematic vowel \(\bar{a}\) + the new ending -\(\tau\bar{a}(\bar{i})\), and as such comparable with Gk. -\(\epsilon\)-\(\tau\). But in some cases as we have seen in ch. VI §12, it must be regarded as the product of a direct renewal -\(\bar{a}\) - -\(\bar{a} + \bar{a}\), i.e., with the suffixation of the new 3 sg. ending -\(\bar{a}\) onto the old 3 sg. ending -\(\bar{a}\). In this case it is comparable not with Gk. -\(\epsilon\)-\(\tau\) but with Hittite.
§7. The 1 and 2 pl. endings have already been discussed in the preceding chapter, §8. In the 3 pl. the ending -ra(i) is residual and clearly the most ancient. It is preserved most faithfully in the Indic optative, in the renewed form 3 pl. -ran < -ra + nt (the renewal from the active parallel's 2 sg. -tha ś < tha + as); the optative likewise alone preserves the original 1 sg. secondary middle ending -a. For the variety of a-endings in Indic and Iranian see especially Leumann, Horst, Neuer, 4-40, who has convincingly demonstrated their internal diffusion.

The creation of the productive ending, full grade Indo-Iran.

-ante, -anta, Indic and partially Iranian zero-grade athem., -ate,

-ata < *-nto(i) has been described in ch. V §20, following Kuryłowicz. It is likely that the full grade vocalism *-nto(i) in both thematic and athematic conjugation preserves the more archaic form; the middle ending -onto(i) was created after the model of the athematic active ending -ont(i), which showed full grade form, as noted in ch. II. The ending *-nto(i) represents a dialectal reduction *-e/onto(i) - onto(i) conditioned by the predominant columnal accent on the root in the archaic media tantum like *es-ta, *es-i, *yes-i, cf. RV 3 pl. vásate, vásati, ásate, ásata, as well as isolated middle forms with full-grade accented root like RV alánatá, cf. uor, pass. *sáii (v. infr.),
Avastan shows both āghāra and āghaiti; the latter may be simply a thematicized form. The 3 pl. ending -ahti(i) is found in Gāth, moracaita (Y. 31.1) and Av, ahihaite = RV 3 pl. āhatae; Gāth, vi-syātā 'they distinguish' (Y. 30.5) has an obscure long vowel, and is conceivably a replacement (or error) for -anta; for other apparent cases of 3 pl. -anta cf. Humbach 1,26. Bartholomea gives varata as 3 pl. aor. in Y. 30.5, but the form is to be read as 3 sg. varata; the metre requires a disyllable and the syntax a singular (cf. Humbach ad loc.).

The greater antiquity of the full ending -anta(i) over reduced -arti(i) is proved by its conservation in the archaic injunctive, both in Indic and Iranian. Particularly noteworthy is the contrast between Ved, inj. kraata and Indic, a-kraata already noted in ch. II §15. The full ending agrees completely with that of the Gāth, inj. mū xāntā 'nicht sollen sie die Macht übernehmen' (Y. 48.5); it is likewise assumed by the 3 pl. ipv. mid. xāntam (ibid.), which shows an older form than RV 3 pl. ipv. mid. ḍrata 'may they come' (3x; the unique RV attestation of a root athematic 3 pl. ipv. mid.), Ved. -rām here is after indicative 3 pl. ḍrate, with reduction in columnally accented root. Other RV 3 pl. injunctives with this ending are budhánta, yujanta, mṛṣanta; and the isolated imperfects aminanta I 79.2 (minati), adadanta VII 18.21 are probably secondarily augmented injunctive forms. Similarly sh(u)vant found in Gāth. mōrcaita (Y. 31.1) and Av, ahihaite = RV 3 pl. āhatae; Gāth, vi-syātā 'they distinguish' (Y. 30.5) has an obscure long vowel, and is conceivably a replacement (or error) for -anta; for other apparent cases of 3 pl. -anta cf. Humbach 1,26. Bartholomea gives varata as 3 pl. aor. in Y. 30.5, but the form is to be read as 3 sg. varata; the metre requires a disyllable and the syntax a singular (cf. Humbach ad loc.).

The greater antiquity of the full ending -anta(i) over reduced -arti(i) is proved by its conservation in the archaic injunctive, both in Indic and Iranian. Particularly noteworthy is the contrast between Ved, inj. kraata and Indic, a-kraata already noted in ch. II §15. The full ending agrees completely with that of the Gāth, inj. mū xāntā 'nicht sollen sie die Macht übernehmen' (Y. 48.5); it is likewise assumed by the 3 pl. ipv. mid. xāntam (ibid.), which shows an older form than RV 3 pl. ipv. mid. ḍrata 'may they come' (3x; the unique RV attestation of a root athematic 3 pl. ipv. mid.), Ved. -rām here is after indicative 3 pl. ḍrate, with reduction in columnally accented root. Other RV 3 pl. injunctives with this ending are budhánta, yujanta, mṛṣanta; and the isolated imperfects aminanta I 79.2 (minati), adadanta VII 18.21 are probably secondarily augmented injunctive forms. Similarly sh(u)vant found in Gāth. mōrcaita (Y. 31.1) and Av, ahihaite = RV 3 pl. āhatae; Gāth, vi-syātā 'they distinguish' (Y. 30.5) has an obscure long vowel, and is conceivably a replacement (or error) for -anta; for other apparent cases of 3 pl. -anta cf. Humbach 1,26. Bartholomea gives varata as 3 pl. aor. in Y. 30.5, but the form is to be read as 3 sg. varata; the metre requires a disyllable and the syntax a singular (cf. Humbach ad loc.).

In view of the dialectal character of the Indo-Iranian
(and Greek) reduction \( \text{-ont} \) \( \text{-ont} \). It is probable that
Hittite 3 pl. forms like wassanta 'they dress', asanta 'they sit'
continue full grade \( \text{-ont} \), \( \text{-ont} \), despite the phonological
ambiguity of the desinence due to the merger of \( \text{on} \) and \( \text{n} \) in
Hitt. \( \text{an} \).

§8. It is in the 1 sg. that the forms present at first
the most puzzling appearance. For the relation \( \text{-ai} : \text{-i} \) between
primary and secondary ending in the athematic type is not parallel
to, e.g., 3 sg. \( \text{-ta} : \text{-ta} \); nor is the relation \( \text{-ai} : \text{-ai} \) between
athematic and thematic primary types similar to \( \text{-ta} : \text{-ata} \), whereas
secondary \( \text{-i} : \text{-ai} \) \( \text{a} + \text{i} \) is like \( \text{-ta} : \text{-ate} \) \( \text{a} + \text{te} \).

The inherited primary and secondary 1 sg. endings were
\( \text{-poi} \), \( \text{-go} \), as attested in OHitt. -\( \text{he} \) \( \text{(later } \text{-hi} \) \( \text{), } \text{-na} \) respectively.
The first is preserved intact in the Indo-Iranian athematic primary
ending \( \text{-ai} \), e.g. RV \( \text{uv-} \text{e} \) = Hitt. \( \text{u-} \text{hi} \). The fundamental character
of the Indo-Iranian athematic 1 sg. mid. pres. \( \text{-ai} \) \( \text{<} \) \( \text{-poi} \) is shown
not only by its indicative use, where we may note also forms from
the archaic intensive (RV \( \text{jove} \), but also in the subjunctive.
The Indo-Iranian ending \( \text{-ai} \) reflects the contraction of thematic
vowel with the ending, \( \text{-a} + \text{ai} \) \( \text{<} \) \( \text{-ai} \); cf. RV \( \text{knávai} \), \( \text{stivai} \),
Gath. \( \text{sojáí} \), Av. \( \text{yazáí} \).

The secondary ending \( \text{-a} \) \( \text{<} \) \( \text{-go} \) is preserved in the Indo-
Iranian optative ending \( \text{-a} \), as in RV athem. 1 sg. \( \text{iš-iy-} \text{a} \), \( \text{mur-ly-} \text{a} \),
them. \( \text{huv-} \text{y-} \text{a} \), \( \text{sac-ey-} \text{a} \), Gāth. athem. \( \text{dvá} \) \( \text{<} \) \( \text{dvá} \) (root \( \text{dá} \)\),
them. वेदनाः (cf. Humbach ad Y. 22.3, 31.3). In all the other cases, athematic secondary, thematic primary and secondary, the ending of the 1 sg. middle is an innovation.

§9. In the athematic type the original endings 1 sg. -\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{o}(i)} and 3 sg. *-\text{\text{o}(i)} merged phonetically into Indo-Iranian -a(i). The result was an identification of these two persons in the archaic paradigms of the athematic primary middle, and the optative (with secondary endings), before the renewal -a(i) -
-ta(i) in the 3 sg. Thus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>athem. 1 sg.</th>
<th>1 sg. opt.</th>
<th>3 sg.</th>
<th>3 sg. opt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{ai}} (RV जोगुवे)</td>
<td>-a (RV जोगुवे)</td>
<td>-\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{ai}} (RV जोगुवे)</td>
<td>-a (HGS जोगुवे, RV duhavyā)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cf. also RV 1 sg. जोगुवे, 3 sg. जोगुवे in the archaic intensive.

This identity in the paradigm was further supported by the (etymologically related) perfect, with its identical 1 sg. -a, 3 sg. -a < *-\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{o}}, *-a.

The original 3 sg. thematic primary middle ending was -\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{ai}}, identical with the athematic 3 sg. -\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{ai}}, and it is clearly indicated to derive the thematic primary middle 1 sg. -\text{\text{-}}\text{\text{ai}} from the 3 sg., by an imitation of the identity of the two persons in the athematic paradigm:
to the same semantic development of the archaic core -a in -ā in Vedic, which has been noted earlier, ch. VI §2.

The aorist passive is characterized by original full grade root, as in RV jānī, ājānī, and all Text- roots (asājī, ṛbdhi, etc.), and Av. jānī, Gāth. mračī = mrañī, perhaps api- vaiti (on which see Humbach ad Y. 44,18). The vṛddhi of RV jānī, akārī, Gāth. srāvī, avācī is a later (albeit Indo-Iranian) development. For this reason where we would have a middle with full grade root, i.e. precisely the archaic type of *stev-, *ṭev- etc., there would be both formal and functional overlap with the 'aorist passive'. Forms such as Gāth. mračī, where the stem mrač- belongs to the present (mračiti), or RV jānī without a productive corresponding root aorist active or middle paradigm (only ipv. jānī-svā VI 15,18 3 pl. ajanatā IV §5, cf. Szemerényi, Syncope 178, 181 n.1), show that the restriction to aorist aspect value of the formation must be secondary. Despite Szemerényi's arguments I doubt that these isolated forms, reflecting for the most part the bare root with 'particle' (*gena-sye, *gena-i), are adequate to justify a complete Indo-European paradigm *(e-)gena-to etc., and from there to explain Čk. ēvēvito.

Hence it is possible to suggest that on the model of the identity of 1 sg. and (fundamental) 3 sg. in such forms as RV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rv</th>
<th>jēc</th>
<th>jōguye</th>
<th>stāve</th>
<th>pf.</th>
<th>-a</th>
<th>opt.</th>
<th>-a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg.</td>
<td>jēc</td>
<td>jōguye</td>
<td>stāve</td>
<td>pf.</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>opt.</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the 3 sg. secondary middle (> 'aorist passive') served as the model for the creation of a new 1 sg. secondary middle -i. Hence

3 sg. ajani - 1 sg. ajani.

The latter form in its unique attestation in the RV, VIII 6.10 ahām sūrya iva ajani 'ich wurde wie die Sonne (neu)geboren' stands in a clear paradigmatic relation to 3 sg. ajani in 6d agnir vrtrahā ajani of I 74.3 cited above; only the person is different. It is only later, in accord with later Indic rules of vowel gradation in the middle forms, that full grade 1 sg. aor. mid. ajani is replaced by zero-grade ajani, posterior to RV and AV times. Cf. Szemerényi, Syncope 178-9.

§11. Outside the a-aorist, which will be taken up presently, the 1 sg. middle secondary ending -i is quite rare in the RV, occurring only eight times to seven roots, of which four occurrences to three roots are found only in book X. Iranian shows only Gath. ajā. The full grade root is found not only in ajani, but in other instances as well.

Thus namā '(may) I attain' is the only injunctive attested in this group of forms; the isolation of the root form namā- in the finite verb in Vedic guarantees its archaic character, which is confirmed by OLat. 3 sg. nancitor in the XII tables.
(Fest. 168, 23), nančāra. (The zero-grade root is further found
in RV nominal nāma-, svapna-nāpāna, but only in books I and X).
The suffix alternation zero -je/-jo- between Ved. namē- and
Lat. nanč-jo- (fut. act. nanciam cited by Priscian from T. Gracchus).
is perhaps comparable to that noted in ch. II §7. The a-vocalism
is to be expected in Latin on the evidence of the parallel frangō,
tangō, lambō, pandō, sanciō. In phonetic structure 1 sg. namē
is parallel to 3 sg. aor. pass. samsī.

In RV IV 55, 56 devāsatya trātōr avri bhāgasya 'ich habe mir
die [Hilfe] des Gottes Schirmer, des Bhaga erwähnt the metre
(tristubh) requires that we read full grade avari for 1 sg.
aor. mid. avri, as noted both by Grassmann and Arnold, Ved. Metre
302. The full grade athematic *uel- is attested in Lat. uelie <
*uel-se and Lith. pavelti; cf. also RV aor. vrta, and the aor.
pass. avāri from the homophonous root vr- 'cover'.

In the older portion of the RV the only attested 1 sg.
secondary middle with the zero-grade root is ayuji V 46,1, con-
trasting in vocalism with aor. pass. ayuji. As such it is the
first 'regular' form to be attested in the Indic tradition.
One may note that ayuji is to the 3 pl. injunctive yulanta as
avari (avri) above is to the 3 pl. injunctive varanta.

The remaining occurrences are formally regular, but confined
to book X: akri (2x) avrni, which are formed by the association
of 1 sg. -i with 3 sg. -ta like later avri after (a)vrta replacing
avari. The somewhat anomalous aṣuṣravi is given as pluperfect
by Grassmann, but better taken as an aorist of the causative,
'je me rendis célèbre', with Renou, *Français et Hindisés* 40. The athematic ending is unexpected; the form may be a nonce creation.

§12. It is only in the a-aorist that we find the 1 sg. secondary ending -i well represented in the RV, significantly both as augmented indicative and unaugmented injunctive. The TeK roots show zero-grade before -e-, all others showing full grade. The forms are adiksi, anūsi, ābhaksi, mohute, aviti, astōksi, asrksi, astosi; masci, sāksi, bhaksi(?), gāsi, yansi, yaksi, vāmsi, vṛksi. Iranian furnishes Gath. mōnchī (= mamsi), fraśī, cāvishī (read cōśī, cf. Humbach ad Y. 51.15); OPers. adarēly; Av. rāḥī, āvīšī (probably graphic for a form in long vowel comparable to RV 3 pl. ahūsata).

If the explanation advanced above of the origin of the Indo-Iranian secondary 1 sg. mid. -i is correct, namely that the ending repeats the final of the (3 sg.) aorist passive with its structure root + i, then we should expect the a-aorist 1 sg. mid. -si likewise to repeat the final of a structure root + si. I suggest we have precisely such a model in the Vedic imperatives in -si, type yāksi.

§13. The latter class has now been thoroughly studied by G. Cardona, *Lg.* 41,1-18 (1965), who has shown conclusively that these forms belong with the sigmatic aorist system, thus
to be segmented -si, and are not 2 sg. root passives with desinence -si. His views are in complete accord with the independent findings of J. Narten, Sigm. Aor. passim, and may be considered proved. The forms he gives as follows: mátsi, yáksi, váksi, dháksi, saksi, jési, nési, pársi, prási, rási, dársi, yámsi, mási, kési, vési, jósí, sátsi, árósí, yórsi, hosi, caksi, naksi, rásí. Iranian shows the unique Gáth, dháši to dis- 'show'.

The structural similarity to the s-aorist 1 sg. middle forms given above is apparent, and there are some identical forms:
yáksi, yámsi, dársi = OP (a)dársiv, rási = Av. ráši. The root forms are basically the same; for the aberrant zero-grade s-aorist from Tért- roots (adíksi) we should compare Narten's conclusion (80) that the s-aorist is unoriginal in roots of this structure.

In the case of the radical 1 sg. sec. mid. ending -ši the adoption of the final -ši of the aorist passive was based on the identity of 1 and 3 sg. in comparable and related paradigms, whereas in the sigmatic formation the type yáksi is a 2 sg. But the pattern may be maintained on the basis of the structural relations among the persons in the indicative as against the imperative, as discussed (following Kuryłowicz) in ch. IX §1.

While the zero-person in the indicative is the 3 sg., in the imperative it is the 2 sg.; in terms of Kuryłowicz's model which we have used, this situation may be manifested in an identity between indic. 3 sg. (Γ₁) and imper. 2 sg. (Γ₂). In the radical formation the 3 sg. in -ši (Γ₁) imposed itself on the 1 sg. (β₁), for the reasons given above:
In the same way, utilizing the fuller model with both indicative ($\Gamma_1$) and imperative ($\Gamma_2$), we have

\[ \Gamma_1 \xrightarrow{(a)\text{jani}} \beta_1 \xrightarrow{(a)\text{jani}} \]

\[ \Gamma_1 \xrightarrow{\text{yaksi}} \Gamma_2 \xrightarrow{\text{yaksi}} \beta_1 \xrightarrow{\text{yaksi}} \]

It may be argued that $\Gamma_1 \text{yaksi}$ has only a virtual existence; but we may note that RV stosi in X 22.4 has been interpreted as imperative ($\Gamma_2$), but is better taken with Oldenberg, *Note* ad loc., as 3 sg. passive ($\Gamma_1$), the explanation favored by Cardona, *sc*., p. 4. Cardona regards 3 sg. stosi as formed after 1 sg. (a)stosi; but it is more in accord with the observable pattern for the derivation to go the other way: $\Gamma_1$ stosi $\rightarrow \beta_1$ (a)stosi like $\Gamma_1$ (a)jani $\rightarrow \beta_1$ (a)jani.

In further support of the explanation here proposed of 1 sg. $\text{saor}.$ mid. $\text{-si}$, after the model of the imperative in $\text{-si}$, may be adduced the fact that no 1 sg. middle forms of the is-aorist (or -sis-) are attested in the RV (as against 3 sg. forms from 14 roots). The discrepancy is explained by the fact that there are no set forms of the $\text{-si}$ imperatives; no model $\text{Tari}$ existed.

In this view the Vedic imperative type in $\text{-si}$ is essentially the sigmatic counterpart of the aorist passive in $\text{-i}$. The latter
shows the structure full grade root + \( i \) (Latin with avddhi),

the former the expanded structure full grade root + \( s + i \): \( \text{TeR-}i \rightarrow \text{TeR-}s-i \) cf. \( j\text{\-ni} \rightarrow \text{d\-ars\-i} \). Formally the simplest hypothesis is to view the \( -i \) as the same element in each, i.e. the deictic particle. Each has no overt mark for person, and is functionally a zero-person; in the indicative (representational) system this means 3 sg., while in the imperative (appellative) system it is rather 2 sg.: \( \Gamma_1 = \Gamma_2 \).

We note finally that while RV josi is semantically a -\( si \) imperative (\( \Gamma_2 \)), the root is \( *\text{\-eus-} \) with final \( -s \), and formally josi could equally well reflect a 3 sg. \( *\text{\-eus-}j\text{\-os-}i \) (\( \Gamma_1 \)) just like \( j\text{\-an-}i \). Such \( \text{TeRT-} \) roots in final \( -s \) are the bridge between the types \( \text{root} + i \) and \( \text{root} + s + i \).

From the comparative point of view the closest analogue to the Indo-Iranian imperative in -\( si \), belonging to the sigmatic system as Cardona and Narten have shown, is the Greek sigmatic aorist imperative in -\( \sigma-\text{ov} \), e.g. Hom. \( \lambda\text{\-eg-ov} \), \( \delta\text{\-eg-ov} \), which likewise exhibits the structure full grade root + \( s + \) particle. Note that the -\( dh\-i \) imperative particle is not in use in the sigmatic system, either in Greek or Indo-Iranian (RV avddhi is isolated).

In diathesis the active function of the Vedic imperatives in -\( si \), as against the intransitive, mediopassive function of the aorist forms in -\( i \), is secondary. The sigmatic aorist had its original locus in the middle voice, as shown in <Celtic Verb> §4, and the development of an active imperative in -\( s-\text{\-i} \) parallels that of an active indicative in (3 sg.) -\( s-t \), as well as that
of an active thematic conjugation in most Indo-European languages outside Hittite. In any case, as Wackernagel pointed out in Vorl. I 122, the imperative was originally outside the diathesis active: middle, cf. Gk. ποιής, ἔγειρε, imperatives of παύωμαι, ἔγειρομαι. Note that the very common formula in the metrical cadence yaksi deván (cf. Cardona, o.c. 10) may be related to the indicative middle in devámś ca...yájate VI 28.3; cf. also yájasva deván VII 42.3, dáivyam jánam yaksva I 45.10.
In ch. VIII §17 I called attention to the archaic and isolated Gāthic participle *stavas < *steu-nt-s, which contrasts in formation with its Vedic functional equivalent *stuvant-.

In all three Gāthic passages where it is attested, stavas is nom. sg., agreeing with the poet, the ego of the hymn, and clearly active in sense: Y. 34.6 yassmanasaḥ ... stavas avenī pātī 'damit ich preisend und verehrend wider vor euch trete'; 50.9 yasvātī pātī stavas avenī 'mit Verehrungen werde ich preisend wider vor euch treten'; 50.4 at vā yasvā stavas 'Euch will ich preisend verehren' (Humbach). The passages are clearly related, and we must have to do with an archaic, formulaic expression.

Together with Gāth. stavas must be mentioned the curious RV form stavān, likewise occurring only in the nom. sg.; cf. most recently Renou, ESL 61.6 (1966), with references. It is found always in absolute verse-final position (an index of archaism), and in the same metrical context, forming the last two syllables of the irregular tristubh cadence |---|; the word preceding stavān always ends in a short vowel. In all three of its attestations, stavān agrees with the god (Indra) to whom the hymn is addressed, and whose exploits are being narrated. Doubtless correctly, following Sāyana, Geldner translated the form as 'gepriesen'; it is thus passive, in contrast to the active Gāth. stavas.

The passages are the following: II 19.5 'ā devō rinaṁ
nátrúra stavān 'Dieser Gott gab gepriesen (vermehr) frei für den Sterblichen'; II 20,5 mussnān uśasan purusa stavān 'inden er die Usas' samt der Sonne raubte, er der Geprüfene'; VI 24,8 ná vilāve nāmate ná sthirāya nā sárdhate dāsyujjāya stavān 'Er weicht nicht dem Zählen nach dem Feten, nicht dem Übermächtigen, von den Dasyus getrieben, wenn er geprüfem wird.'

I cite the last passage in full to point out a good Vedic example of behandels Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder: ná vO/ ná sthO/ ná ē d̐̄; cf. especially Wackernagel, Kl. Schr. I 193-4 on 'Indogermanische Dichtersprache,' as well as Leumann-Hofmann-Szantyr II 722.

A possible fourth instance is III 18,4a uc enocisā sahasas putre stutāḥ '(Flamm) auf mit deiner Blut, du Sohn der Kraft,' besungen', where Arnold, Vedic meter 144 suggests that stutāḥ has been altered from stavān. Metrically this is plausible, since stutāḥ occupies the same final position in the same cadence l--v, likewise preceded by a word-final short vowel. Note also that of 24 examples of the nom. sg. stutā in the RV the only other example at verse-final position (10,93,4) is part of an epithet (nrnām stutān) in diviné verse and stands apart; stutāḥ normally is found at or near verse-initial. On the other hand if despite these arguments we wish to accept stutā in the text here, it would further confirm the meaning 'praised' for stavān, just as much as the replacement stavān -- stuvān does.

Geldner, following Sāyana, took stavān as an apocopated
middle participle form steaven; the view is supported with a query by Renou, Gr. véd. §105 (assuming stāvän). Such an explanation by apocope, however, is in principle valid only for the relatively rare and archaic instances in the RV where we have the 'deletion' of the case form final, -huš or -su in particular, in a series of conjoined grammatically parallel nominal forms: VI 8.7 (cf., I 143.8) ādabhājas teva ādabhājas īstāhīnā 'mit deinen untrügbaren, lieben Schützengeltern'; I 195.5 trīṣu ā tīgaḥ[ky] 'in den drei Lichteichen' (cf., Renou, l.c.). In these cases we have to do with an extremely archaic syntactic feature, comparable to Tocharian 'Gruppenflexion' (cf., Kreuse-Thomas, Toch. Elem. I.91-2). But this situation is not applicable to steven, which must be taken at face value.

Despite its aberrant inflexion, which exhibits the pattern of the nom. sg. of *steṃ/*steṃ*/steṃ* stems and may have been influenced by Sanskrit, I would suggest that Ved. steven/*steṃ* and Gāthā steṃ/*steṃ*/steṃ*/steṃ* are in a fundamental sense the same form; morphophonemically a stem [steṃ-ent-], by accent differentiated secondarily in diaeresis to 'active' [steṃ-ent-] > Gāthā, steṃ/*steṃ*, and 'passive' [steṃ-ent-] > Ved. steṃ. That is to say that here the suffix -ent- has the same value as the -gy- of Latin 'active' pōctus 'having been drunk'. The basic sense of [steṃ-ent-] is simply 'connected with (religious) praising', whether at the divine goal of the process (hence the 'praised' god in Indic) or at its inception by mortals (hence the 'praising' poet in Iranic). Cf. the remarks of Burrow, Ekt. Lg. I.43-4.
The participial suffix -ant seems to have been only ancient Vedic form is thus exactly comparable in classification to the Hittite participle -ant-. Hittite -ant- occupies the same functional position as the suffix -to- (-to-; -e/o-to-) in most Indo-European languages; Hitt. kuman tér- equals Ved. ōmanti- in form but ḫatár-, Sk. (Ṛṣh.), korda in function. Just so is Ved. ṣvatá-, and indeed in one case probably replaced by it.

The same scheme is preserved elsewhere in Indic only in a few synchronically adjectival formations in -gār- (cf. Wackernagel-Debrunner II 2,160 ff. and Burrow, l.c.), whose suffixal function becomes especially clear by comparison outside Indic. Thus the functional identity *ṣaván- : śrta- is isocentric to that of mahánt- (Yr. mahant-); Lat. *māctus and magnum, the finite verb appearing especially in ḫir. du-formāg ‘increases’ (to-form-mag-). (It is uncertain whether the nom. sg. māntu is in any way connected with that of śavān.) One is tempted to confront in the same way brẖánt- (Yr. bhant-) and Lat. fortis, Clat. fortus (dial. fortus); but cf. Errnaut-Weillertī s.v. The finite verb is most clearly attested in the Hittite 3 sg. 1pv. mid. park-tarù, indic. parkiyat-[tari], with the alternation between athematic and -ie-/go- formant noted in ch. II §7. These two Hittite forms occur in successive parallel sentences in KUB XXXIII 68 II 1, 2, and must belong to the same lexical item.

Ved. pṛṣant- ‘speckled’ (probably with retracted accent,
like nä̈g̃at - 'bright') may be contrasted with Mitt. (reduplicated) pappëßant- 'sprinkled', participle of pappë-
see on these and related forms Ivanov, Obêê. mast. 144, with references.

Ved. járant- (= Gk. γέροντ-) is properly the participle
of járat (Kö jeieu), which is transitive, 'make old'; hence
the participle is basically passive in sense, 'made old'.

An example from another Indo-European language is Goth.
hulundil 'caue, sü̈nderon' < *k1-antl, which is not as commonly
taken 'die verbergende', but rather 'die verborgene'. For the
semantics compare Gk. κρυπτή 'crypt', feminine of κρυπτ-νός 'hidden'.

Particularly notable are Ved. śáhant- 'so much/many',
kriyant- 'how much/many', with their variants śávant-, kriyant-
'id,'}, for the same suffixes appear in Mitt. mávanant- 'how much/
many', with variant mávanant- 'id,'). Compare what was said
above of the possible influence of the -vent- paradigm (nom.
sg. -vän) on the form of nom. sg. stevän. The same suffix *-ent-
to a similar base is found in the Latin adverbs notiones, quotiones <
neuters *toti-at, *kent-at (the base in cot, gnot), as shown
by Thurneysen, All. 5.575 (1998).

Historically the suffix *-vant- is the successor of the
same *-ant-, formed by the suffixation (in Indo-European times)
of *-ant- to stems in final -y, with a new morpheme segmentation
-want replacing *-y-ant-; compare the genesis of suffixes Ved.
-iman-, Celt. -iánt-, or Lat. -ièsus discussed above, ch. III §9.
Hittite akywant- 'story' beside aky- 'stone' still attests the
ambiguity: akuv-ant- or ak-uwant- (cf. Friedrich, Math. Elm. 3 §48 b 2 Anm.). This ambiguity, with intermediary stage aku-want-, is responsible for the development (by dissimilation) of the variant *-ment- after stems in final -u.

The suffixes *-ent-, *-uent-, *-to-, *-no- are finally in their manifestations in the early historical languages semantically identical. All mark 'l'accomplissement de la notion dans l'objet', as Benveniste has defined the suffix *-to- in Noms d'agent 167. In the last analysis it is not the diathesis of the Hittite participle in -ant- and the isolated comparable forms elsewhere which requires explanation; it is rather the specialization of the participial *-ent- to the active voice in most of the Indo-European languages which should engage our attention,
§1. The term Italic will be used here in the traditional sense of the common language intermediary between Indo-European and both Latino-Faliscan and Osco-Umbrian, the sense for example in Meillet's *Esquisse d'une histoire de la langue latine*, ch. IV. Even though scholars have criticised this position, it remains a convenient starting point; and it has never been shown that Latino-Faliscan or Osco-Umbrian are more closely related to some other dialect than they are to each other. Indeed no feature or features of the system of personal endings in either dialect is inconsistent with the hypothesis of a unitary Common Italic.

For both Italic and Germanic we must assume the total elimination of the zero-endings in the paradigm -oro -e -e₉ by the adaptation of the -e -t of the athematic type. The resultant paradigm was in the singular

-₉

-ex[i]

-et[i]

which with the generalization of the particle -i yields the attested forms of Latin (uēhō uēhīs uēhit) and Germanic (Goth. wa-wixā

-wixis -wixit). Yet the development was probably independent in each, since the plural forms diverge in part. For Germanic this is the whole story, while in Italic we must reckon with
both subjunctives and thematic stems, as well.

The Italian plural shows a paradigm that resembles

-ones[i]
-etes[i]
-ont[i]

The 3 pl. form is attested in Olat. (Carman Salisie) brac ñe
'trewenti', and agrees exactly with the forms of the other Indo-
European languages. In the 1 and 2 pl., the endings have under-
gone a refashioning by the suffixation of -s[i] to the basic
*-e-mo, *-e-te (> Snc. -am, -i) in Italian times. This is clear
in the 2 pl. where the imperative preserves the older form
intact; Lat. ipf. iesete = Gr. ipf. and ind. λήτετε. It is
likewise clear in the 1 pl. where the mediopassive Lat. -emer
shows the older ending *-e-mo suffixed by -x; cf. 1 sg. mid.

-or < *-0 + r. The element -s[i] may be identified with the
-s of Dor. -yes and the -si of Ved. -nesi, as well as the OIr.
1 pl. active absolute -mi < *-nesi; it is uncertain whether
or not the -i was ever present, since *-si and *-e merge in Lat. *-s.

The Germanic present plural forms, Goth. -am, -an, -and
go back to the same *-e-mo, *-e-te, *-ont[i], with the general-
ization of primary -i in the 3 pl. as in 2 and 3 sg. The secondary
endings, partly renewed, were preserved only in the (optative-
subjunctive) modal function; Goth. pres. 3 sg. cimai < *-ni-t,
pret. 3 sg. nemaf < *-f-t. Southern Germanic 2 sg. pret. ind.
§2. Italic also shows the paradigm without the particle -i, in the old subjunctive/future erē erēs erit, cf. especially Olat. esed. The secondary endings occurred also in the (athemeric) subjunctives in -ē and -ē̂, as shown by the Oscan forms kōhār, kahad 'capias, capiat' pūtād, pūtāna 'possit, possint' < *-ā-ē, *-ā-ē̂, *-ā-ē̂nt, fierins < *-ē-ē̂nt. On the evidence of Olat. aducāpit(e) = aducābitis, which as Norden showed (Altröm. Priestertb. 161) contains the old "injunctive" secondary ending 2 pl. -ē̂, it may also be suggested that the Latin b-future was originally inflected with the same secondary endings as in erē. Thus -ē̂ *-ēs *-ēt < *-bhu-ē *-bhu-ēs *-bhu-ēt. The 1 sg. may be directly equated with the Av. 1 sg. subj. bhu = /bhu/; RV subj. bhuvā(-nē); 2 and 3 sg. are formally identical with RV inj./subj. bhuvā, bhuvāt.

§3. Old Latin shows numerous examples of a 3 sg. perfectum in -e, beginning with the earliest texts: fēce, Praen. whe, whake. The same desinence is well attested in the same function in Faliscan fīfīkēd 'sīxkit' (Ve. 257), por-deō 'obtulit' (Ve. 241). Oscan prāfītīd 'probuit' kūntētēd 'convenit', dedēd
... since the Italian perfectum represents a remnant of older perfects and older aorists, and since the older perfect ending *-e appears in Latin as *-et, -et (Vendryes, Châtel ètudes 156-8), there is every reason to assume with the majority of scholars that this ending reflects the classical Indo-European secondary thematic 3 sg. *-st. It is the ending of the old aorist.

In Latin we must suppose that this 3 sg. *-et coexisted in the paradigm with the 1 sg. *-et > -i, 2 sg. *-istet > -isti; while no 1 or 2 sg. perfect forms are attested in the earliest epigraphic texts (both 1 sg. pesistet and 2 sg. gesistet, attested in the epitaphs of the later Scipios (Ernout, Reg, 18 and 14, q.v.), are archaising, and stand for -i, -isti of the contemporary spoken language), they appear from the very beginnings of the literary language, in Livius Andronicus. We know that in the closely related Faliscan, the paradigm of the perfect in the very archaic Ceras vase-inscription (Ve, 241) included 1 sg. *-et (neparat, first), 3 sg. *-ed (porded), 3 pl. *-ed (flifliodd, cf. Lejeune, Corella Ling, 144-53), thus clearly showing both perfect and aorist endings together.

In Oscan, however, beside the 3 sg. *-ed the 1 sg. perfectum was -van: manaf-van - va-manaff-ed. The 3 pl. was -van: dedens. Umbrian attests 2 sg. perf. *-es in ku-kenes 'nactus es'. The other persons are unknown; Umbrian agrees in the third persons. From the 1 sg., differing as it does from Latin and Faliscan,
it appears thus clear that Proto-Italic which adopted the aorist endings, as opposed to Latin which ultimately generalized those of the perfect; cf. the similar divergence between the two in the o-stem nom. pl. of noun and pronoun, Latin generalizing pronominal *-oi > -i, but Oscan-Umbrian nominal *-ós > O. -ús, U. -ur. Whether Lat. 1 sg. sum and O. sım (but also sım), are likewise to be referred to a secondary *-om, remains uncertain; it is still a possibility, despite Szemerényi, Syncope 191-5.

§4. In any case the Oscan thematic secondary 1 sg., 3 sg., and 3 pl., the Faliscan 3 sg. and 3 pl., and the Latin 3 sg., ample justify the reconstruction of a complete secondary thematic paradigm for common Italic; its locus may be assumed to have been the Italic aorist, before the functional merger of the latter with the perfect. We are thus led to recognize for Italic at least a small nucleus of forms exhibiting the same paradigmatic structure as we were led to postulate in the preceding chapter for Indo-Iranian §1, with distinct 1 sg. forms but identity in the 2 and 3 sg.;

\[-ö\]  \[-om\]

\[-ós\]

\[-úr\]

In one verb we may point to traces at least of both paradigms,
subjunctive/future -ēt and optative indicative ('injunctive')
-ēt, as pointed out above. The Latin futures in -ēt reflect *-bhūt, as pointed out above. The Oscan 3 sg. perf. subj.
fluid (Ve. 2.28, 29) presupposes a 3 sg. perf. indic. *fused, cf. Osc. ind. āmā:finance (Ve. 190) or Pron. vhe:whaked beside Osc. subj. āfakid (Ve. 2.10). For the notation of final -d by -t in the Greek alphabet cf. ὑδή (Ve. 191) = deded (Ve. 11). This Oscan *fused may be equated with Chat. fu:et (Ernout, Rec. 13 [Scip. log.]), save that the latter has renewed the final -d by -t. We have a reflex of *bhūet, which enters into an indicative paradigm comparable with the Vedic injunctives bhuvam bhuvās bhuvat, just as the future in -bō is comparable with the Vedic subjunctives bhuvā (Av. bva) bhuvās bhuvat. The phonological variation between *bhūet as a free form and *-bhūet as an auxiliary in composition (*amā-bhūet) is comparable to that between (g)nōtus and co-gnitus < -gnātus, or that between Ved. 1 sg. bhuvam and nom. -acc. sg. ś-bhuvam 'monster', lit. 'non-being'. Cf. Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 172. It is still possible that the creation of the thematic stem *bhūge/o- is independent in Italic and Indo-Iranian: RV 1 sg. (a)bhuvam is only attested from Br. X, though it is not found in AV.

We have avoided terming this formation an Italic thematic aorist, for the reason that there is no evidence to justify such an appellation, in the same sense that we may speak of a Greek or Indic thematic aorist opposed to an athematic one. In Them. Aor. 106 ff., Cardona has suggested very plausibly that a number
of non-signatic and non-reduplicated perfects in Latin and Osco-Umbrian represent secondary thematicizations (in Italic times) of Indo-European athetic root aorists. He compares O. kūmbened, Lat. pf. uertit and U. fut. pf. couortus, OLat. fuet with Ved. āgan → āgamar, āvart → paryāvrtras (AV), ābhūt → abhuvat, and suggests a similar derivation for līquito, uioi, ēfūi, ērūi.

In principle this explanation is doubtless correct, though one can debate about individual cases. Where we have evidence for an athetic aorist in early languages, there is a general tendency toward thematicization in the history of the later languages, as shown already by Meillet in the study cited in ch. IV §6. Yet as we have noted earlier, this dialectal process of mechanical thematicization presupposes the existence in the dialect of a thematic model, If we can plausibly suggest a tendency to replace root + -m -e -t by root + -om -es -et, then we must assume the prior existence of -om -es -et in the language, however limited its extension.

For this reason I would suggest that the creation of a thematic stem (with the endings -om -es -et) in some of these cases belongs already to the Indo-European period. The two clearest cases are precisely the roots *weman- (Osc. kūmbened) and *bhu- (Osc. ēfūi, OLat. fuet).

§5. Indo-Iranian attests for both of these an ancient thematic 'éventuel'. The stem *wēme/o- was clearly incorporated
into the verb both as an injunctive (whence the imperative Ved. gamantu) and as a subjunctive (Av. jinat); Ved. gamat, gámanti allow either interpretation, cf. ch. IV §9. The great antiquity of this formation is shown by the phonological form of Ved. jamad in composition, cf. ch. VI §10.

The injunctive and subjunctive stem bhuv- of Indo-Iranian has been noted above. Even though the RV 1 sg. inj. bhuvam is attested only in book X (5x), it is significantly not found in the AV (among 10x of bhuvas, bhuvat), and the root athematic aorist 1 sg. bhūvam which was theoretically replaced by thematic bhuvam is not found at all in RV or AV. Augmented 1 sg. abhuvam occurring twice in book X is built on the thematic injunctive bhuvam, and not a phonetic reflex of *e-bhu-, as it is sometimes explained. Aorist and injunctive 3 pl. (a)bhuvan, and perfect babhuva, both well attested in the older books of the RV, show that the fixation of the root form bhūv before vocalic ending antedates the attestation of abhuvam.

The Italic forms *wēnet (replacing *wēnet, though at what period and precisely why is uncertain) and *bhu(y)eit thus may well continue thematic forms of predialectal antiquity, though a certain amount of reshaping may have taken place.

The root *bhū- shows clear evidence of an atri form (*bhu-) in Italic; cf. Lat. fúturus, fore < *bhu-se, forer = Osc. fusid < *bhu-sêt, and the remarks of Cowgill, Lg. 39,169 (1963). Similarly in Celtic: OIr. both 'being', W. bod < *bhutā. On the other hand both Plautus and Ennius attest the scansion
Meillet-Vendryes, Traités 121 assume doubles fu- (with short vowel in hiatus) and fū- (with long vowel followed by consonantal ū). The latter is probably the best explanation of epigraphic fūnēt (Ernout, Rec. 144), since the inscription does not otherwise note long vowels doubled, but does mark geminated consonants. The assumption of doubles fu- and fū- would accord well with the English practice, where we find the scansion fu- (≠ fū-) regularly in the Annales, but usually fu- in the plays: monosyllabic fuit Scænæ 410 Wahlen, also fūt 177. Disyllabic fūisse is a conjecture in 148 (not recorded by Wahlen), but the verse is corrupt.

The suppletive relation of the roots *es- and *hu- is a creation posterior to the common Italic period; the implementation of the two roots differs among Oscan and Umbrian and Latin, and indeed between the archaic and classical periods of the last, Cf. both es-se and fo-re < fū-se in Latin; impf. erant but Ocs. fūcans; impf. ( < opt.) erat beside fust; impf. subj. esset beside Osc. fusid; ipv. estū and Osc. estud beside Umb. futū; fut. ērit beside Ocsco-Umb. fust. The Italic root fu- is thus clearly attested in the infectum, from which it was excluded in classical Latin. The conditions for the development of a suppletive verb were doubtless that *es- was confined to the present system.

The root bhū- in Indo-European must have formed also both
a root aorist and a perfect. For the aorist of a raid, slabt, Gk. ἑρόω, and CCS by, byst; for the perfect most clearly Av.
būvā = /bubāva/, pl. bābvar, and OIr. sg. boī < *bhoine,
archaic 3 sg. rel. boī < *bhoine-jo, beside which Ved. babhūva
with its rigid vocalism is an innovation. On the Indo-Iranian
forms see Benveniste, Symb. Kuryłowicz 25-33. The Old Irish
form boī belongs to the copula, not the substantive verb as in
Thurneysen, OnGr. §789, since it occurs in the syntagmas with
the genitive case expressing belonging: fīr boī Chuin chéirghaig
'Iand which belonged to Conn of the hundred treaties' (see Binchy's,
commentary to his edition of the text, Frío 16.46 [1952]). In
this construction only the copula is used: is ēf 'est eius',
as contrasted with the syntagmas of substantive verb + dative
expressing possession: tāithī 'est ei (Clt, escit ei)'.
See the "Remarks on the genitive" in the Festschrift for Roman
Jakobson.

Monosyllabic roots in final long vowel show regularly
in Latin a u- perfectum, which suggests that the perfectum goes
back to an early Italic or Indo-European perfect (ch. LXI §8):
cf. plē-u-i : Ved. pṣprāu; (g)nō-u-i : Ved. jañē, CEng. cnēow
cnēow; flā-u-i : CEng. blāwan blāow; sē-u-i : CEng. sēwan sēow,
O Sax. cōarseu.

If there is evidence both in Italic and from other languages
for the assumption of an Italic aorist *bhoget < Clat. fuet,
fruit, it is likewise possible that there was formed in Latin or
an early dialect of Common Italic a perfect *bhu-u-al, with the
same suffixation of *-u- to perfect stems was only utilized as in
the cases just noted. The long-vowel stem *pēu- before the suffix
-u- represents the old athematic aorist of Ved. ābhūt, etc., just
as we may confront plēs(ū) : aor. plāṇṭa, plōs(ū) : aor. plūm.
The Italic perfect stem *fū-y- is built on the old long-vowel
aorist stem *fū- (otherwise lost in Italic); just as Ved. perf.
ba-bhū(y)- was independently built on the aor. bhū-. In this
fashion we could account for the variants fū and fū = fūj observed in the initial stages of the literary language, a varia-
tion later eliminated by the generalization of the former.

§6. To what extent other Italic radical perfects may
either reflect antedialectal thematic formations, or athematic
forms thematicized in Italic times, is uncertain. The case of
vertī, U. couortus is ambiguous because of the vocalism in Latin,
since IE *vert-, *vert- and *urt- all merge at one period or another
in the history of the language; vertī could thus also go back
to a perfect with loss of the reduplication (if it was originally
present). The vocalism of Umbrian couortus contrasts with present
couertus 'convertito'; it probably reflects the zero-grade *urt-
expected in the reflex of the perfect of Test- roots, as in Umbrian
fut. perf. dicust 'dixerit' < *de-dik-; Oscan shows in this
verb the lose of the reduplication: fut. perf. dicust, contrasting
with the full grade of the present stem (inf. deikum, subj. deicun). Lat. vertī (uortistī Plaut.; Merc. 433) could similarly go back
have been generalized from the form in composition with a present, where the reduplication is regularly lost (indeed doubtless was never present, cf. the same feature in Celtic), whereas *lek-, *lik-, *lik- appear from the beginning of the literary period. For this reason they are unlikely to replace reduplicated perfects. Cardona's suggestion of a thematicized root aorist *lek- > *lik- has much to recommend it, cf. perhaps WV 2 sg. aor. mid. rikthas but especially the aor. pass. reci. WV rikthas as an athematic middle with zero-grade is actually more likely to go back ultimately to a 3 sg. form *lik-e/o, via the split in segmentation described in ch. VIII §11. With the segmentation *lik-o (whence 3 sg. *lik-to) we have 1 sg. *lik-o, 2 sg. *lik-two > rikthas = rikthe + as. With the segmentation *lik-e-o and the suffixation of 3 sg. -t described in ch. VII, we have *lik-e as in Gk. ελθε, Arm. elik'. The first (athem. mid.) case illustrates our paradigm IIo (ch. VIII §13, the second (them. inj. > aor.) illustrates a special development of paradigm I (ch. VIII §5 and ch. VII §4).

Similarly *beug- > fug-, cf. perhaps Gk. ἐφυγούν. For fudi, we would have to assume an original thematic (present) stem *beu-de/o-, cf. Goth. giutan, since there is no athematic suffix -d-. For lack of cognates in appropriate morphological categories, rupf remains uncertain.
In the case of *vakā (vākā) and the distribution *wādī 'fights' shows a pretetite *vāk from *wādī 'fight'. One is tempted to derive the Latin perfectum *vādī from the same preform, with regular loss of -ā- between like vowels and contraction. It would then reflect an old perfect, rather than a root or thematized aorist.

Yet there are other Latin radical perfects which may be explained as thematized aorists, or even as inherited thematic forms.

§7. Lat. *vādī is customarily equated with OCS vědě as *vōid-ai, and allowing for the ending, further with Gk. Poisō, Skt. vēda, and Goth. waiht; an old unreduplicated perfect. Cf. Sommer, Hdb. 551, Meillet-Vendryes, Traiti 118, Pokorny, IEW 1125. Phonologically it is quite possible, cf. nōcōs : Poisōs, Brugmann, KVG 546, considered it questionable (though for the wrong reasons); but in particular Ernout-Meillet 734 state that 'le sens ne permet pas de rapprocher *vādi de gr. Poisōo.' They are doubtless correct. For if Latin had inherited as important a perfecto-present as *vōida(1) 'I know' from Indo-European, it would surely have preserved it as such, just as in Slavic or Celtic, the more so since the category of perfecto-present existed in the language (coepī, odi). The perfecto-present *vōida(1) does not exist in Latin because it was replaced by the perfecto-present (g)nōvī. That a form semantically a present meaning
'know' since common Indo-European times thereupon went back in Latin to the semantic status of a perfect meaning 'saw' is unlikely in the extreme; indeed it is doubtful that IE *ueid- ever meant simply 'I have seen (and therefore know)'.

A full-grade athematic aorist stem *ueid- is attested in the RV aor. pass. védi in 4.16.4 sūr védi védi sūdrásikam arkash 'als das schön zu schauende Himmelslicht durch ihre Zaubergesänge gefunden war' (Geldner). The juxtaposition with sūdrásikam shows how close the verb védi is to the notion of seeing; it could be translated as well 'appeared', and the collocation védi sūdrásikam is semantically a virtual figura etymologica.

Balto-Slavic as well attests an old athematic *ueid- 'see' in O Lith. veizōmi, OCS ipv. vík̆, pple. vidōms; cf. Meillet-Vaillant Sl. comm. 206; Stang, Verbum 22, 99; Vgl. Cr. 310,314. The OCS forms as well as the semantics argue against the direct equation of vík̆d̆ pavi̯d̆ti 'see' with Lith. pavūd̆ti pavūd̆ti 'envy someone something' on the basis of a Balto-Slavic lengthened zero-grade *uíde-, as suggested by Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 292. His explanation is valid only for the Lithuanian form.

On this evidence we may postulate the conservation of the same athematic stem *ueid- as the Italic aorist of the verb 'to see', preserved in lat. uīdī, cf. liquī beside RV aor. pass. recī above. For the formation of the Indo-Iranian aorist 'passive' and its antiquity as an Indo-European type see Celt. Vb. 103 and ch. III §6 above.
§8. In ch. VI §10 above we noted the thematic long vowel formation *sêde preserved in RV sêdasyai-, COS 1 sg. acc. sêdo, and Lith. sêdi 'site'. If following Stamm we interpret the Balto-Slavic long-vowel forms as built on this root, it should be noted that Kuryłowicz's explanation of the genesis of the Balto-Slavic lengthened grade of this verb in Aprohn. 305-é cannot be correct; nor will his explanation of the Indo-Iranian type mārṣi, tāṣi = Av. tāṣi (Aprohn. 155) account for Indic ədāš. In each case Kuryłowicz assumes that the absence of the thematic vowel triggers the replacement of radical e by ṣ. But if the thematic vowel is ancient, as in sêdā and sêdo, the conditioning factor for the dialectal lengthening is absent. There are thus independent grounds in two traditions for the assumption of a lengthened grade formation *sêde-, however we may wish to account for its genesis in Indo-European proper. Cf. also OTr. əd 'peace' and 'fairy mound' < *sədəš (s-stem) beside Gk. ἕδος.

In recent years the Latin perfectum ēdī has been usually derived from a reduplicated perfect *se-əd-; cf. Benveniste, Arch. Ling. 1.16-19 (1949), and Kuryłowicz, BPT 10.46 (1950). From the comparative point of view this is possible, cf. the Avestan perfect optative hāzuyāt (but AV saazdyət, with irregular full grade root). Yet the one other clearly reduplicated TeR-root in Latin has ə-grade, not zero-grade: ēdī < *de-dɔk- (di- in the reduplication is after present disch). Where we have attested the reduplication of a TeR-root in Latin, it has the form Te-20k-, not Te-20k-: cf. memini, tetini, recūli. A reduplicated *se-əd- is thus an abnormality
in Latin; only in the estēt- roots (and monosyllabic ēt-) do we have evidence for the zero-grade, reduplication étēt- cf. soicīdēt, U, dersigmast < *se-dīk-.

It is thus at least possible that Latin ēdēt goes back rather to a thematic aorist stem *sēadē- comparable exactly with CCS sēdē, and attested as well in ēdē, sādē. The formation is a wholly isolated one, in those languages which show it, including Latin; we may retain the general explanation of the Latin long-vowel perfectum as an innovation, as proposed by Meneniste and Kuryskowicz. It remains the coincidence of ēmē, ēdē, from reduplicated ē-ad, ē-em- and the isolated sādē from *sēadē- which is responsible for the creation of an apparent derivational process of lengthening ēmē- > ēn-, sēdē- > sādē-, whence ēmē- > lēgē- (lēgē), rēgē- > rēgē- (lēgē) in 310. (cf. Fest.), uēnē- > sānē- (uēnē replacing *uēnē-, cf. U. kūmēnē). Cf. Celtic Ub. 32-5.

§9. The final Latin perfectum form which is to be explained as a thematized aorist is fēdēt. Olat. fēced. The form has been from the beginning compared with the Greek aorist ἕθηκα, with the -k- confined to the singular (1 pl. ἕθηκα). The form is attested in Oscan (Capua), in the doubtless analogically reduplicated form 2 sg. fut. pf. fēlikus (Ve. 6) < fē[i]-fēk-, as shown by Lejeune, Com. Ling. 148 ff. Whatever its origin, the -k- is the Italic form *fēk-ad serves as hiatus-breaker, preserving the identity of root fē- and thematic endings -et etc. As such the thematic forms differ only by the
presence of -k- from the short vowel aorist subjunctive of the same root in Homer (outside the 1 sg.). Cf. ὑεῖσμου A 143 etc. = *θνομουν

(Chantraine, Gr. hcm. 1.71, 455) < *ἀνέ-ωμε/ο- beside ἠρείμυς < ἄρ(κ)-όμε/ο-. The 1 sg. ἐκλω (π οι etc.) = *θνω contrasts with the presumed Oscan 1 sg. perfectum in -um, but the two would represent ultimately differentiations of a single paradigm. On the root *ἀκ- with and without -k- compare what was said above in ch. III §§10-11 of Lat. fecerunt, fecerēō.

It is noteworthy that this root alone in Italic shows dialectally both the old aorist, in Lat. fēed, C. fīfīkus, and the old perfect, in Lat. con-didit, O. fēed. The full grade ἄθν- without -k- is conceivably attested in the Umbrian 3 sg. subj. fēa, which curiously recalls the Lith 3 sg. pret. gēis, though a direct connection seems unlikely; the Umbrian form is usually taken as an obscure replacement for *fēga.

§10. With the generalization of the particle -k in the present, we are led to postulate for the earliest Italic, in the indicative, the following paradigms associated with aspecto-temporal functions,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pres.</th>
<th>aor.</th>
<th>perfect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ē</td>
<td>-om</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-esi</td>
<td>-es</td>
<td>-tai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-eti</td>
<td>-et (&gt; -et)</td>
<td>-ei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| pl.  | omos(i) | om(-?) | mo(-?) |
Aorist and perfect 1 and 2 pl. are uncertain, but plausible in the light of imperative and deponent, as noted above. The 3 pl. secondary -ont is assured by Fal. fīfigō(ud) 'fīngerunt' and Osco-Umbrian -ne (Osc. fūfens 'fuerunt', PaeL coisatens 'curauerunt', with the vocalism *-ent of the athematic type, cf. Osc. sent 'sunt'.

§11. It is noteworthy that Plautus uses the 3 pl. perfect ending -ere most frequently before a vowel, with elision: e.g., fecere insidias Bacch. 1206; operta quae fuerunt aperta sunt Capt. 524; edere alienum cibum Pers. 58; cepere urbem Pers. 506. Cf. Havet, RPh 31,230 (1907), who first called attention to the fact, as well as Ernout, Morph.3 216, and compare the Plautine usage of ac before consonant, atque before vowel. This may suggest that the earlier 3 pl. perf. ending was simply *-ēr, which would agree exactly with Hitt. 3 pl. pret. -er, -ir; compare Hitt. ektu 'they ate', eppir 'they took' with the Latin forms just quoted. But even if this is so the final -e of -ere remains enigmatic. Cf. ch. XIV §13 below, on the West Tocharian 3 pl. preterite endings -re and -r.

§12. In ch. III §10 above it was tentatively suggested that there also existed in Italic at least a small nucleus of forms charac-
terized by a root final element -is, of which *fēkis(-), paralleling Hitt. 3 sg. pret. dēiš, would be the prime example. The sigmatic character of the formation, and the position of its Hittite cognate (3 sg. pret.) would suggest that it was associated with the aorist function; an originally radical form with zero-ending functioning as the fundamental 3 sg., which served as the point of departure of a sweeping set of innovations in the Latin verb, both in inflexion and derivation, in conjunction with the functional merger of old aorist and old perfect, and their conflation in the new emergent perfectum.

The elimination of the earlier opposition aorist : perfect must be Common Italic, since no Italic dialect shows a functional contrast between the two, and all attest the succeeding bipartite organization of the verb into the opposition infectum : perfectum. On the other hand the divergence in desinences of the perfectum among Latin, Faliscan, and Osco-Umbrian, as well as the even greater divergence in stem-formation of the perfectum in the same languages, shows that the formal expression of the new perfectum had not yet been codified before the separation of the dialects. This is equivalent to saying that the merger of aorist and perfect is among the latest developments of the Common Italic period, and one quite possibly completed only after the separation of the dialects. Given the universally recognized close relation between Italic and Celtic, it is entirely to be expected that in Celtic as well, the merger of aorist and perfect into a new preterite was quite late, since both sets of endings are still preserved (in the singular) in Old Irish in their original distribution: 3 sg. *-s-t(ī) in s-preterite (< aorist),
3 sg. *-e in the reduplicated preterite (< perfect). The contrast with Germanic, where the same merger led to the complete elimination of all forms of the aorist already in Common Germanic times (cf. Polomé, Proc. IX Int. Cong. Ling. 870-880) is noteworthy, and significant for the dialectology of Western Indo-European.

The radical stem of the type *fēkis, probably functioning as a 3 sg. aorist in competition with *fēk-ēt (> feced already in Common Italic), and perhaps as 2 sg. aor. as well, was extended in the latter function by the suffixation of the 2 sg. perfect ending -tai, thus creating a 2 sg. desinence with overt in place of zero-ending, and one of "strong" (i.e. highly characterized) phonetic shape. The 2 pl. followed suit, whence the enlarged ending *-is-te-, Lat. -istis. And the 3 pl. suffixed the productive aorist ending onto the zero-person 3 sg. in -is, whence *-is-ōnt: Lat. -érunt, cf. archaic and dialectal dedro't 'dederunt' with the short e syncopated (Pisaurum: Ernout, Rec. 75, 76).

§13. At the time immediately prior to the functional syncretism into the perfectum there were thus in the dialect ancestral to Latin three paradigms involved:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>-om</th>
<th>-ai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-es</td>
<td>-istai</td>
<td>-tai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-et &gt;)</td>
<td>-ed</td>
<td>-is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While we cannot know the exact order of the changes, the results of the functional merger of these forms are clear in Latin. In the 1 sg. -om was eliminated in favor of -ai, a development shared with Faliscan; in the 2 sg. -istai was generalized at the expense of the less highly characterized -es and -tai; in the 3 sg. -is was eliminated but -ed and -ei coexisted as optional variants, the latter further affected at some point with the final -t to reinforce its 3 sg. function.

Hence the proximate forms of the Old Latin perfectum,

\[-\text{ai}\]
\[-\text{istai}\]
\[-\text{ed}\]
\[-\text{eit}\]

whence -ai, -istai, -it > -it, with the ultimate elimination (in historical Latin times) of 3 sg. -ed. The earlier choice between -ed and -eit may have been a matter of regional or more likely social dialect, manifested in the particular style of discourse; but our documentation is too slender to permit a certain conclusion.

Osco-Umbrian, on the other hand, generalized the aorist endings and completely eliminated those of the perfect; and it shows no trace of the morph -is-. Thus sg. -um -es -ed in Osc. manafum, Umb. ku-kehes (kah- : kēh-, cf. Lat. capiō : cēpī), aa-manaffed. Faliscan
shows 1 sg. -at and 3 sg. -ed.

In the plural, the 1 pl. ending with initial vowel prevailed, which is predictable in view of the vocalic initial of the other persons; likewise predictably the most highly characterized 2 pl. form -iste(s) was generalized. The final -s of these endings represents that of the same persons in the present; at precisely what point this took place is uncertain, but of no particular importance. In the 3 pl., -isont prevailed over -ont, a classical instance of Kuryłowicz's first law of analogy; but just as in the 3 sg., the form coexisted in the 3 pl. perf. function with the variant -ere from the old perfect, indeed virtually throughout Latinity. The phonological reflex of -isont was Lat. -erunt; more precisely, with the generalization at an unspecified time of the final -nt proper to the primary (present) ending from *-nti. The coexistence of -erunt and -ere led to the creation of a sort of compromise form -erunt, which became the norm in the literary language, and is already in Plautus more frequent than -erunt; it is a mark of the artificial character of literary Latin that the Romance languages reflect only -erunt (OFr. distrent < dixerunt). For details of the forms of the paradigm as attested in Latin see Meillet-Vendryes, Traité 348-351, with references.

§14. The old 3 sg. form -is, while displaced from its earlier indicative function, did not for that disappear entirely; for it was utilized to form the stem of the perfectum in all the tenses and moods outside the perfect indicative in Latin: the future perfect -is-e/o-
(fecērō), pluperfect *is-ā- (fēceram), perf. subjunctive *is-ī- (fēcerim),
plupf. subjunctive *is-sē- (fēcissem), and infinitive *is-se (fēcisse).
Indeed synchronically the stem of the perfectum is not fēc-, but
fēcis-, which underlies every form of the paradigm except fēci,
fēcit, fēcimus, and fēcēre. The perfectum stem in *is- was treated
exactly like an athematic stem, which testifies to the productivity
of the athematic type in prehistoric Latin; we need only juxtapose
the perfectum in *is- and the infectum of esse:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Ind. fut.</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Sub. pres.</th>
<th>Inf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*is-e/o-</td>
<td>(-erō)</td>
<td>*is-ā-</td>
<td>*is-ī-</td>
<td>*is-se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*es-e/o-</td>
<td>(erō)</td>
<td>(eram)</td>
<td>*es-ā-</td>
<td>(es-se)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*es-e/i-</td>
<td>(erim)</td>
<td>(issem)</td>
<td>(es-imus)</td>
<td>(essem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subj. pres.</td>
<td>*is-ī-</td>
<td>*is-sē-</td>
<td>*is-ī-</td>
<td>*is-se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>(-erō)</td>
<td>(eram)</td>
<td>(erim)</td>
<td>(es-se)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subjunctive stem *is-ī- is an archaism; the productive athematic
subjunctive (historically optative) suffix was the non-apophonic *ī-,
with full-grade root: *uel-ī- (uelim), *ed-ī- (edim), like *is-ī-.

§15. We have seen in the preceding chapter, §2, that the
Indo-Iranian "semi-thematic" subjunctive paradigm may be equated
with the Latin present indicative of the originally athematic roots
dhē-, dō-, stā-, on the basis of the equations Lat. dō, -dō : Gāth.
dā(-mē), Lat. stō : Av. xārē. This semi-thematic inflexion is in essence simply the initial stage of the process of thematization, and it is not accidental that it appears in Indo-Iranian in the subjunctive, the original domain of the archaic thematic évèntuel, cf. ch. IV §9 above.

The pattern *stō *stā-si *stā-ti repeats itself in other historically athematic verbs in final long vowel : nō nār nar (root *sād-), fīlī flēa flat (root *bhā-), and the deponent for fāris fātur (root *bā-). It is apparent that we have thus an extremely important channel for the formation of the characteristic present paradigm of the Latin first conjugation. The model -ō -ā of these primary verbs in -ā was extended to the derived verbs in stem -ā-, of which at least one type, that of the factitive in -ā- : Hitt. -ēh-, was clearly historically athematic. The same pattern was ultimately imposed on the denominatives and deverbatives in original -ā-ie/ō-, whence the athematic aspect of their inflexion in the present.

The same development took place in Osco-Umbrian, on the evidence of Umb. 1 sg. suboco 'subuoco', Osc. 3 sg. faamet. Umbrian stahatu 'sto' on the other hand shows an analogical suffixation of 1 sg. -ō to the stem stā-, parallel to Osc. 3 sg. stāf, 3 pl. stāfnt, stafet. Both are new creations, not archaisms; Umb. stahatu is thus similar to OIr. 1 sg. *tāu 'I am'. The older monosyllabic form is still preserved in enclisis, Osc. 3 pl. pōstī < *gřū 'qui stant', and in composition, Osc. eestīnt 'exstant'.
§16. It is not only in the Irish language that we may observe the spread of this semi-thematic paradigm, as is found in an important component of the third conjugation as well, the verbs in *-nā-, type līnō (3xt. type pomātī), on which see Evidence for laryngeal 184-5. Latin dō dās dat, -dō -dis -dit reflects ḍ(ḥ)₂-rā ḍ(ḥ)₂-sē ḍ(ḥ)₂-tī. We have exactly the same paradigm in the type līnō, which has like Celtic generalized the zero-grade of the suffix -neg- (-nē-) : -nē-. The earliest paradigm was fully athemeic,

- nē-mi > - na-mi
- nē-si > - na-si
- nē-ti > - na-ti
- nē-mos > - na-mos
- nē-tes > - na-tes
- n(3)-onti

with the 1 sg. attested by OĚrit. benēf, OIr. benēm < *bi-na-mi, 3 sg. *ben < *bi-na-t, etc. With the adoption of the "semi-thematic" inflection, i.e. the spread of 1 sg. -ō, we obtain the immediate predecessor of the Latin paradigm, with internal *-a- > -i- :
The "semi-thematic" inflexion thus appears as an archaic stage in the continuous process of the replacement of athematic by thematic forms. Its point of departure, to judge from Indo-Iranian and Italic, was the monosyllabic roots in final long vowel. In Italic, however, it extended further; not only to the na-verbs, but to other athematic roots in final consonant as well: uolo and its compounds nolo, Olat. mulo; edo; oö. Original athematic inflexion for all these is attested by the 1 sg. forms Lith. paveln, Ved. edmi, emi. Yet all show in Latin a 1 sg. in -ō: *uol-ō, *edo-ō, *oö-ō. We may regard these forms as going back to the thematic vowel subjunctive, as suggested in ch. IV §4 above for oö; Gk. ἐδοκοῦσθαι as future agrees with such a view as well. But it is also possible that they represent simply the "semi-thematic" stage in the process of thematicization, with commutability between 3 sg. -t(ā) and 1 sg. -ō.

§17. In the same way we could account for Lat. fierō fīrēt. Szemerényi has discussed the root *bher- at length in Syncope 189-193, and has shown convincingly that the root-present was conjugated thematically from the outset: it is the type Ved. bhārati, ḍārī, berīth, and mutatis mutandis Gk. φέρει which is ancient. For this reason he regards fere fīrēt etc. as syncopated from *feris *ferit (or *feris *fīrēt). But this requires the further assumption that
the other obviously athematic forms like *fertis, *ferre, are somehow analogical (to what?); a view rendered particularly difficult by the existence of the athematically formed imperfect subjunctive also in Oscan: [f]errins 'ferrent'. On the other hand an athematic reduplicated present did exist, which we have in Ved. bhárti, from which Szemerényi derives RV bhárti (2x) by de-reduplication. Rather than assume a problematic syncope in Lat. fert, it seems much simpler to derive the clearly athematic Italic forms from a de-reduplicated *bhi-ther- just as in Indic.

The Italic mediopassive, with its characteristic forms in -er, cannot be separated from the similar forms of the same category in cognate languages, particularly Celtic, Anatolian, and Tocharian. For this reason their detailed examination will be deferred to a later chapter treating the 'er-mediopassive' as a whole.
XII. Celtic

§1. A historical explanation of the system of personal endings in the Celtic verb is more difficult than in the case of the languages examined previously, due to the total or partial loss of the majority of old final syllables in insular Celtic. But the compensatory phonological developments of vowel-umlaut and consonant palatalization (in Goidelic), as well as the complex character of the conditioning of the loss of final syllables, permit a fairly specific determination of the shape of the lost phonological elements, more so than in the comparable situation of Germanic or Armenian. Yet uncertainties remain.

The system of personal endings in historical insular Celtic is dominated by the opposition absolute/conjunct; the verb takes conjunct endings when compounded with a preverb (including the negation) and when preceded by certain 'particles'; otherwise it takes the absolute endings (cf. Thurneysen, *OIr. §542*). Historically it has been shown that this distribution is quite late, and that the earlier situation was one where the verb had conjunct flexion in the basic sentence-final position (whether or not compounded with a preverb), and absolute flexion in the stylistically marked initial position (where forms compounded with a preverb were excluded); see
Watkins, *Celtica* 6.1-49 (1963), *Celtic Verb*, passim, and Macalister, *Verbalflexion*, passim. The situation was originally that the conjunct was the basic finite inflexional form, and the absolute a marked variant thereof; a situation still reflected in archaic Old Irish texts.

It is clear that in the fundamental third persons (sg. and pl.) the Old Irish and vestigial early Welsh absolute and conjunct endings go back in principle to the Indo-European primary and secondary endings respectively; cf. the works cited above, in particular Macalister's detailed survey of the literature before 1963, to which one may add Kuryłowicz, *Infl. Cat.* 131-4.

§2. The basic conjunct athematic endings therefore correspond precisely to the archaic Indo-Iranian athematic injunctive, that is, to the oldest form of the present indicative, with secondary endings -m -s -t; cf. ch. II §24, ch. V §21 above. Examples will be given in the ensuing discussion.

The thematic conjunct paradigm (Thurneysen's class B I) is as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{biur} & \text{beram} & \text{(arch. 'melon)} \\
\text{bir} & \text{berith} & \\
\text{beir} & \text{berat} & \text{(arch. tu-thegot)}.
\end{array}
\]
As noted in *Celtica* 6.43, as well as by Kuryłowicz, *Infl. Cat.* 132, the old paradigm corresponding to the Indo-Iranian injunctive is likewise found in the 'absolute' flexion (in sentence-initial position) in the imperative outside 2 and 3 sg., and the 'responsive' used in answering direct questions:

\[ \text{beir} \quad \text{beren} \]
\[ \text{[beir]} \quad \text{berith} \]
\[ \text{[bered]} \text{ (arch. ceingteth)} \quad \text{berat}. \]

Compare the numerous instances of the imperative preserving archaic indicative (and 'injunctive') forms discussed in earlier chapters; and note the identity in Old Irish 3 sg. indicative beir = 2 sg. imperative beir, \( \Gamma_1 = \Gamma_2 \) (ch. 20 § 1).

The absolute paradigm of the same verb is as follows:

\[ \text{biru} \quad \text{bern(ali)} \]
\[ \text{biri} \quad \text{berithe} \]
\[ \text{berith} \quad \text{berait}. \]

The absolute paradigm in Irish also shows special relative forms in certain persons:
The 2 pl. *beírthes happens not to be attested, but is securely restorable, cf. OIGr. §563.

§3. For the fullest discussion of the history of these forms see Meid, O.G. 54-56. In the conjunct plural the forms may be safely restituted as

*bheromo

*bherete

*bheronti,

cf. Vedic injunctive *bherama, bherata (also imperative), bharan, and Thurneysen, OIGr. §559. It is possible that the 1 pl. had a final -s (*-mos, cf. Lat. *-mus); but the result would have been the same in any case, and we prefer the simpler hypothesis, which agrees with Ved. -ma and the Lat. passive -mur < -mo + r.

In the absolute plural the first and third persons are clear:

*bhæromessi

*bhæronti
The endings are comparable to Vedic primary bharmasi, bharanti.

It should be noted that the absolute endings -\(\text{(o)}\text{masi}\) and -\(\text{(o)}\text{nti}\) are those of the athematic forms; sumi 'we are' < *\(\text{e}^\text{m}-\text{masi}\); hit 'they are' < *\(\text{e}^\text{m}-\text{anti}\). Hence they could have been introduced into the thematic type from the athematic type within Celtic times, in order to provide the former with an 'absoluta' flexion. As has been shown in preceding chapters, the most significant locus of the opposition between primary and secondary endings is the athematic type: -\(\text{m}^\text{t} -\text{si} -\text{ti} -\text{m} -\text{e} -\text{t}\). In the thematic conjugation the secondary -\(\text{em} -\text{es} -\text{e}\) is only a dialectal development, and the endings -\(\text{e}^\text{i} -\text{e}^\text{o}\) without the particle -i appear as presents in the Hittite middle (klya : \(\text{g}^\text{s}^\text{ya}^\text{a}^\text{t}\), kitte : \(\text{ku}^\text{e}^\text{t}^\text{o}\). Compare also the same endings in the perfect ( > Gr. suffixless preterite), which preserves the original situation, i.e. the absence of a distinction between absolute and conjunct endings.

It is the Old Irish thematic conjunct which preserves these basic forms, as we shall see in more detail presently, and the thematic absolute represents an posterior innovation.

§4. As shown in Celtic 6, 24-30, the special relative forms reflect the enclisis of an uninflected *-io ( : \(\text{Ved.} \text{y}^\text{H}^\text{a}_\text{r}^\text{a}^\text{t}^\text{a}^\text{t}\), Gk. \(\text{a}^\text{s}^\text{a}\) ) to the absolute endings of these persons; the Old Irish plural
relative forms go back regularly to

\[ *bheromesi^{-i}o \]

\[ *bheronti^{-i}o, \]

cf. as well as athematic relative 1 pl. am\[ae\] < *se-mes-
\[i\]\[-i\]\[-i\]o, 3 pl. at\[e\] < *se-enri\[-i\]o. The 3 pl. form is directly confirmed by Gaulish
du\[ji\]i\[onti\]i\[io\] 'who serve'.

That it was the absolute, i.e. Indo-European primary endings
to which enclitic *\[i\]\[-o\] was affixed, follows from the clause-initial
position of the verb form, and the canonical second position of
the enclitic element; in such a case absolute (primary) inflexion
is the rule in Celtic. Cf. Neld, o.c. 85. Initial position of the
verb in the relative clause is a syntactic archaism; the accentua-
tion of the finite verb in the relative clause in Vedic is a reflex
of its original clause-initial position as well, as Dalbrück saw.

§5. The 1 sg. conjunct and imperative (\'\')\[h\]\[i\]\[ur\] likewise
securely goes back to a Celtic *\[ber\]\[\u0111\]\[u00e6\]\, IE *\[b\]\[h\]ere\[\u0111\]\, thus corresponding
exactly to Gk. \[\phi\]\[\iota\]\[\rho\]\[\u03b9\], Lat. \[\textit{fero}. The Celtic form of the ending is
attested in Gaul, del\[du\] 'I hold' in the inscription on a drinking
vessel _neddamon_ _delgu_ _linda_ 'proximorum tenso potus' (Vendryes, EC 7.9-17 [1955]). But it is notable that in the latter text one cannot say whether the verb form is to be taken as 'absolutum' or as 'conjunctum'; the question is not really meaningful. The underlying structure of the sentence is verb + object (in that order) with the preposed genitive qualifying the object in 'Sperrung', like _gréni_ frí _turobáil_ 'towards the rising of the sun' (Saltair na Rann 4434, cf. OIr. §250). In such a syntactic case we would expect an Old Irish absolute form, and in this sense *berē̈̂_, Celt. *berṻ̂_ like Gaul. delgu_, is equally the ancestor of OIr. absolute 1 sg. _biru_.

As Meid has stated, o.c. 139, 'Das Verhältnis

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{biru} & \text{biur} \\
\text{biri} & \text{bir} \\
\end{array}
\]

ist in erster Linie morphologisch zu betrachten, und zwar auf der Basis des Alt- bzw. Frühirischen. Es ist unbedeutend, ob biru und -bir "lautesetzunglich" sind oder nicht. Das gleiche gilt für das Verhältnis von 2. Plur. beirthe zu -berid in Vergleich mit 1. Plur. bermi und -beram, was auch immer die Vorform von beirthe gewesen sein mag.' Purely formally, it would be possible to derive the remaining absolute forms outside the 3 sg., 1 sg. _biru_ 2 sg. _biri_
2 pl. *berthe, from earlier relative forms, Celtic *berū-īo *berī-īo *berete-īo. For the phonetics compare respectively the preverbs no and do (*dī) in leniting relative clauses from *nu-īo *dī-īo, and the participle -the < *-tiio-. But failing any apparent syntactic motivation for the generalization of relative forms in all contexts in these persons, such a line of speculation is probably to be rejected.

§6. For the 2 sg. absolute and conjunct biri bir Meid prefers (p. 56) to reconstruct *bheresī *bheres, to which Thurneysen OIrGr. §560, 562 also leans. In Celtic Vb. 140 I expressed myself for a Celtic 2 sg. conjunct ending -ī < *-ei, cognate with Lith. -ī, refl. -ie-s and Gk. -ei[s], thus basically following Meillet and Pedersen. The phonological reflex of, e.g., Celtic 2 sg. *ber-ī would be regularly OIr. cjt. bir. The OIr. abs. biri is to be explained in the same fashion as 1 sg. abs. biru beside cjt. birur, i.e., as fundamentally a morphological reflex of the same preform; cf. the remarks of Meid quoted above. The morphological restoration of OIr. final -u and -i in these persons of the (new) thematic absolute flexion is comparable to the restoration of gen. sg. -āi of ā-stem nouns in archaizing republican Latin beside the regular phonological reflex -ae of the same sequence. Meid may well be correct in
suggesting (p. 52, building on H. Wagner, Verbum 219-222) the immediate source of Old Irish abs. -u, -i to be the respective conjunct forms of the i-verbs, where -(i)u, -i < Celt. -iū, *-i[i] would be regularly preserved.

The derivation of the 2 sg. from -i appears more likely than -es(i) primarily on morphological grounds. (Phonologically, *-es(i) is possible, but not absolutely certain, whereas *-ei > -i presents no phonological problem.) Even if there is comparative evidence for postulating a thematic paradigm *-ū *-es(i) *-et(i), the reconstruction breaks down in the athematic paradigm, particularly in the s- and t-preterites derived from the sigmatic aorist. For the latter we must assume Common Celtic paradigms, with the stem final generalized from the 3 sg., as follows (cf. Celtic Verb §§13-14):

\[-ass-ū \quad -t-ū\]
\[-ass-ı \quad -t-ı\]
\[-ass(i) < -as-t(i) \quad -t(i) < -(r)s-t(i).\]

That the creation of these paradigms is of Common Celtic date follows from the ultimate identity of their reflexes in Brittonic and Goidelic, cf.
The Welsh 1 sg. forms show vowel affection from final $i < u < \tilde{u}$, significantly the only place in Brittonic where the old 1 sg. $u < IE$ is preserved; 2 sg. $eis-t$ is from $assi ( > eis)$ plus a secondarily suffixed 2 sg. pronoun. Were the original 2 sg. ending Celtic $-es\tilde{i}$--intervocalic $-s$--was not lost in Common Celtic--the Welsh 2 sg. forms could not be readily explained. Nor is a paradigm $ass-\tilde{u} -ass-es(i) -ass-(i), -t-\tilde{u} -t-es(i) -t-(i)$, with thematic 2 sg. but athematic 3 sg., at all plausible.

The same productive Celtic athematic (or semi-athematic) paradigm as in the $s$- and $t$-preterites (and $s$-subjunctive) is found in the substantive verb in Old Irish (IE *sta₃*):

\[
\begin{align*}
't\acute{a}u & < *t\acute{a}-\tilde{u} \\
'ta & *t\acute{e}-\tilde{I} \\
-ta & \text{abs. táith-} *t\acute{e}-t(i). 
\end{align*}
\]

The assumption of any other ending ($*t\acute{e}-es, *t\acute{e}-esi, *t\acute{e}-s, *t\acute{e}-si$) must be excluded on phonological grounds; cf. also OIrGr. §560.

For these reasons we will continue to assume a basic Celtic
thematic 2 sg. \(-\mathbf{\bar{v}} < -\mathbf{\bar{e}_i}\). It thus continues the bare thematic vowel (i.e., a desinence zero) with the generalization of the particle \(-\mathbf{\bar{v}}\), exactly as in Greek \(-\mathbf{\bar{e}t}_-\mathbf{\bar{s}}\), Lith. \(-\mathbf{\bar{v}}\), and Slavic \(-\mathbf{\bar{e}i}\), \(-\mathbf{\bar{s}i}\) from a contamination of athematic \(-\mathbf{\bar{s}}\) < \(*-\mathbf{\bar{s}i}\) and thematic \(*-\mathbf{\bar{v}}\) < \(*-\mathbf{\bar{e}i}\).

\(\S 7\). Such a reconstruction of the 2 sg. places Celtic squarely in the tradition of a basic thematic paradigm

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
-\mathbf{\bar{v}} & > \\
-\mathbf{\bar{e}_i} & -\mathbf{\bar{e}_i} \\
-\mathbf{\bar{v}}(1) & -\mathbf{\bar{e}(1)} \\
-\mathbf{\bar{v}} & -\mathbf{\bar{e}}
\end{array}
\]

exemplified most clearly by Greek. It is in this light that we must approach the question of the formation of the 3 sg. in Celtic.

We have seen in previous chapters that the Greek thematic 3 sg. present \(-\mathbf{\bar{e}t}\) indicates that the traditional reconstruction \(*-\mathbf{\bar{e}ti}\) cannot represent an obligatory Indo-European form. In view of Common Greek \(*\mathbf{\bar{e}t}_x\mathbf{\bar{e}t}\) (Pamph. \(\mathbf{\bar{e}t}_x\mathbf{\bar{e}t}_\mathbf{\bar{v}}\)) we must recognize that Ind. \(\mathbf{\bar{w}hati}\) (Av. \(\mathbf{\bar{w}zati}\)), Lat. \(\mathbf{\bar{w}h}\mathbf{\bar{a}t}\), and Goth. \(\mathbf{\bar{w}z}i\mathbf{\bar{a}t}\) represent parallel but at least partially independent creations of a new inflexional type. This is particularly plausible in Indo-Iranian, where the thematic
injunctive surviving in both dialects shows that secondary -at < *-et was the basic 3 sg. thematic ending of the common language, and -ati only an optional variant independently generalized in each.

Going further back in time, the history of thematic forms with zero-ending (i.e., the bare thematic vowel) acquiring a final -t as a redundant mark of the 3 sg. function shows that an Indo-Iranian 3 sg. -at, or 'Indo-European' *-et can be explained as having arisen from an earlier I-IR. -a, or IE *-e. Cf. especially ch. VII above, on the types (a)vadāt = (ā)Fuṣā, or Hitt. duwarnatu. The earlier Indo-Iranian 3 sg. -a, IE *-e, was finally shown to be still attested, in the first member of compounds of the type Ved. trasãcaṣya-, Av. tarō,taeṣa-, and Gk. δοχή-μοσος; cf. ch. V §8-11 above.

We can only posit for Indo-European what cannot have been independently developed in the daughter languages; hence the well-known speciousness of equations like Gk. γένος : Skt. jānah, or Skt. bhṛtāḥ : OIr. 'breath'. It is the presence of Gk. ὁλότος which deprives the latter of probative force for reconstructing an IE *bhṛtōs, just as it is Gk. -et which deprives the equation I-IR. -ati : Lat. -it : Goth. -at of probative force for reconstructing an IE thematic 3 sg. *-eti. Cf. on ὁλότος Meillet, Festschr. Kretschmer (1926) 140-141; a landmark in historical linguistic methodology.

Even if we find 3 sg. abs. berith (berid) in Old Irish (cf. also
OW. βείριτ 'runs'; OIr. reithid), and can refer it to a *bharati, this is no guarantee that such a form could not have been created in Celtic times. Just so bharati was created in Indo-Iranian times, on the evidence not only of Gk. ὑπόστω, but also and more clearly of the composition forms Ved. bharat, Av. bārāt < *bhaṇḍa = Gk. ύποστος (Hypoteos). From the strictly comparative point of view the oldest form of the 3 sg. in Indo-European thus is *bhera; and it is this form which we propose to see in the 3 sg. conjunct *beir.

§8. The former presence of a -t in the 3 sg. conjunct *beir (cf. 2 sg. ipv. beir < *bhera) has been hitherto universally inferred from the shape of the conjunct 3 pl. and absolute 3 sg. and pl., which seem to form a pattern:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{cjt.} & \text{beir} & \text{berat} & < \quad *-et & *-ont \\
\text{abs.} & \text{berith} & \text{bersät} & *-eti & *-onti.
\end{array}
\]

But the secondary ending -t is attested directly only in the various athematic types where it has been fused with the preceding consonant or morphologically maintained:
Compare what was noted earlier on the original locus of the primary/secondary (Old Irish absolute/conjunct) opposition in the athematic conjugation.

OIr. téit, 'tét goes back to *ten-t(i), despite Szemerényi, Syncope 190 n.4. His assumption of an irregular development of *teid > téit 'in a form of great frequency' is unlikely, since the absolute is in Irish almost always less frequent than the conjunct, and the conjunct *teig / téy' / which his theory requires could not give 'tét. Nor could his theory account for the 3 sg. imperative téit; the latter must be a genuine archaism, since there is no model on which it could be created analogically at the time of a putative development *teid > téit.

On the other hand, just as in Slavic, it is phonologically perfectly plausible that the thematic 3 sg. was always simply -e, and thus identical with the 2 sg. ipv. -e. There is no way of proving the former presence of a *-t in this person in Celtic; there are no certain thematic 3 sg. present verb forms in Gaulish or Celtiberian (cf. Meid 79-88), and there is no evidence either way from Old Irish lenition, since neither 2 sg. imperative nor 3 sg.
non-imperative lenites. The desinence in this case would be identical with that of the Common Celtic 3 sg. perfect -e; cf. Gaul. ñad 'gave', OIr. 'cechain 'he sang' < *kekane beside 3 sg. present conjunct 'cain < *kane. If this is admitted, then the absolute/conjunct opposition would be rather

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cjt.} & \quad *-e & \quad *-ont \\
\text{abs.} & \quad *-eti & \quad *-onti \\
\end{align*}
\]

a situation which strikingly recalls that of Old Russian

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vez-}e & \quad \text{vez-u} \\
\text{vez-}eti & \quad \text{vez-}onti \\
\end{align*}
\]

A decision does not at first sight seem to be possible.

§9. It is the special relative form of the 3 sg. which permits a decision in favor of the second solution, i.e. a basic 3 sg. *-e, not *-et. As noted earlier, the special relative verb forms of Old Irish reflect the enclisis of *jo onto the absolute ending, as in 1 pl. *m(a)e < *-masi-jo, 3 pl. *t(a)e < *-onti-jo, the latter confirmed by Gaul. dugiontio. The same
should be expected to hold for the 3 sg.; and indeed in certain
of the athematic formations we have precisely the reflex expected:

\[
têit 'goes' < *ten-ti : rel. têta < *ten-ti-jo
\]
\[
\]

The Old Irish suffixless preterite, comprising reduplicated and
long vowel forms, goes back to the Indo-European perfect. The
original 3 sg. ending was *-e (λέγεων), Celtic -e as attested in
Gaul. ḡē ḡe 'gave'. Absolute and conjunct endings were here not
distinguished, cf. OIGr. §698, hence the regular phonological reflex
of 3 sg. rel. -e-jo as OIr. -e:

\[
luid 'went' < *lude-e : rel. luide < *lude-jo
\]
\[
gfuill 'stuck' < *gěl-e : rel. gfeile < *gěle-jo
\]
\[
gáid 'prayed' < *gěd-e : rel. gáde < *gěde-jo.
\]

For luid as an old unreduplicated perfect with generalized zero-
grade root (like ro̞fishir) cf. ch. IV §8 above. Phonologically the
same treatment recurs in the Old Irish preverbs in relative clause
\[
\text{are-} < *area-jo, \text{imbe-} < *imbe-jo \text{ (likewise O:\. enam-}, \text{ cf. Lewis-
Pedersen, CCS Suppl. 12), \text{inde-} < *inde-jo, \text{ cf. Caltice 6.25. Old}
\]
Welsh emmi- has -i for -ya < -iio or -ejo, on which cf. Jackson, LHER 426-7. I prefer to assume with Thurneysen, OIrCr. §78.2 that prevocalic -ei was raised to -ii- in all of Celtic, such that -ejo and -iio would be treated alike in Welsh. The same conclusion is afforded by the Middle Welsh 2 sg. pres. -y(d) < -ii- < -ii-ei (Jackson, loc. cit.), from earlier *-eilei. That the Celtic i-verbs are from IE *eio/- (Skt. *aya-) rather than Meillet's *io-/*i- has been shown by my student Gregory Nagy in his 1966 Harvard dissertation (§1.3), forthcoming in the HSCP monograph series.

The Early Welsh evidence is particularly instructive; we have the relative form of bot 'to be' in ysysyd (d = ð) < *esti-jo, which shows that OIr. 3 sg. rel. as of the copula has undergone apocope from an earlier *ase, *ese, the expected Irish reflex of *esti-jo.

But the archaic Welsh 3 sg. relative ending -yd also occurs with inherited thematic verbs as well. Cf. especially D. Simon Evans, MWGr. §129,4; Morris-Jones, WGr. 323; Lewis-Pedersen, CCG 280. Examples are ni glivit 'that hears not' a uedyd 'that rule', ny wneyd gwir 'he who does not do justice', and na welyd 'that he sees not'.

§10. The last form na welyd from the verb gwalet 'to see' is decisive; for it can be exactly equated with the Old Irish
relative form of the substantive verb *fele<, fele `which is'. Both the Irish and the Welsh forms go back to a Common Celtic thematic present 3 sg. special relative *yele-*io.

Such a 3 sg. *-e-*io is paradigmatically on a level with the 3 pl. -onti-*io, and thus completely confirms the suggestion above that the thematic paradigm was originally outside the opposition absolute/conjunct, i.e. primary/secondary. At the same time it shows that the basic 3 sg. non-relative form of the thematic paradigm was simply *-o, to which the relative particle *io was affixed, exactly as in the suffixless preterite from the Indo-European perfect.

It is noteworthy that the relative form *fele<, fele shows the same tendency to apocope to *fei<, fei which occurred in the copula: *ase (*asse) > as. Cf. OIGr. §780, 2. Note also the same development directly attested in the 3 pl. relative of the copula: OIr. always ata (< *senti-*io) in Wb., but also at in the later Ml.

Exactly like OIr. di`coisin `there is/are' (OIGr. §782, cf. Críth Gablach ed. Binchy, 321 note), the non-relative *fei< (nI`fei< `there is not', responsive *fei <there is', cf. OIGr. §780) is a 3 sg. impersonal transitive *yele<, literally `it sees', used idiomatically in Irish in a fashion comparable to Germ. es gibt. Brittonic preserves the literal meaning, in MW gwelet etc., still today the normal verb `to see'. Both Thurneysen (loc. cit.) and Pedersen (WKG 2.434) take *fei< as an old 2 sg. ipv. `see! voila'.

But if the form were imperative, by the rules of Old Irish syntax we would expect the negation to be *na·fil, rather than ní·fil (Mn.Ir. níl), and we would also expect such an old compound as do·fil 'is nigh, approaches' (transitive impersonal with the accusative) to be protontonic *tóil in the absence of an infixed pronoun. Nor is a relative imperative (file) syntactically possible. Fil, file, and do·fil are in all respects syntactically 3 sg. forms; we must take their evidence at face value: 3 sg. *yele.

Since the relative form file contains 'primary' or absolute *yele plus io, parallel to 3 pl. -te < *-onti plus io, it is to be expected that non-relative fil < *yele would appear in constructions which would require the absolute form of the verb in Old Irish. And indeed we have cases like Wb. 11d2 fil ní de as ffr 'there is something thereof which is true', Cambrai homily fil-us (with proleptic pronoun) daneu tre cenélle mátrre atta lógrmar 'there are, moreover, three kinds of martyrdom that are precious', significantly characterized by Thurneysen, loc. cit., as occurring 'in archaic texts and poetry'. From the point of view of classical Old Irish grammar we have a formally 'conjunct' verb functioning as 'absolute' as well. That is to say that in this single isolated thematic 3 sg. verb the differentiation into absolute and conjunct flexion has not taken place.
§11. We are thus led to reconstruct for Celtic a thematic paradigm of the following shape:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{berü} & \text{beromo} \\
\text{beri} & \text{berete} \\
\text{bere} & \text{beront}
\end{array}
\]

functioning both as 'absolute' and 'conjunct', i.e. both in sentence initial and sentence final position. Beside this paradigm, however, there existed an athematic paradigm, with an inherited opposition of primary and secondary endings; the former restricted to the marked, emphatic sentence initial position (as a redundant feature), and the latter appearing otherwise:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abs.</th>
<th>-mi</th>
<th>-mesi</th>
<th>cjt.</th>
<th>-m</th>
<th>-mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-si</td>
<td>-te-</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-te</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ti</td>
<td>-onti</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-ont</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paradigm with its absolute/conjunct opposition was found not only in the athematic root presents (both in final consonant and final long vowel, on which see below)—which were probably quite numerous in Common Celtic, cf. Celtic Verb 141, 185—but in the forms derived from the sigmatic aorist: s-subjunctive, t-preterite,
and *-preterite (the latter being the productive *preterite for all derived verbs). It was furthermore probably characteristic not only of the presents in *-na-, but also of a significant nucleus of presents in *-a and *-i-, the two productive ('weak') formations: those from the Indo-European athematic factitive and stative suffixes *-a- and *-e-.

The impetus toward the creation of a parallel absolute/conjunct opposition in the thematic conjugation was therefore strong; and the channel was afforded by the 3 pl., where the athematic conjunct was identical with the thematic ending. In the plural the absolute endings were taken over, whence *beromesi etc. In the 1 and 2 sg. the old endings underwent a morphological differentiation, whence OIr. biru - ‘biur, biri - ‘bir. And in the 3 sg., the athematic ending -ti was simply affixed directly to the earlier zero-ending with the stem vowel -e : *bere + ti, whence OIr. berith. Such a process is directly comparable to the creation of 1 sg. bharā-mi in Indo-Iranian, by the affixation of the athematic ending -mi to the earlier thematic ending, 1 sg. bharā. As will appear below, it is likewise identical with the creation of a 3 sg. -eti from earlier -e plus athematic -ti in an eastern ('Russian') dialect area of Common Slavic.

The 3 sg. relative form, however, did not undergo renewal by -ti: the form remained *bere-jo, probably because the synchronic
structure of the form and its deviation from non-relative *bere
had been obscured by the Common Celtic raising of -ejo to -i jo
(v. supra): thus 3 sg. rel. *berijo. In the 3 pl., it is
significant that both secondary -ont + jo and primary -onti + jo
would yield Celtic -ontijo. The resulting paradigm, giving the
basic conjunct form of the first and second persons and the fully
differentiated third persons—which probably corresponds to a real
historical stage—is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg. 1</th>
<th>beru</th>
<th>pl.</th>
<th>beromo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>beri</td>
<td>berete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 cjt.</td>
<td>bere</td>
<td>beront</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abs.</td>
<td>bereti</td>
<td>beronti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rel.</td>
<td>berijo</td>
<td>berontijo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the exception of the 3 sg. relative, the forms are
continued intact in the Old Irish paradigm of berid; the 3 sg. rel.
is found in the unique and paradigmatically isolated file (fele) <
*yelijo, *yele-jo. The regular reflex of *berijo, OIr. *bere, and
all other thematic 3 sg. relative forms, underwent an assimilation
to the form of the relative of the copula, OIr. as, whence OIr. beres
etc.

That the copula served as model for the regular 3 sg. rel. has
been assumed both by Pedersen, *VKG* 2,236 and Thurneysen, *OIGr.* §567, following Sarauw, *Irské Studier* §111. It is particularly plausible in view of the numerical preponderance of rel. as in Old Irish. Thus in the early VIIIth century legal text *Críth Gablach*, 606 printed lines in Binchy's edition, there are 12 instances of 3 sg. special relative forms of simple verbs, as against 21 examples of *as*. (I count the repetitions of *gélies* and *seíges* as a single instance, likewise the two examples of *oldaas* 'than is'.)

The creation of *beres* (similarly *sóerais*, *léices*, *gaibes*, *benas*) from *as* (earlier *ees?*) must postdate the apocope of the latter from *ase*, *ees*; it may thus be relatively late in Irish prehistory. Finally the contrast between non-relative *is* with palatalized final and relative *as* with non-palatalized final was imitated by the two Old Irish categories with a suffix *-s(e)-*, the *s*-preterite, *s*-subjunctive, and reduplicated *s*-future: 3 sg. pret. non-rel. *sóerais*, rel. *sóeras*; 3 sg. subj. non-rel. *téis*, rel. *tías*; 3 sg. fut. non-rel. *gígis*, rel. *gíges*. Cf. *OIGr.* §567.

§12. We may now turn our attention briefly to the athematic paradigms in Celtic. The weak verbs in *-a* and *-i*, as noted earlier, represent a compromise inflexion, as shown particularly
in the variation of the 1 sg.: marbaim ~ marbu, ráidim ~ ráidiu, with the characteristic spread of athematic -m at the expense of thematic -u. In the case of the a-verbs it is possible that the original athematic paradigm of the factitives (suffix *-ū- : Hitt. -ēhā-) was conflated with that of the denominatives in -ā-je/o-, resulting in -āū -āī -āt(i). Alternatively, and perhaps more plausibly, we may assume the suffixation of 1 sg. -ū, 2 sg. -ē directly on the athematic stem -ā- of the 3 sg.: -āū -ā-ī -ā-t(i), paralleling the s-preterite, s-subjunctive, and t-preterite, as well as the monosyllabic roots in final long vowel like *tāu *taf *tā(ith-); cf. ch. X §15 above. Athematic 3 sg. -āt(i) is assured by OIr. abs. -sith (=-sid), cjt. -ā, agreeing with archaic Brittonic forms like OBret. críhot, flieriot with -ot < -ātī, cf. Celtic Verb 154 n. 12.

On the other hand the attested OIr. 2 sg. abs. = cjt. -(a)i is quite obscure. It is conceivable a reflex of athematic (absolute) *-ā-si, but phonological parallels are lacking. Cf. 2 sg. -n(a)i in the na-verbs, perhaps from *-na-si.

For the i-verbs we must reckon with a genuine merger of two paradigms,
To the former correspond the Vedic iteratives and denominatives in
-aya-, and to the latter the statives in -ē- appearing with
secondary ending in the Greek passive-intransitive aorist in -η-, and
with primary ending in the Germanic third class of weak verbs,
OOG 1 sg. habēm, sagēm, folgēm < *-ē-mi, as now shown by Polomé in
the Festschrift for J. Pokorny (forthcoming). The phonological
reflexes merged in the 2 and 3 sg.: cjt. 'rádi 'rádi, abs. rádi
rádid from *rödeic/0- like 'ruidi etc. from *rudē-: Lat. rubēre,
OOG roten, OCS rūděti se. In the 1 sg., both -iū from -eiō and
-īmi from -ēmi must be assumed for Common Celtic; the first for
archaic Irish forms like áiliu beside á(i)lim (cf. LL 1634 where the
latter glosses the former), and the second for the archaic Middle and
Old Welsh forms in 1 sg. -if < -īmi (cf. 3 sg. -it < -īti).

A mixed athematic (3 sg. cjt.) and thematic (all other persons)
paradigm appears in the monosyllabic roots in final -i, like *gēnu
*gnī *gnī; cf. *tāu *tāī *tā above.

§13. There are other athematic paradigms in Celtic, however,
which attest traces of the 'classical' pattern *-m(i) *-s(i) *-t(i):
the absolute forms of the copula, the -na- verbs (cl. BIV; the -nu-
verbs of cl. BV are too poorly represented to have any independent
value), and the ē-subjunctive.
The absolute forms of the copula are sg. 1 am 2 at 3 is; the 1 and 3 sg. reflect *es-mi, *es-ti, cf. also NW 3 sg. ye < *esti, relative yseyd < *esti-io. The 2 sg. evidently shows a suffixed personal pronoun of the second person, as does Mid. Welsh wyt, cf. Thurneysen, OIGr. §792. The reason for this is not hard to find. If Celtic had had the analogical form *es-si, it would have merged with the 3 sg. *es-si < *esti, and been thus liable to reformation; if the original form had been *esi with simplification of the geminate, the loss of intervocalic -s- would have resulted in *esi, *ei, with neither root nor desinence easily discernible. The second alternative appears more likely, and it is probable that it was this *ei which was suffixed by the pronoun form -t to clarify the form.

The -na- presents have generalized the zero-grade -na- of the IE pattern -nā/na-, cf. OIGr. §§551, 594. The paradigm in the singular is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abs.</th>
<th>crenaim</th>
<th>cjt.</th>
<th>'crenaim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cren(a)i</td>
<td></td>
<td>'cren(a)i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crenaid</td>
<td>'buys'</td>
<td></td>
<td>'cren.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absolute paradigm may be derived from the normal athematic primary endings:
Cf. Pedersen, VKG 2.342 (otherwise Thurneysen OIGr. 365), and for the phonetics of the 2 sg., 1 pl. abs. -mi < *-mesi or *-mosi. But the 2 sg. remains not entirely certain.

The conjunct paradigm might be expected to be

\[ *k^w_{ri-na-m} \]
\[ *k^w_{ri-na-si} \]
\[ *k^w_{ri-na-ti} \]

which is assured for the 3 sg. *cren. The 1 and 2 sg. cjt. show the absolute endings, which is not surprising since \( *k^w_{ri-na-m} \), \( *k^w_{ri-na-s} \) would have regularly given also *cren, thereby eliminating all distinction of person in the paradigm of the singular. We have in fact one indication that such undercharacterized forms did once exist. The universal tendency in the Irish verb, beginning already in the Old Irish period, is toward the spread of the 1 sg. -im, both in the absolute and conjunct, at the expense of the ending with -u or 'u-coloring'. The single apparent example of the replacement going in the opposite direction is the
1 sg. for·fiun (Sg. 143a2) to the na-verb for·fen 'accomplishes'. The anomaly may be removed if we assume that the form analogically replaced was not *for·fenaim, but *for·fen < 1 sg. *-na-m.

§14. In the á-subjunctive the paradigm is as follows (sg.):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abs.</th>
<th>ber(a)e</th>
<th>cjt.</th>
<th>*ber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bera</td>
<td>ber(a)e</td>
<td>cjaid</td>
<td>*bera</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outside of the 3 sg. forms, clearly reflecting *-á-ti *-á-t, the rest of the paradigm is quite obscure. The 1 sg. conjunct *ber is normally taken as reflecting *bher-á-m, and thus identical with Lat. feram. Compare also the i- future 1 sg. cjt. -ub, likewise built on the á-subjunctive (sign *-fa- < *su-á-'), which shows zero-ending with analogical u-coloring: see Ériu 20.69-70 (1966). It is probable that final *-ám (Celtic *-án) was lost, perhaps via shortening of the vowel, on the evidence of the feminine infixed pronouns -e-, -(á)e- *iyán *siyán: see Lochlann 3.286-7 (1965), where the macron over án was inadvertently omitted. But if *ber reflects *bheram, the 1 sg. abs. bera (and future 1 sg. abs., type léicfes) are of analogical origin, parallel to that of biru, biri.
Absolute and conjunct are identical in 2 sg.; Thurneysen takes the ending -(a)s as the regular reflex of -ā + ṭ (in stressed monosyllables > OIr. -af), but parallels are lacking. Here as well a refashioning has evidently taken place, and the details are unclear. The impetus to such refashioning may well have been the fact that 2 sg. *bher-ā-s would have yielded *bhera, in form identical with the 3 sg.

The conjunct forms are alone historically justified in this paradigm; the ā-subjunctive is historically an optative, as shown by Trubetzkoy, Festschrift Kretschmer (1926) 267-274 and Benveniste, ESL 47.11-20 (1951), and the secondary endings alone proper to the optative are amply attested in Osco-Umbrian, e.g. Osc. pūtīadh pūtīans 'possit, possint' heriiad 'uolet', fakiiadh 'faciat'; 3 sg. -d is perhaps indirectly attested in OLat. (Forum insc.) kapia·dotau[ ], where the final -d of *kapiaad is graphemically 'absorbed' by the initial d- of the following word (geminate consonants are not noted in archaic Latin). The original secondary ending -d was replaced by the primary -t in the later history of Latin, as in all other paradigms where it occurred: cf. OLat. siēd > siet, fēced > fēcit, esed > eīt.

Just as in the thematic present indicative, the Old Irish ā-subjunctive furnishes another example of the analogical creation of an opposition of absolute and conjunct endings, the conjunct
endings alone being historically justified.

The Celtic mediopassive will be taken up in the following chapter, together with the comparable forms of other traditions: Italic, Anatolian, and Tocharian.
§1. It is appropriate to begin a discussion of these forms, found principally in Anatolian,Italic, Celtic, and Tocharian, but also in Armenian and Phrygian, with the facts of the Anatolian languages. These have already been discussed in ch. V §13 above, and it will be sufficient to recall them briefly.

In Hittite we have the endings

\[-ha(\text{ri})\quad -wañta(\text{ti})\]
\[-te(\text{ti})\quad -ttuma(\text{ri})\]
\[-(\text{c})a(\text{ri})\quad -enta(\text{ri})\]

with the particle \(-\text{ri}\) (and \(-\text{ti}\) in 2 sg. and 1 pl.) an optional component. The unique Palaic middle form \(\text{kîtar}\) beside Hitt. \(\text{kitta(ri)}\) shows that the \(-i\) of \(-\text{ri}\) is secondary, and the basic form of the particle is simply \(-\text{r}\). That the element \(-\text{r}(\text{i})\) is a particle which has nothing to do with the middle voice—and 'mediopassive in \(-\text{r}\)' a convenient misnomer—follows not only from its optional character in the Hittite present, but also from its complete absence from the Hittite preterite middle, OHitt. 3 sg. \(-\text{(t)ati}\). Similarly in Tocharian, \(-\text{r}\) is found in the present but not in the preterite middle. Neither Luvian nor Palaic shows any trace of \(-\text{ti}\), though the persons where they appear in Hittite are unattested.

The secondary character of the \(-i\) or \(-\text{ri}\) is likewise borne out
by Luv, 2 pl. nikt dednwar parallel to nis₂ axtuwari 'do not eat',
and conceivably ziyar beside ziyari, cf. Otten, Grama, Luv. 47.
Luv. -tuma beside Hitt. -ttuma- shows the characteristic Anatolian
m : w alternation after u, cf. Ivanov, Obšč. sest. 159 n. 86.

Luvian has evidently made obligatory the particle -r(i) in
the mediopassive: 3 sg. -(t)ari, 3 pl. -antari. In this language,
in contrast to Hittite, the —r(i) is a genuine morpheme of the medi-
passive. The result of this development—clearly an innovation—is
that the same endings without the particle —r(i) are reinterpreted
as active in voice. Precisely the same restructuring of *-to as
an active ending by opposition to the new middle *-tor took place in
Celtic as well, as will be shown in full below. One may conjecture
that the Venetic forms doto, vhagato, donasto reflect a similar
restructuring middle = active, in view of the presence of r- forms
in that language; cf., however, Lejeune, BSL 61.191-208 (1966).

It is thus that we can explain the Luvian active pretenses, 3 sg.
-₃ta, 3 pl. -₃anta, 1 sg. -₃ha (and thematic -₃atta, -₃anta, -₃aha), which
contain the older middle endings *-to, *onto, *-o without —r(i).

The generalization of the ending -₃ta in the Luvian 3 sg. pret.
active, i.e. *-to rather than *-o, as opposed to the -₃ari ~ -₃tari
alternation preserved in the mediopassive (ayari ~ ḫalti-ttari) can
be explained by the necessity of avoiding homophony with the Luvian
2 sg. imperative -₃a (piya, pipisēa).

§2. From the joint evidence of Hitt. -(t)₃a ~ -(t)ari, -₃anta ~
the basic Anatolian endings were \(-\text{t}a\), \(-\text{an}ta\), which could be optionally augmented by a particle \(-\text{r}+\). These endings may be reconstructed as IE \(*-\text{t}o\), \(*-\text{ono}\), and except for the optional particle, itself unconnected with the middle, are identical with the corresponding endings of Indo-Iranian and Greek. The possibility of endings \(*-\text{t}r\), \(*-\text{ontr}\), envisaged by Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 69, must be rejected.

By the same token there is no evidence which would go to equate the element \(-\text{r}(i)\) of the Anatolian languages with the ending \(*-\text{ro}\) of the 3 pl. middle in Indo-Iranian, nor with the 3 pl. active ending appearing in Ind. -ur, Iran. -\(\text{sr}\), -\(\text{re}\), Hitt. -\(\text{er}\), Lat. -\(\text{ere}\), which Kuryłowicz suggests, loc. cit. His view of competing 3 pl. endings \(-\text{nto}\) and \(-\text{ro}\) whence \(-\text{tor}(\text{o})\) entailing 3 sg. \(-\text{to}\) and \(-\text{r}(\text{o})\) whence \(-\text{tor}(\text{o})\) is subject to the same theoretical objections as his derivation of 3 sg. \(-\text{to}\) from \(-\text{nto}\) discussed above, ch. III §3, and must therefore be rejected.

Anatolian in any case shows no evidence for a 3 pl. middle \(*-\text{ro}\). It seems perfectly possible that the creation of a 3 pl. mid. \(*-\text{ro}\) is on a level with the creation of \(-\text{nto}\), i.e. goes back to the proportion \(-\text{t}(\text{or zero})\) : \(-\text{o} = \text{nt}\) : \(-\text{nto} = -\text{r} : -\text{ro}\), and the active 3 pl. ending was basic; the form was alternatively \(-\text{r}(\text{o})\) or \(-\text{nt}\). Cf. ch. II §21 above.

It is noteworthy that the postulation of \(*-\text{tor}\), i.e. \(*-\text{t}o + \text{r}\), agrees with isolated data like Phrygian \(\text{öd}\text{öketor}\), \(\text{öd}\text{博弈tor}\), as well as Celtic forms like Old Welsh \(-\text{tor}\), (on which v. infra, §13). The Phrygian forms do not appear to differ semantically from the ostensibly
active forms զձեր, զբեր, for whatever reason, which permits one to maintain the derivation of Armenian 3 sg. imper. active բեր from *bheretor (Meillet, Esquisse 127). The vocalism of Arm. բեր, post-class. բերիր presupposes a lost -t-, pace Ivanov, Թբո. сирт. 124.

§3. Italic presents at first sight a bewildering variety of forms. From the alternate endings observable within Latin itself, classical and dialectal, as well as the partly divergent forms of Oscon and Umbrian, it is virtually certain that a number of the attested forms must represent innovations.

In Latin, where of course we have the fullest information, the thematic paradigm is

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
-\text{sor} & -\text{imur} \\
-\text{aris, ere} & -\text{imin} \\
-\text{itur} & -\text{untur}
\end{array}
\]

The archaic form nancitor (Fest.) shows the earlier form of classical -(n)tur. The original quantity of 1 sg. -sor is preserved in archaic metrical texts; for examples cf. Meillet-Vendryes, Traité §214. Variant forms of the second person are dial. sg. (subj.) տարւ, փնար, զժար. Beside -imin cf. the archaic 2 and 3 sg. imperative type antestā-minō, fru-īminō.
§4. In Oscan and Umbrian we have (apparently) only third persons or impersonal forms attested. Umbrian shows an opposition between primary and secondary ending, the latter in the $\bar{a}$-subjunctive:

prim. 3 sg. herter 'opportet', but sec. 3 pl. amantur, terkantur '(pro)videant' in the $\bar{a}$-subjunctive.

Oscan has generalized the vocalism -(n)ter, e.g. 3 sg. ind. sakarater 'sacratur', 3 pl. karanter 'vescuntur', 3 sg. subj. sak[ar]hiter 'sacrificetur', Pael. 3 sg. impf. subj. upaseter 'fiere, operaretur'.

The ending -(n)ter in kustatar, kaispatar (both of unknown meaning), taken as 3 pl. ipv. pass. by Vetter, is obscure.

Oscan and Umbrian preserve a notably archaic feature, as against Latin, in that the 3 sg. mediopassive ending in *-r* occurs both with and without *-t*, just as in Anatolian (and Celtic). The Umbrian subjunctive corresponding to Lat. *feratur* is *feret*; the Oscan correspondent of Lat. *-etur* is *-ir* in *quifer* 'val': Lat. *lubet, libet*.

And I suggest the Umbrian correspondent of Lat. *Itur* is *ier* (v. infra).

This form in *-r* without *-t* was clearly productive in Oscan and Umbrian, since it is found also in the perfectum with Italic-innovated suffixes: Osc. 3 sg. perf. subj. pass. askraffir, (-*f*), lamatir (-*t*), Umb. *herifi[r] 'opportuerit', *cehefi[r] 'concept sit'.

In Umbr. *couortus[ ] 'reversum erit', *benus[ ] 'ventum erit' we appear to have fix. perf. passives; but the vocalism -*f[ ]* and the absence of rhotacism in *-us* (cf. 3 pl. fut. perf. *-urent*) are obscure. Such forms as these are not in themselves old, but they attest the antiquity and productivity in Italic of forms with a zero 3 sg. person-marker (after vocalic stem) and a voice-sign *-r*. 


§5. We have finally in both Oscan and Umbrian 3 sg. passive imperative forms characterized by an -m-: Osc. censamox 'censamino, censetor', Umbrian persanimo persan(i)mu 'precamino, precator'. Umb. arsmshamo armamu 'ordinamino', caterahamu cateramu 'congregamino' have been taken as 2 pl. ipv. forms ('ordinamini, congregamini' Vetter), but they show the identical ending, and are better taken as basically impersonal 3 sg. forms, though combinable with a vocative plural (ikuvimu Tb 20, ikunumWb 56 'Iguvini') because of the loose syntactic connection. (The ostensibly reduplicated plural persan(hi)mu is an analogical development, after -tut = Lat. -tota, though the final vowel is obscure.)

It is doubtful whether the Umbrian forms have lost an -r; more likely the Oscan form was analogically provided with -r, in a manner parallel to the creation of the Latin imperative passive type legitor leguntor < -(n)tō + r.

§6. These Oscan-Umbrian forms in *-mo are directly parallel both in function and in provenience to the archaic Latin 2 and 3 sg. imperative mediopassive in -minō < *-mnō. The latter are well attested in archaic Latin, beginning with *ni in ius uocat, i.e.: ni it, antestamino in the XII Tables (I 1). Ianum Iouemque uino praeiamino, sic dicito precedes the ancient prayer to Mars in Cato, De agri cult. 141.2. The form fruimino is attested on an inscription of 117 B.C., (CIL 12 584.32); Plautus has prōgregāminō Pseud. 859, arbitráminō Epid. 695; famino 'dicito' Paul. Fest. 77.
The form in *-minō was in archaic Latin the deponent counterpart of the fut. ipv. *-tō, as appears from the above passages of the XII Tables and Cato, as well as Plaut., Pseud. 853-4 quocquo hic spectabit, eo tu spectato simil; si cuo hic gradietur, pariter progresdīminō (where one may note the clear correlation of both imperatives with future time). We have 3 sg. function in anteestēminō, fruimīnō, 2 sg. in praeēminō, progresdēminō, arbitrāminō, just as -to serves for both persons. But that -minō is an innovation follows from the preservation of archaic deponent future imperatives with the same -tō as the active: ūtītō Cato, De agrī cult. 96, 2, ūtruncō GIL I 2 589 I 8, cf. Leumann-Hofmann 307. The imperative was originally outside the diathesis of voice.

The standard view is that 3 sg. *-minō is built on 2 pl. *-minī (Leumann-Hofmann 308, with references). But this scarcely explains the transfer of person, and the chronology indicates that *-minō is already an archaism on the road to extinction in early Republican times. Rather it is 2 pl. *-minī which is built on 2 and 3 sg. *-minō, with an assimilation in 'concord' to the nominal *-ī plural; the same trend toward overt concord is responsible for the creation of ipv. 2 pl. -tō-te. The original type was, e.g., *famīnī, Romani, syntactically entirely parallel to Umbrian armanīc, Ikuvīnū, remade to conform in concord as *famīnī, Romani. In the same fashion in the active, earlier *itatātō(d), Romani, exactly like Umbrian (It 22) etatu Ikuvinus, was affected in Latin with an overt plural sign -te to 2 pl. itatōte, an innovation recalling Rōss. podēmte. To explain the 2 pl. it is thus not necessary to have recourse either to an
ancient plural participle in *-mṇū (as if *mṇū should mean 2 pl. 'be nourished!') nor to the Greek infinitive in -ματιν, for which italic parallels are wholly lacking.

§7. It is in the basic 3 sg., zero-person function that the syntactic point of entry of a nominal (participial) formation into the finite verbal paradigm should be sought. An ellipsis legiminī (sc. estīs) is only plausible if the basic ellipsis is *legiminī (sc. sunt), and ultimately *legimīnus (vel sim.) (sc. es, est); cf. Russ. (vy) pošli like (oni) pošli, (on) pošel, as well as colloquial ipv. pošel, pl. pošli 'begone!', as against OCS nesli, jessm, jests, etc. This 3 sg. participial formation is found in the imperatives -mīnī < *-mno- and CSCO-Umbrian -mo(r), *mu < *-mō. Both, as noted by Meillet-Vendryes, Traité §530, can be compared with parallel forms of the Indo-European thematic verbal adjectives which were destined to become the present mediopassive participle, in a variety of languages: that in *-mno- of Iranian and Latin most clearly (M.-V. posed *-meno-) and that in *-mo- of Balto-Slavic and Luvian. On these two suffixes see Benveniste, BSBL 34.5-21 (1933), which shows that the fundamental shape of the former is *-mno-, not *-meno-, and Hitt. et i.-eur. 27-32, demonstrating the identity of Luv. -(a)mna/i- and lith. -anes, OCS -omti, and the original subjective, internal value of *-mo-.

Whether the final of *-mno and *-mō represents a petrified case form, or simply imitates that of ipv. -(n)tō < -(n)tōd, is uncertain,
but of secondary importance. It is noteworthy that there is no evidence in Latin for a final -d in -minō (Oscan generalized -x, and -d is in any case lost in Umbrian), which could indicate an ancient instrumental final -ē; its syntax would remain to determine.

§8. We may now turn to the explanation of the indicative paradigm of Latin, and the third persons of Oscan and Umbrian. The Lat. thematic 1 sg. -ōr (whence -or) may be directly derived from -ō + r < *-ō-ō + r. It is thus identical with the Hittite 1 sg. middle ending -šha + r(i), save that Latin has generalized the final -r element as a sign of the middle, just as Luvian did in Anatolian. This thematic ending *-ō-ō-ōr > -ōr is found not only in Anatolian and Italic, but in Celtic and Tocharian as well: OIr. -ur < *-ūr < *-ūr, and WToch. -ūar, EToch. -ūar < *-ū + -ūar with the same intercalation of 1 sg. -ū that we can observe in Gk. -(μ)ατ. It is the form *-ō-ōar, *-ōar of these languages, save that the once optional final -r has become fixed everywhere but in Hittite, that preserves the 'Indo-European' form of the thematic middle 1 sg.; the two other dialect areas where such a formal category is found, Indo-Iranian and Greek, have both generalized the athematic form. The Gothic 1 sg. middle -ōda repeats the 3 sg., and thus has no independent value.

The Latin modal stems in long vowel, the -ē- and -ē- subjunctives with active 1 sg. in -ēm, form the 1 sg. middle simply by replacing -ēm with -ér, whence -ēr (< -er), *-ēr (> -er), imitating
thematic *-or (>$-or$). The formation is probably not old, as is shown by Umbrian 3 sg. *ferar like Lat. 1 sg. *ferar. The indicatives in stem final *-e show *-or (>$-or$): *arbor, *vereor.

The Latin 1 pl. *-(i)mur reflects *-(o)no + r, i.e. the oldest form of the 1 pl. active, like Indo-Iranian *-ma, archaic OIr. *meleom < *-o-no, plus the same element *-r. The same ending is found in Celtic, archaic OIr. *deremor, *brudemor, and there is no reason to suppose that this ending ever replaced an earlier special middle ending in Italic and Celtic comparable to Gk. *-θe(σ)8α, Hitt. *w-ste, Indo-Iran. *-xwadi, or WCoch. 1 pl. mid. pres. *mtür, pret. *mte, WCoch. *mtur < *net.

The 2 sg. shows the forms *-(e)ris and *-(e)re; in Plautus, *(e)re is considerably more frequent than *-(e)ris, and the basic relegation of *-(e)re to the imperative function in Classical Latin as well indicates that it is the earlier form. Lat. *-(e)ris is *-(e)re plus the characteristic *-s of the 2 sg. active, and thus an innovation parallel to Ind. *-thōs < *-tha + *-s. Beside these endings we have dialectal *-rus in uraru, figurau, which shows the same *-s. The ending must be related to the thematic *-s of OIr. *shu and Gk. *-so; it has been assumed both that *-s yielded *-ere in Latin (Sommer Hdb. 494), and that *-ere reflects an old apophonic form of the ending *-s (Maillet-Vendryes §481); in the absence of clear parallels to support either view, a decision is difficult to reach. The ending *-rus in any case attests the presence of the expected o-grade *-so in Italic.

It is noteworthy that the Italic 2 sg. *-so (and *-se?) does
not show the characteristic -r. This fact should be compared with
the absence of -ri in the Hittite 2 sg. mid. -ta, -tapi, and with
the absence of -r in the Old Irish deponent imperative 2 sg. -the,
doubtless an older form than the 2 sg. indicative -ther.

The 2 pl. has been discussed above, in connection with the
Oscan-Umbrian mediopassive in *-mo. It is possible that the impetus
to the creation of -minin (after *minic) in the 2 pl. deponent and
passive function was that the earlier 2 pl. ending it replaced
did not differ from the active form, i.e. was simply *-mo, like
the Old Irish 2 pl. indicative and imperative deponent cechid,
sechid like act. 2 pl. berid.

§9. The reconstruction of the 3 sg. and 3 pl. deponent has
always been problematic; cf. Leumann-Hofmann 305 with references,
and most recently Kuryłowicz, Inf. Cat. 65, 69. Kuryłowicz
offers two alternative explanations. The first (p. 65) is that
the original coexistence in Italic (and Celtic) of 3 sg. *-o and
*-to, 3 pl. *-ro and *-ntr led to a proportion -o : -to = -r(o) :
-ntr(o), thereby creating 3 pl. -ntr/-ntro; a second proportion
-nt : -ntr(o) = -t : -tr(o) created 3 sg. -tr/-tro. Latin and
Umbrian -(n)tr presumably reflect *-(n)tr, Oscan-Umbrian (and
Celtic) -(n)ter reflect *-(n)tro. The second (p. 69), essentially
the view of Leumann-Hofmann as well, suggests confusion of the
two 3 pl. endings *-ntr and *-r(o) to *-ntor(o), which then entails
3 sg. *-ro and *-r(o) forming *-tor(o).
Both these explanations presuppose an analogical process plural - singular, which is unsatisfactory for the theoretical reasons discussed in ch. III §3 above. They also both presuppose the central role of a 3 sg. middle *-ro, whose existence can be documented only in one Indo-European tradition, namely Indo-Iranian (cf. §2 above). Considering further that we have no trace at all in Italic of any of the four endings *-o, *-oto, *-ro, *-onto, and that the motivation for an optional assimilation in *-r(o) remains unexplained, it is fully justified to reject these explanations.

We have seen above that the Anatolian data require the postulation of *-(t)or, i.e. *-(t)o + r, and not *-(t)ro; it is a priori reasonable to seek the same form in Italic, as indeed ‘die einfache Erklärung’ of -tur (Leumann-Hofmann). The postulation of *tr or *-tro has been hitherto justified by appeal to the Old Irish data; but as we shall see below, the Old Irish forms (and especially Early Welsh -tor) must be also explained by *-tor, i.e. *-to + r.

In fact, while the change -tro or -tri > -ter is plausible in Umbrian, on the evidence of ager ‘field’ < *agro-, pacer ‘propitius’ < *pakri-, and tertio ‘tertiio loco’ < *tritio-, it seems less certain that it can be invoked to explain Oscan -ter, where we have tristasamentud contrasting with Lat. testamentum, and doubtless tratus ‘castes’ with -i- accidentally omitted after r, cf. Vetter ad 50. Umb. okar ukar ‘arx’, ostensibly from *okri-, is likewise problematic.

Yet a more conclusive reason for rejecting a development *-tro > -ter to explain the Umbrian primary ending (generalized
in Oscan) is the existence in the Italic dialects of 3 sg. -er endings with and without -t-. It is those without -t- which represent the older layer of formation, and even if we could derive Umb. -ter from -tro, we cannot derive the -er of Umb. ier from *-ro. I take ier as pres. indic. rather than perf. subj. (so Bück, Vetter) in view of the parallel pres. indic. habe in the succeeding conditional clause: VIb 54 eetu eheau poplu, nosue ier ehe esu poplu, sopir habe same poplu, portatu ulo. Vetter renders 'Ito ex hoc populo, nisi itum sit (?) ex hoc populo, aequis (quam) capit in hoc populo, portato illuc.' But the two if-clauses are parallel, setting forth as it were the major and the minor premise, and we expect the same tense and mood in each. The present indicative in sopir habe is confirmed by the parallel (and older) text sumpis habe in Ib 18, and there is no mark of the perfectum in ier. Umb. nosue ier... sopir habe... portatu is thus like Glat. (XII Tab.) si nox furtum faxit, si im occisit, iura caesum esto.

§10. We prefer therefore to take the Osco-Umbrian ending -(t)er at face value; it indicates an opposition of primary -(t)er : secondary -(t)or. Latin has generalized -tor; but it probably shows a trace of -er in the archaic deponent-passive third conjugation infinitive -ier of utier, figier, angostier. Cf. also Middle Welsh imperative pass. -er below, §13.

See Leumann-Hofmann 228, Sommer Hdb. 2593. Thurneysen's comparison (in his 1879 Leipzig dissertation Über Herkunft u.
Bildung d. Verba auf -io 46) of ucertic-x, agla-x with the Vedic absolutes -vfty (RV) -aiya (Sutr.) deserves serious consideration; v. infra on OIr. agthlar, §18. Cf. also the Hitt. 3 sg. middle -iya(r1), and ipv. 2 sg. act. -iya, mid. -iya-hut(i), from *-yio(-ri). If we relate inf. -ier to the Vedic absolutive (gerund) -ya; it is also possible to relate the Lat. inf. -i (sgI, utI) to the -i of the Ved. absolute -tv (older than -tv), taking the latter as -tv + -i. An original long vowel -I rather than diphthong *-ei would agree with OLat. pakari of the Buenos inscription, if rightly taken as a passive infinitive pākari.

The vocalic alternation -(t)er/-(t)or, like that of 2 sg. *-se/-so, may well be inherited, in which case we should compare the Hittite facts noted in ch. V §3 and the conclusions in ch. VI §11 and VIII §5 above; otherwise -(t)er/-(t)or could be a morphological replacement of earlier prim. -(t)er/sec. -(t)or, which would have merged after the loss of final -i.

We thus pose for the Italic mediopassive 3 sg. *-(t)on + r, 3 pl. *-onto + r, agreeing with Anatolian. Just as in Anatolian, there is no justification for presupposing the mediatory role of a putative 3 pl. *-ro.

§11. In Celtic, specifically Old Irish, we have to reckon with the fact that the deponent and the passive have undergone a differentiation. Following are attested forms, principally from *-ies/ε- stems (there are significantly no -e/ε- deponents, on which
see below); archaic forms are given when quotable. Unless otherwise indicated, Irish forms are taken from Thurneysen, *OIr.*, Early Welsh from Lewis-Pedersen, *CEG*, or Simon Evans, *MWGr.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>deponent cjt.</td>
<td><em>moiniur</em></td>
<td><em>brudemor</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>mointer (&lt; -ther)</em></td>
<td><em>cluinid</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>moinetar</em></td>
<td><em>moinetar</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abs.</th>
<th>1 <em>suidigmir</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 <em>midithir</em></td>
<td>3 <em>miditir</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining persons of the absolute are identical with the conjunct forms.

Only third person passive forms are found; the remaining persons are formed by infixing pronominal objects to the 3 sg. passive form: *suidigther 'he is placed', no-*m-*suidigther, no-*m-*suidigther 'I/we am/are placed*. Passive forms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{AI} & = \text{BII dep.} \quad (-i=c/o-) \quad *\text{suidigther} \\
\text{AI} & = \quad (-a-) \quad *\text{carther} \\
\text{BI} & = \quad (-e/o-) \quad \text{cjt.} \quad *\text{berar, berr} \\
\text{abs.} & \quad *\text{berair} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(Pass. *drenegatar* from the legal text *Coibnes uisc ['s]e1 §2*, ed. Binchy, *Ériu* 17, 52-85 (1955).) Unlike the indicative, the passive imperative
(like the non-imperative conjunct in form) shows the same forms for active and deponent verbs: *deithar 'be it left' like *maidithar 'be it placed'. Given that the imperative commonly preserves obsolete indicative forms, this fact would suggest already that the differentiation of passive and deponent in the indicative is a secondary development.

§12. The normal absence of syncope in the deponent 3 sg. indic. -ether as against the normal presence of syncope in the deponent passive 3 sg. -ethar has led scholars to the assumption that the thematic dep. 3 sg. should be reconstructed *-(e)tro, whereas the (thematic) dep. 3 sg. passive reflects *-(e)tor. Cf. Thurneysen, OIKR. §§ 575, 578 for a detailed discussion of the phonological rules involved, which are quite regular.

The great failing of this traditional view is that there is no justification whatsoever from cognate languages for an ancient differentiation of deponent (middle) and passive forms. Following Benveniste, 'Actif et moyen dans le verbe', JPSyCh. 1950.121-129 = Problemes 168 ff., we may state that the passive or impersonal is a secondary function of the basic middle, 'diathesis internae', in Indo-European; there where special passive forms have been developed, as in Indo-Iran. -yâ, Arm. -îš, Gr. -πε, they are an inflexional category going back to an earlier middle, stative, or intransitive derivational category. In Vedic where the old 3 sg. mid. *=ai (=e) has been replaced in the primary middle function by *-[a]i (=e), the
old ending is often preserved in the secondary function of a passive. And for Celtic as well, the comparative evidence points clearly to the passive forms as the more archaic.

§13. For the thematic (*B1) passive forms we may compare directly the Hittite mediopassive, significantly both the *-ta middle’ and the *-a middle’ as discussed earlier, ch. V §20. The thematic 3 sg. form Old. abs. berafi, cjt. *berar, *berr reflect *-ori, *-or, and may be directly equated with the Hittite mediopassives with -ri such as kikari 'becomes', as noted already by Lewis-Federsen 310. Hittite shows only the endings -e or -e + ri; but Palaeic kitar 'lies' (Hitt. kitta, kittari 'id') shows the basic Anatolian extended form to have been simple -e, not -ri; the same conclusion is afforded by the imperative, Hitt. -(t)ary, with -u suffixed to the form in final -e. The element -i was the same as occurs in the -ri : -t alternation. The 3 pl. forms abs. bertafr, cjt. *bertar reflect *-ontori, *-ontor, like Hitt. -antari, lat. -untur. The occasional unsyncopated forms like friss-tregaster have been influenced by the form of the dependent; v. infra.

These BI passives are the only ancient thematic (*e/-e-) present middle forms preserved in Old Irish. The weak a-verbs (A1), on a later chronological level as derived verbs, show -e- in the 3 sg.: pass. abs. carshair cjt. *carchar from *-e-ontori, *-e-tor. The same preform (primary or secondary) underlies archaic Middle Welsh -otor. The plural reflects *-e-ontori, *-e-ontor; the ending is most faithfully
preserved in GW planchnhor "gi. fodiantur, " with -un- < *-en-.

Celtic thus agrees exactly with Anatolian and Italic in preserving endings 3 sg. *-[t]o + r(i), pl. -ntc + r(i). There is a good deal of variation in the distribution of the forms with and without -t- in the 3 sg. among the dialects. We have thus in the 3a- subjunctive *-tà-tor in OIr. pass. -berthar like Lat. feratúr, but *-à-r in Umb. ferar, and cf. the archaic Middle Welsh futures in -[n]awr. The 3 sg. passive (impersonal) of the root *(g)tà- with the idiomatic meaning 'be vexed, angry' in nasalizing relative clauses in old Irish (is hed dathar dom 'that is why people are vexed with me' OIr. §779.2) reflects *(g)tà-tor; but its Middle Welsh cognate nawr (ny'n nawr 'I do not care' VBG 2.433) reflects *(g)tà-r without -t-.

Besides Lat. -à-tur in the second conjugation we have *(g)tà- in Grec. loufhir and Mw. -ir, which becomes the productive impersonal passive of the language. But archaic Middle Welsh also shows -itor. The stems in final short -a- (via - < *-ar) have -na-r in Old Irish (*banar), but cf. archaic Mw -ator. Archaic Mw -ator may correspond directly to Lat. -itor, cf. Hitt. -iteti.

Finally the Mw imperative impersonal -ar, which is probably repeated in the subjunctive -[h]ar, may contain a very old apophonic *-ar corresponding exactly to umb. -er 'itar' and the Olat. passive inf. ënær. Such an interpretation would support Meillet's view of the antiquity of -[h]ar besides -[n]or discussed above. Cf. also Pedersen, Hitt. 87: 'Das Perfektum hütte also -e in denjenigen Personen gehabt, die im Präsens -i haben können, und die im Medium
Kuryłowicz, *Inf. Categ.* 65–67, suggests unconvincedly that the Irish passive reflects an analogical refashioning of the form originally proper to the deponent, taking the latter as the old "(medio)-passive": an argument subject to the theoretical objection of the primary middle (not passive) function in Indo-European noted above. He considers *suidigithir* 'he places' (dep.) as the regular reflex, and that *suidigithir* 'is placed' (dep., passive) has syncope on the model of the active. In the strong verbs he suggests a most unlikely set of analogical developments (partly influenced by erroneous data like *no-*p-*suidigther*), which must be rejected. The genesis of the particular form of the passive is a syntactic development of Common Celtic date, as the Brittonic data testify. This is already sufficient reason for rejecting a theory that the passive is a development from the deponent at a very late period, post-syncope in Irish, which Kuryłowicz's theory would require. The syntactic feature of infixed pronoun expressing the grammatical subject outside the third person is best accounted for by the assumption of an old Common Celtic impersonal form, continuing the oldest form of the middle. The equation of Irish *berar berair* < *-or* *-ori besida -thar -thair* < *-cor* -tori with the Hittite middle *-a*(*ri*) besida -ta(*ri*), Palael -tar in kitar 'lies', is too striking to be rejected.

§14. The Celtic passive shows the same form as the Hittite
radio-passive, and specifically continued the auxiliary function of an impersonal form, rather than the primary, middle function. The secondary, impersonal function for this form is documented in Hittite in such forms as \textit{Hatti akkišktarsii} 'people are dying in the land of Hatti', in the Plague Prayers of Mursiliš II §1, cf. \textit{akkišktas[ri?] in the ritual of Zarpiya, KUB IX 31 I 2 = LDU 14, and para para SIG \textit{-iškattari} (= \textit{*lazziškattari} ) 'es geht nach und nach immer besser', Friedrich \textit{Wb}, 128.

The development of a passive out of an earlier impersonal took place within Celtic; it was confined to transitive verbs, and in intransitive verbs the old impersonal function was continued intact: ūragar 'on va ūragar 'qu'on sille'. The passive function was effectuated outside the third person by the addition of 'infixed' pronominal objects: \textit{OIr. no-m-ór} 'on me porte' > 'I am carried' Mid. Welsh \textit{y-m gelwir} 'on m'appelle' > 'I am called'. It is thus unnecessary to resort to the assumption of infixed subject pronouns, with Kuryłowicz 67, a syntactic feature otherwise wholly unknown in Celtic. Formed originally in the fundamental present tense, this syntactic pattern was imposed on the preterite passive, hence \textit{1 sg. (etc.) no-m-brath} 'I was carried' beside \textit{3 sg. brath} (he was) carried, \textit{portatus (est)}
\textit{9}, the latter doubtless originally in nominal sentences. The restriction of the old verbal adjective in \textit{*-to-} to an inflectional function as preterite passive brought about a renewal of the form of the verbal adjective in its primary (derivative) function: the \textit{OIr. ending of the verbal adjective ('past participle passive')} is \textit{-the < *-tio}, a differentiation parallel
to that in Persian келд 'fece' < Aram. келлъ, besides the innovated
form карда 'factus' which continues the old nominal function. This
new participle is probably also the source of the absolute forms of
the preterite passive, e.g. брэн(аха) 'was carried', a good example
of the secondary creation in Celtic of absolute forms in opposition
to inherited conjunct forms, in order to fill out the pattern.

The passives then, show evidence for an inflexion *-(t)or(1)
in the 3 sg., which is confirmed by the comparative evidence of
Hittite; Hittite shows as well, however, that the *-r(1) element
is secondary, and not an inherent constituent of the form in Indo-
European. Since the passive shows the same form in the indicative
as in the imperative, we may assume that it is the most ancient form
of the middle voice: a conclusion which is supported by the Anatolian
comparative evidence. For the passive imperatives *-(t)or, *-ntor
of OIr. берар, картар, бертар can be equated with the Hittite and
Luvian third person ipv. -(t)ару, -нтару, save that the latter have
innovated by suffixing the imperative third person particle -у (cf.
Sommer, Heth. u., Heth. 45). The basic Anatolian form is thus -(t)ар,
-нтар < *-(t)or, *-ntor. The Middle Welsh imperative and subjunctive
passive -er, once -ter in the subj. trethatter, probably goes back
to an apophonic *-(t)er.

§15. We may now turn our attention to the problem of the
inflexion of the deponent in Celtic.

It is noteworthy that in the sure cases where an Old Irish
deponent verb corresponds to thematic -e/0- deponent in other Indo-European languages, the Old Irish form is a weak i- verb (-iie/o-).

The best examples are 'midur 'midether 'judges' : Gk. μεθομεν, and 'sechether 'follows' : Gk. ἑπομον. OIr. ro·lainmathar is a strong verb with -iie/o- present, but one may observe depalatalization in the 1 sg. already in Wb. ro·laumur 178 beside ru·laimur 17c21; cf. the other later 1 sg. forms without palatalization cited in RIA Contribb. s.v. leamad. For this reason it is quite likely that 1 sg. ad·gladur and acluchur (ad·tluchur) have likewise undergone depalatalization, cf. especially du·r`thaichuir Ml. 44c20, and were i-verbs. Both have -e/0- deponent cognates: Skt. hr`date, Lat. locuor, though gláddether may rather reflect an iterative *glód-eie-, cf. the parallel root form *gród-eie- in Gmc. *grötjan, Engl. greet.

Note also the depalatalization in 1 sg. ipv. águr, a present formed by the suffixation of -iie/o- to an old Celtic perfecto-present *e-: Goth. čg 'I fear'. For the semantics of the perfect cf. Gk. ἐθέω < ἐθομον, Vad. ὑβαγα, and especially OCS boita se, likewise formed with an i-suffix to an old perfect stem *boi-

(Stang, Verbum 24).

The verb (ro)·cluinitheath 'hears' also shows Irish -iie/o- inflexion, cf. ro·cluinntear·sa Togail Bruidne Da Berga 449, ed. Knott.

The original Celtic stem was *kla·nu- (IE *klu-), like Av. surunaotí = /ar·nu-ti/ ; for the type cf. Arm. erdnun 'I swear' < *ihru·nu-

(IE *ihru- : Gk. ὑπάγω).

This indicates that at some point in Irish prehistory the
Inherited -e/o- deponents adopted the stem final -iie/o-, itself inherited in some deponents like -muineair : yabvogu. This hypostasis in stem-formation of the deponent from strong (-e/o-) to weak (-iie/o-) inflexion testifies to the primacy of the latter type. It is the i-verb deponent which imposes its model on the others, and it is within the i-verb deponent that we must seek the conditions of a historical explanation. The implication is clear: the traditional view of a thematic form *etoro, and the attendant phonological conclusions, cannot be valid if the thematic vowel -e/o- was replaced by -iie/o-.

§16. As has been noted in ch. XII §§89, 12, the Old Irish i-verbs go back to two distinct and productive Common Celtic stems: *-eie/o- > *-iie/o- and *-e- > *-i-. Thus 1 sg. active *-iiu in OIr. diliu, but *-Imi in archaic Mw. -if. We have already seen that the archaic Middle Welsh impersonal-passive -itor must reflect *-i-tor; parallelism requires the postulation of a 3 sg. mediopassive from the stem -iie/o-: *-i-tor.

It is immediately clear that the -e- of OIr. 3 sg. dep. -eitar has not been protected from syncope by a putative following *-tro; rather -e- is here the normal Old Irish product of the syncope of internal disyllabic -iio- (-ie-), cf. OIr. §109. The expected Old Irish reflex of *-i-tor is -ethar.

We may thus assume for the i-verb mediopassive a twofold paradigm in the third person:
beside the unitary type of the a-verbs:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{a) } & *-i\text{ntor} & \rightarrow & *-\text{ther} & -\text{tar} \\
\text{b) } & *-\text{itor} & \rightarrow & -\text{ther} & -\text{tar}
\end{align*} \]

The majority of deponents belonged to type a), and it is these forms which prevailed in the 'active' deponent, but the basically impersonal character of the Irish passive (unlike that of Italic), and the loss of the middle ('internal') value of the deponent, permitted the formation of a passive to a deponent, and thus led to the necessity of formally distinguishing 'active' deponent and passive in the third person. The equivalence of syncopated -\text{ther} from -\text{tor} and -\text{ther} from -\text{itor} as passive led to the generalization of -\text{ther} in this function in the i-verbs. Hence -\text{uirethar}, pass. -\text{uirther}, and in the productive denominatives in -\text{ag}, -\text{uidigathar}, pass. -\text{uidigather}.

The a-verb deponents adopted the same pattern, whence -\text{molathar}, pass. -\text{molothar}.

One may observe the spread of passive -\text{ther}, -\text{ther} also from an early period to the a-subjunctive; beside historically regular -\text{gessair}, -\text{gesair (Celt. *gad-essair(i)) we have archaic cases like -\text{con.abester}}, perfective pres. subj. 3 sg. pass. of -\text{con.being},


In the 3 pl., it is noteworthy that the hesitation -\text{tar}, -\text{tar} was not completely eliminated in the passive, and indeed spread
to the a-verbs (*caratae thus analogical), and occasionally to the
-e/o- verbs (*friss-drengatar).

If this theory is correct, then we might expect some archaic
retentions of the unsyncopated form in the passive 3 sg., and
particularly in strong verbs, which doubtless adopted the deponent
inflexion in *-iie- rather than the stative *-i-. Two old examples
in Bergin’s law construction (with the uncompounded conjunct form
in sentence final position) are fo lin maine midhidear ‘the property
is judged among the whole group’ (Stud. in Early IR. Lex 14); ni
noillig ni sech mich mide(r)ther ‘nothing over a sack is adjudged
to an oath’ (Celtica 6.33, where my suggestion to read *mitter is
wrong). In the first example the archaic 7th verse form guarantees
the trisyllable *mideither. Another instance is secht cinela airc...
asa mideith[r]eir dira ‘seven kinds of satire from which dire is
adjudged’ (AL 5.228.26). The passive 3 pl. is always trisyllabic;
abs. miditir Wb. 4C9, rel. midetar Ml. 128b2, cjt. *midetar LL 293b5,
cf. ZCP 11.81 §10a.

Of the third person absolute endings, dep. *-ichir -itir, pass.
-thir -tir, only the latter are phonologically regular, from *-i-rtori,
*-i-ntori. One would expect *-ath(a)ir *et(a)ir from *-i-atori
*-iontori, cf. dat. brithem(a)in < *-ismoni. The palatalization
of the dental in -ithir, -itir must be analogical to that of the
passive *thir -tir, to effect a symmetrical system of oppositions:
§17. Of the remaining persons, 1 sg. -emor and 1 pl. arch.
-emor have already been noted in connection with the Latin forms:
they reflect *(ii=)or and *(ii=)omor; unlenited -omor in 1 pl. is
after the copula. Though the deponent 1 sg. is attested in the
present only for i-verbs, OIr. -iar, the pure thematic *-or is
found in the deponent 1 sg. g-subjunctive (= g-future as well, cf.
OIr. §59): *fessur 'that I know', perfective dōssur 'that I eat'
(de-fos-s-, OIr. §471) < *-or. The very archaic character of
the deponent g-subjunctive in the latter verb is rightly pointed
out by Ivanov, Obs. lit. 162. It is curious that while the
deponent g-subjunctive 1 sg. is thus thematic, *fessur < *-or,
the 2 sg. *fesser (abs. meser) is athematic: *-or...Cf. perhaps
the pattern 1 pl. -as-oza but 2 pl. -as-te in the Slavic g-aorist.
The second persons will be taken up further in connection with the
deponent imperative.

§18. There remain the very archaic (Amra Colum Chille, end
of VIth. cent.,) Irish impersonal-passive forms like in-ethiar
'wherein is cried out', molthiar 'who is praised', dringthiar 'is
climbed', righthiar 'is extended (?)', where the ending -thiar is
disyllabic (Celtic Verb 182 n., Celtica 6,223.). We noted above
(§10) Thurneysen's attractive comparison of the Old Latin passive
infinitive wortier (Plant., Rud. 886) with the RV absolutive
ā-vīṭā, abhi-vīṭā (books I and X).

Now just as the root noun from Ter- roots is formed by suffix-
XIV. Tocharian

§1. The endings of the Tocharian middle have been treated in §§21-23 of the preceding chapter; there remain the desinences of the active voice to be considered. The system of personal endings in the two Tocharian languages is of considerable interest; for in many respects it forms a bridge or set of bridges linking the several desinential patterns observable in other Indo-European traditions.

Both Tocharian languages show four groups of endings, active and middle: cf. Krause-Thomas, Toch. Elem. §§454-474 for a full discussion, as well as the earlier interpretations of Pedersen, Toch. 140 ff., which in matters of etymology are often preferable to those of the later handbook. The four sets are:

I) present and subjunctive, also East Toch. [= A] optative and imperfects *yem 'went', *zem 'was'. These go back to the Indo-European primary and secondary series alike.

II) (only West Toch. [= B]) 1 and 3 sg. Imperfect and Optative, going back to athematic Indo-European primary *-mi and secondary *-t (or zero) in the respective persons.

III) Preterite (and East Toch. imperfect), going back to Indo-European athematic secondary (aorist) and perfect endings.

IV) Imperative, of composite origin.
The distinction between primary and secondary endings does not appear to have ever existed in Tocharian in a fashion comparable to Hittite, Indo-Iranian, or Greek; the basic forms are those of the secondary series (in groups I, II, III) with primary endings appearing only incidentally, and in part dialectally (East Toch. Group I). Both Tocharian present and Tocharian preterites partly reflect Indo-European secondary forms without -i, and in some isolated instances, reflecting archaic conservations, the endings of present and preterite are fundamentally the same.

§2. We may begin with the reflexes of the Indo-European athematic type. The Indo-European contrast between athematic (1 sg. -mi) and thematic (1 sg. -si) endings has been given up, though there are sufficient relic forms to show that it once existed in the language. The opposition between present classes I ('athematic') and II ('thematic') is not directly comparable to the contrast as understood in Indo-European, since both share the same (ultimately thematic) endings. In the third persons classes I and II are basically identical, differing only in the palatalization of the root final consonant before the 3 sg. ending in II: 3 3 sg. athematic palkəm (before enclitic palkəm-ne), 3 pl. palkəm (palkəm-ne), thematic 3 sg. əsəm (asəm-ne), 3 pl. ēkə bern (akər-ne).
The palatalization in them. 3 sg. ăsăm reflects the Indo-European thematic vowel, *șge-; it is probable that the athematic type of pălăm has simply taken over the ending of the thematic type, minus the morphophonemics.

One verb alone in B shows a 1 sg. present -m: yăm (MQ ăm) = A yăm 'I go'. It would be tempting to equate this form directly with Ved. yām, but it is not possible because the root of the latter is surely preserved in B 3 sg., 3 pl. iyaṁ (iya- 'einerfahren, führen'), A 3 sg. pret. yā. The root vowel B ă- (MQ -ă-) = A -ă- further suggests IE *-e-. Since a preform *A-e-mi is extremely unlikely, we must assume that the 1 sg. yam in B has an -m of analogical origin. The source might have been a lost 1 sg. athematic pres. *(i)yam, cognate with Ved. yami.

The remainder of the paradigm of this verb in the singular, B yam yat yam (MQ -ă-), A yam yat yăs, shows a basically thematic paradigm, and has its closest correspondent in the Hittite thematic middle iyshha iyatta iyatta 'go'. See in further detail below, on the Tocharian thematic paradigm. The 1 and 3 plural in B are formed suppletively: yam(ă) yam, with a root form yan- which recalls Hitt. ıvan, perhaps also OLat. red-inunt. Cf. Pedersen, Toch. 160, Krause, Westtoch. Gr. §53, and Ivanov, Obšč. síst. 179-180.

In view of the thematic character of the singular of this verb, and its closest relation to Hittite iyam, presupposing *i(ş)-e/0- formed
like the \*d(e)-s/o- of Ved. \*d-\*d(t) (ch. VIII §8), Pedersen's equation of A 3 pl. yinā 1 pl. ymās with Ved. yānti, imās must remain doubtful. They would be the only inherited athetic forms found in either Tocharian language.

§3. It was noted in ch. II §3 that in most Indo-European languages the old athetic endings were most tenacious in stems in long final vowel. The 1 sg. of all presents, subjunctives, and optatives in East Tocharian shows an ending -m. It seems indicated to derive this ending from athetic \*mi, inherited in the present and subjunctive classes V (in -ī-) and VI (in -nī-) from the athetically inflected Indo-European suffixes \*-ī- and \*-nā-. For the latter note especially B 3 sg. tālām, with enclitic tālān-ne < \*tānā-, cognate in root and suffix with Lat. tullus, OIr. tlenaid < \*tλ-na-. The spread of 1 sg. pres. -m from roots in final long vowel to all the presents in the language can be exactly paralleled both in Celtic and Armenian. East Tocharian thematic 1 sg. ākam 'I lead' is an analogical development just like WHr. āgim, WH af, and Arm. ačem.

§4. Tocharian is unique among all earlier Indo-European
The Vedic absolutive thus has the form -\( \text{ya} \) after TVR roots: Ved. -\( \text{sy}-\text{ya} \) beside -\( \text{vr}-\text{ya} \). The Vedic absolutive thus has the form -\((t)\text{ya}\), recalling \*-(\(t\))\(a\)-\(r\) of the middle and other 3 sg. forms with and without -\(t\)-. Note that this alternation is not found in the other Vedic absolutes -\(tv\), -\(va\), where the -\(t\)- is constant, and that to judge from the late RV combined form -\(tv\-\text{ya}\), the fundamental form of -\((t)\text{ya}\) was that with short final vowel (otherwise Renou, Gr. véd. §373).

If Thurneysen was correct in comparing Ved. -\(\text{ya}\) with OLat. -\(\text{ier}\), thus supposing \*-\(\text{ie}\)\(-\text{r}\)/-\(\text{io}\)-\(\text{r}\), the parallel Ved. -\(\text{ye}\) may be compared in the same way with OIr. -\(\text{thiēr}\), reconstructing \*-\(\text{tie}\)-\(\text{r}\)/-\(\text{io}\)-\(\text{r}\). Archaic MW. llem-\(\text{trīyor}\) 'is leapt (upon)', despite OIr. §581, probably shows an anaolgical transformation (d + h > r, written tt) of the same ending, cf. Lewis-Pedersen 308. Such a form as \*-(\(t\))\(e\)/\(a\)-\(r\) was marginal to the verbal paradigm, whence its syntactic implementation as absolutive in Vedic, infinitive in Latin, and impersonal-passive in Celtic.

§19. The deponent imperative in Old Irish shows partially divergent forms from the indicative, in 2 sg., 3 sg., and 2 pl. in a single form. Paradigm (\(\text{i}=\text{verb}\)):

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{\(\text{šger}\)} & \ast\text{cluinammar} \\
\text{cluinte (}\ast\text{-the}) & \text{cluinith, arch. fomnails} \\
\text{cluineth} & \text{cluinstar}
\end{array}
\]
The 3 sg. shows the same ending in the active imperative: *ber(a)th
'let him bear', for *canad 'let him recite'.

In the 2 sg. we find a difference between indicative -ther and imperative -the; internal reconstruction indicates that the imperative form is the older, and it is easy to explain the indicative form as containing the same suffixed -r as the first and third persons. It is impossible not to connect the ending -th(e) with the ending -ta of the Hittite 2 sg. middle, IE *tgo; but the details are unclear. Thurneysen was inclined to equate -the with Indic 2 sg. secondary mid. -thāh, reconstructing *-thēs (OIr. §574, following Wackernagel). This is not possible, since IE *-thēs would give OIr. *-thi (cf. Trivium 1.103), and in any case Indic -thāh does not come from *-thēs, but from Indic *-tha + as, the 2 sg. active ending (cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 59). If Thurneysen is correct in regarding the 2 sg. ā-subjunctive ending of ber(a)th as the regular reflex of -ā + ā, then the ending -the could be interpreted as reflecting Celtic *-tā + āh, the 2 sg. active ending, and thus be exactly parallel to Indic -thāh in origin. But this is offered only as a suggestion.

The 2 pl. indicative shows the same form as the active. In view of the distinct 2 pl. imperative fomnais 'beare' (fo'moinedhar) in archaic texts beside the normal fomrid 'id', as well as the tendency to replace deponent by active forms in the 1 pl., as well (part of the general loss of the deponent in Middle Irish), it is best to take the active form as a secondary replacement of the earlier middle ending. It is curious to note that the same development
appears to have occurred in Tocharian (as Pedersen, Tocharisch 155), and that also in Latin the 2 pl. mediopassive in -i-min is the only point in the paradigm where the old system is attacked.

The origin of the ending -(a)is of formais is however obscure: it cannot be related to the ending of Hittite -(d)duma (presupposing /t/), or Skt. -dhvam, Gk. -c02. I compared the last in Anc. IE Dial. 40, but if the Greek ending reflects *-a + dwe, this would yield -(a)dde > (a)dde > (a)it with unlenited a in Old Irish. Hence the comparison must be rejected. Phonetically the ending could be most easily derived from *(=e)=s-te. In this case, the most promising comparison would be the variant Hitt. 2 pl. active ending -ṣeṭen(ā) beside -ten(ā), e.g. ipv. dalesṭen 'leave', pešṭen 'give' (both hi-conjugation). The Old Irish form would attest the old neutralization of the opposition of voice in the 1 and 2 pl. endings, as in the 'Indo-European' perfect. We may note the Tocharian 2 pl. imperative and preterite active ending 3 -a(ā). A -e, for which *ste has been suggested (see the discussion in Pedersen, Tocharisch 147-8), but the derivation is uncertain.

§20. In the 3 sg. it is the imperative -(ā)th which preserves the older ending of the inherited middle: *-co, without the generalization of the characteristic r-element as a specific mark of the middle as in *-cor. Older *-co has been replaced by *-tor in its primary (indicative) function, and survives only in the secondary function of imperative; cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat., 64-5. Yet a more
important consequence of the generalization of -r as a sign of the middle voice was that the old ending *-to without -r could be reinterpreted as active, by opposition to *-tor. Just so the Luvian ending -ta < *-to was reinterpreted as active by opposition to the middle -tarš, as we have seen. Hence *-to is preserved not only as 3 sg. ipv. deponent, but 3 sg. ipv. active as well; synchronically the basic function is the active one, and 3 sg. cluineth shows an active ending just as much as 2 pl. cluineth.

In the 3 sg. imperative (active) the form *bereror must have replaced an earlier *bare identical with the 3 sg. conjunct (OIr. -beir), as shown by the residual 3 sg. ipv. ced 'let him go' = cjt. tét. It thus had the advantage of eliminating the homophony between 2 sg. ipv. *bare and 3 sg. indic. = ipv. *bare. This homophony did not exist in the imperative of *tét, where 2 sg. eirš was from a different root; hence there was no impetus to reshape ipv. tét. Similarly in the compound doš’dét, 2 sg. ipv. taš unlike 3 sg. tař (a morphological reflex of *to-that, like the rol-forms in the perfect).

The development of 3 sg. ipv. active *-co is Common Celtic, as is shown by such equations as OIr. bith (3 sg. ipv. of the consuetudinal present) ; MW. bit, Celt. *bí-to. The normal Middle Welsh 3 sg. ipv. ending is -et < *-eto; archaic by-forms in -it are found, which cause umlaut of the vowel of a preceding syllable (bernít from barnu 'judge', cf. Simon Evans, MWæ, §140), and reflect *-ito. Cf. -estor and ītor respectively. The Old Irish deponents like cluineth probably go back to *-išto, like cluineštar from *-ištor;
for the phonology of, the agent nouns in -am, arch. *iam < nom. sg. *iam, and the ATT 3 pl. act. *at < *iōnt, with the archaic stage preserved in ACC auidict.

Finally, it would appear that the same ending -eth, -ed < *-eto or *-iēto is to be found in the 3 sg. imperfect (and other secondary tenses), where there is no formal distinction between active and deponent. Compare *-ta as 3 sg. preterite in Luvian. But the remainder of the paradigm is quite unclear, and does not agree with Brittonic. For the formation of the stem of the Celtic imperfect, Kuryłowicz's suggestion in Inf. Cat. 134-5 that it reflects *-eje/o- of the Indo-European iterative is plausible. On the other hand his interpretation of the individual endings outside of the 3 sg. is scarcely cogent. If the *-to of OsIr. 3 sg. imperfect corresponds to anything in Brittonic, it is probably the MW imperfect impersonal in -it : kerit (with uumlaut) 'was loved'. In this case the archaic MW 3 sg. imperfect in -i, keri 'loved' (likewise with uumlaut; contrast normal MW carei) might go back directly to an *-i-t with IE secondary ending. But the details of the formation as a whole are unclear, and the Celtic imperfect will be left out of further consideration here.

§21. The history of the mediopassive in the Tocharian languages is remarkably parallel to that of Celtic. We may distinguish three groups of endings in the middle: those of the present (also subjunctive and optative), the preterite, and the imperative. Thematic present paradigm (class II) of West Toch. [mB] kivus-; East [mA]
klyos- 'hear', Krause-Thomas, Toch. Elem. §461:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>klyause-mär</td>
<td>klyos-mär</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klyaus-tär</td>
<td>klyos-tär</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klyaus-tär</td>
<td>klyos-tär</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>klyaus-ntär</td>
<td>klyos-ntär</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stem is IE *ˈkleu-se/o-*(cf. Ved. śrus-tih), and the distribution of the thematic vowel exactly that of Greek: *-so-* in 1 sg., 1 and 3 pl. > B -sa-. A -s(-a)-, *-se- in 2 and 3 sg., 2 pl. > B -sa-.

In the endings the two languages agree in all but details. For the 1 sg. preterite, A has *a < *-ai* but B *-mai*. Following Krause-Thomas §468 we can compare respectively Indic 1 sg. *a < *-ai* and Gk. *ματ*. Gk. *ματ* is an analogical creation of 1 sg. *-m* plus the old ending *-ai* (cf. ch. IX §9), and it is clearly indicated to assume the same for Tocharian B: *-mai* < *-m- + -ai*. Cf. in the same sense Lane, GGA 214.128 (1962). On the model of this case we may suggest a similar explanation for the 1 sg. present middle: B *-mar* A *-mar*, common Tocharian *-(m)är < -m- + *-r*, identical with the *-r* of Italic and Celtic, and with Hitt. *-abhar* (*h*). Virtually the same explanation, but without the parallel of the 1 sg. pret. *-(m)ai*, was already proposed by Van Windekens, REJE 2.101 (1939),
and Morph. comp. 305. It is surely preferable to Pedersen's comparison of Lat. 1 pl. -mur, Toch. 154, followed by Krause-Thomas §468 (who further incorrectly derive Lat. -mur from *-mör). For the phonetics of B -mar A -mar < *-(m)ör cf. the old neuters like B yasar (Mq perl. yāsār=sa, Krause-Thomas §14), A yār 'blood': Hitt. eštar, Gk. ἐχθρός, but with the *-ōr of Gk. ὕδωρ, Hom. ῥέμωρ (Ivanov, Tox, Jaz. 15-16).

The 2 sg. B -ter A -tär points to a Common Tocharian *-tär with long vowel, hence cannot go back directly to the 2 sg. active *-ta (< *-tā) of B -t(C) A -t plus -r. Probably it repeats the vocalism of the 1 sg. *-(m)ār, like Gk. -σω after -(μ)αυ and Skt. subj. -sai after -sī. Note that the 1 and 2 sg. are likewise a rhyming pair but different from the 3 sg. in the preterite middle: B -mai -tai A -e -te.

For 3 sg. and pl. the evidence of all the cognate languages leads us to expect *-t(t)or *-ntor, built by the suffixation of -r onto the basic endings *-(t)or *-nto. The basic endings without -r are preserved in the Tocharian preterite, 3 sg. B -te A -t. 3 pl. B -nte A -nt, and *-tor *-ntor are the only plausible ancestors of AB -tär -ntär.

Since both final *-o and *-os are preserved in B as *-
(*-tort, *σκος > yake), and final *-tros appears as -tre in B gen. tktre = ἡγείρωντος, cf. also B rtre A rtēr = ἐφυρόντος, we would expect a *-tro to yield B *-tre. Hence the views of Pedersen, Toch. 154 and Krause-Thomas §§22, 470 cannot be correct. The relation *-(t)or *-(t)or + r, observable both in Anatolian and Celtic, together
with the clear presence of *-to in Tocharian, likewise prohibit us from reconstructing *ₐ(t)ₐ (so Ivanov, Tox. Jaz. 31) just as in the other languages. Since the absence of palatalization of -ₐ- precludes *ₐₕₐ (cf. A 2 pl. pres. act. -c < *ₐₐ), we are left with *ₐₕₐₐ as the only possible reconstruction for -ₐₚₐ -ₐₚₚₚ. Pedersen himself came to the same view, cf. his Nachträge to Toch. (1949), p. 263.

Clear phonological parallels are lacking. But the oblique sg. of the kinship terms in B, pₐₕₐₚₐ mₐₚₚₚ rₐₕₐ rₐₚₚ rₐₚₚ rₐₙₚ rₐₚₚ probably goes back to *ₐₕₐₕₐ(m) etc., with (analogical?) c-grade in the suffix, beside Gk. -τₘₜₐ, OCS -ₚₚₚ, Lith. -ₚₚₚ, cf. Ivanov, Tox. Jaz. 19.

The 1 pl. AB -ₐₚₘₜ(m)ₐₚₐ, 2 pl. A -cₚₚₚ B -ₐₚₚ are built on the basic endings of the preterite middle, A -ₐₚₘₜ B -ₐₚₘₜ(m), A -c B -ₐ, by the addition of -t, but the details are uncertain. The -c of B -ₐₚₘₜ(m) is probably analogical, and the absence of palatalization in B -ₐₚₚₚₚ is obscure. The identity of 2 pl. pres. active and 2 pl. pres. active and 2 pl. pret. mid. -c in A is noteworthy.

§22. The paradigm of the preterite middle of B prek= A

prak- 'ask', Krause-Thomas §496, is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| parksa-mai | prükₐₕₐₐₐₐ, yₐₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚₚportion of}
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In virtually all preterite classes a stem-final *₃ aloud precedes the ending. The Tocharian preterite represents a conflation of earlier aorist and perfect; the stem final *₃ < IE *₅ (Krause-Thomas §456) doubtless an old aorist marker similar to the *₃ of the Baltic preterite. As such it probably showed athematic endings of the *m₃-s-t set in the active, cf. Krause-Thomas §461-463.

But traces of the old perfect are left above all in the reflexes of the characteristic o-vocalism, e.g. B nak(ǝre) 'perished' *nok- beside pres. naksám 'destroys', as well as in the endings themselves.

We have noted that the pret. sg. endings B *-mai -sai -te A -e -te -t permit a reconstruction for the Common Tocharian period.

*-*si
*-*tai
*-*to

The 1 sg. *-*si < *-*si + i (renewed by the insertion of *-i in B) may be equated with OHitt. *-he (later *-hi), Lat. 1 sg. pf. *-i (Faliscan *-ei), and 1 sg. *-e in OCS vědě. A -we in pret. yamwe, impf. māncáwe recalls Lat. *u-ī, cf. Krause-Thomas §458. The basic Tocharian A ending *-e₃ besides isolated -we₃ prohibits us from
assuming an alternation $u : m$ in the endings $A -we : B -mai$, as does the secondary character of $m$ in $-mai$, like $u$ in Gk. $-ωαλ$. Were the basic ending originally $-we$ in $A$, the absence of the $w$ in $-e$ could not be explained, whereas the reverse development is readily understandable. Hence I reject Ivanov's suggestion on the Tocharian forms in *Obsk. sist. 159 n. 86. His view of a $u : m$ alternation in Luv. 2 pl. -tuwa(ri) beside Hitt. -ttuma(ri), on the other hand, is quite correct. The 2 sg. $*\text{-ta}i < *\text{-ta}o + i$ may be compared with the $-ti < *\text{-tai}$ of Lat. pl. -istī; both perfect endings, on the other hand 3 sg. $*\text{-to}$ is clearly the IE secondary middle ending of the present-aorist system. The preterite middle paradigm in Tocharian is thus composite.

The preservation of the final diphthong $*\text{-ai}$ in these endings (cf. final $*\text{-oi}$ of polysyllables $> -i$ in the nom. pl. of B class V, e.g. yakwi $< *ekwoi$) is to be attributed to the possible suffixation of enclitic pronouns (E). The preservation of $*\text{ai} + E$ is exactly paralleled by nom. pl. B alysik 'aliī' $< *\text{alioi-} kw$, cf. Pedersen, Toch. 59.

We have seen that the endings proper are preceded by the vowel $-\text{a}$, which with Krüger is best taken as an Indo-European suffix $-\text{a}$, associated with the aorist. With the conflation of aorist and perfect to form the new Common Tocharian preterite, we may suggest that the old aorist mid. $*\text{-a}-to$ was generalized in the 3 sg., resulting in the complete elimination of the old 3 sg. perfect ending. The latter was perhaps $*\text{-ei}$, in accord with the pattern of 1 sg. $*\text{-ai}$, 2 sg. $*\text{-tai}$, just like Latin $-\text{i}$, -istī $-\text{i}-t < *\text{-ai}$ -tai -ei, as well as Slavic 1 sg. $-\text{e}$ 3 sg. $-\text{i}(tt)$ of vedē, mani-to from the
same preforms, though an earlier zero-ending (*i = zero + i) is also possible.

The *-₁- of the 3 sg. *-₁-to was then generalized in the other persons, and the old endings of the perfect suffixed to it:

\[ \begin{align*}
* &= \text{ai} \\
\text{-} &= \text{-₁-tai} \\
* &= \text{₁-to replacing *-₁(e)i} \\
\text{-} &= \text{₁-to}
\end{align*} \]

thus obtaining the historically attested forms.

§23. There remain the imperative middle endings of the second person (AB kā₁- = 'bring'):

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
B & A \\
\text{2 sg.} & (p)kala-r \\
& pāklā-r \\
\text{2 pl.} & (p)kala-t \\
& pāklā-o
\end{array} \]

Initial p(₁)- is a particle related to Hitt. pe and Slav. po-; cf. Benveniste, Festschrift Hirt 2, 235, Hitt. et i. -eur. 32, and Ivanov, Češ. sest. 76 n. 67. The isolated final of A pāklvase₁ 'hear' may reflect IE *-sve (Ind. -sva), cf. Krause-Thomas §463, 4, and ch. III §7 above.

In the middle plural the imperative shows the same endings as the preterite, as noted above. In the singular both languages show a
form in -r after the sign -ã-. Krause-Thomas §469.3, following Pedersen, Toch. §84, take it as a 'sehr alte Nominalform', functioning as an imperative. But there are no comparable ancient infinitive-like formations in Tocharian. The basic form is -ã-r, with the aorist stem marker -ã-, a zero person-marker, and a middle voice marker -r. The zero person-marker is entirely in conformity with the model of the relations of the persons in the imperative as shown by Kuryłowicz, and discussed above (ch. IX §1): in the imperative it is the 2 sg., which is the 'zero-person'; while in the indicative (representational) it is the 3 sg. For these theoretical reasons I propose to equate the Tocharian 2 sg. imperative mediopassive -ar with the Umbrian 3 sg. representational (subjunctive) passive -ar in ferar 'feratur'. The -ã- element is etymologically the same in each, although of different function; in both cases the form is marked for voice, but shows zero for person.

We may note the preservation in the (aorist-stem) imperative mediopassive of a form *-ã-r which is on an older chronological level than the 3 sg. aorist-stem indicative mediopassive *ã-to, as well as older than the present *(e)tor; the imperative 2 sg. form must have been identical with the indicative (3 sg.) form before the introduction of *-o in the latter, the replacement of an ending *-o by *-to. For the form with vocalic aorist-suffix *-ã-r probably presupposes the existence of an unsuffixed -o + r, comparable to the *-or of OIr. pass. *berer and Hitt. mediopass. -ar(1).

This Tocharian 2 sg. imperative -r built on the old aorist stem in -ã- should finally be related to the Armenian 2 sg. (active
and deponent) imperative positive in -(i)r, likewise built on the aorist stem: ısem 'I hear', deponent aor. 1 sg. lus, ipv. 2 sg. lur; dep. ankanim 'I fall', ipv. ankir; linim 'I become', ipv. ler; ınem 'I place', aor. edi < *dhē-, ipv. dir; tem 'I give', aor. etu < *dōo, ipv. tur. Cf. most recently V. Bănătsanu, Rev. roumaine de ling. 10.509-525 (1965) (published in Romanian in 1956), for a dis-
cussion of the Armenian forms in -r.
Appendix: Etymology of the element -r

The examination of the -r-endings characteristic of the traditions examined has shown that in all cases the basic third person forms reflect *(n)tor, composed of *(n)to + r. The absence of the -r in a number of languages, and its optional character in Hittite as against its generalization in Luvisian, are enough to show the -r had at the outset nothing per se to do with the expression of the middle voice.

There is furthermore no evidence for any special "multi-personal" or "impersonal" force in the element -r. That value, observable for example in Lat. Ætur, Umb. ier, OIr. tiapair, Hitt. akkiškittari, is ultimately a secondary function of the 3 sg. to which -r is added, the zero-person. Cf. on the one hand forms like Lat. lubet beside Osc. iucifer 'vel', on the other, passives of intransitive verbs in modern expressions like Germ. hier wird getanzt.

The -r appears thus only as a desinental component, a 'nota augens'. As such its etymology is to be sought among the inherited particles, which play the same role in the sentence. I suggest that the element -r be equated with the prosecutive particle appearing in Gk. ἄρα (ἄρα, ἄρ' ἀρα, ἄρ') and Lith. ir 'and', and further probably in West Toch. enclitic ra, ra 'ne-que' = East Toch. prohibitive mar.

The particles are discussed by Brugmann, Ber. d. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. 1883, 38 ff. The Greek and Lithuanian forms point to a
preform \*x in isolation. The Cypriote form \*y given by Hesychius
conceivably shows a full-grade, but more likely shows a variation
similar to that of Arc. = Cypr., Myc., and Att.-ion. \*y beside
\*y of other dialects. The preform of Tocharian ra is uncertain.
The further connection of Lith. interrogative \*y, also 'or, whether',
\*x = bu 'or', \*y = 'indeed', or Greek \*y and Arm. \*x need not
care us here.

The morphonemics of \*y in Homer are archaic, and indeed
paradigmatic for the development of syllabic \*x in Greek. We have
the following patterns of attestation in the verse-line; the symbols
C = consonant, V = vowel, \# = word boundary. For \*y(α) : -C/V\#C\#V-, 
-C/V\#C\#V- (\*y before enclitic), where the preceding final C is
always an original final, -s, -v, or -p. This \*y is the canonical
phonological reflex of \*x. For \*y: -C\#C\#V-, where the preceding
final -C can be old -s and -v [-p is not found], but is more frequent-
ly a new -C arising from elision of a final short vowel. Examples
of \*y preceded by a final vowel are quite rare. Despite the elision
of the tradition in antivocalic \*y, we have here the normal Greek
reflex \*y of antivocalic \*x. It is from the antivocalic position
that \*y spreads to anticonsonantal position as well, whence Homeric
-C\#\#C- (\*y before enclitic). The final -C preceding \*y, \*y is
nearly always a final -C arising from elision, as against the -C
preceding \*y(α), which is always ancient. The final development is
the analogical full form \*y, to be explained by the mechanism
described in Kurzbowicz, Apophonic §22, extended to an unit form \*x.
As the apophonically latest form, it is not surprising that the
use of ἄρα is the freest of all the variants in Homer; nor that it is ἄρα which wins out over the others in post-Homeric Greek.

Unaccented ἄρα beside accented ἄρα(ά) continue an inherited alternation, comparable to that in Gk. νω, νυν (and τονον). In either case it is always an enclitic particle, normally occupying second position in the sentence (Wackernagel's law), with certain rules of order within a sequence of enclitic particles.

As an enclitic particle, ἄρα/ἄρα' enters into the Indo-European syntactic patterns which I have described in Celtica 6,1-49 (1963) and Proc. IX Int. Cong. 1035-1042. Using the symbols E = enclitic particle, V = finite verb form, P = preverb, # = sentence or clause boundary, we have four formulae for the basic pattern of the position of these elements in the sentence:

a) #.E...V#  
b) #.E......#  
c) #.E...VV#  
d) #.PE......V#.

All of these patterns are well attested for ἄρα/ἄρα'. It is noteworthy that of 736 instances of the oldest forms ἄρα(ά) and ἄρα' in the Iliad, 137 cooccur with middle finite verb forms; all but four of the middles have secondary endings. Of the 133 secondary middle forms, 115 are unaugmented, which is to be taken as a sign of archaism. Virtually all the verbs are third persons; we may then state that within the middle the privileged cooccurrence is that of ἄρα/ἄρα' and 3 p. -(ν)το.

We may illustrate the patterns of cooccurrence from the Iliad.

Type a) ἄρα'...ἔζε... (N 15), and with the verb immediately following,
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\[ \delta \nu \varepsilon \varepsilon \tau o \ (B \ 623), \ \delta \nu \varepsilon \varepsilon \nu \tau o \ (B \ 211) \]. Type c) \( \delta \nu \ldots \mu \delta \varepsilon \varepsilon \tau o \) (A 360 etc.). Type d) \( \kappa \pi t \ \delta \nu \varepsilon \varepsilon \tau o \) (A 68 etc.), with two enclitics \( \kappa \pi t \ \delta \nu \ldots \varepsilon \varepsilon \delta \tau \eta \nu \) (H 57).

It is the type b) \#VE...#, with the finite verb in emphatic clause-initial position, in archaic poetry in the equivalent verse-initial position, which interests us. Here \( \delta \nu / \nu \delta \nu \) may immediately follow the finite verb. We have the syntactic equivalent of the sequence of morphological elements in \( *-(\eta)\tau o + \pi \).

In the Iliad we have first the series of monosyllabic active aorists or imperfects followed by \( \delta (\alpha) \), nearly always verse or clause-initial: \( \beta \tau \beta \) (E 849 etc., 10x), whence \( \beta \alpha \beta \beta \) (K 273 etc., 4x); \( \gamma \nu \nu \beta \beta \) (K 358); \( \gamma \nu \beta \beta \) (X 77); \( \varphi \nu \beta \beta \) (δ 504); \( \beta \tau \beta \beta \) (H 19, P 213); \( \sigma \tau \beta \beta \) (H 225 etc., 3x), whence \( \sigma \tau \beta \beta \) (Λ 744); \( \eta \beta \beta \) (Γ 310 etc., 31x). Note that \( \sigma \tau \beta \beta \) from \( *s\tau\tau\tau \) is directly comparable to the same elements in the same sequence in the Old Irish 3 sg. passive of the substantive verb, \( *\tau\tau\tau \) \( < *s\tau\tau\tau\tau\).

With two enclitics we have \( \beta \tau \beta \delta \nu \delta \nu \) (B 16, 18), \( \sigma \tau \beta \beta \delta \nu \delta \nu \) (B 20 etc., 7x), whence \( \sigma \tau \delta \nu \delta \nu \) (Υ 535), and cf. \( \sigma \tau \beta \tau \beta \) (Ω 350).

Cooccurrences precisely of \( -(\nu)\tau o \) and \( \beta \nu / \nu \beta \nu \) also occur in type b). With two enclitics, we have at verse end but clause initial, \( \nu \theta \varepsilon \tau o \gamma \delta \rho \) (N 352) and the similar \( \alpha \varepsilon \varepsilon \tau o \gamma \delta \rho \) (§ 468). Note that if \( \gamma \delta \rho \) is correctly derived from \( \gamma \epsilon + \alpha \rho \) (cf. \( \delta \gamma \alpha \rho \ldots \)) \( \varepsilon \varepsilon \tau o \) E 434), the collocation \( \gamma \delta \rho \) is etymologically pleonastic.

We have further \( \kappa \varepsilon \tau o \delta \nu \gamma \delta \rho \) (E 507), besides type a) in \( \delta \nu \ldots \kappa \varepsilon \tau o \) (Ω 610), \( \beta \alpha \ldots \kappa \varepsilon \tau o \) (M 380), and \( \kappa \varepsilon \alpha \beta \tau \nu o \delta \nu \) \( \eta \varepsilon \rho \beta \) \( \pi \alpha \beta \) (§ 549).
The verb of the latter formula has been transformed to the active voice some lines later in κάλυψε δ' ἀρ' ἡρό μολλ' (§ 597).

The immediate succession of -(ν)το and the particle is found five times (one of which is repeated) in the Iliad. In all cases the final vowel of the ending is elided, and the particle, followed by an initial vowel, has the form ἀρ'. The attestations are κάλυπτε ἀρ' (Π 421); ἱπτο ἀρ' (Ψ 128), cf. type c) β'...καθιστο (Τ 153); κομμιπραντ ἀρ' (Η 482), cf. type a) ἀρ'...κομμιπραντο (Ν 673); ἑπεμαέτε ἀρ' ἐπίπους (Ε 748 = Ω 392), cf. type c) ρά...ἐπεμαέτε (Κ 401); ἱπτο ἀρ' ἀνάν (Ω 397), in a formula which recurs without ἀρ', but in the same verse-final position in ἱπτο β' ἀνάν (Ν 165).

The elision of the final short vowel of a verbal ending appears to be an early innovation of Greek. There is therefore no obstacle to assuming that a prehistoric sequence *-(n)τοτ V- could have been elided to *-(n)τοτ V-, which would regularly yield Gk. -(ν)τ' ἀρ' V-. In languages with permissible elision before vowel, on the other hand, the result in sentence phonetics of the sequence *-(n)τοτ would be automatically *-(n)τοτ, before both consonantal and vocalic initial. On this basis we may 'equate' Gk. -(ν)τ' ἀρ' with Hitt. -(n)tar[i], Lat. -(n)tur, Celt. *-(n)tor, and Toch. -(n)tär. Even if some or all of these languages, or Indo-European itself, allowed elision of this sort—cf. Hitt. n-an t-an, OIr. na*n-ta*n-(da*n-) from *nu *to plus enclitic accusative pronoun *a/om—the formal equation would stand as *-(n)τ' τ'.

In West Tocharian as well, rā is an enclitic particle occupying second position in the sentence. The negation mà occupies sentence
initial position; the collocation \#mā ra... 'ne-que' is exactly superimposable for the form on East Toch. \#mar... 'mē', just as the Latin collocation neque eam is superimposable on a phonological word in archaic Old Irish nache n-accatar 'and they did not see her'. See Lochlann 3.286-287 (1965) for the latter. In West Tocharian, ra is a free form, with restrictions on its position in the sentence comparable to those of Gk. ῥα/ἄpeaker; in East Tocharian, -r is purely a component of the prohibitive mar, like the -r of *-(n)tor. We may note finally that ra occurs in West Tocharian also after middle verbs: cmetār ra nraiyn 'will be born in hell' (Thomas, Toch. Elem. II, XXX 10.) The succession of the two r-elements in -tār ra recalls Hom. ϖόφ ρα noted above.

We have with the element -r (r) the situation where a purely syntactical feature of one group of languages, the sentence context of Hom. ῥα/ἄpeaker and Toch. B ra, is equatable with a purely morphological (inflexional) feature of others: the ending *-(n)tor, and the purely lexical Toch. A mar. This situation is exactly parallel to the equation of certain syntactic (positional) features of the Indo-Iranian relative ra- and Hitt. kuiš with the morphological feature of the special relative forms in Old Irish, as shown in Celtica 6.28-30 (1963). With the relative in enclitic position, the sentence type #VE...# yields free forms in RV 1.70.5 dášad vō asmai 'der ihm aufwartet', but a unitary word in Gaul. dugiōntic, OIr. bertae *bheronti-jo. The type #PE(...)Vē is independent in RV 4.5.4 prá vē minānti, fused in OIr. ima'berat 'which bring into play' (Críth Gablach 490, ed. Binchy) < *mbhi-jo bheront. No better
illuminations than the development of Indo-European ḍ and ḍh could be provided for the historical interdependence of morphology and syntax.
XIV. Tocharian

§1. The endings of the Tocharian middle have been treated in §§21-23 of the preceding chapter; there remain the desinences of the active voice to be considered. The system of personal endings in the two Tocharian languages is of considerable interest; for in many respects it forms a bridge or set of bridges linking the several desinential patterns observable in other Indo-European traditions.

Both Tocharian languages show four groups of endings, active and middle: cf. Krause-Thomas, Toch. Elem. §§454-474 for a full discussion, as well as the earlier interpretations of Pedersen, Toch. 140 ff., which in matters of etymology are often preferable to those of the later handbook. The four sets are:

I) present and subjunctive, also East Toch. [= A] optative and imperfects *yem 'went', *sem 'was'. These go back to the Indo-European primary and secondary series alike.

II) (only West Toch. [= B]) 1 and 3 sg. Imperfect and Optative, going back to athematic Indo-European primary *-mi and secondary *-t (or zero) in the respective persons.

III) Preterite (and East Toch. imperfect), going back to Indo-European athematic secondary (aorist) and perfect endings.

IV) Imperative, of composite origin.
The distinction between primary and secondary endings does not appear to have ever existed in Tocharian in a fashion comparable to Hittite, Indo-Iranian, or Greek; the basic forms are those of the secondary series (in groups I, II, III) with primary endings appearing only incidentally, and in part dialectally (East Toch. Group I). Both Tocharian present and Tocharian preterites partly reflect Indo-European secondary forms without -i, and in some isolated instances, reflecting archaic conservations, the endings of present and preterite are fundamentally the same.

§2. We may begin with the reflexes of the Indo-European athematic type. The Indo-European contrast between athematic (1 sg. -mi) and thematic (1 sg. -s) endings has been given up, though there are sufficient relic forms to show that it once existed in the language. The opposition between present classes I ('athematic') and II ('thematic') is not directly comparable to the contrast as understood in Indo-European, since both share the same (ultimately thematic) endings. In the third persons classes I and II are basically identical, differing only in the palatalization of the root final consonant before the 3 sg. ending in II: 3 sg. athematic *palkəm* (before enclitic *palkan-*), 3 pl. *palkəm* (*palken-*), thematic 3 sg. *ašəm* (*aşan-*), 3 pl. *ašəm* (*aken-*).
The palatalization in them. 3 sg. ₃₃ reflects the Indo-European thematic vowel, *age-; it is probable that the athematic type of palk₃₃ has simply taken over the ending of the thematic type, minus the morphophonemics.

One verb alone in B shows a 1 sg. present ₋m: yam (MQ y₃₃) = A y₃₃ 'I go'. It would be tempting to equate this form directly with Ved. ivering, but it is not possible because the root of the latter is surely preserved in B 3 sg., 3 pl. iyam (iy-₃₃-
'einherfahren, führen'), A 3 sg. pret. y₃₃. The root vowel B ₋₃₃
(MQ -₃₃-) = A -₃₃- further suggests IE *-₃₃-. Since a preform *₁-e-mi is extremely unlikely, we must assume that the 1 sg. yam in B has an -m of analogical origin. The source might have been a lost 1 sg. athematic pres. *(i)yam, cognate with Ved. y₃₃.

The remainder of the paradigm of this verb in the singular, B yam yat yam (MQ -₃₃-), A y₃₃ yat y₃₃, shows a basically thematic paradigm, and has its closest correspondent in the Hittite thematic middle iyah₃₃ iyatta iyatta 'go'. See in further detail below, on the Tocharian thematic paradigm. The 1 and 3 plural in B are formed suppletively: yem(o) yem₃₃, with a root form yem- which recalls Hitt. iyann₃₃-, perhaps also OLat. red-I₂. Cf. Pedersen, Toch. 160, Krause, Westtoch. Gr. §63, and Ivanov, Obšč. síst. 179-180.

In view of the thematic character of the singular of this verb, and its closest relation to Hittite iy₃₃-, presupposing *₁(₂)-ς/ο- formed
like the *d(2)-e/o- of Ved. ả-da[t] (ch. VIII §8), Pedersen's equation of A 3 pl. viñc 1 pl. ymās with Ved. yānti, imās must remain doubtful. They would be the only inherited athematic forms found in either Tocharian language.

§3. It was noted in ch. II §3 that in most Indo-European languages the old athematic endings were most tenacious in stems in long final vowel. The 1 sg. of all presents, subjunctives, and optatives in East Tocharian shows an ending -m. It seems indicated to derive this ending from athematic *-mi, inherited in the present and subjunctive classes V (in -a-) and VI (in -nā-) from the athematically inflected Indo-European suffixes *-ā- and *-nā-. For the latter note especially B 3 sg. tāllam, with enclitic tāllān-ne < *tātnā-, cognate in root and suffix with Lat. tollere, OIr. tlenaid < *t̥l̥-na-. The spread of 1 sg. pres. -m from roots in final long vowel to all the presents in the language can be exactly paralleled both in Celtic and Armenian. East Tocharian thematic 1 sg. ākam 'I lead' is an analogical development just like Mīr. āgim, Mīr. āf, and Arm. acem.

§4. Tocharian is unique among all earlier Indo-European
languages in showing no trace whatsoever of the old primary athematic ending *-ti, not even in the verb 'to be'. This must raise the question of whether the ending *-ti ever existed in the language, and whether the athematic paradigm was inherited in Tocharian with an ancient Indo-European 3 sg. zero-ending, as in ch. II §§3-4. The expected reflex of an inherited secondary *-t would be zero after a vowel; hence in the 3 sg. forms like B preterite kaute (kautē-ne) A kot (kota-m), B optative yami (vami-ne) A yami-ś we may reconstruct earlier pret. *-ā-t opt. *-ī-t, genetically comparable to Osc. subj. -ad, Lat. (uē)i-it. But since an absolute final *-ā is preserved in B on the evidence of ḍana 'woman, wife'

[A śām]: OCS ōna (*gʷonā), cf. Lane, CC2 214,121 (1962), it is possible to reconstruct a preterite 3 sg. *-ā, and opt. *-ī, showing the bare stem with zero-ending. If B ōna is correctly equated with Ved. (a)gon, as is probable, the final -m agrees more readily with *gʷom than with *gʷom-t, for which we expect an Indo-European assimilation -m > -nt (cf. aṣan and Arm. ašn). But the -m is also conceivably after -m- of the other forms of the paradigm.

There is similarly no trace in Tocharian of the athematic 2 sg. primary ending *-si. (For East Toch. 3 sg. -ś see below on the thematic paradigm.) Present, subjunctive, and optative show in both languages only the ending -e, to be derived from earlier *-tā, IE *-tā. This ending appears to have spread everywhere from an original
locus in the thematic present and the optative, as well as the earlier perfect. Cf. Hitt. 2 sg. pres. mid. -ttə(t)i, and Ved. 2 sg. perf. -tha. The secondary athematic 2 sg. -s may be combined with this ending in Toch. 2 sg. pret. B -stə A -st (Krause-Thomas §462), as in Gk. ἔσσει, ἔσσει; but here the -st- might also admit of other explanations, cf. Hitt. -stå on the one hand, Lat. -istī on the other.

§5. The verb 'to be' shows the root B nes-, A nas-. Pedersen's etymological comparison with Gk. ἔσσει (Toch. 161) is surely correct. It is anchored by the morphological evidence of the 'athematic' (ch. I) inflexion in B and the gerundive in A nasāl < *(n)es-lo- (cf. Hitt. 1 sg. ipv. ešlit, eslit for the form?), and by the parallelism of Gk. ἔσται = ἔσσει with the 'short' forms of A with enclitic pronoun nā-m, nā-m (Krause-Thomas §354, 2).

B nes- functions as the substantive verb. In the function of the copula we have the forms 3 sg. ste, before enclitic star-ne, 3 pl. stare and skente, before enclitic skentar-ne. Formally, ste and stare could reflect ancient 3 sg. middle forms *st(2)-o, *st(3)-or of the root *stə- (*ste2-), formed exactly like *d(2)-o in Ved. ā-da[t], on which see ch. VIII §8. The 3 pl. stare shows the preterite active ending, and may be analogical. The alternant 3 pl.
forms skente, skentar-ne I would derive from *s-sk-onto(r), showing zero-grade of the root *es-, and the suffix -sk(e/o)- with the archaic middle inflexion discussed in ch. V §8. Note Gk. ἕκει, OLat. eccit (with full grade root and active endings), already compared with these Tocharian forms in 1912 by Meillet, MSL 18,28. Zero-grade root is proper for the suffix -sk(e/o)- cf. the type of Skt. gacchati < *g’h-sk(e)-. For the reduction of the root to a single consonant note Hitt. zikk- (spelled zik- in Old Hittite) = /t-sk-/ , iterative of dai-.

§6. The special endings of Krause-Thomas' Group II are distinct only in the singular of the imperfect and the (genetically identical) optative, and that only in West Tocharian. Cf. Krause-Thomas §§392, 400, and especially Lane, Lg. 29,278 ff. (1953), 35. 157 ff. (1949), 38,245 ff. (1962), for discussion of views on the history of the stem formations. The imperfect is normally built on the present stem by suffixation of the optative sign -ı- in B; A shows different formations, probably not old. The optative in both languages is built on the subjunctive stem. Where the present or subjunctive stem final is -a-, the contraction product of -a- plus the optative sign -ı- in B is -oy-, cf. 3 sg. impf. İyoy from iyā- 'einhören': Ved. yā-.
East and West Tocharian agree in only two imperfects, both of which are anomalous and likely to represent an inheritance. They are from the roots i- 'to go' and nes- [A nes-] 'to be'. The forms are, in the singular,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yaim</td>
<td>yam</td>
<td>saim (saim)</td>
<td>nem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yait</td>
<td>yet</td>
<td>salit</td>
<td>set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yai (vey)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>sai (vey)</td>
<td>ses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both languages the plural shows the normal athematic present endings, suffixed to the stem as it appears in the 3 sg.; the same holds for the other optative (and B imperfect) paradigms. The endings of A are furthermore in the singular likewise those of the athematic present in A, -m -t -s, but agreeing with B in 1 and 2 sg.

We have seen in §2 that the present of the verb 'to go' (B 1 sg. yam) is basically thematic, and most closely kin to Hitt. thematic iya-. Since it has been shown that the Tocharian imperfect goes back to the Indo-European optative, we should expect a thematic optative stem *i(2)-oi- from the thematic present *i(2)-e/o-. I suggest that the stem B yai- (sometimes yev-) A ye- reflects precisely this thematic optative *i(2)-oi-, rather than
the athematic type of Ved. \textit{iyām}, as suggested by Pedersen, Toch. 207. The athematic root \textit{*ei-} is nowhere to be demonstrated in Tocharian. For a cognate of the thematic optative \textit{*i(ə)oi-} in another Indo-European language (Ved. \textit{yeṣam}) see ch. XVI §15. The stem B \textit{ṣai- (ṣey-)} A \textit{ṣe-} on the other hand might be expected to have formed an athematic optative like Ved. \textit{svām}. It is probable that the initial \textit{s-} with palatalization reflects earlier \textit{*sie-}/\textit{sī-}, and that this initial was subsequently suffixed by the thematic optative \textit{*-oi-} (B \textit{-ai-} A \textit{-e-}). The optative \textit{ṣai-} [\textit{ṣe-}] would thus combine elements of both the athematic and thematic optatives, like the anomalous Ved. \textit{devām}, dhevām, sthevām. The secondary character of \textit{ṣai-} [\textit{ṣe-}] is supported by the fact that they are the only forms in either language with this sequence of initial \textit{s-} and diphthong \textit{ai} [\textit{e}].

§7. The endings of these two imperfects in A and B, the remaining imperfects of B, and the optatives of A and B, are in the singular B \textit{-m -t zero}, A \textit{-m -t -s}. The optative showed only secondary endings in Indo-European (for the thematic type see ch. XVI below), and the introduction of \textit{-m} < \textit{*-m} in both Tocharian languages is an innovation paralleling Gk. \textit{-ouμε} replacing \textit{-oτα}. The two monosyllabic imperfects in 1 sg. \textit{-aim} [A \textit{-em}] reflect
precisely *-oi-mi, a replacement probably older than and independent of the spread of -m in the 1 sg. present in East Tocharian alone.

The 2 sg. -t of both languages is probably a direct inheritance from Indo-European *-oi-t₂o, comparable to Skt. 2 sg. opt. mid. -eth₂as < -etha + as. See ch. XVI for fuller discussion. The relation Toch. active = Skt. middle is precisely that of Toch. 2 sg. pres. active B yat [A yat] = Hitt. 2 sg. pres. middle iyatta(ti) 'you go'.

In the 3 sg. B shows a zero-ending, and A the normal present -s. For A -s see below on the thematic paradigm. The zero-ending of B has been derived from IE secondary *-t, which would regularly disappear. On the other hand we must reckon with the possibility of either an original zero-ending, simply 3 sg. *-oi, or an original ending -s, 3 sg. *-oi-s (cf. Ved. 1 sg. yeš-am), since final -s is likewise lost. See the conclusion of ch. XVI.

§8. We may now pass to the thematic conjugational type in the two Tocharian languages. This is found most clearly in classes II (-e/o-) and VIII (-se/o-) in both languages, as well as in most persons of class IX (-ske/o-) in West Tocharian. The canonical distribution among the persons of the thematic vowels -e- and -o-,
as in Greek, is reflected by the distribution of the presence or absence of palatalization of the root or stem final consonant.

The active paradigm of B er- A ar- 'call forth', a *-se/o- verb of cl. VIII, is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ersau</td>
<td>arsam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erst(o)</td>
<td>arast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ersam</td>
<td>aras (aras-am with enclitic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ersem(o)</td>
<td>arasmas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er Acer</td>
<td>aras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ersem</td>
<td>arsen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the 3 sg., cf. also the class I (-e/o-) verb äk- 'lead': Lat. ago etc., B ašam (asam-me with enclitic) A *ašas. A aras shows anaptyxis from *ars-$. The 2 and 3 sg. have stem-final -s from IE *-se-, and root aš- from *age-. The 1 and 3 pl. have stem-final -s from IE *-so-; 2 pl. B -šc- is morphophonemically from -sc- < *-se-te-, and A aras shows anaptyxis from *ars-c, also from -sc < *-se-te. On the evidence of this palatalization in class VIII, the restoration of A 2 pl. *ašac (äk- 'lead') in class II is surely preferable to *ašac (both in Krause-Thomas §481). The model for the latter, A 2 pl. šmac 'ihr sitzt', shows the common depalataliz-
§9. Of the desinences themselves, East Toch. 1 sg. -m has already been explained as reflecting *-mî (§3), and diffused throughout the present system from the athematic stems in -ā- and -nā-. The West Toch. 1 sg. -au is of different origin, pace Krause-Thomas §461; as shown first by Pedersen, Toch. 141, and defended by Lane, CCA 214.128 (1962) and Anc. IE Dial. 219, the ending -au reflects stem -ā- + 1 sg. *-ā, the inherited thematic ending. Like A -m, the form -au has been diffused from the stems in -ā- and -nā-, e.g. B 1 sg. class V (subj.) ḫakau 'I will see', class VI kārsanau 'I know' with the same ending as class I ḫakau, class VIII ersau. The thematic 1 sg. *-ā is in fact continued directly, without preceding -a-, in the 'athematic' class I subjunctive 1 sg. -u: ḫyu 'give', ḫewu 'pour', yoku 'drink', tekau 'touch' etc., Krause-Thomas §401, Krause, WToch. Gr. §119. For the thematic character of the Tocharian 'athematic' class I cf. §2 above. In all of these forms we should see the reflexes of the archaic Indo-European thematic 'éventuel': cf. respectively Hitt. hi-conjugation p-iḫḫi, Gk. xēw, Hitt. athematic eku-zzi, and Goth. tekan.

The preservation of thematic -u < *-ā in the subjunctive as
against its renewal as -au < *-e- + *-o in the indicative is a
good example of Kuryłowicz's fourth law of analogy (Esg. ling. 79):
the subjunctive with its secondary function preserves the more
archaic form. For the phonology of *-o > -u cf. B ku 'dog': Lith.
ųuo, OIr. cę. That West Tocharian shows a basic 1 sg. in -u < *-o
as against East Tocharian -m < *-mi is no greater a 'discrepancy'
(Lane, Anc. IE Dial. 219) than that between Irish 1 sg. -u and Welsh
1 sg. -f (-m) at approximately the same time (6th to 8th cent. A.D.)
at the opposite limit of the Indo-European speaking world.

The thematic 2 sg. -ę with preceding palatalization reflects
*-e-ta, IE *-e-tąo. This desinence is of particular importance
because it shows the coexistence within the same thematic paradigm
of a 1 sg. *-o and a 2 sg. *-eta in Common Tocharian. When both
endings are recast in their Indo-European form, we get a partial
paradigm

\[\begin{array}{lcr}
 \text{sg. 1} & *-o-ąo & > & *-o \\
 \text{2} & *-e-tąo & > & *-eta,
\end{array}\]

which is identical (save for the quality of the thematic vowel in
the 2 sg.) to that of the Hittite thematic mediopassive and
hi-conjugation in its basic form:
§10. The 3 sg. shows consistent palatalization of the root final consonant before the thematic vowel in both languages; it is therefore securely reconstructible as IE *-ʔ-; *āh₂ < *āχę́ : Ltr. *agis, Gk. ἀγίς. From here the two languages diverge: A -ę̯, B -ę̯. Krause-Thomas suggest that the ending in A is a reflex of IE 2 sg. *-ę̯(e)si, and explain the form in B as the ending of the 3 pl. Neither of these is convincing, or even plausible; though I accepted the first interpretation in form (in function rather differently) in Celt. Vb. 104, I would now renounce it (along with the comparisons adduced by Krause and myself) and return to the original interpretation of these forms in both languages proposed by Pedersen, Pech. 142: 'Wir werden also das [-ę̯] und das [-ę̯] als enklitische Elemente zu betrachten haben und im vorhergehenden Vokal den Auslaut der ererbten Verbalform sehen.' Pedersen rightly connects the endings in question with the 'notae augmentes' -ę̯ and -ę̯ of the demonstrative pronouns B tem, A tam (IE *to[ə]d + n-), A tam (IE *to[ə]d + ą̯-); the restriction of -ę̯ to A both in the pronoun and in the 3 sg., is too striking to be mere chance. The element -ę̯ (i.e. -ę̯) of B, and
common to both languages in the pronoun, is probably the same
element that forms the suffixed pronoun (oblique) 3 sg. B ~ne,
A ~m. Etymologically, the suffixed pronominal elements in the
two desinences B ~m (i.e. ~n), A ~g, as well as the demonstrative
pronoun increments AB ~m (i.e. ~n), A ~g, are doubtless to be
compared with the Indo-European pronominal stems *no- and *so-
respectively.

The resultant analysis, due to Pedersen, places Tocharian in
the same Indo-European tradition of suffixed 3 sg. forms as
exemplified by Hitt. aki-az, eszi-at, OIr. -som, Slav. -t3, and
OPruss. -ts; on which see ch. XV §§2, 15 below. The assumption
of suffixed 3 sg. subject forms in Tocharian may be compared with
the existence of suffixed object forms in both languages; evidently
a Common Tocharian syntactic feature. Further afield, we may note
the existence of suffixed object pronouns in Hittite, Old Prussian,
and Celtic.

Since a final ~t is lost in Tocharian, there would be no
difficulty in assuming with Pedersen an older *-et, so long as the
addition of suffixed pronouns is assumed to be later than the loss
of *-t. But an original thematic 3 sg. form with zero-ending *-e
would have the same phonetic reflex. The parallelism with the
thematic paradigms of Greek, Celtic, Balto-Slavic, and Hittite, which
never had a *-t in the thematic type, indicate the choice of the
simpler reconstruction *-e. We are left with a paradigm for the singular of the thematic verb in Common Tocharian which while ostensibly of the active voice, coincides with the Hittite middle:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Form</th>
<th>Modern Form</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*-o₂o</td>
<td>*-o</td>
<td>cf. Hitt. -ahha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-e-t₂o</td>
<td>*-eta</td>
<td>-atta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-e</td>
<td>*-e</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is this single language, isolated as it clearly was for a long period of its prehistory from other Indo-European dialects, which preserved for the longest time the original form of the Indo-European thematic flexion.

§11. The paradigm in the singular as reconstructed above is common to both Tocharian languages; in the plural, they diverge. B 1 and 3 pl. -em(o) and -em are surely from *-o-me/o and *-ont, identical with the secondary endings of cognate languages. A shows 1 pl. -(a)mās, which must be a Tocharian-innovated primary ending paralleling, but not identical to, Ved. -masi. East Tocharian shows the athematic (ch. I) 3 pl. ending -iṅc, which is plausibly derived from athematic primary *-enti. This originally athematic primary ending spread in A to all 3 pl. presents in A, just as athematic
primary 1 sg. *-mi did. Krause-Thomas §355 would suggest a bizarre preform of thematic vowel plus athematic ending, -a + ič < *-e + enti, to explain the East Tocharian thematic 3 pl. -eč. But since -eč appears likewise in the -ā- and -nā- verbs (ch. V, VI), it is more likely to have been generalized in all verbs from -(n)ā + ič, replacing *-n(ā)-enti. Compare the 1 sg. in B -au < *-ā + o, with a similar generalization from the verb stems in -(n)ā- before vocalic ending.

The relation 3 sg. *-e, 3 pl. *-ont (i.e. the secondary, 'injunctive' ending), with a 1 sg. in *-ē, recurs exactly in the Old Irish thematic conjunct 3 sg. 'beir, 3 pl. 'berat, 1 sg. 'biur, and in the OCS and ORuss. 'short' forms 3 sg. -e, 3 pl. -q(-u), and 1 sg. -q(-u) < *-ō + m.

The 2 pl. shows a -e(-) common to both A and B, which reflects IE *-te, thematic *-e-te. In B this ending was further suffixed by an r-element, of obscure origin.

§12. Here we may treat two wholly isolated and anomalous preterite formations in Tocharian, both Indo-European inheritances: those of the roots kām- 'come' and lā-n-t- 'go out'. Forms of the first in B are
The third persons have been correctly referred by Pedersen, Hitt. 184 (cf. also Lane, Lg. 35.174 (1959) and Indogermanica [Festschrift Krause] 74), to athematic root aorist forms *g^wem-(*e), *g^w^m-ont; cf. Ved. agan, agm-an, §2 above, and ch. II §19. The very archaic apophonic root precludes the interpretation of these forms as a thematic aorist, with Krause-Thomas §452. They compare Lat. uēnīt (§29, 2), but the long vowel of the latter is clearly secondary (cf. Osco-Umb. bēn- and ch. XI §5 above). The first persons sg. kam-au and pl. km-em show the regular thematic present endings: -au < *-ā- + -ō, -em < *-o-me/o. This coexistence of 1 sg. *-ō and 3 sg. *-t (if the latter was indeed present) in the same paradigm recalls the same feature in the Celtic paradigms derived from the e-aorist as well as the present of the substantive verb (ch. XII §6), and especially the Latin "semi-thematic" types eō it, uolō uolt, fērō fert (ch. XI §§15-17).

The preterite paradigm of lā-n-t- 'go out' shows a mixture of present and preterite endings:
The paradigm is basically that of a "thematic aorist", and the verb should be compared to Gk. λαθεῖν (λαθαίον), as suggested by Pedersen, Toch. 173. The 3 sg. lac (lāc) reflects *lat-e; it is the only thematic 3 sg. which has not been suffixed by a pronominal element. Note especially the identity in A of 3 sg. ind. lāc and 2 sg. ipv. p-lāc, with archaic palatalization (Krause-Thomas §422). Both reflect *late; cf. Gk. λαθεῖν in the same two functions. The 3 pl. latem < *lat-ont, like kamem; A 1cār and 1 sg. lcā, B 2 pl. latso and 3 du. ltais have generalized the productive preterite endings. It should be noted that there is not a direct connection between this Tocharian type and the thematic aorist indicative of Greek and Indo-Iranian. The latter show the innovated endings *-om *-es *-et (ch. VII §1), whereas the Tocharian verb has the regular thematic present endings: 1 sg. *-ā, 3 sg. *-e. Consequently, allowing for the secondary -a- before the personal ending, B 1 sg. latau should be equated with the Gk. 1 sg. aor. subj., Hom. λαθαίον. Both are reflexes of an ancient Indo-European thematic éventuel (ch. IV §9).

It is noteworthy that the aorist subjunctive of λαθαίον in
Homer is more frequently middle, 'forget', than active 'be hidden'. We have the formulaic ἀλήθις τε λαθωμαι (Z 265, X 282), λαθωμαι (K 99), and λαθητευ (z 102), all in archaic verse-final position, beside 2 examples of λαθευ (X 191, μ 220), of which only the latter is verse-final. The middle voice of λαθωμαι should be correlated with the original Indo-European middle form of the thematic conjugation (1 sg. *-∅ < *-o-s∅ = Hitt. mid. -ahhs, here, as in the Greek middle future and aorist subjunctive in -σωμαι beside Hitt. -sa-bhi. Cf. ch. V §10.

Pedersen's etymological connection of Toch. ḫ̣=n-t- with Gk. λαθωμαι has frequently been questioned. But in favor of it can be further adduced the possibility of comparing the highly irregular West Tocharian subjunctive forms 2 sg. lat, 3 sg. lam directly with the Hesychian gloss λυτο: ἐπελελεθετο (also λυτο: ἐπε<λαθετο). For a less convincing explanation see Krause-Thomas §415. For the semantics Pedersen ingenuously invoked the passage 'verschwinden' > 'weggehen'; but λαθωμαι does not mean 'verschwinden'. Rather we should take the middle sense 'forget' as the basic one in Greek (cf. nominal ληθη); the semantic passage is 'go away from' > 'forget'. The Greek middle takes a genitive-ablative object (ἀλήθις τε λαθωμαι), which may be syntactically equated with the ablative construction of Toch. ḫ̣=n-t-:

B ostmem 1tu = A wasṭas lantu 'aus dem Hause gegangen', A riyaś lāc 'aus der Stadt ging er heraus', B ostmem lnaskem 'wir gehen aus dem Hause' (cf. Krause-Thomas §80).
§13. For the regular preterite we may cite the paradigms of kaut- [A kot-] 'split' (pret. ch. I) and prek- [A prak-] 'ask' (pret. cl. III in -a-, with partly divergent endings), from Krause-Thomas §495.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cl. I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kautāwa</td>
<td>kota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kautāsta</td>
<td>kotašt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kauta (kautā-ne)</td>
<td>kot (kota-m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kautām(o)</td>
<td>kotmās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kautās(o)</td>
<td>kotās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kautāre</td>
<td>kotar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cl. III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prekwa</td>
<td>prakwā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prekasta</td>
<td>prakāšt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preksa</td>
<td>prakās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prekam</td>
<td>prakmās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*prekas</td>
<td>*prakās (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prekar</td>
<td>prakār</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We noted in ch. XIII §22 that the Tocharian preterite, like the Italic perfectum, represents a conflation of two earlier aspecto-temporal categories: aorist and perfect. The -a-
preceding the endings proper is doubtless an old aorist sign, similar in origin to the *-ā- of the Baltic preterite and Slavic aorist stem. As such, we should expect it to have shown athematic endings of the -m-s (-t) set. The 3 sg. B -ā A zero probably reflects this old aorist final *-āt or *-ā with zero-ending (cf. §4 above); in class III the same final *-ā(t) has evidently been suffixed to an older 3 sg. of the structure root + s, cf. Celt. Vb. 68.

The -u- of B 1 sg. -wa and A cl. III -wā in all likelihood contains the same element *-u-, -u- as we have in Hitt. -u-n, Luv. -wi, and Lat. -u-ī. But the precise status of the -ā following it is uncertain; cf. Krause, *Corolla Ling.* 137-44 for possible suggestions. Krause has also suggested that A cl. I 1 sg. -ā reflects IE *-ām (Toch. Elem. §461), though the vocalism is uncertain. In any case the -u- is probably an element from the older perfect. The same may be true of 2 sg. -sta [A -st], cf. §4 above.

In the 1 pl., B -m(o) and A -mās show the endings discussed already. In the 2 pl. both show an ending -s which is obscure; cf. Krause-Thomas §466 and Pedersen, *Toch.* 147. The same ending is found in the imperative.

In the 3 pl. we find regularly A -r, and in B both -re and -r. The ending -r in B, while normal only in class III, is found sporadically also in class I; since the characteristic -s- is also
absent from class III in the 3 pl., it would appear that the repartition of the two endings is a secondary development. Krause-Thomas §467 compare B -re to Lat. -ēre, and B -r to Hitt. -ér, -ir.

We may recall that the Latin ending -ēre is particularly frequent in Plautus before a vowel, suggesting the possibility of a Latin form *-ēr beside -ēre; cf. ch. XI §11 above.

§14. There remain the imperative endings, group IV; only second persons occur. The normal endings are sg. zero, pl. -s; the prefix p(a)- has been discussed in ch. XIII §23 above. The zero-ending of the singular reflects IE *-e (Gk. φέπε, Att. λαβε) in B pāklyaus 'hear' and A plāc 'go out' with final palatalization; the former built on the thematic present, the latter on the thematic aorist. Note the identity of 3 sg. indicative and 2 sg. imperative (Γ₁ = Γ₂, ch. IX §1). In most other cases the imperative is built on the preterite stem in final -ā, and the 2 sg. reflects an Indo-European zero-ending comparable to that of Aeol. ἀμοῦν. Here as well we have the identity 3 sg. indicative = 2 sg. imperative. The active plural is, as we have noted, obscure.

In West Tocharian we find occasionally a 2 sg. ending -e (2 pl. -e-s); cf. Krause-Thomas §428 for examples. The form pe-te 'give' has been compared by Winter (apud Kammenhuber, KZ 77,47 n. 4
[1961], where the form is misprinted as pate) with Hitt. ipv. pede, presupposing *dō; this view is followed by Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 76 n. 67, noting Russ. podaj. The imperative prefix pe- may reflect either *pē- (cf. Hitt. pe-) or *po- (cf. Slavic po-). But it is unlikely that -te goes back to *dō, for which we should expect W. Toch. *-tu; cf. §9 above. I suggest that we interpret -te as reflecting *d(2)o, a 2 sg. imperative identical in type with the 3 sg. indicative *st(2)o which we have invoked to explain the copula stē in §5 above. The 3 sg. *d(2)o is attested in Ved. 2-da[t].

The o-vocalism in the thematic imperative recurs in Hitt. -iya and the -a (beside -e/i) of the thematic hi-conjugation. Lat. cedo (pl. cettē) conceivably reflects the same form.

In the same fashion we may derive the imperative ḫēlle- from *tī-n(2)o. For the 3 sg. *-n(2)-o of verbs with the suffix *-nā- (*-ne₂₂-) cf. Ved. grne from primary *-n(2)-oi. The Hittite thematic hi-conjugation suffix -(n)na-, and indeed the Indo-European thematic suffix *-ne/o- (cf. ch. V §11), are to be explained as developments of a basic 3 sg. form *-n(2)-e/o beside the full-grade athematic suffix *-na- (-ne₂-) of other languages. Note that the relation of Hitt. them. -(n)na- (and W.Toch. *-ne in ḫēlle) to Ved. athem. -nā- is identical with that of Hitt. them. iya- 'go' (and W. Toch. ya-m) to Ved. yā-.
§1. The history of the personal endings in the Baltic languages has been treated in extenso by Stang, in his fundamental *Vergleichende Gramm. d. balt. Sprachen* 405-421. The immediate prototypes of the Letto-Lithuanian endings, in principle appearing as such before the enclitic reflexive particle -e(1), are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>thematic</th>
<th>athematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg.</td>
<td>-uo</td>
<td>-mie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sg.</td>
<td>-ie</td>
<td>-sie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 p.</td>
<td>(-a)</td>
<td>-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>(-a)-mē</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pl.</td>
<td>(-a)-tē</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the absence of the reflexive particle the finals in long vowel are shortened, whence Lith. *nesū, nėy, OLith. duomī, duosi*. As everywhere in Baltic, the third person shows the same form in all numbers. The 3p. -a is the thematic vowel; the ending proper is zero. For 1 and 2 du. -vā, -tā see ch. I appendix above.

Stang assumes acute intonation on the first and second persons, *nesūo, *nesūe etc., but Kuryłowicz, *Accentuation* 2, 208, 327 more correctly assumes circumflex, *nesūō, *nesūē, as that alone phonologically proper to final syllables; the acute in internal syllables, hence reflexive *nesūo-si, *nesūe-si, is likewise automatic.
§2. Old Prussian shows somewhat less clear forms, given the ambiguities inherent in the transmission of this language. We have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>thematic</th>
<th>athematic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-a)</td>
<td>-mai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a)(-si)</td>
<td>-sei, -sei, -se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-a)(-a)-ts</td>
<td>-t ~ -ti-ts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional -ts in the 3 p. forms, which are archaisms in the Old Prussian tradition (Stang, 410), is an enclitic pronoun nom. sg. masc., Balt. "tas." Such forms reflect an old Indo-European syntactic feature, directly comparable to OHitt. verbal aki-aš 'he dies', ešzi-at 'it is', nominal ekunaš-aš 'he [is] cold'. Similar structures are found in Celtic and Tocharian, and as we shall see below, Slavic as well.

There is an apparent tendency in Old Prussian to generalize the 3 p. for all persons of the singular; cf. as druwe 'I believe', 2 sg. druwe tu beside druweše tu, 3 sg. druwe, from the productive -ëja- type. Here -se in the 2 sg. has probably been secondarily affixed. W. P. Schmid, Balt. Vb. 4 ff., suggests that the commonly accepted explanation of the Old Prussian singular as showing a 3 sg. form generalized for all persons is incorrect, and that the three persons fell together by regular phonological development. Thus 1 sg. -a < *-a. Stang formerly took krixtia 'I baptize' as a
genuine reflex of 3 sg. */-tj. Verblist I 78, 275 n.2, but neither this view nor that of Schmid is noted in Vgl. Gramm, Quaissart, Groot, comp. des langues slaves 3.8 likewise assumes 1 sg. */-ö > OPruss. *'-ö\(\). While possible in the 1 sg., it remains necessary to assume that thematic 2 sg. giwassi has been built on 3 sg. giwe; it cannot show the 2 sg. */-\(\), which Schmid assumes for Old Prussian. For this reason I am inclined to take the traditional view that the singular forms are all basically 3 sg. forms. But that OPruss. *'-ö\(\) is the regular reflex of IE and Balt. */-ö\(\) seems clear from the equation OCS dast\(\) : OLith. duoosti : OPruss. dast, despite Stang, Vgl. Gramm.

§3. Of the athematic endings, 3 sg. */-tj\(\) of Letto-Lithuanian and Old Prussian clearly maintains the Indo-European primary athematic ending */-tj\(\).

Athematic 1 sg. Letto-Lith. */-\(\)mij corresponds to OPruss. */-\(\)mai, and doubtless reflects Balt. */-\(\)mai; for the phonology of Stang, Vgl. Gramm. 52-68. This ending is an independent creation paralleling that of Gk. */-\(\)ma\(\) and Toch. B */-\(\)mai; it represents a contamination of the old perfect ending 1 sg. */-\(\)ai (cf. OCS vēd-ė) with the old athematic 1 sg. */-\(\)mi (cf. OCS da-\(\)mi). As Stang points out, p. 315 and 406, this view of Endzelin's is confirmed by the fact that a large percentage of the old Lithuanian athematic verbs are stative-intransitives going back to Balto-Slavic and Indo-European perfects.

For Letto-Lith. 2 sg. */-\(\)mijOld Prussian shows both */-\(\)mai and
-sei (*-si, *-si). Parallelia now induce us a priori to assume a
Balt. *-sai like *-mar, built on the old athematic 2 sg. *-si with
the final -sei; or even conceivably a crossing of *-si and *-tai
like Lat. -is-tē. Stang prefers to suppose Balt. *-sei, but the
Old Prussian variant -sei can show the combined influence of the
3 sg. final -ei and the 2 pl. -tei beside 1 pl. *-ma.

Both East and West Baltic have innovated in the form of the
1 and 2 pl. Letto-Lith. *-*mā, *-*tē have a long vowel in the reflexive
after 1 and 2 sg., cf. Kuryłowicz, Accentuation 208. The assumption
of an original short vowel is further confirmed by the frequent
dialectal and colloquial literary Lithuanian loss of the final vowel,
giving endings -m -t. In the 1 pl. both Lithuanian and Latvian
dialects show also forms with back vowel: Lith. *-*ma, refl. *-*mo-si,
Latv. *-*mā, *-*mā-s. Allowing for the secondary character of the long
vowel, these forms permit us to postulate basic endings *-*m < *-*mo,
*-te, which agree not only with cognate languages like Celtic *-*me,
*-te, but with Old Prussian *-*me *-*tei as well. The latter have
affixed an *-* to the original final, cf. Stang 417, which assimilated
them to other members of the paradigm. Lith. *-*me may either
reflect an inherited apophonic doublet of *-*mo, like Gr. *-*s(v),
or imitate the 2 pl.

§4. In the thematic type, 1 sg. *-*mo goes back to IE *-*
(*-*o-*o). Balto-Slavic shows the notable peculiarity, as against
Indic, that thematic verbs may show an accentually mobile paradigm:
Greek because of the reflexive accent of the finite verb can give no information here. In this type the oxytone 1 sg. of Balto-Slavic (and Baltic 2 sg.) contrasts with the root accent of the remainder of the paradigm. Stang, Slav. Accent 107 and Vgl. Gramm. 482, is inclined to regard this situation as an archaism of Indo-European antiquity. If he is correct, then this feature should be correlated with the observation of Kuryłowicz, Apoph. 43, that the full grade of the desinences 1 sg. \( ^*_{-30} \), 2 sg. \( ^*_{-20} \) speaks for their being originally accented. Balto-Slavic \( ^*_{-15} \) could then directly continue \( ^*_{-5} \), IE \( ^*_{-2} \) 26.

§5. For 2 sg. \(-ie\) Stang 407 (cf. Die Welt der Slaven 1.137 ff.) makes the important observation that the oldest Lithuanian form is \(-ai\). preserved in archaic forms with fused reflexive particle like 2 sg. mekstai-\(\text{-si}\) beside 1 sg. mekstuo-\(\text{-siu}\), rupinais beside rupinuo-\(\text{-siu}\). It is thus this \(-ai\) which is diphthongized to \(-ie-g\), \(-i\). On the origin of this ending see further below.

§6. In the thematic 3 sg. East and West Baltic agree in the basic ending \(-a\). Beside the normal endings of OPruss. \(\text{giwa} \) 'lives', \(\text{vaidinna} \) 'they show', archaic \(\text{imma-ts} \) 'took' (present in form, the preterite in \(\text{ymm(\text{gi}\text{-ts})}\)), we have occasional forms in \(-ai\), \(-a(i)\): \(\text{powaidinne(i)} \) 'means', \(\text{eb-immai} \) 'grasps'. These forms are best taken with Stang as originally proper to presents in 3 sg. \(\tilde{\text{ai}}\)
The ending -a has almost universally been assumed to show the Indo-European thematic vowel, followed by the secondary 3 sg. ending *-e : a pre-Baltic *-at. The form does not agree with any cognate language; it is presumed to be derived from *-at via the generalization of the Baltic vowel -a - < *-o - everywhere in the thematic paradigm. Cf. Stang, Vgl. Gramm. 407.

Yet it is not sufficient to say merely that the o-variant of the thematic vowel was generalized. We know the critical position in the paradigm of the 3 sg., and expect a priori that if a generalization does take place, it will be in favor of the variant found in the 3 sg., i.e. e rather than o. This is the case in all the instances known to me of such a generalization in Indo-European languages: the vowel is e. Cf. Armenian beremč after berē, Slavic vezemě after vezětě, Hittite daškiwani after daškizzi. The -e- of the West Tocharian e-present and e-subjunctive goes back to the IE stative suffix *(e)-, and has nothing to do with the West Tocharian thematic vowel -e - < IE *-e-, cf. Celtic Verb 70-71, Gothic 2 and 3 sg. middle -aza, -ada have not generalized the o-grade beside Gk. -e[σ]ο -eτο; they are built on an inherited 3 sg. middle -a of Pre-Germanic, equatable with Hitt. 3 sg. mid. -a - *-o. Thus -aza - 3 sg. -a + -za. The renewal of the ending in Germanic, -a - -ada, is directly comparable to that of Hittite -a - -atta and Vedic -a[t] - -ata, and it is doubtless in the light of this morphological transformation that the tradi-
tional phonological irregularity of the final vowel of the *-e in IE -to is to be explained.

Lithuanian *vėza after *vėzame is thus rather more odd than traditionally assumed. We must rather take 3 sg. *vėza as the basic member of the paradigm, and its ending -a original. The 2 pl. *vėzate after *vėza is entirely regular, and in complete accord both with our general notions of paradigmatic change, and with attested changes in Baltic: OPruss. 1 pl. *giewmieni lėikumi turrimei after 3 p. *giew lėiku turri. cf. Endželin, Altprussa, Gr. §222. The problem is to explain the -a of *vėza as an old form.

§7. We have seen in the preceding chapter that the Tocharian thematic paradigm *akau *ast(o) *asām goes back to a basic set of endings *-o *-eta *-e, from earlier *-a-*po *-t-*po *-e. The endings proper *-po *-t-*o zero are added to the thematic vowel in the e-grade; the change e > o before *t is automatic.

In the Hittite thematic mediopassive and hi-conjugation, the basic endings are *ahha *atta *a. They go back to an earlier *-o-*po *-t-*o -o, and are thus formed exactly like the Tocharian endings, save that the thematic vowel has the o-grade. Cf. ch. VIII §§ 4, 5.

Beside this type of paradigm, we have shown in ch. VIII §§ 1-2 that there existed a thematic paradigm with zero-ending also in the 2 sg. The basic form was *-o-*po *-e *-e; with the generalization of -ə in the 2 sg., we have the thematic paradigm *-o -e
underlying that of Greek, Celtic, and as we shall see presently, Slavic.

The pattern that emerges is clear; and there is a set missing:

\[
\begin{align*}
-o & \to -o \\
-e & \to -e \\
-o & \to -o \\
-e & \to -e
\end{align*}
\]

I suggest the missing set is specifically

\[
\begin{align*}
-o & \\
-e & \\
-o & \\
-e
\end{align*}
\]

and that this paradigm is the direct antecedent of the oldest Baltic thematic present, as established by Stang:

\[
\begin{align*}
-o & > nē̥-o(-s) \\
-ai & > nē̥-ie(-s) \\
-a & > nē̥̣a(-s)
\end{align*}
\]

The postulated thematic 3 sg. \*-o, i.e. the o-grade vowel and zero-ending, is not isolated in Indo-European languages. Not only is it
attested (in the middle function) in the Hittite type 3 sg. ṳḫḫ-ē; it is significantly found in Greek as well, and in the active function, in the -o of the archaic compositional type Ἑός, ὑγο-
πτόλεμος, ᾿Ομώρθο-Φεῖπῆς, the apophonic counterpart of ὑψη-κομος. Cf. ch. VI §11, ch. IX §4 above.

The preservation of both apophonic forms of the ending, *-e(i) ~ *-o(i), in the single dialect area of Balto-Slavic, is perfectly in line with the preservation of both in Greek, ὑψη~ ὑγο-. Compare also 3 pl. *-ent in ἤδω but *-ont in Aeol. σον;
Hitt. 2 sg. ipv. -ški < *-ške but -iya, mid. -iya-hḫuti < *-io; and in the nominal system, OLat. gen. sg. nominus ~ nominis < *-es.

It will be noted that this reconstruction of the Baltic thematic paradigm is in complete accord with the theoretical views, if not the details of the reconstruction, of V. N. Toporov in his important contribution 'K voprosu ob evolucii slav. i balt. glagola', VSJ 1961,5.35-70 (dated 1957; cf. especially pp. 59-63 on the Baltic inflexion). Toporov reconstructs a set of endings -ō -(ē)ī -ūro, which is as it were 'athematic thematic', since the thematic vowel is incorporated in the 1 and 2 sg. It was Stang who made possible the correct restoration of the 2 sg. (Balt. -ai), which permits its integration into a symmetrical structure -o -ai -a exactly paralleling -ū -ei -ē.

§8. For the remaining Baltic paradigms Toporov, loc. cit. and IJSLP 5.31 ff. (1963), cf. Stang, Vgl. Gramm. 421, is inclined
to the view that Baltic never had the secondary ending, -τ. Stang points out the -ς of the Old Prussian imperative 2 sg. (immais 'take'), but the -ς is lacking in Lith. 2 sg. ipv. -ί/zero, refl. -ις (Dauksa kelė-s 'arise', atveri 'open'), for which Stang's explanation, Vgl. Gramm. 426, does not seem cogent. In the Balto-Slavic imperative 2 sg. and in the 3 sg. permissive, type Lith. te-nesię, I would regard these two persons as containing a zero-ending *-οι: see in greater detail in the chapter on the thematic optative below. The -ς of OPruss. -ais must be a secondary development, for which cf. Toporov, VSJ 1961.5.61.

The situation in the preterites in -ά- and -έ-, however, is different. Here the athematic inflexion -μ(ι) -ς(ι) -τ(ι) is well established in cognate languages: cf. the Italic and Celtic modal -ά- and the Greek aorist in -τ-, with secondary endings, and the Germanic third class of weak verbs in -έν, with primary endings.

For this reason it is historically justified to derive Lith. 3 sg. pret. -ο, -έ from Pre-Baltic (or Pre-Balto-Slavic) *-άτ, *-έτ. It is the identification of the zero-ending arising from the loss of *-τ with the more ancient zero-ending in the thematic present, which permitted the formation, by the suffixation of the overt present endings, of 1 and 2 sg. pret. -αυ -αί, -ιαυ -ιαί, from -ά + ύο -ά + ιε, -έ + ύο -έ + ιε. The development is formally parallel to the creation of the Old Irish conjunct paradigm of the substantive verb: *tάυ *tαί *tά < *(s)tά + ο *ι(s)tά + ι *ι(s)tά-τ (= Ind. sthāt).
§9. In Old Prussian we have 3 sg. (1st and 2nd sg. in use as well) forms in -a and -e, with their phonetic variants -u, -au and -i, -ei, significantly frequent with enclitic subj. -ts or obj. -din. These forms are probably to be taken as direct reflexes of Balt. *-ēt, *-ēt, identical with Lith. -o, -e. Beside these there are a number of forms in -ai, like signai 'blessed', as well as the old radical forms daj, daj-ts, 'gave', postai 'became', and beį, be 'was'.

Cf. Stang, Vel. Gramm. 375 ff., 381, 391. He takes these forms, doubtless correctly, as showing at- or -e for *aija < *aijat, noting Lith. 3 sg. pret. žegnója: signai.

Specifically I would suggest the old radical verbs as the original locus of the replacement of pret. *-ēt by the yod-enlarged -ē-ja-t; in these primary derivatives the final -ē (and -e) is part of the root. Thus *dē-ja-t > daję, *sta-ja-t > postai, *be-ja-t > beį (cf. OCS bę, bęza). Enlargement by -ja- (pres.), pret. -i- is a characteristic Balto-Slavic treatment of Indo-European monosyllabic roots in long final vowel, both present and aorist, cf.

Meillet-Vaillant, Slave commun. §229-230; Stang, Verbum 44, 93, 125 ff.

The type is that of OCS daję, aorist stem daia- : OPruss. daję;

staję, aor. stem staja- : OPruss. postai (Lith. pret. pastojo),
further dėję, dėja- : Lith. pret. dėjo to Olith. desti, Mod. dėda.

Latvian shows pret. gāja to iet. In all these cases the yod-formation replaces an old athematic aorist, cf. Ved. dār, athāt, dhāt, gāt; in Lith. jėja, pret. jōjö it replaces an old athematic present, cf. Ved. yātā.

For this Balto-Slavic type and its apparent Hittite cognates
see in detail, Vaillant, GRAM. GREEK 3.253 ff., and especially Ivanov, Obšč. sist. 77-112, though I cannot accept the latter's thesis that the yod is a laryngeal reflex; compare rather the yod (-je/-jo-): zero (arithmetical) suffix alternation noted above in ch. IV p. 14n. It is not legitimate to see in OPruss. dāi, postai evidence for an "Indo-European second series of verbal forms", as does Ivanov, o.c. 136; the implied equation of OPruss. dāi 'gave' with Hitt. dāi 'takes' is attributable to 'die Sirene des Gleichklangs'. Ivanov's invocation of the use of the Hittite presents dāi and pāi 'v plane prošedego vremeni' in two parallel passages of the Hittite Laws is not a valid argument for the equation, since the Hittite passages present a problem which is fundamentally syntactic rather than morphological. I §9 (after A, in QH:ductus) karū 6 GIN KUBABBAR piškir ḫuninkanza 3 GIN KUBABBAR dāi ANA ḫAL 3 GIN KUBABBAR dašker 'pflegte man früher 6 Sekel Silber zu geben: der Verletzte nimmt 3 Sekel Silber, in den Palast pflegte man 3 Sekel Silber zu nehmen.' (I §25 is virtually identical, and largely restored after §9.) The question is why the present tense is used here; it is not sufficient simply to state that the present tense means past tense, and therefore the form must be originally a past. In the contrast piškir, dašker versus dāi there are at least three variables in question: the oppositions preterite/present, plural/singular, and subjectless (man-Satz)/with overt subject.

§10. The Baltic future shows a paradigm in the singular
The first and second persons reflect a stem -sje/o, with the normal thematic endings; for -siu compare Gath. vaxxyā 'I shall address'.

The 3 sg. duōs however must go back to an old monosyllable, as shown by the metatony (cf. also dēs, etc.) and the shortening of u, i in būs (būsiu), līs (līsiu) etc.; cf. Kuryłowicz, Accent, 209, 316n., Stang, Verg. Gramm. 397 ff., Verbun 202 ff. But it is not possible to prove the former presence of a -t in the ending, *dōs-t, *b(h)ūs-t etc.; we have the same metatony in the monosyllabic gen. sg. fem. Lith. tōs = Latv. tās, < *tās. Cf. in the same sense Toporov, VSJ 1961.5. 60n. Hence it is possible that the 3 sg. future forms from monosyllabic roots in final long vowel like duōs, dēs, būs go back to sigmatic forms with zero-ending *dōs, *dēs, *būs. In this case they could be compared directly to the archaic Vedic 3 sg. aorist forms like aprās (*plēs), apās (*pūs, cf. Hitt. pağ- 'swallow'), (a)bās (*ghēs), discussed in ch. III §9. For the alternation -s- : -s + ie- in 3 p. : 1 and 2 p. cf. the preceding paragraph.

§11. It is noteworthy that Baltic shows a sigmatic future but no sigmatic preterite, and that Slavic on the other hand shows a sigmatic aorist but no sigmatic future. For byştēje 'future',
ultimately equal to Lith. fut. ppla. *brūti- of sing. *brūt-. We may observe the relation in Italic, where Latin has only an s-perfect, and Osco-Umbrian only an s-future. The distribution is thus complementary; the fact and its significance are noted in Strang, Vgl. Gramm. 399. In view of this complementarity, it is tempting to equate the characteristic Baltic 3 sg. future forms from inherited monosyllabic roots in long final vowel further with OCS (2 and) 3 sg. aorist forms of the same roots:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lith. duōs</th>
<th>:</th>
<th>OCS ĝa</th>
<th>*hō-s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bēs</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>by</td>
<td>*bhū-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ēs (ēsti 'eat')</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>īz-ē</td>
<td>*ēd-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dēs</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>vē-dē</td>
<td>*hē-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ĭs</td>
<td>:</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>*li-s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Slavic forms do not require the postulation of a final -t any more than do the Baltic ones; and in this archaic sigmatic type with zero-ending, the identity 2 sg. = 3 sg. is confirmed by Hittite: 2, 3 sg. daš 'took' = OCS 2, 3 sg. da. The parallel RV aprēs < *pleś is likewise 2 sg. at I 52.13 and VI 46.5 (pĭms), as well as 3 sg. (10x). The reconstruction with simple final -s in these Slavic forms is suggested as a possibility by Kuznecov, Ocherki po morf. starost. jaz. 97, and adopted, with full discussion, by Toporov, VSJ 1961 5.68. On the sigmatic forms of Balto-Slavic ēd- and cognates see Ivanov, Obšć. sist. 158-162.

The postulation of original Balto-Slavic -s in these forms
permits us to account directly for the three Slavic sources in -sta alternating with the rarer forms in zero above: dastu, bystu, štstu. They show the suffixation of the same element -sta as the 3 sg. thematic present -esta, which following Fortunatov I take as the pronoun *tos (v. infra, §15), at a time preceding the loss of final -s in Slavic. The genesis of Slavic -sta is thus parallel to, but independent of, the creation of the Hittite endings -šta, -šteni (or Venetic -sto in bhagsto, donasto).

§12. We pass to the Slavic material. Aside from the treatments in the handbooks, cf. in particular, V. S. Kuznecov, 'K istorii form 3-go lica nast. vr. glagola v russ. jaz.', Slavia 25.175-83 (1956); in greatest detail for the whole of the paradigms, Očerki 84-103; V. N. Toporov, VSJ 1961.5.63-70. These scholars have surveyed the Slavic and comparative evidence in a new light; basing ourselves in part upon their findings, it is possible to show that the Slavic inflectional system in the verb accords in virtually every particular with the paradigmatic paradigm we have been led to reconstruct in other branches of Indo-European, especially Greek and Celtic.

Slavic, like Baltic, shows clear evidence for the inherited athematic present with primary endings, -mi -si -sti > Common Slav. -ma -st -ta. Cf. jesmь, jesь, and ORuss. jestь, OPol. jesь'cь (Kuznecov, Očerki 94). Only the 2 sg. has been innovated,
with the composite ending thematic -s̩ + consonant -i (v. Lešča).

The original form -s̩ is in any case plausibly attested in OCS podasi (Kiev Frag., Kuznecov 91).

Together with these, however, there are also the shorter forms je 'is', ně 'is not', found both in Old Church Slavic and Old Russian. These forms can be most simply derived from *est, *něst < *ne est, thus continuing the IE secondary, 'injunctive' ending *-t, with no apparent difference in value from the primary ending. The conservation of such fossilized archaisms in early Slavic is parallel to the conservation of words, such as *set 'is not', *nest in modern standard Russian. Cf. also Old Irish nē 'is not' < *n̆ist < *n̆est < *ne est; clearly an old form since it shows the Common Celtic change ē > ī. Old Russian něto 'is not' ( > Russ. net), found once in the Novgorod birchbark inscriptions beside several examples of něso, probably shows the same form ne suffixed by the pronominal -t. něto with palatalized consonant would be an analogical reflection after regular 3 sg. pres. -t, just as are the ORuss. aorist forms doste, byste, ěste. Such an interpretation appears more likely than the assumption of a wholly irregular direct development něsto > něto.

§13. The typical thematic paradigm in Old Church Slavonic is in the singular and plural
In the 3 sg., however, we have to reckon also with two other forms: a) ORuss. vez-ėti, with palatalized -t' preserved in south Great Russian dialects, and in part in Ukrainian and Byelorussian (which shows -t' > -ç'); b) vezete, with an ending -eto attested sporadically already in the oldest texts of OCS (Zographensis and Marianus as well as Suprasiliansis), Russian CS (Ostromirov gospel), and ORuss. (Novgorod birchbark inscriptions, where they outnumber those in -etb), and continued in part as the norm in most of the modern languages outside East Slavic. Correspondingly in the 3 pl. we have a) ORuss. -ytb < -qtu with palatalized final, and b) the endings without -t or -t, OCS -ç, ORuss. -u.

Not one of the OCS forms, except the 2 pl. -ete, may be equated with the corresponding paradigms of Skt. wahemi, Lat. uehö, Goth. -wiga etc.; to juxtapose these with the Slavic forms, as in Meillet, Introd. 8 237, is quite illegitimate. But to equate ORuss. -etb and pl. -yetb with Skt. -ati -anti < *-eti *-onti (so even Kuznecov) is no more legitimate, since the dialectal restriction of these endings in Slavic would remain to be accounted for; nor is there any satisfactory way of explaining why *-etb *-qtb should have been eliminated in most of Common Slavic if they were genuine inheritances.
§14. It was Kusnacov who first showed clearly the primacy of the 3 sg. ending -e in Slavic; see the discussion in the works cited. Yet he still preferred to derive this *-e from earlier *-et; it was Toporov (loc. cit. 66-67) who observed correctly that the basic Slavic zero-ending was directly inherited: IE *-e. We can now equate the ending of the Common Slavic type veze, i.e. the bare thematic vowel -e and a zero-ending proper, with the same ending in the Greek compositional type ἀρχέ-λαμος, and the Celtic ending *-e of the type OIr. *beir.

An important argument for the existence of such a 3 sg. ending in the Slavic thematic paradigm is the OCS 3 pl. imperative, found only for the verb 'to be', but attested from several passages already in the oldest MSS (cf. Diels §108 Anm. 3): the form is bod-q, from IE secondary *-ont. (To derive -q from *-oint with Vaillant, Gramm. comp. 1,145, 217 is a pisshller both in Slavic and in Indo-European, as Stang has shown.) The ending -q may be equated with that of Lith. veza etc., the old 3 pl. present with secondary ending *-ont, reinterpreted as nom. pl. m. participle (cf. Stang, Vgl. Gramm. 411 with references, as well as an unpublished paper by Cowgill presented to the Yale Linguistics Club on 12 Oct. 1964). It may further be equated with the *-ont of OIr. 3 pl. cjt. *berat, the paradigmatic counterpart of 3 sg. *beir < *bher-e, and which functions also as 3 pl. imperative (berat).

Like other 'injunctive' forms in the imperative in other Indo-European languages, these simply preserve the oldest form of the present indicative of that language.
We may thus equate both numbers of the third person in the thematic paradigm in Slavic and Celtic, as continuing the Indo-European type intact:

\[
\begin{align*}
3 \text{ sg.} & \quad \text{bőde} & \quad *\text{beir} & \quad *-e \\
3 \text{ pl.} & \quad \text{bód} & \quad *\text{berat} & \quad *-ont.
\end{align*}
\]

The type is Common Balto-Slavic; only the vocalism of the 3 sg. differentiates veze vezǒ from Lith. vėža (vėža), for which we have cited parallels above.

§15. For the -t₃ of the third person type OCS veze-t₃, vezǒ-t₃, I agree completely with Kuznecov, Очерки 95, that the most plausible explanation is that proposed already by Fortunatov in Izv. O. R. Jaz. Slav. 13 (1908), kn. 2.19 ff.: we have the generalization in both numbers of an originally optional 3 sg. suffixed subject pronoun *t̥os = OCS t₃, Lith. t̥as, and especially OPruss. suffixed -t̥s. Stang's objection (Verb. 219, 232) that the Old Prussian suffixation of the subject pronoun is a syntactic Germanism (asti-t̥s 'ist es'), is not valid since the productive Old Prussian 3 sg. subject pronoun was t̥an̥, not t̥(a)š. We have thus a syntactic feature of Common Balto-Slavic date, continuing an archaic Indo-European type. It is of course possible that the Old Prussian and OCS forms are parallel and independent developments, in view of their respective dialect distribution, despite
the phonetic and morphological identity; both could for example have replaced an earlier pronoun *a₂a cognate with the Hittite suffixed pronoun -a₂, -at.

§16. For the remaining persons of the present the explanations advanced long ago by Kul'bakin and Meillet are doubtless to be preferred; cf. Kuznetsov, Очерки 89 ff. The 1 sg. -a reflects the old Balto-Slavic and Indo-European ending *a₂, suffixed by the secondary 1 sg. ending *(o)m. To suppose a prehistoric a-pocope *a₂mi > *-a₂m, with Vaillant, Gramm, comp. 3.8, is both unnecessary and unacceptable; the comparison of the Hittite type (Muppfiy)-a₂-mi is specious, since the Greek correspondence would be -a₂-µλ.

For the 2 sg. the original thematic ending was Proto-Slavic *-e₁, whence Slavic -i. This ending was contaminated with the athematic ending *-e₁ > -e₂, producing -e₁, which we find in the athematic root verbs. From the root verbs this ending spread to the i-verbs, with the regular phonetic reflex -i-e₁ > -i-ςi; and in this form it spread to the thematic type, whence -e-ςi. For the precise mechanism see further below.

In the 1 pl. we find not only -m₂, but also -m₂, -mo, and -my. The last has surely been influenced by the pronoun my 'we'; -m₂/-mo and -me are the older forms, reflecting IE *-mo/e (possibly with a further final consonant), and agreeing with the simpler forms of the cognate languages. For the thematic vowel -a- before
the ending see below.

The 2 pl. -te presents no problem, being identical with the old ending *-te of Gk. φέρετε, ēst. ipf. ἔριθε, Skt. ipf. bhārata,

§17. The thematic aorist shows a paradigm in OCS

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{pad-} & \text{pad-omn} \\
\text{pad-e} & \text{pad-ete} \\
\text{pad-e} & \text{pad-o} \\
\end{array}
\]

The clear connection of this type in Slavic with that of other Indo-European languages (cf. ch. VII §1, IX §6 above) makes it most plausible to reconstruct a paradigm *-om *-as *-at, *-omn *-ete *-ont, as in Greek and Indo-Iranian. The distribution of the thematic vowel is here the historically expected one; I cannot agree with Toporov in his suggestion that 2 - 3 sg. pad-e always had a zero-ending. Rather the history of the dialectal development of the thematic aorist type, as we have seen, requires that the starting point of the type be precisely 3 sg. *-om; only by this stage can we explain the further extension of the paradigm with the -m -s -t endings to form 2 sg. -as, 1 sg. -om.

If the identity of 2 and 3 sg. (as in pad-o) as against the 1 sg. (pad-e) corresponds to a widespread general linguistic feature, it is still quite possible for a language to develop such a structural feature over a period of time, by a quasi-teleological
evolution from an earlier structure with the two persons distinguished. Compare the development of a 3 sg. zero-ending out of an earlier system with overt 3 sg. in the Old Irish *-preterite, *-subjunctive, and *-preterite.

§18. We have then for the initial stage of Common Slavic a situation very similar to that of Greek: two thematic paradigms probably functioning as 'present' tense and narrative tense (= OCS aorist) respectively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pres.</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*-e</td>
<td>*-ei</td>
<td>*-es</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-e</td>
<td>*-et</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the plural the opposition was neutralized, cf. Gk. λέεπομεν ~ (ἐ)λέεπομεν, (ἐ)λέεπομεν:

*-omo
*-ete
*-ont

It is quite possible, following Stang, *Vgl. Gramm.* 384-388, that Baltic as well originally showed the same opposition of tenses and paradigms, but with pres. *-ē *-oi *-o. But the thematic was there swamped out by the spread of the -ā- and -ē-preterite.
The 1 sg. pres. *-3 was further augmented by -m from the aorist, whence *-Sm, thus differing only by length from the aorist *-sm; the subsequent changes to -q and -g respectively disrupted the symmetry once again. The 2 sg. pres. *-ei was monophthongized to -i, and the loss of final -s and -t merged 2 and 3 sg. aorist into -e, identical with the 3 sg. pres. Yet the latter could maintain its distinctive present function by adopting the suffixed subject pronoun te, not occurring with aorist -e. At the same time the 3 pl. -o in present function could in like manner be distinguished from aorist -q. But that this suffixation of -t remained optional is clear from the preservation in numerous dialects of the shorter forms in the present.

The resultant paradigm of the thematic aorist was stable, and maintained the same form in OCS, though gradually giving way to the productive aorist outside the 2, 3 sg. The paradigm of the aorist in the first person was itself built on the 2 = 3 sg. in original *-s (sta < *stas, v. supra) by the suffixation of the endings of the old thematic aorist: 1 sg. -s-q (*x-q), 1 pl. -s-q. The 2 and 3 pl. show the athematic forms -s-te, -s-q (*t-q), cf. athematic pres. das-te, dad-qtu, paralleling the athematic endingless 2 and 3 sg. 3 pl. -o is from *-nt or *-nt, probably the former (ch. II §23).

In the thematic present the paradigm would have presented the following configuration:
vezi̧

*vezi̧

veze(tz;

veze(tz)

-tz in the third persons was optional. Beside this thematic paradigm, valid for Leskien's classes I-III, we have the i-verbs, Leskien's class IV.

§19. Kuryłowicz has now shown convincingly (Infl. Cat. 79-84) that the i/ē verbs (cl. IV b), munici go back to the perfect, and that the iteratives and denominatives (cl. IVa, saditi, xvaliti) have modeled their inflexion on the former. (Note that this view eliminates the putative 'half-thematic' type from Balto-Slavic.) The basic form of the paradigm, and the only one continuing a direct inheritance, is the 3 sg.: OCS mun(i)ć = Lith. muni, both from IE *muni-ei. Only in word-final position can Slavic -i and Lith. -i be equated as *-ei, in itself a striking confirmation of the secondary, segmentable character of OCS -tz. This equation is particularly welcome, since it accords exactly with the observable restrictions on the verbal root *mem-; cf. especially the perfects Lat. memini and Goth. manmun, as well as Greek μέμον μέμον, RV 3 du. mēmēn, and OIr. pret. 3 sg. *mēnr indirectly reflecting an earlier *mēn-. To these we can now add the testimony of Hittite and Luvian; it is very interesting to note that the corresponding forms belong to the thematic hi-con-
jugation in Hittite, and are thematic in Luvi.] The forms are
Hitt. 1 sg. memahhe (archaic) 3 sg. mem(m)ai 'says' from reduplic- 
cated *memna-. Luvi-an shows the presence of the -n-, as well as 
the reduplication, in ipv. 3 sg. mamamnaddu 2 pl. mamamnaten.
The forms are clearly thematic, whether we assume phonetic mamana- 
or memna-. Luvi-an also shows in all likelihood the unreduplicated 
root, likewise thematic in pret. 1 sg. manaha 3 sg. manata; cf. 
Laroche, Dict. lout. s.v., and Ivanov, ObEY, sist. 110 for semantic 
parallels.

§20. It is from this basic 3 sg. form mem that the rest 
of the paradigm is built, according to the mechanism described in 
ch. II above; by the suffixation of the productive (thematic) 
endings of the remaining persons to mem, reinterpreted as stem 
mem- plus 3 sg. zero-ending. It is probably at this point that 
the 2 sg. =zi is created, via the insertion of 2 sg. =sΔ) from 
the athematic paradigm (> -x-) between stem mem- and 2 sg. ending
-z, where it would serve to break the hiatus and preserve the 
distinctiveness of stem and desinence. Thus

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{mem} & \text{mem-ma} \\
\text{mem-zi} & \text{mem-te} \\
\text{mem} \text{(tΔ)} & \text{mem} \text{(tΔ)} \\
\end{array}
\]

with the same redundant tΔ in the third person.
The subsequent development is the spread of 2 sg. -еъ to the thematic paradigm, effected together with a general reflection of that paradigm on the basis of the 3 sg.; the same mechanism as above. To the 3 sg. везъ, stem + zero ending, are added the desinences 2 sg. -еъ, 1 pl. -емъ (and 1 du. -евъ), thereby eliminating the inherited distribution of е/о in the thematic paradigm, and yielding the attested OCS forms:

везъ
evзъ
везенъ
везетъ
везо(тъ)

The thematic stem vowel of Slav. 1 pl. веземъ, just like that of Balt. 2 pl. везате, repeats that of the basic 3 sg. form: Slav. везъ, Balt. веза.

It is finally to the 3 p. basic forms везъ and везо that the athematic ending -ъ of ORuss. jestъ (сутъ) are added, in one limited dialect area alone, and doubtless quite late, witness the widespread preservation of the short forms in early Old Russian texts. The process reminds us both of the earlier introduction of 2 sg. -еъ from the athematic paradigm, and of the later enormous spread of 1 sg. -ъ in South and West Slavic, likewise from the athematic paradigm. As internal reconstruction shows, the equation of ORuss. везетъ with Skt. vahati, Lat. usehit, and Goth. висъ is 'un mirage de la grammaire comparée'.
§21. Stang has demonstrated, most recently Vog. Gram.

310 ff., that a number of Baltic alternate verbs, not corresponding to similar formations in other Indo-European languages, go back to antecedent perfect forms. The clearest evidence is their stative-intransitive function. Such a form is lakte (3 sg. lakte) in the sense 'zurückbleiben', cf. the e-vocalism in OPr. polaikt 'bleiben'; one may posit a Baltic perfect stem *lai̇k- comparable with Gk. λέλοντα (and Goth. laihtu). Other cases as well show e-vocalism in Old Prussian, like 1 pl. galbimai, 3 sg. opt. galbsai 'be able', beside e-vocalism and suffix -ë in Lith. galbėti 'help'; cf. OPr. 2 sg. vaisi 'you know' beside Lith. veizdi. Thus probably Baltic perfect stems *gal-, *vaid-. O Lith. miegti 'sleeps' beside -mėgna 'falls asleep' probably goes back to a perfect *maig-: Russ. ману, мёд'. Latv. sargāt beside Lith. sargēti 'watch over' may go back to a perfect stem *sara-. Similarly O Lith. 3 sg. klaisti 'is mistaken' to a *klaid-, álkti 'is hungry'. In all these cases we appear to have an old perfect replaced by a new 'perfecto-present' with the athematic endings -ni -si -ti, and sometimes a change in the root vocalism, to conform to the pattern of the inherited athematic verbs with e-grade like eiti ėsti pa-valti. Thus *sarg-e(i) with old perfect ending replaced by *sarg-ti with athematic ending, whence sarg-ti with e-vocalism as in sargēti after the type vērtēti with the stative suffix ę. Typologically, such a development is quite similar to the tendency to replacement of hi-conjugation by mi-conjugation forms in Hittite.
These formations are archaic; the high degree of refashioning which they have undergone is a better indication of antiquity than the straightforward perfects or preterites of other languages, notably Greek and Germanic. Cf. especially N. Van Brock, *MIA* 75, 119-165 (1964).

In Slavic, the old perfect appears unchanged only in the isolated OCS 1 sg. vâdê 'I know' < *woidâi*. In Slavic, as shown by van Wijk, *Stud. Balt.* 3, 134 ff., Stang, *Verbum* 24, 153, *Val. Gram.* 314-15, and Vaillant *RESL* 14, 31 ff., *BSL* 57, 52 ff., we have also a group of verbs in Leskien's class IVb which show radical o-vocalism and a stative intransitive value, and are to be derived from Indo-European perfects. These include OCS bolîts' 'is sick', bolîts' se 'is afraid' (cf. perf. *bêlîsô < bêlîsôgo*), gorîts' 'burns', polîts' 'flames', perhaps xoštêts' 'wishes', and certainly (though not an i/ô verb) mozêts' 'can' (1 sg. moço). cf. Goth. perfecto-present maŋ. That the i/ô inflexion of these verbs is not original is shown by the very archaic participle gorôîts (beside expected gorôîts) to gorêti. On the other hand the i/ô inflexion does probably go back to the common Balto-Slavic period, since it recurs in Lith. gâri 'burns', inf. garêti, the only Baltic verb corresponding in inflexion and root vocalism to the Slavic type.

What is basic is the addition of the stative suffix -ê, as in the Baltic type sêrgâti, pêlêtî noted above. For the formation of the present paradigm (gorôj gorîts' gariu gâri) cf. the discussion of maŋo mañitsa above.

Another original perfect stem *olk* probably underlies
especially the passive pple. lakomą 'hungry', which does not show the suffixes *ie/-ie- or *a-

Following van Wijk and Stang, we may also see traces of archaic perfects characterized by an enlargement -u- in the two Lithuanian verbs stūvi 'steht' (stōväi) and devi 'trägt [Xleider]' (devēći), cf. Ved. pf. tasthåu and dadhåu. For the y-element cf. ch. III § 32. In the latter verb it recurs in Anatolian: Luv. ipf. 3 pl. duandu 'let them put', pret. 3 sg. duwatta. Hier. Luv. pret. 1 sg. tuwâha, 3 sg. tuwâca, ipf. 3 sg. tuwâtu.

Such formations attest the former existence in Balto-Slavic of full-grade perfects with a-vocalism. Another group of verbs attests the existence of perfects with zero-grade vocalism; the type *mûrei > OCS mani(ta), Lith. mûnî noted above, following Kuryłowicz.

Other Common Balto-Slavic zero-grade formations are *buddh-ei (cf. Skt. buddhâ) in OCS budji(-ta) 'wachz' = Lith. buði; *amrda-ei in OCS smrđi(-ta) 'stiekz' = Lith. smrück. Others, though confined to one of the other group, may still be old, e.g. OCS druži(-ta) 'hüt', Lith. tbri 'hat' (semprasrâna, cf. tvérri 'greifzen').

From these indications it is clear that there were basically two channels for the restructuring of the Indo-European perfect in Balto-Slavic.

In one type the perfect was remade to an athematic present with the endings *-mi -si -ti, and often a-vocalism, as attested in Old Lithuanian (type liektï); subsequently it was assimilated
to the productive -ь/ь- class (like OCS uagь) or -ь/-ь- class (like OCS двьо/даю), in common with other original athematic presents.

In the other type the perfect was directly remade to a new so-called half-thematic present, by a reinterpretation of the old 3 sg. form, from which an entirely new present paradigm is created. Outside the present, the root receives the stative suffix -ь, e.g. inf. миьи миьти, саьи саьти. The same suffix is also occasionally added to the above (athematic) type, as in сьельи, сьегьи.

The second type, i/-е- verbs derived from original 3 sg. perfects, show both the с- and the с- grade in the root, depending on the individual case; сьаргь сьаргьрь < *съоргъ-еi beside сьи сьиьрь < *съи-еi. This suggests that we should postulate an original Balto-Slavic perfect with paradigmatic apophony, thus continuing the Indo-European type, without reduplication *съоргъ/съи-еi cf. Гк. (у)пьоргьрь (у)пьоргьрь, Гох. съи-еi. Only the 1 sg. *-еи and 3 sg. *-еи can be reconstructed for the paradigm of the Balto-Slavic perfect, cf. OCS вьдь-е (Balt. athematic -еи < -м + аи) and OCS -i(ь): Lith. -и. But an original alternation of the type 1 sg. *гор-а/л пл. *гор-мьо, *мьогъ-а/съи-мьо is plausible.

In some verbs the strong grade was generalized, whereas in others it was the weak grade, for reasons obscure; one may observe a parallel variation in the root form chosen, in the steady process of replacement of strong verbs by weak verbs in
the later Germanic languages, particularly English. The elimination of inherited apophonic paradigms in Baltic and Slavic may be observed also in the nominal system, where such an old root noun as *kērd gen. *krdēs 'heart', indirectly attested in OFrus. nom. sg. sýr and OLith. (Daukša, Szyrwik) gen. sg. szirēs, has generalized the weak grade in Lith. žirdis, OCS sryda, but preserved the strong grade in Latv. sērde 'marrow, heart of wood', OCS sryda 'middle', via a lexical differentiation.
§1. Indo-European languages show evidence for three separate suffixes of the optative mood. The first shows paradigmatic ablaut, and is formed on the zero-grade of athematically inflected roots: *-iē/i-, exemplified by OLat. 2 sg. siēs/2 pl. sitēs. The second (cf. ch. XII §14) is likewise formed directly on the root, but has an invariant form: *-ā-. It is found as a modal suffix only in Italic and Celtic, and may be exemplified by OLat. 3 sg. aduenat, 2 sg. attigās, and OIr. 'bia to besaid 'smites'. Whether this form was aboriginally an optative suffix is doubtful, in view of its probable connection with the Balto-Slavic and Tocharian preterite sign -ā-. The third has a likewise invariant form, and provides the regular form of the optative in the thematic conjugation. The suffix has the form *-oi-; it has been traditionally analyzed in comparative grammar as -o + ē, the ē-grade of the thematic vowel, plus the zero-grade of the athematic optative. For Meillet's view see below.

These three forms of the optative have in fact partially overlapping distribution in the attested languages. Consider the root 'to come, go', where the root athematic form *g-ēm- appears as an aorist or preterite in a variety of Indo-European languages, including Indo-Iranian, Armenian, and Tocharian. The same root, in its
'acrist' form, is found suffixed by all three optative suffixes:

\[
\begin{align*}
*g^{\text{Wem-je-}} & \quad \text{(Ved. gamyás, Av. jamyát)} \\
*w^{\text{Em-á-}} & \quad \text{(OLat. ad-uénát, with dental nasal for labial)} \\
*g^{\text{Em-oi-}} & \quad \text{(Ved. gaména)}
\end{align*}
\]

It is the last of these three types which will concern us here.

§2. In conformity with Meillet's principle, that we must reconstruct on the basis of exceptions not of regular forms, it would be methodologically wrong to proceed from the banal type of thematic optative. Skt. bháret, Gk. ϕποτ, and Goth. baíræ are each predictable in its own synchronic system, and as such no guarantee of an Indo-European *bherôt. Far more promising are the thematic optatives of the type gaména, bhujeás, formed to otherwise generally athematic roots, usually aorist. The existence of these forms and their peculiar nature was first noted by Wackernagel, Vermischte Beitr. 49 (1897) [= Kl. Schr. 801]. Since then they have been commented on in particular by Meillet (BSL 32,194-203 [1931]) and Renou (BSL 41,5-17 [1939]), and most recently discussed by Cardona, Them. Aor. 29 ff.
It is a great merit of Cardona's work to point out for the first time two significant facts: a) that this formation "has its maximum occurrence in the first plural active", with 12 instances as against 7 first singulars, 6 third singulars, and 1 second singular in the Vedic texts; and b) that an abnormally high percentage of these first plurals occur in the trochaic cadence of tristubh lines (r-ν-τ), and that many occurrences outside the cadence are variants on formulae where the verb is in the cadence.

§3. To take up the last point first: Cardona suggests that these were "innovated forms frequently used because of their metrical convenience" (p. 32). This is to misconstrue the nature of oral poetry. For it is not that metrically convenient innovatory forms were utilized in the cadence, but rather that archaic forms tended to be preserved intact in the fixed cadence where it was metrically not possible to alter them in a more "modern" direction. Examples of this are legion in the Homeric poems; I point out merely a perhaps less evident one.

Since the classical and striking comparison by Adalbert Kuhn we have known that Homeric κλέος αὐθητού and Vedic एकैति श्रावण together recover an Indo-European poetic phrase. I submit that the reason for the preservation of the phrase in the two traditions was
precisely that it occurred in the cadence of the verse line in each. So in the Rig-Veda दाधानो अक्षिति स्रावह 9.66.7c (-/u-ू, गायत्री) and the metrically identical सधत्ते अक्षिति स्रावह 8.103.5b = 1.40.4b in सतोभरति.

It is the Aeolic metres which preserve most faithfully the Indo-European metrical tradition in Greek; and in Sappho 44.4 Lobel-Page = 55Diehl, the cadence is formed by क्लेओς अष्टितु, with the same iambic यु-ू. The Vedic सतोभरति can have the cadence यु-ू as well as the -/u-ू above, cf. तावा रातिभर 8.19.29a; similarly the गायत्री. An absolute final क्लेओς अष्टित्व was excluded in the hexameter, but we may note that the phrase is in penultimate position in I 413 अतः क्लेओς अष्टित्व हमसल, and cf. अष्टित्व अड़ल at verse end in B 46, 186, 238, with the variant अष्टित्व अड़ल N 22.

The characteristic presence of such forms as गमेम, भुजेम in the cadence of the verse line should be taken as suggesting that they are archaic forms, rather than innovations. The 1 sg. forms like गमेम are metrically identical to the 1 pl. in verse final (cadence) position; and गमेम likewise forms the cadence in its only RV attestation, 1.158.3 (द्रेम and सनेम, the other two RV 1 sg. forms, do not). But there is a metrical correlation with the very striking preponderance of first person (sg. and pl.) forms in this class: 19 of the 26 instances of thematic aorist optatives catalogued by Cardona. This metrical correlation is an index of
§4. There is a third notable peculiarity about these thematic optative forms to verbs with root aorist. Though the ending is ostensibly active, -ėmma, -ėyaṁ, the formation seems to be indifferent as to voice; it is found not only with verbs which are nearly always active, but also commonly with verbs which are nearly always middle. Thematic aorists beside predominantly active aorists: bhideyaṁ (AV): abheṭa, ��aḳema : saktam. Thematic aorists beside predominantly middle aorists: ašema : ąṣṭa, 3 pl. ąṣāta, and optatives aśimahi, ašiya.

(The SV has aśemahi, which looks like a formal reinforcement of the medial function of RV aśema.) Compare also Lat. mid. nanciscor (OLat. 3 sg. nancitor). We have drṣeyam, drṣema (AV) : adṛṣran, “ram. The root gam furnishes both middle and active forms, but the compound sāṃ gam is virtually always middle; we have also sāṃ gaṃema.

The root bhuj deserves special notice. Aside from bhujema, the only active forms in the RV are given by Grassman as sambhūjam 2.1.4 and bhojam 2.28.9. The former is best taken as a noun in the accusative, cf. Geldner ad loc. And in bhojam we have a curious coinage which is built directly on bhujema. Cardona has shown (op. cit. 32) that bhujema outside the cadence in 7.52.2 bhujema anyājātām ēnas is simply a variant of a line where it is in the
cadence: 6.51.7 \( \text{ma va eno anyákrta} \) \( \text{bhujema} \) 'may we not atone for the sins committed by others'. The antiquity of such a line is borne out by the fact that it is metrically a perfect Sapphic hendecasyllabic. Note also, on the syntactic side, that we have here the only instance in Vedic of an optative with \( \text{ma} \) (Whitney §579b); \( \text{ma bhujema} \) is in a certain sense an 'injunctive of the optative', and by that fact doubly archaic. In 2.28.9 \( \text{ma ahám rājam anyákrtena} \) \( \text{bhojam} \) 'may I not, O King, atone for [the sins] committed by others' we have another variant of the same line, but with a metathesis not of words (anyákrta bhujema \( \Rightarrow \) bhujema anyájātam) but of endings: [anyákr] -am [bhuj] -ema \( \Rightarrow \) [anyákr] -ena [bhoj] -am.

The form bhojam, with guna metrically required, is thus the product of a remarkably ancient pun, made possible by the identity or quasi-identity of nominal (-am, -ena) and verbal (-am, -ema) desinences. It cannot be considered the Rig-Vedic root aorist of bhuj (Cardona 29). By the same token, the anomalous construction of active bhuj taking the instrumental (rather than the accusative) disappears from Vedic syntax as a natural attested type. For the meaning and syntax of bhuj- in the two voices see Benveniste, Titres et noms propres en iranien ancien II, n. 596a.

Indeed the root bhuj probably did not form an aorist at all.
For the bhójate of 1.78.5, taken as aorist subjunctive by Neisser, BB 7.222 and Cardona 124 n.5, is in its one occurrence best taken as either present (so Grassmann) or better as an 'éventuel' in Renou’s sense, BSL 33.5.

§5. Cardona’s list is restricted to thematic aorist optatives. But as Renou has shown in several places, these forms cannot be considered apart from other thematic formations, in particular the type tudáti. Consider the verb huvé 'calls', pret. ah(u)vat, with the archaic middle ending *-o(i). Whether huvé is a sixth class (tudáti) present, with Grassmann and (queried) Whitney, or more likely a root athematic present, is not of moment here. Its optative is in any case thematic. The optative of this stem occurs in the 1 sg. middle huvéya (lx); but the corresponding 1 pl., attested no less than 32 times in the Rig-Veda, frequently in the metrical cadence, and indistinguishable in diathesis from huvéya, is the ostensibly 'active' huvéma.

Another form which could be added to Cardona’s list is the RV hapax taruṣema 'may we overcome', beside the middles tāruṣante, taruṣanta. Like gaméma, bhujema, this thematic optative is a 1 pl., and found in the cadence of a triṣṭubh: 7.48.2. taruṣema vytrám
The Vedic form taru-s(a)- is itself an archaism with clear cognates in Hittite, especially ipv. tarḫu-du KBo IV 2 I 54 'let it overcome', and the adj. tarḫu-ilī 'heroic, strong'; cf. Friedrich, Heth. Gesetze 99, HWb. Erg. 2.24, and especially Ivanov, Obý. sist. 106.

The thematic $s$-suffix to a stem ending in -$u$- in Ved. taru-ša-
recalls Hitt. tekku-ššai- 'show', archaic 3 sg. pret. tekkuššet; cf. Kronasser, Etym. 506. I suggest thus an analysis *tek-u-se/o-
parallel to *ter2-u-se/o- of Ved. taruša-, and would further see the root *tek- in Gk. τέκ-ιμωρ, τέκ-ιμωρ. There is no morphological justification whatsoever for the traditional equation of Hitt. tekkuššai- with the $s$-aorists Gk. ἔφερα, Lat. dixi; the more so since the $s$-aorist is late in TeRT- roots, as shown by Narten, Sigm. Aor. 80.

§6. It is clear from the evidence of Hittite, Greek, and Indo-
Iranian that the formation of the desinences of the plural in the first and second persons of the middle voice was not entirely completed in Indo-European before the separation of the dialects. The attested forms cannot be reduced to a single prototype, and represent creations of the individual languages, posterior to the period of community. This suggests that the endings 1 pl. *-me/o(-)
and 2 pl. *(_t)e(-) were in Indo-European indifferently active and middle. The absence of characteristic endings for these two persons in the perfect is to be explained in this fashion, and the fact that the Hittite hi- and mi- conjugations are identical in the plural is similarly a faithful reflex of the earlier situation. It is fully in accord with such a hypothesis that we find the characteristic thematic aorist 1 pl. in -ema, an archaism preserved in particular metrical conditions, corresponding both to active and to mediopassive inflexion.

§7. For Cardona (Op. cit. 30), in principle following Bartholomae KZ 29.277, these thematic optatives of the type gamėma result from the creation of thematic stems from athematic ones via the channel of ambiguous forms: e.g., 1 pl. gamēma from gam- is reinterpreted as coming from a gama-, on the basis of which a new optative gamēma replaces an older *gamyama, (cf. gamyās). The difficulty is that gamēma (etc.) shows every sign of being an old form, on a much earlier chronological level than the evident expansion of the thematic aorist at the expense of the root aorist (Whitney §847) in the historical period. Furthermore *gamyama is an entirely regular form, predictable in its own synchronic system; there is no good reason why it should have been replaced. While
Cardona is surely correct in his basic thesis that the thematic sorist is not a category of Indo-European date, the optative type *gamēma is a separate problem.

More promising is the general conclusion of Renou, _loc. cit._, who suggested a connection of *gamēma with the thematic 'eventualis', while maintaining that these optatives were isolated from the indicatives. Meillet showed (3SL 32.199 [1931]) that the 'thematic' optative suffix was an unsegmentable *-oi-, and not *-o-; this considerably weakens the traditional further derivation of *-oi- from *-o- (zero-grade of *-i2-), most recently maintained by Kuryłowicz _Infi._, 141-2. Kuryłowicz's explanation ignores *gamēma etc., precisely the oldest type of thematic optative; his argument would have to be a proportion *dvīs-ma : dvīs-ī-ma = (a)drāsā-ma : drāsā-ī-ma ( > drāsāma), which breaks down on grounds of the lateness (Brahmanas) of the thematic stem *drāsā-. Hence his explanation must be rejected. We have three separate optative suffixes in Indo-European, all added directly to the root: *-ī-, *-ā-, and *-oi-.

§8. The Rig-Vedic form _dahūvāt_ is evidence that the optative took the older set of destinations with 3 sg. *-2. The 3 sg. *-ā._

-ī- represents a later form, and no analogical model could have produced *-īgāj from *īga. Further evidence for the utilization of
these archaic endings in the optative is the 3 pl. mid. -eran
(athem. -irfan), with the same ending as indicative adrêran and
the forms reflecting directly or indirectly an earlier 3 pl. *-ro.

We have seen that the thematic indicative paradigm in most
Indo-European languages incorporates forms which at the outset
were those associated with what appears in the later languages
as the middle voice. The same is true of the thematic optative.

Nowhere is this so clear as the 1 sg. optative. It has
virtually always been assumed that the 1 sg. Skt. -eyam and Gk.
(Arcad.) -oua in εξελώσαται (Schw. 665 C 30) reflected a form with
secondary ending *-m; the otherwise generally secondary endings of
the optative dictated this eminently 'structural' reconstruction of
Brugmann's, to which the discovery of the Greek dialect form brought
welcome corroboration and vindication. Yet at the same time it was
also recognized that the form in both languages was not phonologically
regular if from *-oi-m, which might be expected to yield Skt. *-ayam
(the -m explained as a separate analogy) and Gk. *-oα. To account
for this it was variously suggested that one had to deal with
(expressive) gemination, *-oiim, or paradigmatic analogy after
*-oi[t], etc.

The correct explanation was seen by Hirt, Idg. Gram. 4.289,
who made the comparison between Gk. -oua and Ved. 1 sg. mid. -eya,
not 1 sg. act. -eyam. It can be assumed in any case that the
active -eyam is a replacement of *-eya in the first instance, just
as impf. 1 sg. RV āsam 'I was' (OP āham) replaced *āsa : Hom. ṚV < *ās-ṛ; the replacement of Old Attic Ṛ (contracted from Ṛ) by Ṛ is a recapitulation of the process which was generalized in Indo-Iranian. It is furthermore probable that Skt. -eṣa and Gk. -oη are in fact regular developments of the sequence of suffix morpheme -oi- and 1 sg. desinence *-o; *-oio > Gk. -oη, Ved. -eṣa in terms of the formation of the paradigm, on which see below. It is a morphological reflex, beside the phonological reflex of the same sequence in 1 sg. Ved. bibhaya, Hom. /δετδοη, *δεθδοη.

The 1 sg. opt. thus has almost exactly the same origin as the 1 sg. indicative in *-ṛ < -o-o; like the latter, it is an originally 'middle' form which has spread to an 'active' paradigm. The archaic 1 pl. (and 1 sg.) forms from Vedic noted above, equally at home in middle and active paradigms, are in full accord with this pattern.

§9. Other forms in other languages lend credence to the postulation of such a paradigm. In accord with the paradigmatic patterns observed heretofore, to a 1 sg. *-oio would correspond two possible 2 sg. forms, *-oio with overt ending, and *-oi with zero-ending; the 3 sg. would have zero, *-oi. Thus in the singular,
\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{-oi}-\text{tō} & \quad *\text{-oi} & \quad *\text{-e}\text{-tō} & \quad *\text{-e} \\
*\text{-oi} & \quad *\text{-oi} & \quad *\text{-e} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Every one of these forms is attested in the historical dialects. The 2 sg. with overt form underlies Skt. -ethā < -etha + ā; it has also been suggested by Krause (Jour. of Celt. Stud. 1.24 ff. [1949]) to explain the Mid. Welsh 2 sg. imperfect in -ut, but the isolation of the latter form in its own paradigm makes this less cogent. The Old Lithuanian imperative in -i, refl. -ie-ė directly reflects the endingless 2 sg. *-oi. In Slavic we may derive the imperatives nes-i nes-ėmu nes-ėte from a similar paradigm with 2 sg. *-oi, 1 pl. *-oi-mo, 2 pl. -oi-te; the 1 pl. opt. huvėma 'let us call' discussed above corresponds exactly to OCS ḫēvēma. The 3 sg. *-oi with zero-ending is virtually attested in the opt. ḫēvē, occurring three times in the MS (Wackernagel, Kl. Schr. 499), which has a -t added for clarification of the 3 sg. function of the form just as in aṣaya[t] and opt. duhīya[t]. Finally the 3 pl. middle in Indic shows the same archaic ending -ran < *-ro which we have in ādṛan, adhūran. Beside these forms the extension of the r-ending to the 3 pl. active optative, Ved. syūr : hyārā (but Gāth. hīyōn) is clearly secondary, cf. Kuryłowicz, Infl. Cat. 60-61.
The resultant paradigm of the singular and plural optative

is then

-od•-√
-od•-√/o
-od-√(-ΤΗ)
-od-√
-od-√

a paradigm identical in character with the earliest one of both the
themetic conjugation and the perfect.

As in the themetic indicative conjugation, this paradigm was
undifferentiated as to 'voice'; the same forms in the indicative
appear both as middle and as actives in the later languages, and
the indifferent status as to voice of the Rig-Vedic forms attests
the same for the optative. The impulse to the creation of the
diaethes of voice (genera verbis) in the optative was as in the
indicative the afectionation of the forms of 2 and 3 as, showing
suffices -on- and desinence zero, with the productive endings of the
ons-conjugation: -ον-ον ον-ον (Skt. -ον-ον, Ch. -οο -οο).

Such a development is part of the tendency in Indo-European
to replace a zero-ending with an overt ending, which is a counter-
tendency to that of creating zero-endings for functional zero-forms.
The relatively high 'mobility' of paradigmatic structures in Indo-
European is ultimately attributable in large measure to the tension
between these two opposing principles.

§10. In the optative we have a morphological split, as a result of this suffixation, into two paradigms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>&quot;active&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;middle&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-oi-(\ddot{o})</td>
<td>-oi-(\ddot{o})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-oi-s</td>
<td>-oi(-t(\ddot{o}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-oi-t</td>
<td>-oi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The active paradigm was continued intact in Greek (Arcad.) -\(\ddot{o}u\) -\(\ddot{a}\) -\(\ddot{o}\), and probably Indo-Iranian *-\(\ddot{a}\)h\(\ddot{a}\) *-\(\ddot{a}\)is *-\(\ddot{a}\)it, Skt. -\(\ddot{e}a\) -\(\ddot{e}\)s -\(\ddot{e}\)t; the \(-m\) was subsequently added to the 1 sg. form in Indo-Iranian to relate it unambiguously to the basic pattern of endings \(-m(i)\) -\(s(i)\) -\(t(i)\), just as in the case of the athematic imperfect and thematic aorist.

Similarly in most Greek dialects, -\(\ddot{o}u\) was replaced by -\(\ddot{o}u\)\(\tau\). The immediate model for the creation of -\(\ddot{o}u\)\(\tau\) was the middle -\(\ddot{o}u\)\(\ddot{\nu}\) (Att.-Ion. -\(\ddot{o}u\)\(\ddot{\nu}\)), which coexists with -\(\ddot{o}u\) in Arcadian, and is therefore older than -\(\ddot{o}u\)\(\tau\), though a Greek innovation. The text reads (Schwyzer 665 c): ουδ' αυ το\(\ddot{e}\)λαμνο\(\ddot{e}\) α\(\ddot{u}\) το\(\ddot{e}\)ς Ερχο\(\ddot{u}\)νυ\(\ddot{\nu}\) ο\(\ddot{u}\)πο\(\ddot{e}\) - ουδ' αυ ε\(\ddot{e}\)λαμνο\(\ddot{e}\) το\(\ddot{e}\)ς Ευ\(\ddot{a}\)λυ\(\ddot{\nu}\)ος ο\(\ddot{u}\)πο\(\ddot{e}\); both cases
in the oaths sworn by the two parties to the treaty of confederation. It is to the fact that -oța occurs in the solemn archaic language of an oath that we owe its preservation.

§11. In the middle, 1 sg. *-oi-țo was preserved intact in Indo-Iranian, but remade to -ot-umav in Common Greek, perhaps via *-ot-α = *-oz-υ-α, cf. the replacement of primary *-α by -υ-α. In Indic, the 2 sg. generalized the form with overt ending *-oi-tgo, by polarization from the active, and the resultant *-etha was then further suffixed by 2 sg. active thematic -as to yield -ethās. One is tempted to explain Gk. 1 sg. -ot-umav on this basis as *-ot-um + 1 sg. active thematic -ov, with a prehistoric contraction -mα + on > -mān.

The 3 sg. middle *-oi replaced the zero-ending with the new ending *-to, whence the -oi-to of Greek and Indo-Iranian; Greek and Iranian independently created a 2 sg. *-oi-so (Gk. -osto, Av. -aēśa) on the proportion act. -oīt : mid. -oito = act. -oīs : mid. -oīso (replacing *-oītha).

In the plural the old forms of the first two persons were preserved in the new active, and new middle forms created, variable in the several dialects. The 3 pl. *-oi-tō was preserved in Indic, in the middle suffixed by -n(t): -eran, and (minus the -o, cf. 3 sg.
mid, -to : act. -t) extended to the active. In Greek and Iranian the -ro ending was given up entirely (if ever present at all in Greek), and the normal 3 pl. ending -nt, -nto generalized.

The pattern of development and ulterior history of the thematic optative is thus virtually identical to that of the thematic aorist indicative; it is scarcely surprising that the florescence of these two categories is greatest in the same dialect area of Indo-European, Greek and Indo-Iranian.

§12. This thematic optative formation, in the earliest texts built as well on otherwise athematic roots both present and aorist, is evidently connected with the other archaic thematic types we have examined, and its genesis must be explained in the same context.

The structure of the original optative paradigm indicates that it is built on the 3 sg., interpreted as containing a zero ending; the principle may be considered as established. The paradigm of the optative may be derived historically in the same way. The starting point is a verb form with primary 3 sg. desinence -oi. The structure root + desinence -oi is reinterpreted as root + suffix -oi + desinence zero in the 3 sg., whence the suffixation of overt desinences in the other persons. The process may be illustrated by attested forms in Vedic, though it began already in Indo-European proper:
The motivation for the morphological reinterpretation proposed is to be seen as the restriction to a modal value of an earlier indicative form which was in the process of being ousted from the system by the encroachment of new forms: the replacement of 3 sg. *-oi by *-toi, *-etoi. This process was well underway in the period of the Indo-European community, but completely only in the separate dialects. In this fashion we may account for the thematic optative as an old indicative déclassé; its origin is entirely similar to the history of the Indo-European subjunctive in -e/ə-, as sketched by Kuryłowicz, Apophonie 28 and Infl. Cat. IV.
§13. We have seen earlier that the forms ādar and prāti
entitle us to posit 3 sg. forms *daro and *
perhaps vyāsthat, and *stāo. The corresponding forms with primary ending
(cf. *keiō ~ *keiō) would be *daro *dhōi *stāoi. It is possible
finally that these forms underly the peculiar aorist optatives
deśām, dhēyām, āpa śṭhereyām, which Renou Gramm. Véd. §340 has
turned a 'compromise' between the -yā- and -e- optatives. The
forms are rare and aberrant in the Rig-Veda: deśām (1x) is scanned
- yā- (8.1.5), dhēyām (2x) both - yā- (5.64.4) and - yā- (10.52.5) āpa
śṭhereyām, scanned normally, occurs three times (6.47.8, 7.95.5, 8.27.
20), but always in verse initial position, and must be a formalist
e expression. Greek ὀπό, ἔστω, στατό probably admit of the same
explanation, but have further undergone the same reshaping as ὀπός,
ἔστως, στατός.

§14. Another obscure optative form, likewise built on a root
with final long vowel (yā) is RV yeśam, occurring in the phrase
āśvīva taśu āti yeśam 'may I go unto them like a horseman'. (2.27.16).
The form is unique in the Rig-Veda, though a few similar instances
show up in the later language; cf. Whitney §894c. RV yeśam has also
been included here, cf. Cardona, Lg. 41.12 n. 16 (1963), with
references. The form was clearly recognized as an optative by
Renou, R. 32.20 n.1, who related it to the autonomous optatives of the *nome type, but as an "optative in 'es'", without attempting an explanation. Cf. also Gr. ved. §344 note.

Yet the form can be explained, as a sort of 'thematic precative'. From the study of T. Burrow in *Asiatica (Festschrift to Walter) 35-42, and in *Celtic Verb 90 ff., it is clear that the Indo-Iranian thematic sorist optative had an archaic ending *s- in the 3 sg., -*yā-, which was reinterpreted as part of the suffix and extended throughout the paradigm, to form the 'precative', with 1 sg. -*yās-am. I suggest that the same 3 sg. ending -s was affixed to a thematic optative form *ioi (*iā-oi, like *kā-oi, *dha-oi), yielding *iiois, Indi. *yes, and that to this was built a 1 sg. yeś-am exactly like precative 1 sg. -yās-am to 3 sg. -yās. The unique example of a 3 sg. of this "es-optative" given by Whitney §894c is Msh. seī; we may either regard this as a replacement of *ses like 3 sg. prec. -vāt for earlier -yās, or else, since Whitney's Roots also gives a 1 sg. optative seyam for Msh., regard seī simply as a normal autonomous thematic optative.

There is evidence outside Indic for the base *ioi postulated here. Such a form of the root *iā- (*ioā-) is to be segmented *i(ā)-oi, with primary ending; the corresponding secondary ending would be *i(ā)-o. It is exactly parallel to *d(ā)-o from the root *dā- (*doā-). As we have shown earlier, *d(ā)-o is attested both
in Vedic i-da[∧] and in Hitt. 3 sg. mid. da-tta; it is therefore legitimate to recognize *i(ɔ)-o in the Hitt. 3 sg. mid. iya-tta 'goes, marches': *i(ɔ)-o + to. The same form *i(ɔ)-oi finally underlies the Tocharian imperfects B yai A ye-ŋ, as discussed in ch. XIV §§6-7.